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ABSTRACT 

Ilis thesis cxplorcs how and why organizational knowlcdgc cmcrgcs. An under- 
dcvclopcd branch of evolutionary thcory callcd mcnictics, which applies to social 
evolution, is uscd as a thcorctical back-drop. Evolutionary theory is an explanation 
of knowlcdgc that assumcs knowlcdgc cmcrgcs in a systcm without foresight, 
making the system infinitcly self-sustaining. Tbc thesis explores the dynamics of 
knowlcdgc cmcrgcncc during social intcractions. This is done on the basis that 
knowledge is created through social cxchangc and social cxchangc has to happen 
Wore knowlcdgc can become cmbcddcd in minds and cmbodicd in artcfacts and 
anyway the knowlcdgc stock of any social systcm can never be known as it is 
forever changing. The research is exploratory in that the thcory, the rcscarch strategy 
and the cmpirical clcmcnt of the thesis arc all very novel. Two empirical scttings are 
cxplorcd: 'un-managcd' Intcrnct chat rooms and a 'managcd' organizational setting, 
with the aim of being able to compare these scttings to determine how management 
can affcct the cmcrgcncc of knowlcdgc. 

In order to be able to comparc the emergence of knowledge within these settings 
knowledge emcrgcncc is described and cxplaincd. Knowledge emergence is 
d6cribed in terms of both content, specifically variety of content; and process, 
spccifically the nature of the steps involved in adding that varicty. Knowledge 
cmcrgcnce is erplained by charactcrising the system in which knowledge emerges. 
'Me system attributes of community intcractivity, differential retention dynamics, 
rules of knowlcdgc cmcrgcncc and reflexivity are shown to be responsible for 
k-nowlcdgc emergence. 

In comparing the three cases within each setting and the two settings, it is shown 
that each case of knowledge emergence has its own unique 'fingcrprint'. which is 
more or less similar to others. Using these comparisons in association with the 
theory, the thesis elucidates the system attributes and concludes that the system is 
beyond perfect control, but the system attributes arc more or less controllable and 
hence more or less manageable. Community intcractivity and retention dynamics arc 
difficult to manage whcrcas rules of emergence and Tcflcxivity arc more 
manageable. 
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CIIAP*rER ONE 

Overview of the thesis 

1.0 Chaptcr ovcri-lcw 

The thesis asks the question. 'how and why does organizational knowledge emerge? ' 7"he 

question is asked on the assumption that being able to understand knowledge cmcrgcnce 

%ill explain the differcritial aCCUMU13tion of sustainable, organizational advantage in the 

rapidly changing, knowWgc-bascd economy. Advantage is dcrincd as the creation or 

appropriate knowledge. 'Appropriate' is considered to have two dimensions. Firstly. the 

speed of knowledge cmcrgcncc must be similar to or grcatcr than the competition, where 

the competition is defined as organizations that arc developing similar knowledge. 

Secondly, the knowledge must incrementally emerge to become sufficicntly prevalent in the 

minds of a range of stakcholdcrs for it to survive. This use of 'appropriate' is based on the 

evolutionary concept that if an entity exists in an unchanging inert system it can continue to 

function within that system without changing. If. however, the system around it is changing, 

the entity %vill not survive unless changes occur such that the knowledge the entity harbours; 

rc-rclatcs to the new version of the system. The concept of sustainable is based on the 

evolutionary notion that the system over time might be charactcriscd by more or less 

change, or might remain relatively stable for long pcriods of time. Thus to remain fit 

different speeds of change arc necessary. 

The thesis begins to create an approach to describing and explaining knowledge emergence. 

The approach has the potential to compare knowledge emergence in different social 

settings. including organizations, by determining what 'appropriate' knowledge is, what 

knowledge is emerging compared to what knowledge is appropriate, and can provide 

indications on what can be done to close any gaps and to avoid gaps opening in the future. 

In theory terms, the research explores the cxtent to which modern evolutionary theory can 

contribute to the trend towards building an organic, strategic and knowledge-based view of 

the firm. There is a need for 'organic' models (not in any biological sense but in terms of 

agency and complexity) to be theoretically robust and able to challenge the mechanistic 

view of strategy without rejecting outright that management, at least in some form, is 

possible (see Fazjoun, 2002 for an integration of organic and mechanistic views of 



strategy). The organic perspective on strategy has developed as mechanistic models that 
define strategy as a single planned posture h3ve become increasingly less pertinent Organic 

approaches place an emplusis on incessant time, interactive flow and integration of 

concepts rather than discrete time, dircctional flow and distinct concepts as in mechanistic 

models. Equally, there is a need for a dynamic, knowlcdgc-bascd theory of the firm which 
is both a synthesis of socio-tcchnical systems theory and self-regulating biological systems 
(Spender, 1996). Porter also stresses the need for a dynamic theory of the firm (1991). 

Evolutionary theory can lay claim to being both knowlcdge-bascd and dynamic. 

The thesis is driven, both theoretically and methodologically, by the concept of evolution, 
most often applied to biology and defined very specifically here in broader terins as the 
differential prevalence of knowledge over time (Hughes. 1999). This definition makes 
evolutionary theory (Dar%kin, 1859 and 1998 facsimile) a theory of the transformation of 
knowledge, where knowledge is defined as that which creates a functional relationship with 
the world (Plotkin, 1993). It is a position created by the stance that if evolution explains 
organic life then it is logical to think that what came before and after organic life might be 

subject to the same basic logic and principles; namely that the engine underlying 
geological, organic and social life is the relentless blind production of variant knowledge 

which keeps the system d)rnamically stable. Evolutionary theory is dynamic in that it 

explains the differential prevalence of knowledge over time. It questions the concepts of 
agency, foresight and control, making it 'organic' in the sense of how the term is used in 

organizational theory. In Porter's terms (1991) it is also dyn=ic in that it accommodates 
creative strategies, is able to look at advantage in terms of innovation, complexity and 
sophistication, is highly context specific and sees knowledge as the endogenous variable 
and selection forces that act on the differential survival of that knowledge as cxogcnous. 

The tonc of the thesis is one which moves away from the use of evolution as a metaphor 
towards the direct use of evolutionary theory. A decision is made to move away from loose 

terms such as 'organic', which suggest that organizational life is identical to biological life, 

towards making clear that evolutionary theory, if it can be applied directly to social life, 

must share concepts %%ith biology but must also be distinct from it. Lastly, the thesis moves 

away from the casual use of evolution, in which the term is associated very generally with 

change, to a definition of evolution that is precise and which explains different rates of 

change. 
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Spccirically, a ncw branch of cvolutionary thcory, mcnictics, (Dawkins. 1976, Blickmorc, 
1999. Dcnnctt. 2000) is used to create insights. The theory is chosen because it is 

considered, at least by some. (Dennctt, 2000) to be knowlcdge-bascd, it is the most robust 
theory %%ithin social evolution as regards everyday evolution, its potential has yet to be 

explored in organizational theory. it is systems based in both socio-tcchnical and sclf- 

regulating terms as required by Spender (1996) and is 'organic' in that it questions 

n=agcrial agency (Blickmorc, 1999). 

The thesis shows how the theory caablcs the dcvclopmcnt of a perspective on 

organizational life that is built upon a knowlcdgc-based unit of analysis that operates within 

social systems. This unit can be traced longitudinally in terms of content and proccss, 
thereby describing knowledge cmcrgcncc. 11c pcrspccti-., c is uscd to compare and contrast 
knowledge emergence in two empirical scttings and cascs, %ithin these settings. Difrcrcnces 

and similarities are highlighted and connections arc nude between intended and rcaliscd 
k-nowlcdge. Empirical populations of this unit show organizational life to be part of a 
knowledge system that is larger than itself and which possesses a number of attributes that 
direct its emergence. 71cse attributes arc shown to be more or less controllable and hcnce 

more or less manageable. Last but not least, the implications of the findings are discussed. 

In particular, the claims, made %ithin evolutionary theory, that man is unable to perfectly 

control or predict the evolutionary process of knowledge is used to question how 

organizational advantage can be accrued. 

Working within this paradigm, emphasis is placed on understanding the dynamics of the 

creation of knowledge within social system of which organizations arc part, rather than 
being able to account for the knowledge stock of an organization andlor the environment it 

operates in. This is because the evolutionary pcrspectii-c on knowledge states that the 
knowledge stock of any social system is too complex to understand and is in any case 

always changing, making the dynamics of its production more interesting than a detailed 

account of its content at any one moment in time. Specifically, working with a dynamic 

knowledgc-bascd unit of analysis, the thesis uses this unit to focus on the raricty of 
knowledge content produced in convcrsations, the process by which that knowledgc is 

produced and, most usefully, uses this as a basis to work out the forces Mthin the system 
that operate to produce that knowledge. The emphasis is on knowledge being retained 
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%ithin the conversation for what can be both economic and non-cconomic reasons. The 

stance is taken that before knowledge can become embedded in ancracts or minds it must 
be exchanged during social interactions as this is what creates new knowledge that can then 
become embedded. So whereas the 'normal' stance on knowledge might be that which is 

embedded in artcfacts; and embodied in minds. in this thesis knowledge is what is 

transferred during social interaction that might or might not become embodied. Indeed, 

looking at what is not embodied is as important as looking at what is embodied as evolution 

seeks to explain differences in the distribution (of knowledge) over time. 

The thesis is exploratory and as such only starts to generate an answcr to the research 

question. The research rests on in un-tcsted view of organizational performance, namely 

that sustainable advantage is accrued through appropriate k-nowlcdgc emergence. This 

view rests on two assumptions. Firstly, it assumes that organizations can, and perhaps even 

should, be viewed as operating %ithin a knowlcdge-based social system. Secondly, it 

assumes that %vithin that system organizational advantage is accrued through the creation of 
knowledge which binds the organization together, at least to some extent as a community; 
becomes sufficiently prevalent in the minds of other communitics (internal and external 

stakeholders) to possess commercial worth and/or is knowledge which helps the 

organization create that commercially valuable knowledge. The system is seen as 

evolutionary, by v. -hich it is meant that the knowledge stock, in terms of what it is and who 
harbours it. changes over time. Furthcmorc, the thesis is exploratory because it describes 

and explains knowledge emergence in only a limited numbcr of cases, %ithin one 

organization and using only one undcr-developed theory of knowledge emergence that has 

yet to be compared N%ith others. It does, however, show that a %%-ay of describing and 

explaining the emergence of knowledge can be developed. 

Section 1.1 pro%ides an o%-micw of the whole thesis. Sections 1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5 and 1.6 

pro%idc surnmarics of their numerically corresponding chapters. IIcncc section 1.2 provides 

a summary of Chapter Two in which the research question is developed in the context of 

the literature, section 1.3 summaries CImpter Three on research design, sections 1.4 and 1.5 

summarisc Chapters Four and Five which contain the analysis of the data from the two 

empirical settings that arc studicdL Lastly, section 1.6 summarises Chapter Six on the 

contribution and its' theoretical, managerial and research implications. 
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Section 1.7, entitled 'back to basics'. justifies a number of aspects of the thesis which might 

surprise the rcadcr. These include. firstly. the proposal that a theory dominated by the 

principle of social systems lacking foresight and intentionality might have some rclc%lncc 

%ithin management. The thesis upholds that the currently dominant paradigm of planning 

and designing an organizational future, or indeed several futures using the technique of 

scenario planning, is inadequate for the current economy where the probability of many 
futures unfolding, including radically new ones, is far more evenly spread than in the past. 
Using a theory that forces the cxplor3tion of ways of dcrining m=gcmcnt which are not 
based on command and control is justifiable in that it forces the investigation of alternative 

w-ays of managing. Secondly, evolutionary theory is applied as a theory of transformation 

of knowledge. Evolution has been used so extensively in organizational research that it 

exists as a field of wotk, but it has never been used as a theory of knowledge emergence. 
Lastly, a social setting is used as a comparison to an organizational setting. Organizational 

research is dominated by research which tends not to place organizations in the broader 

social context because organizations tend to be considered as a special social setting. Ilis 

thesis questions that assumption by suggesting organizations have something to learn from 

types of organization that feature in the broader context of social life and by suggesting that 

organization theory can benefit from drauing on more broadly based social theories. 

1.1 Overview of the thesis 

Two aspects of general strategy literature arc of particular rclc%-ancc to the thesis. Firstly, 

those eminent within the field promote systemic, dynamic theories of strategy (Porter, 

1991) and d)mamic, k-nowlcdgc-bascd ones (Spender, 1996) as a way forward. Secondly, 

the concept of evolution, so often involved in organizational theory development, is 

frequently used in a way that is convenient rather than rigorous, using parts of the theory 

that suit the data, rather than staying true to all the fundamental principles which underpin 

evolutionary theory. Indeed, (Nelson and Winter. 1982) freely admit that they exploit any 

concept within evolutionary theory which helps in the understanding of economic 

phenomena but arc prepared to modify the theory if it leads to better economic theory. This 

led the researcher to update herself on e%vlutionary theory, a task enabled by her ha%ing 

been a geneticist before turning to managing knowledgc-based innovation and later working 

as a strategic consultant prior to becoming an acadcn-dc, in order to determine whether this 

needed to be the case. 
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Much of evolutioniry theory is hotly debated. The term 'evolution' is o(Icn used so 

casually that it is ncvcr dcrincd, let alone positioned, within these dcbates. The litcraturc 

review therefore places the stance being taken within this thesis in the context of contested 

areas. These include: I low many areas of the systern we live in. including the sub-systcms 

of cosmology. geology. organic lirc. social life, artificial life, does evolutionary theory 

explain and what does this imply about the theory? I low do these sub-systcms operate and 

what is identical and different about thcrn? How do alternative evolutionary theories of 

culture (such as socio-biology and evolutionary psychology) compare to memctics? What 

arc the pros and cons of alternative approaches to empirical work? What arc the debated 

areas %ithin memctics and why? In addition, it compares this stance urith the approach 
taken in organisational evolutionary research. 

The literature review achieves several things. Firstly, it creates and defends a logic that 

shows how, if evolutionary theory does explain more than organic/biological phcnomcn3, it 

must be knowlcdSc-bascd, be lacking in foresight and shows how agency must lie within 
the system as a whole rather than any particular part of it. Secondly it provides a defence of 

mernctics as a robust enough theory of social evolution to %%-arrant investigation within the 

context of organizational life, especially as it provides a way to approach non-economic 
behaviour, within organizations. Lastly. it challenges organizational evolutionary theorists 

to consider more and to embrace developments in the broader field of evolutionary theory 
in order to advance the field beyond metaphorical thinking. 

Specifically the review found a new branch of evolution called memctics (Dawkins 1976; 

Dcanctt, 1995; Blackmorc, 1999) which applies directly to social life. It is thus, a branch of 

the theory, rather than an 'organic' perspective of social life. Memctics is considered to be a 

theory of the transformation of social knowledge (Plotkin, 1993 and Dcnncit, 2000). 

h1cmctics relics on the concept that social evolution, like genetic evolution, is based on 
discrete knowledge that can be transferred between people and which diffcrcntially survives 

as time passes. Knowledge is considered to emerge in a complex system that has no 
foresight and is bc)vnd the control or man. Pulling these strands of literature together, it is 

proposed that appl)ing memcfics to organizational life might be a A-ay of elucidating the 

nature of the emergence of knowledge and hence provide insights into the reality of 

mnagcrs not always behaving as a homo economicus especially in the fast moving 
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economy of today. The use of mcmctics is defended from several angles. Firstly, it is 

knowlcdgc-bascd and organizational theory needs a knowledgc-bascd unit of analysis. 
Secondly. mcmctics is the most robust evolutionary explanation of social life that has yet to 

be cxplorcd %Nithin organizational theory and an explanation which questions functionalism 

and hcncc the assurnption that managers can, and do, work tomards a logical strategic intent 

and profit maximising commercial goals. 

The undcr-dcvclopcd nature of mcmctics mcans that propositions, based on mcmctics. arc 
unrealistic. Indccd, this option was adopted at first and found to be unworkable. Instead, 

mernefics is used as a backdrop or foundation on which to answcr a far more generic and 

open question of 'how and why does knowledge emerge? ' Most dcrinitively the thesis is 

founded on the mcmc, the notion that the mcme changes in knowlcdge content ovcr time 

creating varicty and a lineage, which possesses d)rnamics that perhaps can be elucidated. 
The engine of mcmctics according to Blackmorc (1999) is one of mcmctic dctcrtninism, 

which is present in the thesis as a challenge to n=3gcment thinking, dominated as it is by 

foresight, planning and control. Mcnictics introduces the notion that knowledge might be 

rctaincd for rcasons associatcd morc %ith powcr, crnotions and attractivcncss to an 
individual as much, if not more. than for rcasons associated %ith stratcgic intcnL 

The "how' part of the question is directed tou-ards investigating whether a mernctic 

perspective of organizational life can be created that describes how knowledge emerges. 
Specifically it aims to obtain a 'handle' on the amount of variety and the process by which 

variety is produced. The 'why' part of the question is directed at whether the research can 

go further to provide an explanation of why that k-nowledgc, rather than any other, emerges. 
licncc, it investigates the engine behind the theory. This analysis takes into consideration, 

that on the one hand, the theory states evolution has no foresight and is too complex to 

manage, and on the other, that man as part of the system must influence it and has the 

ability to understand knowledge emergence and also therefore has the ability to control it to 

somc extenL 

Given that the focus of the research is on the nature of management, it is decided to 

compare a 'managed', intentional organizational setting uith an 'unmanaged', highly 

creative setting. An organization that follows normative best practice is used as a setting for 

data collection. The alternative setting is Internet chat rooms, lmo%%m for their very free 
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discussions or an)lhing anyonc %%ishcs to discuss and the way in which thcy arc scif. 

organizcd and emcrgcnt. 

A methodology is developed that considers the ontology of mcmcs to be as it is within 

genetics, namcly that the ontology of mcmcs lics. not in words or word counts within 
discourse, the equivalent of words (called codons) within DNA, but lics in the functionality 

or meaning of these words. A mixture of content analysis (to identify and charactcrise 
memcs), the technique of clustering (to make the data more nunagcable) and a grounded 
approach (for theory dc%-clopmcnt in unknown areas) allow knowledge emergence to be 

described in tcrms both of content and process. A grounded approach, in association with 
the very high-level, undctailcd aspects of mcmetics. creates a view of why knowledge 

emerges the way it does and looks at what this means for the management of knowledge 

emergence. The mcmc and the creation of variety of content over time is the key concept 
taken from mcmctics to direct the 'how' part of the analysis. The 'why' pan of the analysis 
looks both for mcmctic determinism in the form of uncontrollable system elements that 
direct knowledge emergence as well as controllable elements which reveal what man's 

agency within the system looks like. 

The thesis cannot prove mcmes exist and does not attempt thcrcrore to test mcmctics. It 

uses the concept of a mcme and develops a mcmctics pcrspectivc of organizational life, 

specifically conversations, and develops that pcrspcctivc into insights which begin to 

answer the research question. In doing so it explores variation-scicction and retention 

mechanisms and d)rnamics within a social evolutionary framework. It assumes 

organizations exists as bunches of memes that co-evolve and compete but which on the 

whole, at least for a certain period of time, survive because their existence within the 

structure of organizations makes for a dynan-dc: environment able to match the level and 

nature of d)mamism in the bigger system of which it is part. It assumes mcmes. arc 
knowledge-based. This is because if one assumes that evolution accounts for much more 

than organic evolution and that it operates on a substrate, knowledge is the only common 
denominator. Furthermore, knowledge is what flows through human minds as humans 

interact socially. According to the evolutionary way of thinking (Goonatilake, 2002), social 
life does not occur when knowledge is created solipsistically but when it is articulated 

socially as humans interact. 
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When applied to the three succcssi%-cly more complex Internet chat roorns, the methodology 

produces descriptions of the knowledge that emerges in each case in terms of content (how 

much variety, of what type, exists %ithin mcnics clustered into content similar mcmcplcxcs) 

and process (has this varicty been created in many big jumps or many little jumps or 

something in between). So. as regards the content part of the 'how' of knowledge 

emergence, the diti is reduced and nunagcd to create a qualitative and quantitative picture 
(dendrogram) and simpler, purely quantitative histogram of content depth and breadth. As 

regards the process part of the 'how' of knowledge emergence categories of emergence are 

created that reflect for cach social interaction how much knowledge is added to die 

prc%iously generated pool of knowledge. For each case the amount of cach category is 

illustrated in histograms called rcplicationgrams which show upon replication of each piece 

of knowledge how much content is lost or gained. Ilis analysis step is descriptive of the 

a-mount of variety and the nature of its production rather than cxplanatory. 

Having described the evolution occurring within each case. the three cases within each 

systcm and between the two settings am compared and contrasted. 7be exercise is used to 

identify four system attributes which on the one hand explain knowledge emergence in all 

cases and on the other hand also explain the differences in knowledge emergence bctwcen 

the cases. Tbcse attributes are more or less controllable by man or put another %%-ay arc more 

or less emergent in nature. Firstly. the term community Interactivity is coined to 

encapsulate the duality of individuals interacting with others, resulting in the differential 

subjective interpretation of knowledge which creates varicty and the differential sharing of 

that knowledge which creates knowledge-bascd communities that are bound by the 

knowledge that they sham. 'nc individual element of this duality involves tracing every 

social interaction and explaining it fully. It is only currently possible to describe social 

interaction in terms of who meets whom and what emerges. Knowing exactly why that 

person meets that person, exchanges that information and produces that outcome is not 

possible to explain in detail. What can be looked at is the extent to which a system is closed 

or open to new social interactions and new knowledge. This involves looking at the 

collective element for evidence of community d)mamics within a system. Specifically, 

identifying whether one or more communities are involved, whether these overlap, whether 

new communities arc bom and, how all of these change over time as knowledge emerges, 

allows the d)mamics of community intcractivity to be understood. Tle more dynamic the 

community interactivity, the more varied the knowledge emergence in that knowledge 
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combines and is added to. In 1cmu of nunagement whcrcas it is not possible to control 

c%-cry social interaction and outcome it might be possible to influence the nature of 
community d)mamics. 

Secondly. the term differential retention dynamics is coined to convey the fact that in 

each case of knowledge emergence certain knowledge is preferentially retained, whereas 

other knowledge appears never to be retained %ithin future discourse. as well as all 

combinations in between. This concept is akin to that %ithin mcmctic theory of 'mcme 

strategies', that is to say aspects of mcmes; are considered to make mcmcs more or less 

likely to be copied in different contexts. However, as mcme strategies cannot easily be 

identified, in this exploratory study the concept that different types of knowledge might be 

diffcrcntially retained is explored. Differential retention d)mamics are seen as highly related 

to community intcractivity as communitics appear to remain closed and less likely to form 

new cornmunitics when retention d)mamics arc biased towards rctaining the same, or very 

similar content, over and over again. In contmt, in situations where retention dynamics are 
biased more towards the retention of a %-aricty of content, community intcractivity seems to 

be higher. Rctenfion d)=mics can be and are described in terms of preferentially retained 

and non-rctaincd knowledge. To cxplain much more than these extremes is impossible due 

to the complexity of the data. Equally. just as these retention dynamics cannot be described 

fully it is difficult to imagine how they could easily be directed in any detailed way. 

Thirdly, the term rules or knowledge emergence is coined to describe the fact that rules 

operate within these cases which have an effect on knowledge emergence. Such rules 
influence the amount of variation which is produccdL Organizational strategic intent is, for 

example, a rule which tends to ensure organizational knowledge is produced within certain 
domains. In Internet chat rooms there arc rules which prevent 'sparn' (the repeated posting 

and therefore promotion of the same knowledge). On the whole the conununities subscribe 

to these rules, but in one case this does not happen and knowledge emerges which is about 

the nature of these rules and whether they were and should be adhered to. This suggests that 

nfles of knowledge emergence evolve. This concept is seen as man3gc3blc in that it can be 

imagined that rules can be intentionally created to increase or decrease the chances that 

knowledge of a certain kind is produced. These rules am forward looking in that they alter 

the forthcon-drig dynamics or knowledge emergence. Such rules are not mentioned in 
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mcmclics and would suggcst a dcgtce and or type of hurnan rathcr than mcmetic agcncy. On 

the othcr hind such rules can thcnuclvcs be considcrcd as mcmcsl 

Lastly, the term rencilvity is used to covcr the data which involves knowledge about tile 

emergence of knowledge. This includes when people arc seen in the data to reflect upon the 

past d)mamics of knowledge emergence in some way and in some cases take action to alter 
the d)man-des of knowledge emergence. 7bis appears to be a matter of choice, an action a 

person chooses to take and can take because he/she has the Intelligence to understand the 
dynamics of knowledge cmcrgcnce at least to some extent and at least some of the time. 

Very little data is found but that it is found suggests that the system can be overtly managed 

and therefore this data is highly significam The possibility of man3ging reflexivity seems 

mom than -6able. NN'hilst people cannot be rcflcxivc all of the time, taking 'timc-out' to 

reflect on understanding what might be deeply embedded knowledge dynamics and relating 
these to organizational pcrformancc in terms of 'appropriate' knowledge is itself a 

compctcncc that over time could be encouraged by managers and performed by managers. 

Spccirically, as regards the Intcrnct chat room data, the mcmctic perspective of knowledge 

emergence within cach Int=ct chat room is compared and contrasted. All chat rooms 

contain very large amounts of %-aricty in content that correspond to a bias in terms of the 

categories of emergence that add maricty. Subtle differences between the cases exist. The 

cases arc found to differ in terms of community intcracti%ity invol-. ing different community 
dynamics and lc%-cls of openness (c%-cn if they arc all very open) different retention 
dynamics per case and different types and amount of reflexi%ity. They all operate under the 

same rules of knowledge emergence, although in one case these rules arc violatcdL In 

representing a mcmctic pool of dynamic knowledge. each case produces a unique 
fingerprint of knowledge emergence, just as each longitudinal analysis of a population of 

evol%ing genes creates a unique fingerprint. 

The same methodology when applied to the thrce organizational cases also produces unique 
fingerprints of each case. The categories of emergence and the system attributcs dcvclopcd 

in the Internet setting arc found to be %ralid in the organizational setting. The organizational 

setting and hence the cases taken as a whole, is different from that of the Internet setting as 

a whole. Less Nmriety of knowledge content is produced and there arc less categories of 

emergence which add variety. indeed the majority of categories add little -traricty. As 



regards the 'why' of knowledge mcrgcncc, community intcractivity within die 

organizational cases is less thin die Internet as the systcrns am closed and include only one 

community. Ile differential retention dynamics are identical across all cases which more or 
less in%vl%-c the same set of people all of whom have been employed by the organization for 

a long time and who thcrcrorc can be expected to share many mcmcs. In contrast, in the 
Internet setting each case involves a new set of people that have only just met and who 

therefore would be expected to share fewer mcmcs, explaining perhaps why each case 

possesses a unique set of retention dynamics. The rules of knowledge emergence inhibit 

varicty production whereas in the Internet setting they increase . -aricty production in 

relative terms. Reflexivity is more prevalent in the Internet setting than in the organizational 

setting but in neither case is it present in all its theoretical forms. 

The thesis makes a contribution by developing an approach to describing and explaining 
knowledge emergence based on social evolution. The approach has potential theoretical 
implications in suggesting that an understanding of organizational knowledge cmcrgcnce 
dynamics might help organizations to, firstly, compare these dynamics with what is 

intended in the form of strategic intent and secondly, to compare their own knowledge 

dynamýics with that of the competition. It begins to develop a dynamic knowlcdgc-bascd 

unit of analysis that can serve as a way of analysing differential strategic performance givcn 
knowledge is what adds value to organizations and is what arranges organizations into 

communitics of practice that go beyond the organization's boundaries to include a range of 

stakeholders. In showing knowledge to cmcrgc in a system, which cannot be easily or 

perfectly directed or controlled, the thesis r=kcs a contribution regarding the management 

of knowledge and goes beyond Rational Choice Theory (Boudon, 1998) which is so 

complete an explanation of action that no further questions need be asked of iL Lastly, the 

thesis potentially makes a contribution to organizational evolutionary research as it applies 

the theory directly, which has not been done before, and in the forin of a theory of 
knowledge transformation, staying true to the thcory in its broadest sense, rather than 

altering the theory 'when it suits. 

The future research agenda implications include consolidating the findings of this thesis, 

investigating the assumptions which underlie the thesis and extending the thinking into new 
domains. Above all there is the need to make the work far more robust by exposing it to 

more empirical settings of different t)Tcs and by exploring further the link between t)pcs of 
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knowledge emergence and organizational pcrfomuncc. The work can also be extended to 
include knowledge emergence within clusters of firms, an area that has increasing policy 
making implications in the knowledge cconomy. The ovcrall need is to know more about 
what makes certain mcmes survi%v and others not. 

1.2 Literature rcvlciy and generation of the research question 

Chapter Two starts with a review of the literature that justifics the knowledge element of 
the research question explored in the thesis. I'lic review starts with seminal works. Firstly 

the paper by Porter in which he outlines the requisites for a dynamic theory of strategy is 

considered. Secondly. the need for and basis of a dynamic knowledge-based theory of the 
firm is reported as seen through the c), cs of Spender (1996) and Tsoukas (1996). Lastly. it is 

stated that despite these powcTful crics for knowlcdgc-bascd dynamism to be introduced 
into strategy and despite such an approach being logically appropriate to the knowledge cra, 
knowledge in the strategy literature his only been empirically researched in %%-ays that arc 

rcductionist and functionalist (Kakihara and Sorensen, 2001). This is in contrast to basing 

theory development on the notion that knowledge is intrinsically emergent, systemic, 

socially constructed and intcrprcti%ist. 

The second part of the literature review covers evolutionary theory. Although not conceived 

of in organizational evolutionary rcscamh as a theory of the emergence of knowledge, by 

situating evolutionary theory in its broadest domain and by rcvicwing recent advanccs in 

the theory. evolutionary theory is shown to be an explanation of the emergence of 
knowledge. Spccifically therc is the relatively new notion that evolution is knowledge- 

based in that this is the common denominator to all branches of evolution (Plotkin, 1993, 

Dennct% 2000) %%, here the branches of evolution go beyond the organic worldL Secondly, 

there is the notion that one of the most recent forms of evolution to develop is social 

evolution and that this branch of the theory is called mcmctics and that mcmcs arc 

k-nowledgc-based (Dawkins, 1976. Blackmore. 1999 as regards the mcmc and Dcanctt, 

2000 as regards the k-nowlcdgc-based memc). The notions that evolution is knowledge. 

based, that L-nowledgc-bascd evolution extends to social evolution and that all of evolution 

operates without a grand designer arc considered to crcatc a comprehensive version of the 

theory which although not all evolutionists would agree with, is defensible %%ithin the state 

of the current field. 
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Bfinging these two literatures together, the conclusion is reached that it might be helpful to 

develop this knowlcdgc-bascd unit of artalysis within organizational theory in order to be 

able to move towards a theory of knowledge transformation that sees knowledge as 

emergent, socially constructed and complex. Given mcmctics is in iu infancy, a decision is 

made not to develop propositions from mcmctics and to 'test' these, but instead to use the 

theory as a back drop to the qucstion how and why does organizational knowlcdgc 

emerge? ' Ibc qucstion is dircctcd towards investigating whcdicr adopting a mcmctics 

perspective allows the d)mamics of organizational knowlcdgc cmcrgcnce to be described in 

tcnns of the maricty within the cvol%ing knowlcdgc pool (*how docs knowledge cmcrgc? ') 

and whether the pcrspccti%-c can go further to explain knowledge cmergcncc ('%vliy does 

knowledge cmcrgc? ') in 1cmu of what forces are acting on the systcm to create that 

variety. 

As mentioned above the stance taken with respect to social evolution is not one without 

controversy. Arguably no stance within evolution, especially social evolution is not 

dcbatcabic. Tbc application of evolutionary theory to the organic variety that appears over 

time in life, with the exception or crcationism. is vcry widely accepted and empirically 

justificd although often misunderstood (Mayr, 2001). What is not so certain is the extent to 

which the principles of evolution apply to the world we live in more generally and what this 

implies as to what evolution is most fundamentally based upon and whether it can be 

designed in any way through some type of intentionality. There is also a naturc-nurturc 
debate, in that sociobiologists claim our social existence is explainable in terms of gcncs. 

There is also a base discipline (biology versus psychology debate) in that whereas 

evolutionary psychologists claim we are born with a large number of psychological schema 

that we pull upon when the situation and need arises, biologists say the brain is not big 

enough for the number of schema that arc required. Nlemetics takes the stance that more 

than genes arc needed to explain cultum Tberc am also debates as to what a mcmc is, with 

some claiming it to be electrical and within the brain (Aungcr, 2002), others a matter of 

functional knowledge (Dcnnctt. 2000) and others again more akin to the evolutionary 

psychologists schema. Within evolution as a whole them is a debate as to how micro 

empirical research should be conducted, with Dawkins claiming the gene and its 

equivalents arc the unit which is most fundamentally selected whcrcas Gould sees this 

approach as reductionist (Sterleny. 2001). 
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Ejually the use of evolutionary thcory within organizational thcory his its own history and 

insights that often do not miffor flut within mainstream evolutionary theory. Diffcrcnt 

rcscarchcrs cmphasisc diffcrcnt units but ncvcr one as broad as that of the mcmc. Ili= 

dcbatcs arc discussed to place the stance taken within this thesis within the field of 

organizational evolutionary rcscarclL 

The literature review scrvcs to nuke several claims. Firstly. that ircvolution does apply to 

more than organic biological evolution is must be knowlcdgc-bascd. Secondly, that within 

social evolutionary theory mcmctics is the most robust theory available, especially when 

explanations of everyday evolution are being sought. Ustly. if the ficid of organizational 

evolutionary research is to be advanced then the issue of the somc%, hat arbitrary use of 

evolution-bascd concepts %ithin organizational evolutionary research needs to be addressed 
by inuvducing altcmativc approachcs. 

The empirical research the thesis contains is thcrcrom presented as way to contributing to 

these debates, specifically in tcnns of the impact of building bridges between evolutionary 

organisational research and evolutionary theory, how to dcrine the mcmc and lastly to 

illustrate perhaps that both Dam-kins and Gould arc right in that whcrcvcr you start; at the 

rcplicator level of the mcme and work up%%-ards or at the level of the system and work 

downwards, evolution is very difficult to explain fully. Above all the thesis seeks to 

develop a %%-ay of describing knowledge emergence and explaining why knowledge emerges 

in the direction it does by elucidating attributes of the system and looking at the role of man 

in directing these attributes. 

1.3 Research strategy 

In Chapter Three the research design is generated. Tbc design is dependent on three aspects 

of the theory. Firstly, there is the issue that the thesis is exploratory in that the theory is 

undcr-dcvcloped requiring grounded approaches in some areas. Secondly, there is the issue 

of mcmctics being a branch of a wider theory that includes the methodologically well. 
developed branch of genetics from which basic principles can be drawn. Lastly there is the 
issue of memctics as a theory of social lire nuking sociological methods relevant. 

Data is collected in two different settings and uithin three different situations per setting. 

Settings are chosen that arc as different as is possible on the basis that insights %ill be 
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easier to create ir cases of kno%%, Icdgc cmcrgcncc that arc highly "managcd' and 
'unnunagcd' arc comparcd. The chosen settings arc, hcnce, an organization that MIMS 
Coopcr's stage Satc process (Coopcr, Edgctt and Kicinschnidt, 1998) in which strategy 
nuking takes place in a relatively highly controlled and directed fashion and Internet chat 
roorns %%here knowledge cmcrgcnce is typically seen as being very free and unnunagcd. 

'Me exploratory nature or the work means very few assumptions Can be made about the 
data. Above all. very few assumptions can be made about what a mcme is. Given Dcnnett's 

(2000) stance and the stance taken in genetics that the ontology of mcmcs and gencs ties not 
in words of whatever alphabet, but in groups of 'words' that have a sclr-containcd mcaning. 
it is necessary to adopt a qualitative approach to identify mcmcs. The form or content 

analysis (Krippcndorff 1980; Ncucndorf. 2002) that considcrs meaning to be the unit or 

analysis, rather than word counts, is chosen from amongst social science methods as the 

primary method. Cluster analysis (KrippcndoriT, 1980) is used to group mcnics together in a 

way that reduces the data but which minimiscs toss or inrormation and which allows 

prevalence to be determined by counting the numbers of similar mcmcs in a similar way to 

that done in modern genetics. IIC 2pproach therefore covers both the need to identify 

mcmcs and to determine their prevalence in the population in a way that is philosophically 
in agreement %vith the fundamentals of evolutionary theory and which nukes the data 

manageable. This part of the 'how" analysis results in qualitative and quantitative 
dendrograms and purely quantitative histograms that illustrate the breadth and depth of 
knowledge content in each case and forms a basis upon which the 'why' explanation can be 

soughL 

Content analysis is also used to charactcrisc the process of mcmctic evolution, given that 
this involves, the theory states, changes in knowledge content %ithin the k-nowlcdge pool 

over time. The content of successive mcmes %ithin each social interaction is compared and 
the amount of change in content noted. It is seen that the creation of each successive mcme 
involves a different change in content but that some of these can be grouped together under 

a more abstract concept. With no other guidance from the theory, other than the concept of 
'imperfect copying', this analysis step uses a grounded approach to create categories of 

emergence that reflect the amount of variety added and hence the degree of imperfect 

copying. This part or the 'how' analysis produces histogmms, referred to as 

replicationgrams which illustrate the amount Of each category of emergence present in each 
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case and therefore whether dic variety in that case is added in small jumps in changes of 
knowledge content or large jiunps or some combination in between. 

These two steps of describing knowledge content and the process by which that content is 

produced ans%%-cr the 'how' element of the research question 'how and why does knowledge 

emerge? Answcring the 'why" part of the question, rcquircs a groundcd approach as the 
theory is far from specific about how such knowledge systems operate. It uses the how 

analysis results to form a basis why which different knowlcdge systems can be cornparcd so 
that their dynamics can be clucidatcd. 

Once the system dynamics have been clucid3tcd the thesis moves on analyse the role of 

nun in these dynamics. Mcnictics concentrates on mcmctic determinism in the form of 

mcmcs possessing strategies that make them more or less likely to be harbourcd by different 

minds yet pro%idcs few examples. Yet genetics and management research suggest that man 

can influence the process of knowledge emergence through understanding what the process 

is driven by and what types of knowledge arc produced under what conditions. What needs 

to be discovered is what arc the boundaries of control arc and what they arc contingent 

upon. In this sense the theory is used as a backdrop against which concepts arc found within 

the data that explain knowledge emergence in that they act as forces %ithin the system that 

directs knowledge emergence. The analysis is therefore guided by the notion that, even at a 

common-sensical level. man is not in perfect control but equally is not totally out of control 

of knowledge emergence. The concepts of human and memctics determinism arc held in the 

mind simultaneously as the 'why' analysis unrolds 

The output of the research design is, firstly, descriptions of knowledge emergence for each 

case, which dctail both qualitatively and quantitatively the knowledge content (breadth and 
depth of %-ariety of each mcme) within the case and reveal the nature of the process which 

produces that variety (rates of change per exchange of memc). Secondly. the nature of the 

system in which this, rather than any other, knowledge is emerging is charactcriscd by 

determining what system attributes appear to drive the system and how. Thirdly the analysis 
discusses what these system attributes implies in terms of controllability and hence 

man3gcability. 
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The method is neither easy to develop nor easy to apply. The major issue is the rcliability of 

the coding of the data into mcmcs, and the category of emergence that accompanies each 

evolution of each memc. 7bc second coding of a sample of data from both settings reveal$ 

what must be cmplusised when training a second coder. It also reveal$ that however well 
trained a second coder might be, it is very difficult for the second coder to understand the 

organizational dita, such that all differences between first and second coder can be 

eliminated. Important factors include the second coder not kno%%ing the company as well as 

the first coder and not haýing been present at the meeting for all difTcrcnccs to be 

eliminated. Also. and arguably most importantly, the level of detail at which mcmes are 

identiricd and clustered and catcgoriscd is very difficult to standardise across coders. The 

second coding is, for example, far more detailed than the researcher's coding, possibly 
because the second coder %,. -otkcd on some 3% of the data. I'lut said the coding became far 

more consistent when cases coded by the same coder uvre compared and decisions made as 

to whether the original coding should be changed. A 5% error rate is found to be present in 

the original coding. 

Lastly, it is worth cinphasising that this method is specifically designed at looking at an 
elongated moment in time, 'a strategic conversation', and determining the tuture of that 

conversation in terms of micro IcN-cl knowledge emergence dpamics. The method cannot 

and is not aimcd at knowing the stock of knowledge brought into the room. taken out of the 

room, or which is collectively in the room. Equally the impact of subtle body language, 

someone bcing so manipulativc as to say something they do not believe in and what is not 
said is not, and cannot, bc dctcrmined. 

1.4 Data analysis and Insight generation: Internet setting 

As planned in the research design. the analysis of the Internet setting creates descriptions 

and systcm-bascd cxplanations of the kmowlcdgc emergence that occur in the three cases. 
The three Internet cases rcflcct increasingly complex situations of knowledge emergence. In 

each case mcmes, are idcntiricd, clustered into what are referred to as mcmeplexes and the 

prc%-aicncc of these mctncplcxcs determined. Each new memc is compared with the former 

and the amount of %-ariety that has been introduced is coded in the form of placing each 
instance of knowledge creation %ithin a category. In this process, the grounded approach 

creates categories of emergence which describe the ways variety is added and taken away 
from the knowledge pool as a %hoic. 
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As rcprds the 'how' of the thrce lntcmci cascs, all arc sho%%m to diffcr in thcir distribution 

of content but all contain a broad amount of variety, as evidenced by the numbcr of 

mcmcplcxcs and the qualitative nature of these rncmcplcxcs that sometimes involve content 

which is far from closely related to the initial mcmcs that appear in the discourse. 

Categories of cmicrgence vary across the cases but all have a significant amount of 

categories that add lots of variety. Diffcrcnccs bctwcm the cases exist and these arc 

explained and discussed. 

As rcprds the 'why' part of the analysis the groundcd approach leads to the elucidation of 
four systcm attributes which cxplain why the knowledge cmcrgcs as it does. Ile over- 

riding imprcssion from the analysis is that varicty production is emergent and moderated by 

s)stcm, level attributcs that cannot easily be controlled as time passes but which can be 

rcflcctcd upon allcr the facL Spccifically, the systcm, attributes include community 
intcractivity, diffcrential rctcntion dynamics, rules of knowledge cmcrgcncc and reflexivity. 

Community intcractiNity uses the theoretical notion that knowledge emerges when people 
interact, that people can share the same knowledge thereby creating communities of 

practice/ interest and that the communities change as the knowledge content %ithin the 

system changes as people interact. This indi%idual component of community intcractivity is 

sho%%m in the 'how' part of the analysis. The data also shows how open or closed these 

communities arc and how this affccts knowledge emergence. Open conununitics interacting 

at the fringes of the kmowlcdgc which they share can produce a new community as happens 

in one case (the 'religious' case). In another case (the Wars' case) the nature of the 

conununity means that it becomes increasingly less open to new social interactions over 

time reducing the knowledge variety. Thc last case (the 'Gun policy' case) is seen as being 

most interactive. as it initially contains two communities that through the emergence of new 
knowledge result in the creation of a further two, conununitics. 

Analysing retention dynamics reveals what type of knowledge tends to be retained and what 
knowledge tends not to be ret3ined. This is more than a description in the sense that it 

explains why more %-jricty exists or not in a setting or context or community. Different 

people seem attracted to different types of memes. Unsurprisingly retention dynamics arc 
found to be different in all cases that involve different sets of people who have only just 
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met. Why the retention d)=mics arc as they are is difficult to cxplain. as they arc a 
function of complex social interaction. 11cy do suggest that knowledge is retained in 

organizations for reasons that arc not related to maximising conuncrcial success. Evidcncc 

is found for rules of knowledge emergence in the form of 'Nctiqucttc' and ISP (Internet 

Service Pro%idcr) rules that state emergent knowledge should add variety and prohibit the 

promotion of any piece of knowledge. Evidence for rcflcxivity. dcrincd as knowledge about 

the emergence of knowledge. is found above all in one case whcrc it consists of rcncction 

about adherence to the rules of knowledge emergence and does affect knowledge 

emergence to the point of creating two new communities. In other cases it is far less 

prc%-alcnt and so afTects knowledge emergence to a far lesser cxtcnL Importantly, rules of 
k-no%%-Icdgc emergence and rcilexi%ity suggest that the dynamics of mcmctic evolution can 

be managcd. 

In sumnury, the Internet setting shows that the 'how' and 'why' of knowledge mergence 

can be clucidatcd, that the mcmctic: pcrspccti%v mates fingerprints of knowlcdgc 

emergence that arc unique but which can, whcn compared, reveal diffcrcnccs and 

similarities in knowledge cmcrgcncc in ternu of the introduction of varicty and rate of 

change. 

1.5 Data ansklysis and Insight generation: Organizational setting 

The three organizational cases arc taken from the same meeting of senior directors of an 
inno%-ati%-c scicncc-bascd Intellectual Property firm that follows the stage-gatc approach to 

New Product / Value De%-clopmcnt (Cooper ct al, 1998). Ibc first case involves a 
discussion of a new project ('pmjcct case) for which rinancc is being sought and which is 

therefore at gate zero. The second case in-. vlvcs a discussion of internal processes 
('internal case') and how to alter them or not. The last case is a piece of discourse that 

occurs when the Man3ging Director leaves the room (off agenda case). These am chosen as 

they represent, firstly an cx=plc of what directly adds valuc to the organization, secondly 

a discussion about changes in the conditions in which organizational knowledge emerges 

and lastly. a piece of un=n3ged and unintentional discourse that is closer in principle to 

the Internet cases. 

As regards the 'how' element of the analysis, the %%-ay of describing content developed in 

the Internet setting proves to be malid for the organizational setting, albcit that the mcmes 
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arc casicr to code and the varicty of content is far less. This means that the content can only 
be clustered once into first-ordcr mcmcplcxci. whereas In the Internet setting it is clustered 
mice to form first-order and then rc-clusicrcd to form sccond-ordcr nicmcplcxcs. I'lic 

categories or knowledge emergence generated in the Internet setting prove to be valid ror 

the organizational setting with two cxccptions. Firstly, the mis-interprctition category 

where variety is added, as the category name suggests, through a person misinterpreting 
another person, does not occur in the organizational setting, perhaps because this is a face 

to face meeting amongst people who ate well known to each other. Secondly, there is the 

need for the generation of a new category specific to the organizational setting. The rour 

s)stcm attributes arc all valid in the organizational setting and there is no need for 

additional attributes. 

7be knowledge content of the cases shows different distributions. 71c off agenda case is 

hijacked by two rirst-ordcr mcmcplcxcs. the project case is skewed towards a few very 

prc%-21cnt memcplcxcs whereas the internal case is more evenly distributed but still contains 

more and less pre%-alcnt mcmeplcxes. The process of knowledge emergence is incremental 

in the project case, is more a matter of leaps in knowledge in the internal case and is 2 

mixturcof both inthc off agcndicasc. By far the most frcqucnt catcgoryorcmcrgcnce in 

this setting is one that adds %-aricty in small incremental steps. 

Community intcractivity is much less dynamic in all organizational cases relative to the 
Internet setting. 11c meeting is closed to an)vne who has not been invited and the cases 

rarely involve discussing other people's views. Other communities (stakeholders) are 
discussed but not in the form of knowledge emergence. 

Retention d)mamics, as in the Internet setting, are identificd for practical reasons only in the 
form of preferentially retained and non-retained mcmics. Unlike the Internet setting where 
they are different in all cases, in the organizational setting they are standard across all three 

cases. Importantly for organizational performance, strategic mcmcs arc not retained. Tbese 

include discussions about the low levels of middle managerial strategic compctcncc, the 
latter stages of the business plan cycle, developing markets, models of markets and 

rcflcxi%ity about these. 
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Eiidcnce is found for ruics of knowlcdgc cmcrgcncc in the fonn of the proccsscs and ruics 
that necd to be adlicred to, including the stagc-Satc proccss. milcstonc planning and a 
written stratcgic intent that directs knowledge creation. These rules arc discussed. indeed 

arc the subject of one of the cases, but always in tcmu of competcncics rather than 
knowledge. They have the effect of reducing the variety of knowledge emergence. They 

appear to be intentionally crcatcd and there is a level of awareness of their effect on the 

variety of knowledge %hich ancrgcs. Rcilcxivity is not as prcvaicnt as in the Internet case 

and, as mentioned above. when reflexive mcmcs occur they are not rctaincd. 

Working with the theory and the cmpirical data, a way of describing and explaining 
knowledge emergence in different social settings is dcvclopcd. What drives knowledge 

emergence, referred to as 'system attributes' am shown to be more or less controllable, and 
hcnce more or less manageable. Community intcractivity. especially at in individual level is 

seen as very uncontrollable. How could you know or predict every social interaction and 

what knowledge %ill emerges as a result as is done retrospectively in the 'how' part of the 

anal)sis? Differential retention dynamics can be elucidated through careful analysis in the 
form of the extremes of preferentially retained and non-rctaincd mcmes. but explaining why 

these exist or attempting to create a certain sct of dynamics seems a difficult task as they 

are a function of community intcractivity. Rules of knowledge emergence which seem to be 

intentionally created am found in both settings and effect future knowledge emergence. In 

the Internet setting they are not adhered to and action is taken to address this situation but 

the action does not msult in the system rcturning to its former intended state. Rcf1cxivity 

about past knowledge emergence exists and it appears that people can chose to be 

reflective. Rdlcxivity does notý however. exist in all its possible theoretical fonns, is rarely 

retained to the point at which it aftects subsequent knowledge emergence and cannot 
feasibly, in practical terms, occur at every social interaction and hcncc at every moment of 
knowledge emergence. 

1.6 Ile contribution and Its' theoretic2l, managerial and research Implications 

The thesis makes a contribution by beginning to dc%-clop a %%-ay of describing and explaining 
knowledge emergence. The research develops a knowledge-bascd unit of analysis that can 
bc traced longitudinally in terms of changing content and the process which creates that 

%-ariM. It creates a way of determining the systemic dynamics of knowledge emergence 
%%ithin different contexts and relating these to the amount of %-aricty created and retained. 
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Furthcmorc, the thcsis shows Out wfut dirccts this proccss and conscqucntial changcs in 

content arc the attributes of the system %ithin which knowledge cmcrgcs. Lastly. it is 

suggcstcd that these attributes are more or less controllable and this his an impact on how 

knowledge can and should be managcd. It does not relate these d)Mamics to performance. It 

assumes, as evolutionary theory does, that maricty production must mirror the spccd of 

change in knowlcdgc content %ithin the broader environment or systern the organization 

opcratcs in. 

If it is assumed that organizational advantage involves the creation of appropriate 
knowledge (see section 1.2 for a definition or appropriate) then this elucidation of 

knowledge dynamics can be related to organizational performance. Equally. in a similar 

%%-ay. if it is considered that knowledge is the ultimate source of advantage and a dynamic 

knowledgc-bascd unit of analysis a route towards this (Spender. 1996). then the mcmetic 

perspective on organizational life might form the beginnings of such a theory. Also, in 

being able to hold %%ithin one theory, aspects of organizational life often considered as too 

paradoxical (Porter. 1991), (for example intended and creative strategies. exogcnous and 

cndogcnous factors), the thesis makes a contribution to introducing a holistic dynamic 

perspective into strategy. Lastly, the thesis begins to go beyond best practice and normative 

laws that assume homo economicus rules organizations. It does so by placing the manager 

within a social sysicn-4 which he is pan of but not in control of. in which differential 

retention d)mamics such as motions, experience and power as well as economic rationality 

operate. These contributions must, however, be put in the context of the thesis being highly 

exploratory making the research weak in a number of ways. Firstly, it has been conducted 

in only two settings, one of which was not organizational. Secondly, it needs to develop a 

stronger methodology in terms orcoding reliability. Thirdly, the assumptions made linking 

knowledge emergence to organizational performance need to be testcdL 

The managerial implications of the work arc that the thesis creates a way of viewing the 

manager and organization as part of a knowledge system. This is in stark contrast to 

organizations investing. oftenvcry heavily, in ICT based Knowledge hian3gcment Systems 

that reduce knowledge to something far more static and factual. It is also in stark contrast to 

normative literature that assumes man is in control of the system (e. g. best practice 
literature, for example Cooper (1999) as regards innovation, and Fahey and Prusak (1998) 

as regards knowledge nun3gemcnt and literature which conceives of the environment being 
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dctcministic. 'out thcrc' and thcrcforc unmanagcable in any form, as m, cll as vcry othcr 
degree in between (hiintzbcrg. Ahlitrand and Lampel, 1993). Mcnictics might be able to 

greatly increase out understanding of social evolution in the way genetics has increased our 

understanding of physical evolution. Managers might be able to compm the emergence of 
knowledge from the perspective of the organization or a part or it, and comparc what is 

cmcrging (rcaliscd) with what is appropriate (intended) and explore whether what is 

intended is appropriate as the system around the organization evolves. Management might 

then be able to attempt to improve the management of knowledge by reducing the 

difference between the knowledge that is intended and what is appropriate by determining 

in which ways the system is best influenced given this goal. Equally. through an analysis of 

rcflcxi%ity the manager can decide in what ways the organization might and should become 

more reflexive such tlut the difference between intended knowledge cmcrgcncc and 

appropriate is reduced on an ongoing basis. Importantly the theory does not stipulate the 

best %vays of creating whatever knowledge is appropriate. In fact it promotes the notion that 

emphasis should be placed on enhancing natural prc-cxisting dynamics where these arc 

positively related to organizational pctrormance given they are so difficult to change. Only 

if this is not possible should attempts be made to rcframe and reposition natural dynamics, 

rarely if cvcr should attempts be made to transform the current dynamics. This contrasts the 

concept of 'best practice' that encourages organizations to be similar to each other and 

'corporate transformation' whereby perrormance is increased by radically altering how 

organizations opcratc. 

The rcscamh implications involve the field moving towaý tighter definitions of evolution 

and entering into both the debates and new theories and concepts which exist within the 

broadcr field of evolution. The main area of future research needs to be a gmter 

elucidation of mcme strategies and d)mamics in different firnis. Another area is the 

investigation of the relationship between mariation and organizational pcrfom=cc. 11crc 

there is work to do on associating computer modelling of such systems %ith the qualitative 

insights generated here in order to develop both. Lastly the agenda ýmight expand to look at 

specific areas such as varicty production %ithin clusters of firms. 

1.7 A back to basic thesis: Why and how 

This thesis studies 'nunagerncrit' a phenomenon of interest that underpins all 

organizational literawre and which has therefore by derinition been extensively researched. 
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'17hc research claims new definitions or management arc needed for the faster, more 
kno%%-Icdgc-b3scd economy of the new millennium. It applies evolutionary theory, used so 

extensively in organisational research that a field called 'organizational evolutionary 

research' exists and contains many eminent organizational scholars. nic thesis claims 
howc%-cr that the theory's potential to explain organizational lire is far from reached as 

organizational evolutioniry theorists have yet to make use of developments and thinking 

%ithin the broader field of cvolutionary theory. Lastly, the thesis explore$ not only an 

organization as an empirical setting but also the Internet. in the rorm of Internet chit rooms, 
despite the research question being 'how and why does orr-anizational knowledge emerge'. 

11cse surprising elcmcnts of the thesis all stem from a 'back to basics' philosophy. Ibis 

philosophy is upheld by the notion that theory dc%-clopmcnt of a phenomenon should start 

with the most simple of assumptions. It is argued that this has not happened %ithin the 

strategy literature in (emu of whether managcment by com=nd and control needs to be 

relaxed in today's economy and specifically if so how. in terms of understanding what 

managing can realistically involve. It is argued that the mechanistic tradition has taken 

organizational theory, especially within the stratcgy field, into a space that is too distant 

from the general social sciences and from general social life, both of which it could learn 

from. This back to basics philosophy upholds the %iew that organizational theory suffers 
from not being more careful about positioning itself within the broader social sciences and 
dra%%ing on base disciplines (Tranficld and Starkey, 1998). In essence, the researcher 

considers organizational theory to consider itself too much of a special case. Each of these 

three 'surprises' are taken in turn and explained mom fully in the following paragraphs. 

Rather than starting at a point that assumes the manager can direct the future, the alternative 

starting point from which to build theory about advantage is to assume the manager cannot 

create a future. The starting point of this thesis involves assuming that management is a 

phenomenon which is not purely economic or orpniz2tional or social but involves a 

mixture of selection forces. each or which fit into one or these categories. Whilst such a 

-. ic%v of management is not new. the work does look very overtly at how these forces might 
diffcrcntially interact uithin firms to produce a unique dynamic per firm. 

The thesis takes a knowledge-bascd -view in which some knowledge is shared within 

communities that are generated and defined by that communal sharing of knowledge. Both 
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what is shared and by whorn crutcs a dynamic view or organizational knowledge. Thus the 

conccpt of an organization is conccptualised in tcmis of those members of the organization 

that share the same meaning of the organizational strategic intent or some other 

organizafional way of rclating to life. The memctic perspective is economic in that it looks 

at the creation of cornmunitics that arc conuncreially viable in that they hatbour 

organizationally generated knowledge. It is social in that it acccpts that organizational 
knowledge nuy be created, harbourcd and shared by whomever for a host of reasons, not 

always economically rational ones. Just as, therefore, customers might impulse buy, %ithin 

organizations people may preferentially generate, shire and rctain different types of 
knowledge. 

In this thesis knowledge is dcrincd as that which allows us to relate and rc-rclatc to social 
life as its nature changes. This definition is defended in terms of knowledge being derincd 

as the output of ideas which arc both original and adaptive (Simonton, 1999). 11is 

definition makes the future about newness. where nc%%mcss is generated from combinations 

of knowledge which already exist and about that newness satisfying some intellectual, 

aesthetic or other criteria such that the ideas obtain eminence. 7bis in turn means the future 

is abourvaricty in knowledge and that variety becoming popular, but not necessarily for 

purely economic reasons. Thc emphasis is therefore on organizations being part of 
intcrprctivist social systcnu that move forward according to competing rationalities. Above 

all what is important about this logic is it suggests not only arc knowledge emergence and 

advantage general social phenomena, but that treating them as such might well move the 

understanding of organizational performance a%%-ay from normative and functionalist 

paradigms in which strategy and knowledge literature arc currently stuck, towards an 
intcTpretivist paradignL The logic suggests that the starting point for a theory of 

organizational advantage might lie beyond organizational theory within a theory of social 
knowledge emergence. It is though this 'back to basics' approach should create a better 

tmdcrstanding of the man3gcrncnt of advantage by finding how and why its accrual lics 

between the extremes of total control (nonn3tive economic paradigm) and total lack of 

control (cnvironment3l determinism) by considering knowledge to be diffcrcntially 

subjectively interpreted during social interaction. 

Tbe second 'surprise' is the %icw expressed %ithin the thesis that ewfutionary theory has 

been adjusted to fit so many settings by rnany researchers of diverse origin that 
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scvolutionary theory' and the Icrm 'evolution' have become less than theoretical, even 

colloquial. Rcscarchcn luve lost sight of die fundamcntals upon which the theory has been 

built. Rarely. if ever in more rcccni work, do organizational evolutionary theorists cite 

evolutionary theory (e. g. Lovas and Ghoshal 2000). In scparating evolutionary 

organizational theory from evolutionary theory, organizational evolutionary theorists have 

lost contact with developmcnts in evolutionary theory and hcnce do not take thcrn into 

consideration in their research. For example. the recent dcvclopmcnts that evolution is a 

theory of the emergence orknowlcdgc. that in social evolution the knowlcdgc-bascd unit of 

analysis is the mcmc and that the mcmc, like genes, is the level at which the system 

diffcrcntially sciccts what sur%+*vs into the future (Illackmorc. 1999; Dcnnctt 2000). have 

not been incorporated into organizational evolutionary rcsc=h. Ibis thesis therefore goes 

'back to basics' in tcrms of rc%ic%%ing evolutiotury theory literature and incorporating its 

logic, rcccnt dcvclopmcnu and currcnt areas of dcbate into the rescarch. 

The third 'surprise' is that the researcher chooses not to compare knowledge emergence in 

two different organizational settings but compares organizational knowledge emergence 

with the emergence of knowledge within Internet chat rooms. This choice is in part 

practical in that it should provide the grcatcst possible contrast between managed and 

unmanagcd settings thereby aiding theory de-s-clopment, and partly to illustrate that 

knowledge can be "managed' outside of organizations in %2ys that organizations and 

organizational theory development might ]cam from. It is hcncc part of the overall 'back to 

basics' theme in that, although u-c think of management occurring only in organizations, 
forms of Onianagcmcnt' occur elsewhere in the social arena often in the form of more scif- 

organized and emergence forms of organization. 11c Internet is a scif-organizcd space, to 

the extent ICT people, before its creation, considered it impossible, as no one is in control. 
Yet in time its power as an alternative form of organization has been harbourcd in the form 

of different business models including involving customers via Internet in the process of 

innovation (Tboml-c & von Ilippcl, 2002). Consequentially organizations have moved from 

Knowledge Management Systems to Customer Relationship Management to Customer 

Knowledge Nlawgcment. 

The 'back to basics' philosophy is therefore present throughout the thesis in the way the 

phenomenon or interest (nUn3gemcnt) is treated, in the %%-ay theory (evolutionary theory) is 

applied and in the selection of one of the two empirical settings (Internet chat rooms). This 
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stance is defended in tcmu of the perceived need for the lcmi 'management' to be 

rcdcrincd, organizational evolutionary research to be updated and integrated with 

m. 2instrc2m c%vlution. 2ry thcory and org2nization2l theory to operate within a broader 

domain than is currcnily the case. 
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CIIAI"n-. *RT%vo 

Literature rcN-Iciv and gmeration of the research question 

2.0 Chaptcr ovcn-loy 

This chaptcr presents the theoretical bedrock of the thesis. It defends the nature of tile 

contribution the thesis saks to make. The research question is forniulatcd and justificd in 

tcmis of the theory it is based upon, the context in %%hich it proposes the theory be applied 

and the insight being sought through that sm-nc process of application. Ile theory cxplorcd 
is a new branch of m-olutionary theory called mcnictics that cxplains social evolution. Ile 

insight sought is an understanding of how and why Uowlcdgc cmcrgcs within 

organizafions. 

Ile justification for the use of mcinctics is several fold. Firstly and above all, the case is 

nude for mctnctics in terms of organizational theory requiring a dynamic, k-nowlcdge-based 

theory of the firm and mcmctics incorporating a k-nowlcdgc-bascd unit of analysis which is 

studied longitudinally. Mcn-ictics might therefore be able to form the basis for such a 

theory. Secondly, the case for mcmctics is made by illustrating that mcmctics is arguably 

the most robust explanation of everyday social evolution and organizational life is a case of 

social evolution. As yet, however, organizational evolutionary research does not include 

mcmetics and hence works with metaphorical versions of the concept. Lastly, the theory is 

non-normative, does not assume functionalism and hence might provide very valuable 

insights into inicrition: flity and 2gcncy, both of which are concepts that have proved to be 

difficult to unpack within organizational theory. 

Firstly, the claim that evolution is knowicdgc-bascd is not without contro%-crsy, nor is the 

evolutionary definition of knowledge a def inition that 'works' easily outside of the ficIdL As 

regards the former issue, for sonic (Campbell, 1987 in Radnitzky and Bartley) evolution is 

substrate neutral, all that is needed is blind %-ariation-sclcction-rctcntion. For others (e. g. 

Gould, 2002 as %%-cll as geneticists) evolution does not extend beyond organic life and so the 

question of a more general substrate does not feature in their Nitws. For those working 

within 'cultural' or "social' evolution, the fact that knowledge is the basis of the 

phenomenon in their opinion needs describing and explaining but seemingly does not need 
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to be justified. presmably bccause thcre is no altmative (Goon2filike, 2002 in %Vhcclcr ct 

al cds). 

1"bis chapter explains the basis on which the claim that evolution is knowledgc-bascd by 

rc%-caling that if evolution extends bc)-ond genetics it must wotk on a coninion substrate and 

dial conimon substrate is logically knowledge. 1"he evolutionary dcrinition of knowledge is 

one that cniphasiscs interaction; bct%%-ccn the knowledge captured in gcnes and die 

geological cmironnient. bct%%vm the geology of a planct and the solar system in which it 

exists and bct%%-ccn people as they interact socially. In turn interaction keeps the system 

forever in balance despite it for every changing because Of that Unic interaction. It does not 

go out of balance because the interaction ensures die system constantly re-rclates to itself. 

The logic as regards social or cultural evolution (the two expressions are used inter. 

changcably in evolutionary theory) is that culture is essentially the informational contents 

of hunun minds and is created as culture flows through minds as people interact. Culture 

and thercrore social c%-olufion is not knowledge which is generated %ithin the mind but is 

Nvhcn solipsistic internal matcrial is articulated socially (Goonatilakc. 2002 in NNUcler ct al 

cds). Such knowledge can bcconic embedded in minds and artcfacts but only once it has 

been socially cxchangcdL It is the nature of these social exchanges that this thesis 

invcsfigatcs %%iLh an emphasis on the d)mmrdsm of the process and content c1crnents of the 

exchangc. 

Secondly, as wc1l as mcnics being knowledge based and there being a need for a 

knowlcdge-bascd theory of the f imi. the second justification for mcmctics is that mcnictics 

is the most robust evolutionary explanation of social life, especially 'everyday' social life. 

'Me chapter includes a comparison of mcnictics %ith other evolutionary explanations of 

social life, socio-biology and evolutionary psychology, and concludes that both lack 

robustness, the ru-st in terms of being able to explain evolution %%hich is not linked to 

organic reproduction and the latter is inconsistent %%ith brain size. As mcnictics; is a theory 

that generally lacks empirically generated insights and has yet to explored at all in terms of 

organizational life, it is a good candidate for exploration within a thesis. 

Lastly, as Weeks and Galunic (2002) have mentioned, mcinctics. in contrast to organization 

theory, does not assume functionalism. Instead mcmetics assumes, as is increasingly the 

case in genetics, that %%-c are gcnc and mcnic nuchincs (Dawkins, 1976; Blackmore, 1999). 

This is where the concept that evolution is without design and foresight enters the equation. 
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E%vlution is best seen from the perspective of the suni%-Jl of knowledge rather than species 

or people, as what die future consists of is a function of changes in the knowledge base of 
the prcscnL These changes am in turn a function of what knowledge is produced when 

people interact and mis-intcrprct. tc-intcrprct, and recontcxtualise knowledge and what 
knowledge is rctaincd in their heads and artcfacts after social interaction has taken place. 
'nc prcmisc of mcnictics is that social knowledge cnicrgcncc can be controlled and 
directed only to a litnitcd extent, if at all. In organizational terms, mcnictics suggests that 
rimu have us as much as wc have them. Organizational mcnics can be produced in 

unintcndcd, %%-ays and can enter our heads without us reflecting on whether we want them to. 
The thesis seeks therefore to make insights into management by using a theory that does not 

assume functionalism and is non-normativc. Ile ability to describe, charactcrisc and 

understand the nature of the d)T=iies of knowledge emergence from die perspective of the 

manc is what is sought. 

Despite ̀evolution' being %%idcly mrcrrcd to, in fact perhaps because of 'c%-olution' being so 

%%idcly referred to, what it encompasses and what it explains is open to debate and rnis- 

understanding. Within this debate the researcher adopts a %-cry specific and explicit stance 
to position herself %ithin the dcb3ics and to avoid conurion miisundcrstandings. Importantly 

this positioning relates to the claims nudc about =nctics in the above p=graph. In 

cwTyday life the word evolution tends to mean Smdual change )-ct, %%-hcn referred to in the 

context of the concept as a theory, it takes on the meaning of different speeds of change and 

the theory explains those different speeds of change. What changes is knowledge. This 

thesis adopts the theoretically founded definition of evolution and seeks therefore to explain 

the nature and speed of change of knowledge. 

The first part of the literature rc%icw (section 2.1) explores the need for a theory or 
knowledge cnx-rgcnce within organization theory (Tsoukas, 1996 and Spender 1996). 

Despite the potential powcr of such a theory to; 

'deal ulth the cphlemologicalproblems raised by Simon 's (1947) 

criliquc ofcconomic thcory' 

(Spender, 1996: 45) 

it is noted that such a theory has yet to be devclopcdL 
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Ile second part of the literature review (section 2.2) covers the nature of evolutionary 
theory as a theory of the transronnation of knowledge. I'lic Imn evolution according to 
most theorists is not defined in the sanx way as it is in colloquial talk. as gradual change. 
but instead is dermcd as the changing frequency in the distribution of knowledge (Plotkin. 
1993; Hughes, 1999). 

In order to justify this claim as wc1l as die claim that cvolution is knowledge based. the 
thesis givcs an account of the theory from the pcrspccti%v of its broadest claims. drilling 

down subsequently to its more specific claims. 7"he theory is therefore cxplaincd in the 

thesis in terms or the history of evolution rather than the history of evolutionary theory. 
Evolutionary theory has a long history. %Vhcn describing evolutionary theory. it is 

invariably this historical tici-clopinctit of the theory which is cxplaincd. Ilis results in 

rciicw-s of the theory that do not take into account how less recent and more recent 
dcvelopmcnts scrvc to crcatc an integrated theory and how more or less rcccnt 
developments scrvc to create common or not debates. Instcad4 the review presented here 

cxwrincs the implicafions of all %ic%-s of evolution irrespective of when they were created. 
Thc aim is to produce an account and rc%icw or the theory rathcr than its dc-. -clopnicnt and 
hcncc avoid the misunderstandings that plague the field whilst not avoiding, indeed 

entering, into the debate about how broad cvolution is and what drives the various forms of 

evolution. Other clcnxnts of the theory commn to these areas, such as evolution being 

%ithout foresight and hence suggestive that hurnan agency does not exists, are explored. 
Following this positioning. section 2.3 shows how these principles hold 'true' over all areas 

of life to which the theory rnight apply. This makes the point that these principles are 

commn to all area of evolution but that the exact nature of evolution and knowledge is 

different in all. 

In section 2.4, attention is drawn to the branch of evolutionary theory, mcnictics. applicable 
to the phenomenon or interest, social evolution, by which is meant the form of evolution 

that takes place cvcryday between genetic Sencrations or humans. In conjunction with the 

above section which shows how mcnictics complies with all other possible forms of 

evolution, this section serves to defend menxtics as a theory worthy or the attention of 
those interested in the everyday social life. 
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Social evolution. like sill others. is considered by its advocatcs to be based on knowledge- 

based mcnics, which like genes create a functional relationship with tile world and which 

can be defined and identified by that ability to encode for something meaningful and 
functional. Mcnics like gcncs change over time and become more or less prevalent in the 

minds of individuals as they are copied or not and stay intact or not. In mcnictic Icrms it is 

said that the survival of mcnics is dependent on being copied into more and more minds. 
just as the survival of gencs is dependent on being copied into more and more physical 
bodies. hicnictics is compared with other evolutionary accounts of culture in terms of their 

explanatory weaknesses to justify the claim that mcnictics is the strongest evolutionary 

explanation of social life. The reasoning behind the dcvclopmcnt or mcmctics is explained 
in terms or the scientific gap it rills. It explains the evolutionary logic behind the 

dcvclopmcnt of the genetically disadvantageous human brain which it causes deaths at 
birth. Furthcnmrc. mcmctics providcs an explanation of the speeding up of knowledge- 

based change including the advcnt of IC1r, for which there is no current explanation. Socio- 

biology is discussed as not being able to explain aspects of modcm social evolution and 

evolutionary psychology is considered as flawed in that physically the brain's capacity is 

insufficient to store what the theory sa) s it must be capable of storin& 

Section 2.5 develops a research question driven by the explanatory power ormerrictics. 7be 

section highlights why the research question is appropriate both in terms of the nature or the 

insight being sought and the stage ordevclopn-cnt of the theory. In terms of the latter, it is 

proposed that, given its undcr-developcd nature. it is inappropriate to approach the research 
by creating 'testable' thcorctically derived research propositions. Instead, it is proposed that 

the theory be used as a backdrop to the investigation of a less dctaiK and hence more 

exploratory and less rcstrictivc research question, namely. "how and %by does 

organizational knowledge cnvrp? ' The question aims to use the theory to explore how 

organizational knowledge might not emerge in ways that are intended, how intentions might 
be misguided and how to understand more about the d), narnics of knowledge emergence so 

that why this is the case can be understood. Specifically. concepts drawn from the theory 

such the evolutionary definition of knowledge, social interaction creating more or less 

variety of a certain t)pc and n-cmcfic detenninism versus human dctcmiinism are used. 

In terms of the insights being sought, it is showri how the research question investigates 

both the 'how' and 'why' of knowledge emergence. Firstly. it promises to describe the 

process and content aspects of knowledge emergence in terms of the amount (breadth and 
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dcpth) of variation in knowledge contcnt produced ovcr any one period of time and the 

exact nature of the imperfect cop)ing process (differential semantic interpretation of social 

knowledge exchange) that produces that %-ariation. Secondly, it promises to rrplain why the 

phcnon-xnon of social evolution is different in varying settings in tcrnu of the dynamics of 

the system using the result of the how analysis as a basis on which to build comparisons. 
Lastly, it promises to use the nature of these dynamics to discover what rnan's role can, and 

perhaps cannot be, in directing this systcnL As Spcndcr explains the aim is to produce: 

*(Ihc rcsulf is) a my diffcrcnl modc of thcorking. Icss an ob/cctim statement about the 

nature offirms 'out thcre'than a tool to help managers discoirr their place in thcfinn as a 
dynamic kno%-Wgc-bajcdactMV s)-stcm' 

(Spcndcr. 1996: 43) 

EquAly, in the tcnns of Weeks and Galunic (2002), a mcnictic pcrspcctivc on 

organizational life would be able to explore why sorric mcnics which rcplicate in and 

around organizations are to the economic benefit of the firm whereas others are not. 

In summary, the usefulness of in organizational mcrnctic perspective lics in its potential to 

act as a non-normativc, d)mamic knowIcdgc-bascd tool that looks at knowledge crcation 
dynamics before and as that knowledge becomes embodied in the minds of people and 

embedded into artefacts such as organizational products. scr%iccs, practices and lCr rather 

than after in the form of organizational knowledge stocks. This stance docs not deny that 

was is created is in part a function of what has already bcen created, embodied and 

embedded. Its use is thcoreticayjustiried as a sound and theoretically driven argument 

can be made for evolution, including social evolution, being bowlcdgc-bascd and 

nrinctics being the most robust explanation of social evolution. 

2.1 Dynamic Strate" and Strategic Knoii ledge Emergence 

The explamtory power of the field of strategy. a field that aims to explain differential 

organizational performance, has weakened in the hypcr-compctitive knowledge era as none 

of the dominant theories mithin the strategy field simultaneously address %-aluc-added 

tz-ansactions, non-cconornic bcha%iour. complexity and d)mamisim Taking a historical view 

of the strategy literature, it can be smn how this situafion has arisen. With strong roots in 
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the oMncss to acconunodate not only wcIl-dcrincd options but also creative strategics; 

and 

* consideration of how firnu upgradc their conjvtitNv adnntagc over time through 
inctcased complexity. sophistication, and innmation. 

1"he most recent and substantive reply to Porler's challenge of die need for a dynamic 

theory of the finm which intcgntcs change and economic value very concrctcly. is Spender 

(1996) and Tsoukas' (1996) postulation that knowledge is the ideal basis for a d)manlic 

theory of the firm Proposed as being a %%-jy of closing the pp between nco-classical 

cconorriics and bch3viourism by considering knowledge to be socially constructed and what 

adds direct value to a fimi. the concept has potential. Knowlcdgaisthougi, torascxisting 

in communities or practice (Tsoukas, 1996) which go beyond the organization such that it 

deals %%ith, or rather becomes pail of, its cn%ironmcnL As an entity which changes over 

tinx. knowledge deals with the problem of strategic change not being coherent as to what is 

changing. 

Spender asks dial such a d)mamic knowledgc-bascd theory of the firm %ill, indeed must, 

14th its discussion ofmproduction, variation and sclectionviechanisms. (, Altt) offer an 

ct, olutionary pcrspcclisv. ' 

(Spendcr, 1996: 45) 

which explains the origin of the firm. the undcrl)ing nature of the vvrohing entity and which 

is specific about the evolutionary categories in which the pcrspcctiN-c is situated (Spcndcr, 

1996: 46) and must, as he argues the resource-bascd %iew begins to, go beyond or rather into 

the 'black box. ' Importantly for this thesis Spender quotes Plotkin (1993) as a theorist who 

proposes an episternology of knowledge which rnight be useful in this regard. Plotkin is an 

evolufionist. Spender states that the solution is: 

'a synihmis of soclotechnical systems thcory and scy-4cgulating biological systents. 

(Spender. 1996: 59) 

As )Tt, however, the rield of knowledge has been domin3ted by 'knowledge management' 

that in practice rarely goes beyond the selection and implementation of ICT tools and which 
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in acadcmia Im yct to generate a theory driven, knowledge-based unit of analysis. As such 
few adi-anccs have been nude in the direction of knowledge within strategy and most 
treatments of knowledge lmve bccn predicated on reductionistic and functionalist 

assumptions that conceive of knowledge as static. objective and indcpcndcnt of context 
whereas knowledge is subjective, contextual, cornpIcx and tinw-dcpcndent (Kakihara and 
Sorensen, 2001). Some thcorcficians point out that knowledge is not only a %ital source of 
crcati%ity and stmtcgic flexibility but that knowledge %ic%%-cd in this way is best associated 
uith cnwrrcnt and scif-organizing complex aspects of organization (Wcick. 1993. von 
Krogh ct al, 1994; Mona. 1999; Brown and Duguid, 2000; Nonaka and Nishiguchi. 
2001). Work %ithin this ficld has )vt to build a knowlcdgc-bascd theory of the firni, it is 
however mo%ing to%%-ards morc productive ways of looking at knowledge creation (Rodan 

and Gilunic, 2002) %hich investigate the rclafionship between knowledge varicty 
production and network structures and characteristics. 

To create the d)mamic knowledgc-basctl theory of the rim-4 ideally a theory of the 

emergence of knowledge needs to be applied directly to organizations. The theory needs to 

consider the creation of knowWgc to be emergent, scif-organizing and occurring within a 

complex system; new knowledge as creating new relationships bct%%-ccn elements of a 

changing world which maintain fit uithin tint world; and which rccogniscs the subjective, 
human interpretation and complex social interaction aspects of rcnt-gcnerating (and non. 

rent generating) organizational knowledge creatiom Such a theory exists. It is, however, a 

under-dc%-clopcd and has not been applied to the context of organizational life. The theory 
is mcnictics, a branch of evolutionary theory. 

Uliat follows is an explanation or evolutionary theory, merrictics and the applicability of 

memctir-s to organizations. Within evolutionary theory. knowledge is defined as that which 

creates relationships between different clcnicnU of the world which is forever changing, 

rnaking fitness the result or nutching internal speeds of knowledge production within one 

element with speeds of knowledge production within other c1ciricrits. Knowledge that is 

unfit is knowledge that no longer creates a relationship between elements, (Plotkin, 1993). 

Tbus a gene or genes that encode for the u-itcr bcaring structure of cacti is knowledge as 

the environment the cactus lives in is characterised by periods of lack of water interspersed 

with short periods of substantial rainfall. Should, however, global %manning occur, resulting 
in rnorc w-atcr being available within that crivironrnent, that knowledge would no longer be 

ri L 
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Mcnictics is chosen as it is knowledge-based and a dicory Ilut has yet to be applied to 

organizational theory. Ibis is unfortunate in that die theory is particularly appropriate 

because unlike the other nuin evolutionary theory of social life, socio-biology, it can 

potentially explain evM-day c%vlution. Furthermore. mcnictics questions hunun agency 

and therefore %%-hcthcr the assuniption of functionalism which underlies organizational 

theory is %-alid. It is proposed Out differences in knowledge dynamics might explain 
differences in organizational performance, firstly, in terms of what appropriate knowledge 

d)man-dcs might be for an organization operating in a certain context and secondly, why that 

organization might or might not be able to operate according to those appropriate dynamics. 

Before we move on. given knowledge is imariably treated as a static construct in the 

management literature, it is important to tmntion that the emphasis within this thesis is on 

the d)mmnism of knowledge. D)marnisrn is what cvolutionary theory proposes results in 

fitness. Indeed. the theory meets Spenders' heuristics (Spender, 1996: 59) in that it 

incorporates Ointcrprctive flexibility' (variation is produced in this theory through 

interpretive flexibility); 'identification of institutional influences' (the theory suggests that 

knowledge is diffcrcnfially retained in different minds which have been subjected to 

different pasts); 'boundary managemcnt' ( the theory proposes that conununitics of practice 

arc defined by the Imowledge that people share). 'systernic and component parts' (the 

theory is specific: in the components the system is composed of. indeed it is only composed 

of one component, functional knowledge %,. -hich operates within a complex system). It 

considers Uowledge to be 'quasi objects' as Spender upholds. rather than a positivist 

construct that is stored for ever and does not vary in content or does not move relative to 

other knowledge within the 'quasi-object'. The focus is on social evolution and hence on 

the d)mamic: differences in knowledge over time. 

21 Evolutionary theory 

This section introduces evolutionary theory before entering in to the specifics of each 

branch of the theory (section 2.3) and even more specifically the branch mcmctics (section 

2.4) used as a back-drop to the research. Evolutionary theory is not a theory without 

misunderstandings or debate. Before it can be used within empirical work it is necessary to 

rc%-cal these misunderstandings and enter into the debates. The outcome is a stance which 
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states clearly what cvolution is and to what it applies. lle main constructs upholding the 

theory in the form of lundarncnul principIcs' are revealed and dcrcnded. 

Evolution is the dorninant paradigin of biology. It is upheld by the concept or rancss, 

derined as tImt which is generated through variation production rather than design, sonic or 

which is rit for purpose by cluncc. Ibis is a fundarncnial 'truth' to which all biologist 

subscribe. Bc)vnd biology. as much as this concept is becoming more widespread in areas 
that cricompus cosrnology. geology and social lire. rarely do c%vlutionary theorists 

stipulatcwhat they consider as the rundarricrital principles of cvolution within and between 

the areas of life it is said or thought to apply to. If they do their reference point is 

in%-ariably cxclusi%-cly Daminian rather than the theory as a whole, although this requires a 
definition or what e%xilution as a whole nicans (for an example scc Gould 2002). 

Altemati%vly they propose fundwncrital principles as if they am shared across the field 

when there arc respected evolutionists that %%vuld disagree (for an cxamplc see hlayr. 2001) 

and mithout conuncnting on this situation. 

In extreme cases, and organizational evolutionary theory is arguably such a ewe (of which 

more later), there is a combination of a lack of 'back to basics. Shared fundamental 

principles and debated area am not articulated, rarely if ever any reference to Damin, or 

indeed any other evolutionary theorists, is made and there is a general lack of debate about 

the applicafion of the theory to the specific conten In this section more is said about the 

need to go 'back to basics' to dcrine and defend a stance %ithin evolutionary theory. 

Evolution is too often used as a 4paradiSm' which appears to substitute for a loose w-Jy of 

thinking rather than as a theory %%ith concrete assumptions (for an example see Lovas and 

Ghoshal. 2000 and Modelski and Poznanski. 1996). 

In order to avoid this confusion, this section asks the question 'how broad is broad' to 

determine the boundaries of the field and ensure that the fundamental principles which are 

developed are, and can bcý defended in terms of these boundaries. These arc not identical to 

Darwin's three principles (see Gould4 2002) which were developed when much ICU w-as 

known about evolution. The question 'how broad is broad' is vital as it underpins the claim 

that evolution is an explanation, if not the explanation of most, if not all, aspects of the 

system we exist within. This in turn legitimises knowledge as the ontological essence of 

evolution, in that knowledge can be said to be common to all branches of the theory and 
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hcnce justifics the use of a knowlcdgcbascd nicnw to cxplorc agency. an area key to 

c%vlutionary thcory. 

What follows is a inore detailed account of the nced to go back to basics in order to position 
the stance any evolutionist is taking %ithin the field as a whole. Uliat the field as a whole 
means is discussed in tcmu of the alternative approaches to explaining evolutionary theory 

nwmly historical (in the order in which it has been developed) versus chronological (the 

order in which different fanns of evolution evolvcd). %Votking within this framc%xirk of the 

need to be rnorc precise about thc concept, a discussion of the question 'how broad is 
broad' follows in tcnns of the chronology of evolution. Having established how broad it 

might be. three fundamental principles are dc%-clopcd that conrorm to this definition. 

Back to-basics. misundcrstandin. C1 and-thc dcvclj! rmcnt of-a 'stangg' 
As N13)T (2002) has pointed out. misunderstandings are rife %ithin evolution despite the 

general principles of evolution being very clear and beyond doubt. This is arguably very 

'true" in organizational evolutionary rescamli. where the initial mctaphorical use of the 

concept of evolution has led over time to the development of a ficid that, it is argued %ithin 

this thesis, bears a great resemblance to the theory in some cases, especially where empirical 
data arc involved (Burgclman, 1983) and less whcre the dangers of metaphors arc forgotten 

(see Young's critique (1988) of Hannan and Freeman. 1987). Ibc ficld over time has become 

increasingly isolated from evolution as a broad theory and from the numerous debates and 
dcvclopmcnts that have characteriscd the field since die theory %%-as first taken into the 

organizational arena by Nelson and Winter, (1982). 

Another area of misunderstanding is what the term evolution means, in that for some, 

somewhat colloquially, it n=u gradual change, yct evolution can be sudden. Antweiler 

(1991) has conducted an exhaustive review of the different meanings of evolution but 

unfortunately concludes that the 'paradigin' should be confincd to the study of long4crin 

change and macro trends. Yet if evolution is an explanation of the speed of change it also 

should account for everyday and micro change. Another frequent misunderstanding that 

extends from this dcrinition of evolution as gradual change, is that because genetic change is 

slow and infrequent, faster, more dramatic forms of evolution cartnot exist. 

As a consequence of these mis-understandings in general, and in particular with respect to 

organizational research. a choice is made to use this section to first explain evolutionary 
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theory in its broadest sense, followed by an explanation or the sub-systcnu that evolution 

applies to which in turn is followed by a section on mcnxtics. %%Imt enwrges is a mixture of a 

position which is free from mis-undcritandings and a 'Plotkin-Da%%kins-Denncit-Illicknx)rc" 

stance which is defended both in terms of its robustness %ithin cvolutiowry theory and in 

tcmu of its validity as reprds orpniz2tional lirc. Plotkin (1993) prmidcs the evolution is 

knowledSc-based prctnisc. Dawkins (1976) and Blackmore (1999) develop the mcnic. as does 

Dcnnctt (2000) who spccifically points out that the mcme nmst be knowledgcwbascd. A stance 
is required as cvolutionary thcory is not a ficid without dcbatc. cspccially regarding what 

counts as valid empirical rcscarch and the cxtcnt to which, and how, evolutionary thcory 

applies to non-gcnctic =as or life. 

To illustrate the problem of not being able to murne that any stance in o-olutionary theory 

can be taken for granted as acceptable, I quote Nla)T, one of the main architects of die modern 

s), nthcsis of genetics with evolutionary theory, regarding die need for a better account of 

c%vlution and drawn from his book entitled simply O%Nlmt evolution is: 

What I haiv aimedfor is an c1cmcntary, volumc that sircsscs principIcs and does not 

gct lost in dctaiL I uy to rcmo%, c misundcrstandings, but do not dcwte mcessive space 

to ephcmcral coniromrsics. such as the role ofpunctualed cquilibria or ncutral evolution. 

Also thcre is no longcr any mccd to prescm an exhaustivc list oftroofifor evolution. 

(Ma)T. 2002: prcface xv) 

I'liat said crcationists would perhaps like proof, what Nta)T considers as *ephemeral' other 

evolutionists may not, indeed do not, (neutral evolution for example is a problem when 

accounting for empirical data) and his principles such as needing to view evolution not from a 

micro level but form a macro individual or species level (preface xiv) is not something this 

researcher and ccruin others would agree withl A robust piece of m1utionary research must 

therefore enter into the debate and misunderstandings rather than assume than none exist or 

have bccn resol%-cd and so do not need to be defendcJ. 

Ile next subsection involves explaining wby the rc%icw is structured in an unconventional 

way, (narnely chronological in tenns of the evolution of evolution rather the development of 

the theory) that avoids, it can be argued, the tnisundcrstandings referred to by Mayr 

(2002: prcfacc XV). It concludes that before any 'basics" can be developed and justified a 
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definition of how broad evolution is needs to be developed and equ3lly defended. I'his 

happens in the following sub-section, aAcr (list the basics are dmloped. Once these have 

been established and Mcnded, the next section (section 2.3) discusses die differcrit branches 

they appear to apply to and how. whereas in section 2.4, mcnictics Is discussed which it is 

argued operates within these boundaries and aicres to these principles. A stance is therefore 

clearly gcnctutcd and niade explicit to position the research %ithin the field of evolution that 

is chamctcriscd by debate and confusion but also serves tojustify the application of nicnictics 

to organizational life. 1lie justification is prinurily based on mcnictics being knowledge. 

based, the appropriate ronn of the theory to apply to cvcryday evolution and one which has 

die potential to explain differential pctforniance as it can explain why strategic intentions 

niight not be appropriate in knowledge terms and why, even if they arc. they might not 

enicrgc as intcnded. 

Evolution as Chronolor-ical rathcr than histofical 
11cre are two w-ays of entering evolutionary theory. One is the historical route which starts 

with Damin and ends %%ith the %icws of today and tomorrow's evolutionary theorists. 1"his 

account relates the theory in the order in which it has been developed. This is a relatively 

easy route for the writer as the inherent chronology provides an automatic structure to the 

writing. It is also the account most oflen found in the literature. (ror an example see I lull, 

2002) and generally in people's minds perhaps because %%Titcrs fccl obliged to start %%ith 
Damin, and having taken that approach, proceed to report on other people's work in the 

order in which it emerged. For the madcr, however. this approach produces an account that 

does not follow the inherent logic of the theory and evolution, tends to ovcr-cmphasise 

areas of the theory which happen to be more researched than others and tends to under- 

emphasisc areas which havc been far better dc%-clopcd since their discovery. Damin for 

example did not Uow of Sencs nor did he appreciate the implications of genes interacting 

with the cnviroruncnt to form a complex system 'Me lack of logic %ithin this most 

prc%2]cnt approach to explaining and thinking about evolutionary theory is, in the opinion 

of the researcher. the root cause of many misunderstandings of the same. 

By %%-ay of example of this situation, many critics of the branch of c%vlutionary theory used 

in this thesis, called mcmctic theory, draw on genetic theory as a way of creating and 

justifying their objections (this occurs mostly during public debates, for example Dcnnett at 

the LSE in 2001 and in 2002 at the Fourth International Workshop on Institutional 

Economics entitled Ollow do institutions evolve? '). Here the chronological ordering of 
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theory dc%-clopmcnt (genetic theory canw before nicnvtic theory) appears to be framing 

pcople's thought processm 

Instead. once it is appreciated that manctic theory is a branch of 'Universal Daminism', a 

tcn-n coined recently to mconipass the root principles of evolutionary theory, it can be 

rcaliscd that imnictic theory needs to be consistent %%ith these principles rather than with 

genetic theory. Follo%ing this logic. die criticisnis can then be considered as unroundcd, as 

their issues tic %%ith mcnictics not being like genetics rather than nicnictics; not complying 

with the conunon principles of all branches and hcncc with wrolutionary theory. 

Furthcnnorc, the term evolution his bcconic a substitute for both die academic theory and 

the gmcral nicaning of gradual change. Yet, as Mayr points out (2002), evolution can be 

slow and also fast ('punctuated equilibrium). 17his characteristic of evolution is not %vq 

relevant to understanding the theory but is a great source of niis-undcritanding and indeed 

differential speeds of change in tcnns of the nature of that change are what the theory 

explains. 

Although cNvlution's prc%-alence is to be applauded. in the sense it illustrates how well 

accepted the theory is, the colloquial forrns of the term 'evolution' have over time become 

indistingWshable from the theory to the extent the two can sornctimcs be used 

interchangeably (for an example see Lo-. -as and Ghoshal, 2000). This has the effect of 

diluting the cxplanatory, %ývrth, reputation and general understanding of the theory. Thus in 

this rc%icw of v. -olutionary theory, the option of the chronological. historical account of 

evolutionary theory is rejected for a theoretical account of the theory which is also a 

historical account of evolution. 

I low bro3d is broad? 

This question is asked to ensure it is clear what any basic principles of the theory are being 

said to cover as the answer to the question differs according to the researcher. Put another 

way this section asks how universal is Darwinism? 'Me chronological approach helps in this 

regards as it makes one question %%ben evolution first started and when it might end. If it can 

be said that evolution might apply to many (sub)systcrns. the logic of evolution being 

k-no%%, Icdgc4)ascd becomes more robust as knowledge is a cornmon dcnoininator to all the 

sub-systems and hence branches of the theory. including nxinctics. Some evolutionists such 

as Gould (2002), who conrincs(ed) himself to one form Of evolution, organic evolution, do 

not enter this debate. others transcend all arc-1 of evolution (Plotkin, 1993) and discuss 
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evolution in broad Icmu in the forni of cvolutionity cpistenwlogy without defining what 

areas it does or does not apply to, whereas I)cnncit (2000) transcends genetics and mcnictics 

in order as lie sees it to clarify the ontology Out they bodi logically sharc. 

At its most fundamental and broadest, cvolutionary theory can be considered as a theory of 

self-perpetuating. dynarnic. complex systenu which rcnuin in equilibrium 'ScIf- 

perpetuating' refers to the notion that the system is scif-rcrcrcritial in the way it controls its 

own ability to continue to survive by correcting imbalances such that dynamic equilibrium is 

maintained. 'Complex' refcrs to the notion that the system is made of an infinite number of 

component parts which interact and are difricult to explain. let alone trace, but which produce 

a noticeable macro effect. Tbc system becomes 'dynan*" because the multitude of unique 
interactions crc3tcs sources of imbalance that threaten the system's continued viability but 

which the system counters and that variety production overtime can create an evermore 

coniplcx systcmL 

This definition, whilst not found cited by an evolutionary theorist. is arguably justifiable. For 

whereas evolutionary theory has tended until recently to be sponymous %ith Darwin's 

theory of natural scicction, over time the rnost fundamental principles underlying genetics 
have come to be found in all other areas of life (see next section). Indeed Darwin was 

inspired and reassured by L)vll's 'Principles of Geology' that was eventually published in 

1853: 

; olumc I of L)vII's Princtý)Ies of Geoloo, %us presented to Dansin by Captain Fijtroy 

in 1831 bqforc they set sail. nc nert Avo volumcs u-crescm to arris-e at %-arjous ports ofcall 
Dansin was deeply influenced by L3vIl 's theorics. Charles Lycll's principles introduced 

Dantin to the notion that the Earth's surface tins constantly changing. Ile (Danvin) 

decided that ifthc cnWronmew %us continually changing then plants and animals 

wouldprobably hinr to change too. in order to sunjw. 

(Exhibition material at Down House, 
Kcnt home of Damin and wherc 
he wrote Origin of the Species) 

Eq Ily Dantin is thought to have drawn inspiration for his biological version of evolution Va 
from sociological leading thinkers of his time (Ingold, 1991). In terms of the possibility of 
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cvolution having cvolvcd to create more recent branches of c%vlution. Frank (1996) asks how 

many phenomena the theory of adapti%v systcnu might explain. Ile extends die theory out 

bc)vnd genetics to immunology and artificial intelligence. 1"his means it can be argued that 

evolutionary theory might %%vll have a number of branches. each of %%hich cxplain an element 

of the system we live in, and all of %hich subscribe to the sanic fundamental principles. 711is 

thesis includes all of the abo%v and adds cosmology, about %%hich more later. 111c rclc%-ancc 

of this answcr is tied to the claim made later that cvolution is knowledgc-bascd. 

Sccondly. dcrincd as such. c, %vlutionary theory chalicngcs the demarcation of the social 

sciences from all othcrs (Br)mc. 2002). Critics point out that such disciplines lie on 

assumptions that cannot easily be combined (Slidgcley, 2000). Both critics and advocates 

point out that it is easy to be careless and apply triore than the principles sharcd by these 

theories and hcncc either rind proof. or not. of the fundamental assumptions lying in all 

disciplines on an incon-cct basis. A common crror according to 13r)nc is to adopt 

inappropriate physical science quantitative techniques to the uxial sciences. Brync states that 

two methodological assumptions must feature in any work. namely that a whole systcrn is 

being looked at from a perspective which prioritiscs whole system emergent properties and 

that the system is %icwcd over time. Both of these conditions arc adlicrcd to in this thesis - 

see Chapter Three. Another 'mistak-c' is to consider all branches of evolution, especially 

explanations of social cvolutioný as extensions of biology rather than branches of 

evolutionary theory. 

The stance taken here therefore %ith respect to the question 'how broad is broad' is that 

c%vlutionary theory, in all likelihood, is a theory of 'c-. -cr)Ihing. ' I lodgson (2002) agrccs in 

dmt he states evolution is an explanation of how all complex systems m-ork. Ilow broad is 

broad' is a relevant issue here because, bo%%v%-cr many branches of evolution them might or 

might not be, if mcnictics is considered one of them, then it must comply with evolutionary 

thcory as a whole and hence comply %%ith the fundamcrital principles considered to be die 

essence of cvolution. Equally researchers must be careful not to extend principles (such as 

methods) across areas of theory when they are not validL Researchers need to be careful on 

another front too. The theory might be a thcory of cvcr)thing but that does not iman it 

explains c%er)lhing. As Ilodgson points out. evolution explains both brightly coloured birds 

(mating reasons) and dull birds (camoutl3ge) but a full explanation requires the added details. 

The following section therefore details the fundamental principles which the researcher 

considers apply to evolution whilst also pointing out that these arc also not %ithout 
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controversy and then inows on to the details of nvnxtics. 11c fundamental principles serve 

to show that c%vlution is arguably knowledge-based and that rnenictics easily complics with 

these fundamental principles nuking it a robust dicory albeit one which Ims yet to be 

explored empirically. 

Ibc-fundanicnial rrincirics 
Ile first fundamental premlse of cNvlution, according to this thesis. is that it is knowledge- 

based (Plotkin, 1993). Within this evolutionary epistemological stance, knowledge takes on 
different forms (for example Scncs in the case of physical evolution. protein in the case of 

newly discovered prions, transferable subjective nvaning in the case or Mcnics), each or 

-which are associated mith di ffcrcnt paru of the system and hcncc di frcrcnt %vays of relating to 

it. These different forms all contribute to sclf. pcrpctuation by producing knowlcdge-bascd 

%-jriation that either does or does not rebalance the system and hcncc sur%ivcs or not. 11cse 

sub-systcrru are affected by different types of forces and thus although the %-Ariation- 

sclection-rctention franxwork of evolution applies to all. the nature of the nicchanisnis are 
different. *Mcy are all created thcnuclvcs out of cvolufion and thus likely to vary in the form 

that the knowledge takes, over and above these principles-, indeed it would be suspicious if 

they did not (bcnce the clairns about cvolution having many branches. each new branch being 

a product of c-s-olution and Uowlcdgc taking on different forms in each of the branches). It is 

important to rcalise that each of these different fornu of knowledge responsible for different 

forms of life rnight thernselves not survive in tinv; in fact they %rill not. Equally, just as some 

of these forms am younger than others, it is highly likely. indeed inevitable that over a long 

enough tinx period altcmativcs %%ill be created. IC17 and prions are thought of as possible 

new forms of evolution (Aunger 2002). Nlemics %hich arc thought to explain social life nlay 

no longer exist if, through global warming, their existence creates a physical planct that 

cannot sustain our physical n3turc and hence our genes and also therefore our inctrics. So the 

forms of knowledge are thcn=l%-cs subject to the process of -. -ariation-sclcction-rctcntion, 
including the fonns of cxistence with which they are associated. 

For some evolution is substrate neutral (Canipbcll. 1987 in Radnitzky and Bartley). All that 

is needed is blind, %-ariafion-selection-rciention (v-s-r) of whatever and evolution can be said 

to take place given that as tim goes on blind v-s-r uill cause a changing distribution. 11mt 

said what appears to be happening is the v-s-r of knowledge of knowledge. if knowledge is 

dcrincd as that which allows the sub-systcnis of the world to relate and relate to each other. 

This is a different derinition or knowledge from that which rnight consider knowledge as 
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artcficts or that which is in people's ri-ýnds. As regards ancricts, knowledge is cinbcdded 
into artcfacts in the sense of their being a bunch of ideas %%hich have a history. In a toaster, 
for example, there ate the ideas or nvmcs (in ordct pctliips of their chronological 
developnicrit) of cooking food. growing %heat to nuke b=d. cooking brcad. cooking bread 
in an ovcn, cooking bread in a specialist nuchinc, that nuchine being a fashion itcm in its 

own right. However before the ancfact can exist, the ideas must be generated and these 
ideas rnay be embedded in rnorc that one artcract. I fence it Is the n-cmes that evolve as they 

are what is replicated inipctfectly to produce mariation and arc selectively retained. 111C 

toaster docs not replicate in the evolutionary sense of the %%-ord (as discussed at the Fourth 
International Workshop on Institutional Econornics). 7be sarne applies to knowledge 

embodied in people's rninds, knowledge nuist be exchanged before it can become 

embodied. This does not mean however that what is exchange is not a function of what has 

been pmiously embodied or embedded but mcans that new knowledge is created as 
knowledge is cxprcssW and exchanged and people relate to that exchange in novel %%-ays. 

As rcgards what is in pcople's minds as Goonatilakc (2002 in Whcclcr at al cds) points out: 

77te evolution oftultural information implies certain conccpts. First is that oftulture as 

essentially contents ((human minds. Second is that of information. albeit the information that 

floirs through human minds as humans interact uith each other socially. Culture is not 

information generated isithin human minds sol4psistically. It is only whCH this solosistic 

material is articulated socially andmade to interact uith other humans that is beromes 

culture A third notion is that oftw1utiom as the human carriers of this social information 

intcract isith their cnsironmcnt and change the information characteristics oftulture- 

(Goonatilak-c, 2002 in %Vhccler et al eds: 20 1) 

Teubner (2002 in Wheeler et al cds) talks of the 'evolution of life and the evolution of 

rneaning' as well as 'social meaning' (page 164) being based upon 'conununicafivc 

operations' (page 165). Working %ithin the context of lcg: d institutions, he also conceives of 

incaning as c%-ol%ing subject to a %-ariety of selection forces that include cconornic but also 

institutional forces. I le talks of the '%%illingness of an open system to respond to the dcTnands 

made upon it of the mironnicrit' (page 165). Indeed this volunw on the Evolution of 
Cultural Entities rcflccts the gro%%ing trend to seeing cultural evolution as knowledge-based 

(see also Nelson %%ith in this volurne). 
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In sununary. %hat is in people's niinds is knowledge but that knowledge only canic about 

through interaction and thercrorc to understand knowledge one must understand social 
interaction. Equally die thesis take the stance that %%hit becomes ernbcddcd in people's mindi 

and embodied in artcf2cts is a function of w1ml cnwrgcs in social interaction, which in turn is 

a function of what is al=dy cmbcdded and cmbodicdL 

As regards debate and controversy this $run&mcntzl" premisc is a matter of debate about 

ontology (which is discussed in broader terms on page 63). For example within the realms or 

genetics where some think of the ontology or gcncs to be DNA, others consider it to be the 

knowledge about the world ror which the genes encode. In mcnictics die debate is between 

Dcnnctt (2000) who considers the ontology of mcmes to be like genes and therefore 

knowledge. whereas Aungcr (2002) searches for a tangible ontology of electric neuron 

potential. Adams (1991) vim-s energy as the driving force behind evolution. Sixcl (1991) 

counters this %iew on die basis it ralls into the rnind-mattcr dichotomy which the notion of 

knowledge can arguably be said to avoidL In other branches of evolutionary theory knowledge 

is not explicitly tcfcm-d to but it is a common denominator of them, whereas DNA and 

electrical potcrifials = not, making knowledge a relatively robust common denominator. 

Arguably thcrcrorc Plotkin's stance of knowledge as the common denominator is valid across 

all branches, especially given his voice is one or an evolutionary cpistcniologist, but it should 

be mentioned that Plotkin does not enter into the debate as to how broad evolution is. Durham 

(199 1) is anothcr m1utionist who considcrs hurnan bcings to have t, %v information systmis, 

one cultural and one genetic. The logic of the stancc that evolution is knowlcdgc-bascd is far 

more robust the broader the areas the theory is said to apply to as only knowledge can scrve 

as a conumn dcnominator to all of these subsysterns. 

The second fundamental premise of evolutionary theory is the one that is most referred to 

and the least debated (outside of the circle of crcationists), that of evolution being Uithout 

design and this lack or design creating fitness. There am two allemati%v ways of creating 

sustainability. Ile first is to manage it through planning and foresight, taking actions targeted 

at maintaining balance %%ithin the system. Ibis is the assumption tint. drives most, if not all, 

of the social science literature. The second is to create infinite %-jTiety in an unplanned and 

unintentional fashion assuming that %%ithin this pool of possibilities some %ill bring the 

system back into a sustainable form. Tbe first approach fails if the planning is not accurate, 

the second fails if insufficient %-aficty is not produced. Ilese two approaches to sustainability 
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arc offercd below and the assumption that is inherent %%ithin evolutionary theory about the 

numScnicnt of conlplcxity is m-. -calc& 

7"he most obvious. almost intuitive. approach to managing sustainability is to know the 

system at a very detailed level in order to wotk out what is %vtong and correct it. 1"his assumes 

the system can be understood at such a dctailcd level. what is wrong with it can be idcntiricd 

and a correction put in place. Evolutionary theory claims that in the case of systems within 

the univcrsc(s) (and therefore all systems) such an approach is not possible; no agent has tile 

intelligence to have such an overview of die system to be able to calculate what needs to 

happen to maintain the system in balance. I loA-cvct. the man as tile all powerful agent is, on 

the whole, the approach taken by managers within organizations 

11c counter intuitive, deceptively simple, altcrnatiNv explanation is that the system looks 

after itself. It is not designed or planned. indeed if it wm then the amount of N-aricty would 

be far less than in evolution and sooner or later would be insufficictit. Ibis second 

fundamental prernisc or concept is central to die phenomenon of evolution. E%olutionary 

theory states that the way in which such systems manage thcmscl%-cs is by lacking a designer. 

In knowledge terms such systems arc said to have no true knowledge Within dicn4 just 

knowledge that is true enough to maintain balance within the system as the system stands at 

that moment in time. Knowledge may appear true because, o-. vt the time period being 

considered, it is cvohing so slowly that it appears a fact. Knowledge is dcrincd as die way in 

which the sub-parts of the system inter-relate. The s)stcm operates without kno%ing, or 

attempting to guess, the future. lictice the frequently heard phrase evolution has no foresight 

or design. Instead, variation in knowledge is produced without foresight and whatever fits is 

selected by the system and retained in the sense that by bringing the system back into balance 

it remains within the system whilst it does so. Once again the evolutionary definition of 

knowledge needs to Ive claxified. Not only does evolution consider knowledge to never be 

true but also the theory defincs knowledge as that which allows the system to relate to itself 

So new ways in which the system is related to itself are created, but only some of them are 

retained, creating differential surviv-A of knowledge within the system To quote Dcnnctt 

apin: 

E%vr since Dantin. sccpdcism has been aimed at his implicit claim that the %wilous processes 

of natural selection. in spite of their mindlessness. arc pouvful enough to hmv done all the 

design work that is manifest in the world 
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(Dennett 199S: 60) 

As much as this concept of lack of foresight producing "design' is accepted in biological 

circles the thought that such ecology applies to human smial lire is however disturbin& Only 

time will tcll whcthcr it does apply to social life and if it does whether this notion is more 
readily acccpted that Dar%in's first announccnicni that thcm appcars to be no dcsipcr of 
orpnic lire. Objcctors to this line of thinking include crcationists as alrcady mcntioncd and 
also cvolutionary cpisteniologists (cds Radnitzk-y and Bartley, 1987) and many other% outside 
or the ficid of o-olution who cl2im that whereas physical c%vlution may be without dcsign, 

social life is charactcriscd by frce %%ill, choice, consciousness and morality (Nialik. 2001). 
Nklmt is without doubt is that as intcntional as %%v might be outcomes am frequently not as 
intcndcd. 

Ilcre is also some dispute as to the extent that n*ro (%-aricty) operates %ithin, a constrained 
(nucro) cn-, ironmcnt as rcgards what is possible %ithin natural sclection and hence rancss, 

nuking fitncss less of a free spirit than pctbps has been implied in the past. Gould 
(2(*2: 163) prornotcs greater prinucy of the cn%ironnxnt than Damin in tcr= of what is 

possible. Another source of dcbatc is the issue or agcncy, rcrcrrcd to bclow as the last 

premise. A lack Of 2 dcsipcr or a lack ordcsign suggests tht agency lies %ithin the systcrn. 

IMc third fundamental premise of evolution involves the question of agency and %%ith 

whorn or what it lies is a consequence of the two principles detailed above. It has three 

aspects. Firstly, why the system has the form of agency it has. secondly. what exactly is 

agency %ithin evolution, and thirdly. from %hat paspccti%-c this type or agency should be 

viewed. 

Agency lics in 'designing' the system to have no foresight and instead incorporating the 

capability of producing infinite L-nowWgc. which is rctaincd or not. That said, taking the lack 

of design and hence the second principle to its extrcnw. it can be thought that many systems 
rnight have existed %ith and %ithout foresight, %ith the systern(s) %ithout foresight surviting 

as they uc sustainable o%vr a longer period of time. Agency lics; therefore in the system or 

rather any system that sur%ivcs being one that maintains itself %%ithout foresight. Instead it 

produces an infinite mount of new knowledge (%-jricty) sonx of %%hich brings the system 
back into balance and hence is retained in the system. 
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Dcbatcs arise whcn the issue of %%, hit is sclcctcd for or against is considered. IIIC system'$ 
direction and dynamics are considered by Williams (1966). Dawkins (1976) and cnipirical 
gcncticists (I lughcs, 1999) to be best smn from die pcrspcctivc of the most micro-ýIicatins 
unit of knowlcdge %ithin the sub-sysicin as it is this that survivcs or not into the next 
gcncration and is thus w1ut is sclcctcd, or not. Sniallcr units of analysis, e. g. fragincuts or 
DINA that make up a gcnc lu%-c no mcaning and larger units. e. g. species that survive as a 
function of the dynamics of die single Series that they are made up of, nuke these higher 
farms of unit of analysis a coniposite of scicction forces, in turn making d1cm a less accurate 
way of tracing c%-olution. 77his notion w-as first postulatcd within die field of Scnctics, the 

most dc-s-clopcd ama of the theory and was termed, somewhat colloquially. 'the selfish gCnC' 
by Dawkins (1976). 'Mat said expcrinictital wotk in genetics has gone on to 'pro%-c' this to be 

the case (I lughes, 1999). 

*the rnost : trdcnt critic of the conccpt of wotking at the Scne-menw level is Gould. Gould 

(2002) wrote in his last very comprchcnsive book on 411c Structure of Evolutionary Ibcory 

that the Selrish Gene notion is a "fallacy' that should be labelled h)-pcrdaminism lie uses 
I lull's (19SO: 13) distinction bct%%vcn mplicators and intcractors where the fornwr are what is 

copied and passes on its structure and intcractors are entities that directly interact as a 

cohesive whole %%ith their cn%ironrncnt in such a way that replication is difTcrcntial. lie 

quotes Ilull (1994: 627-628) as stating' 

'Em1ution ofsorts could resulifrom mplication alone, but evolution through natural 

selection requires an interplay baurm mplication and interaction' 

(I lull. 1994: 627-628) 

It has also been discovered that the differcnccs bctu-cen humans and primates can not only be 

cxpUncd by differences in Scncs but also in expression patterns of the sarnc genes and how 

active those genes am (Enard ct. al, 2002). This applies particularly to Scncs that encode for 

the most evolved area of humans. nmmly the brain. This debate has implications on agency 
but also on the unit of analysis of cnipirical work and as such is n=fioncd later when this 

issue is addressed. In either caw of intcractor or rcplictor as the unit of selection, the nature 

of agency being something beyond man's control is a crucial question in the quest to decipher 

the role of evolution in social life. 
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It thcrcforc rcnuins to be sccn whcther this is die case for mcnictics and if it wcre not to be 

the case %%-hcthcr this would nican that evolution does not apply to social lire or wlictlicr, 

%%hich would appear Icss likely gi%vn die cvidcnce in gcnctics. that this l3ck of agcncy Is not a 
rundxncntal principle orevolutionary thcory. 

Tbe implication of assurning, or rather exploring the possibility as this thesis does, that the 

mcmc. like the gene. as the unit of selection is that agency does not lie with a rational man. 
Man isjust a mcme nuchinc in the same way that nun is a gcne nuchinc (Blackniore, 1999). 

1 luman bchaviour can. mcnictics cl ainu, be explained using the sanw tcnns used for animals, 

and plants and bacteria. In this sense tnan is in cvcr-changing group of mcnics that enter his 

or her head. This population of mcnws is the result of a complex interacting system that 

results, or not. in a series of uxial interactions that nuk-c. or not, a person com into contact 

with new tncnws, which rmy, or may not. infect that mind. NVlut is attractive to a rnind %vill 
depend, Blackxnorc argues, on past selection that his produced the current knowledge pool 

%vithin that pcrson"s rnind4 %%-hcthcr Out mcnic is attractive to that person and what sort of 
functionality the person thinks is implied by the rnerne. What exactly this means in reality is 

questionable. Man has Icarnt through an understanding of evolution to genetically engineer 

and hcncc control cvolut. ion at least in pirL %%licthcr this is the case in mcnictic evolution is 

unknown. The evolutionary and mcn-etic perspective does however %ithout doubt, question 

how much we are in control of knowledge emergence in the sense of n= being part of the 

system but no single person or group of people having the ability to control that satne system 

So the third fundarncmat premise of evolutionary theory is where most debate tics, especially 

uith regards to social life and it is what this thesis above all in%-cstigatcs. It asks, using a 
knowleftc-13ased unit of analysis, what control rnan appears to havc over the emergence of 

(social) knowledge. In Spender's tcrtns; (1996) it combines a sociotechnical systcrns (social 

interaction between people causing %-ariation in knowledge) %ith the %-ariation-sciection- 

retention algorithm of self reproducing systems. This position is developed further in the 

section of the research question. Before deb-ing into this area, ha%ing explained that 

cvolution creates fitness by operating %%ithout design, Is knoiiiedge-based and agency lies 

within the system, %%v now move on to cxplorc the branches of evolutionary theory. Tbcsc 

branches all comply with the above fundamental principles but also %-xy in ways that include 

when they themselves c%vlvcd and what form of knowledge they involve. 'Me follo%ing table 

serves to surnmarise the stance taken by this thesis with regard to these principles as opposed 

to others. 
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TABLE 2.0 - Diffaing principIcs bct%vcn nujor evolutioniry dicorists 
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It is worth noting at this point. given the dominance or Damin in the above table. that an 

altemitivc theory to evolution exists, Larnarckism (Larnarck, 1809). Larnarck thought that 

as organisms inter-related to the mirontnent their nature fundamentally changed. Damin 

refuted this direct cffcct of the mironment on orpnisnu. Instead he clainwd that the 

probability (but not certainty) of the rcprx)ducti%c success of an anirnal depended on 

inheritance. Indeed, as regards organic cvolution, genes have since been discovered that 

explain the mechanism of that inheritance. Ibis thesis takes the %icw that evolution is 

D. u-%inian. 

Ile next section on branches of evolutionary theory serves to rcinrorcc the possibility that 

evolution operates in all sectors of our existence and hence the need for an evolutionary 

explanation of social life that complies %ith these principles. That is or course, unless these 

principles are wrong (but if they are %wrong sonic other fundamental principles must exist to 

have a theory) or e-volution does not apply to all branches of our existence. This section and 

the next therefore combine to make the case that evolution rnight well extend beyond organic 

evolution and if it does the sub-systerns in which it does take place must all operate according 

to sonic common principles but there must also be differences bct, %-ccn the sub-systcnis. 
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23 Branches of the theory 

The branches or evolutionary theory, as upheld by this thesis and defended above, arc 
described in the table below. Given dial cachi forn, or knowledge evolves froin a previous 
form of knowWgc, the different fonns of knowledge ate logically describable in terins or 

their chronological appearance %ithin the system I'his order is difrctcnt froni die historical 

order in which they entered the literature. 71iis table is based on die broadest dcrinition of 

evolution. It therefore goes beyond the form of knowledge enc2psul: ttcd mithin genes 

responsible for physical evolution to include n-xmcs. the ronn of knowledge responsible for 

social evolution %%hich is explored in detail in this thesis. It includes another puts of our 

%%vrid that niore recently ha%v rnovcd away from nonnal. lincar science to a nwrc sysicniic, 

cotMlcx and dynaniic science. nanicly cosmiogy and as Darwin thought includes geology. 
Above all, it is illustrative or the transdisciplinary nature or the principles or c%vlution and 

dial c%vlutionary theory is still under development in term or its boundaries, rather than 

being a definitive scientific statcnxnt or something that applies only to genetic evolution. By 

making this point the section scr%-cs to place mcmctics uithin the broadcr field of evolution 

suggesting that it rnight be as robust a theory as gmctics albcit one Out his )vt to be 

dcN-clopcd as much as Scnctics. 
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TABLE 2.1 Ilmnches of c%vlutionmy thcoty 

Theoretical Coltriology (Pb)$ICAI) (Ph) sical) Immunology Social 
Branch Eiiclullon of r%olutlon of Evolution or 

-the planet tiff lift 
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uni%rtsc e. & climate and evolution (C-gý 
plancm st^ geological pollution) 
Comets fi%rn changes) 
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Nklut these rields have in conunon is that they rely on fonns of complex interdependence 

%%hich produce systemic, scIr-perpctuating, dpamic equilibrium. Ibcy all operate in contrast 

-Aith the notion that perpctual balance is created from a pcrfcct dcsign in the bcginning such 

that the system can remain static and ctemal. The cwtutionary theory of life on Earth is 

rcliant on the simple algorithm of %-afi. 2tion-sclcction-rctention producing complex. dynamic, 

intcrdcpýendent life at a %-cry micro levcl. 
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As mcntioncd Worc, Darwin was inspircd by Lycil's notion dial the plinct was forever 

changing. A nWem %-crsion of Lycll upon %% hich this and die follo%ing paragraph is based, is 

that or Lamb and Sington (1998). Ucy discuss how life on Urth is inextricably and 
interdependently linked to the frenetic and ceaselessly changing gcology of flic planct Urth 

within a d)=nic uni%Tm in which cvcn the laws of nature are not as constant or lawful as 

we tend to thinL As gcncs and mcnics co-cvol-. -c %ith die atmosphere and die oceans of die 

planct. the changing gcology of a planct nvarts flut life is unlikely to sur%rivc on any planct 
for ctcmity. It is likcly that the creation of life in the Uni%-Mc is a rclativcly conunon but 

transicnt occuffcnce. It just to luppcns that %ithin die infinitc %2ricty of mirminiental 

conditions within this Universe, Earthi is particularly good at sustaining fire, but is unlikely to 
be able to do so for longer than another billion )-cars (Lamb and Sington, 1998). 

Ile impact of these intcr4inkagcs and interdependencies. or inict-rclatcdricss, is proround; 

only because the Universe is so active could a planct as geologically active as Earth have 

been produced; only because the planct Earth is to geologically active could it Sustain lire 

and only because life on Earth is so biologically active has it remained so geologically active. 
Lastly, only because the Universe is so active will life continue to exist. For as lire on Earth 

eventually dics, as its star. the Sun, bums out. sonrwhcre else in the Universe, life %ill 

evolve. This %%ill occur as somcwhcrc in the life cyclc of another star conditions am created 

that can support a form of Life. Equally, at a rnicto level on Earth. mcincs c"volve and 

compete between themselves and with genes. 11is competition has the efrcct of altering the 

chances of both mcmes and genes surviv%ing as their competition alters the genetic makeup on 

%hich mernes currently sunive, planctary geology alters as a result of the competition within 

and between rcplic: ktors. d=tcning to create a mass extinction. On cuth there have bccn 

five, such extinctions, and a sixth is considered by some to be inunincnt thereby affecting the 

chances of life being susWned on Earth and in what form. altering in turn the d)mamics of the 

universe (Lamb and Singlon. 1998). Also just as our universe was created from two others 

colliding another universe rnight be heading our way, creating another collision. Taken as a 

%hole. as planets and life on those planets %%hich can support life evolve, the universe too 

evolves moving towards a big bang. Thus infinite and interdependent d), nanisrn is vital to 

the systm it is the essence of the system that wc live in. It is the systcm. 

Lovelock (19S8) %%-as the first to propose that the earth operated as a single systcm yet 

nuinstrcam evolutionists do not cite his worL Sornewhat ironically it is left to a ficrcc critic 

of c%vlution (especially uith regard to how it is sonxtinxs presented), narncly the 
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philosopher Nlidgclcy. to point out dut cvolutiorury theory %vould be Improwd by its 

inclusion (Midgelcy, 2000). Equally the %%Dtk by physicists in die arcs of cosrnology and 

parallel uni%vrscs has )vt to be brought under the banner of evolutionary theory. The %%, otk 
rcn=ins in physics and cosrnology journals and is only cxplaincd in more general tcnns on 
the Internet. Lastly. althoupli the term Unimul Daminism (Dcnncit, 1993) was coined to 

rcfcr to the om-arching nature or vmlutionary theory, it rcfers only to genetics and 
nwinctics. If ho%%-c%-cr the principles of v. -olution do apply to all sysicnis, these are die 

sysicins dicyapply to gi%vn dut cach presents itself uith a different forni or knowledge and 
each can be thought of as ghing rise to die next forin or branch and each comply with die 

rundanictital premises as dc%-clopcd and dcrcndcd hcm 

Importantly. each form of evolution is faster on average than the one bdore. For example one 
of the fastest forn*d of evolution currently is the battle between nvnics about antibiotic 
production and resistance and bacteria flut replicate quickly building resistance as Oicy 

change their knowledge base upon reproduction. Ibc notion that newly c%-olvcd funns of 

evolution am faster fl-an their predecessors is logical in that any new form must replicate 
faster to have a chance of competing %%ith other forms. 

2.4 Social evolution and memetics 

In this section the mcmctic explanation of social life is dcscribcd and rcvic%%vd in the context 

of why nxmxtics is ncedcd and in terms of the aftcrnative evolutionary and anthropological 

explanations of culture that cxisLIlc section serves tojustify nxnictics not only as a theory 

that fits in well %%ith all other arcas of evolution and hence the fundanxntal principles of 

evolution but also as a thcory which adds to curTcnt %icws on social evolution. Tbe outcorne 

is a dcfcncc of nicmctics as the rnost robust evolutionary explanation of social life. 

Mcinctics is discussed in detail in tcmu of its mlationship with biology and evolutionary 
theory, its evolutionary explanatory potential and what can and cannot be said about mcnics. 
Dcb, atcs in nxinctics are conmiented upon including the ontology of mcnv--s (a physical 
entity. functional knowledge or irnitation), the question of w1ut is agency and intentionality 

, AiLhin social lire, the problems of building cmpirical eivlutionary explanations, emergence 

and menictics and the implications of this o%=13p, what is considered as careless language 

(selfish rather than selectable Scne or mcme and competition rather than competition and co- 

operation) and even more generic weas of debate. 
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As rcprds sihy mernetics Is needed. if one accepts die notion that cach fomi of evolution 

can create other forms of evolution and one %%ishcs to explain why physically non-adiptive 

aspccts of humans such as our large brains exist. dicn one moves into the rcalms of using 

evolution to explain what happens in social lirc. (Note that the assumption here is that as 
brains arc produccd as part of Smctic evolution thcn underlying thcir non-physical 

adiptivcncss must lie another form of evolution that does confcr ritncss. ) Undoubtedly 

culture cvoli-cs in the sense that as tinw has passed there has been: 

la gcncral incrcasc in both the complexity and dimrsiV ofculturalfomis ' 

(Aungcr 2002: 24) 

Indeed as mentioned above Damin found inspiration for his theory in the notion as suggested 
by leading figurcs of his tinx including Spencer, Morgan and Tylor (Ingold. 1991) that 

societies and cultures c%, olN-cd4 albeit their notion contained an aspect of progress which 

c-. vlutionary theory does not. 

71cre are however alternative explanations as to what exactly this involves. Sociobiologists; 

(especially Wilson, 1975), who invented the term soclobiology, postulated the first 

evolutionary theory of culture in which Scnes are seen to interact very specifically and 

uniquely %%ith the cmironnicnt. lie sces culture and social life as another branch of biology. 

The possession of a Scne might not be of any significant consequence in one environment but 

can become deadly in another. Thus the phenot)pic response is not encoded in the gene but 

the genetic make up of the person aiTects its response to an environment. Thus gcncs for 

cancer may only become deadly when the oAmcr inhabits an environment associated with a 
diet that increases the chance of that cancer becoming phenotypic. The gcncs therefore code 
for different reacfions to different contexts. Tbc tinit of analysis is the genc in the face of a 

certain environment. Social information transmission is not considered as needed to explain 

culture. instead the brain is considered to adapt quickly to new local conditions by processing 
information and coming up with the 'best' (whatever that might mean) genetically encoded 

rule. Sociobiology has proved to be able to explain certain empirical findings in terms of 

whether a bcha%iour complies with producing more offspring. Whcrc the studies arc 

successful tends to be areas %%-here fitness is closely associated with biological fitness. 

Explanations, as Aungcr (2002) discusses, of, for example, use of the contraceptive pill, is 
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sonxthing sociobiologists cannot tackle as such bchaviours go against biological rancss. In 
this thesis such cxplanations am not rejected. but socio-biology as a theory able to explain 
cvcr)-day kno%%-Icdgc emergence is rejected. 

Evolutionary psychology, which as the term suggests, adds thc dimension of psychology to 

the evolutionary story (for the latest rc%icw sec Cosmidcs and Tooby, forthcoming) is another 

sitcmative theory to mcnictics. Once again rcrctring to Aungcr's (2002) critique of tile field, 

he refers to evolutionary psychology as conceiving of the brain as having a series: 

'of c%vlsvd psychological mcchanisms designed by natural selection to solve adaptive 
problems that our ancestorsfaecd recurrcntly' 

(Aungcr 2002: 37) 

The mind becomes a mattcr of many mcntal models or cognitive programs. to use the 
CosnUcs and Tooby expression, dcsigncd to cope with everyday adaptive problenu with 

matching ncurophysiological circuits. So just as natural selection has created physical 

adaptations, so has cultural evolution developed psychological adaptations. Ncural circuits 

%%-crc designed by natural selection to solve problems that our anccstor"s faced during past 

evolution. So here, not only as in socio-biology has the structure adapted over time due to 

natural selection, but so has the knowledge content. What Av nccd to know we arc born uith. 
The expression of this knowledge takes time and an appropriate monicrit. The problem with 

this stance is that the human brain does not, Aungcr argues (p: 44), have the capacity to hold 

such a stock of information. Equally there is as much within group %-ariation as there is 

bctwccn group variation in studies conducted by evolutionary psychologists. So although 

murder rates can be related to genetics in that people arc less likely to kill someone who 
harbours their genes, them are also huge variations within these groups according to the 

presence or absence of a 'gun culture' (Daly and Wilson, 1988). 

In conclusion, cultural variation is both significantly independent of genes and of the 

environment turning on or off sonic universal set of rules. There is far too much cultural 

variation for these to be sufficient and accurate explanations as much as sociobiologists and 

evolutionary psychologists like to think of the social transmission of culture being 

insignificant. Tlc inability of these theories to explain an)thing other than broad cultural 
differences is why they are rejected in favour of mcnictics. 
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On the other extreme thcre are anthropoloy. 1sts who see culture as cxtrcnICly significant and 
in sonic %%-jy a transmission proccss. Ilicy claim that mcnictics adds nothing new in that 

epidemiological studies of cultural transmission arc common (Aungcr. 2002). 1 Icre one cnicts 
into the realms of cultural scIcctionism, which attempts to explain %hy culture is diffcrcnt, in 

that culture is distributcd o%-cr space and transmission is impcrrcct over time. As considered 
by NIa)T (2001). in its broadest scnse culture nccds to account for diffcrcnccs in (lie 
knowledge pool. 11crc arc, as Aungcr (2002) points out, differences in views as to what tile 

underlying process of transnlission is. Above all Aungcr poses the question does culture 
involve replication? If so a rcplicator needs to be found and if not then Ulm needs to be a 

w-jy of constantly recreating beliefs in each nliind (Aungcr p: 333) whereby each person lives 

within their own psychological box. If one acccpts that culturc does involve rcplication then 

mcnies, so far a theoretical construct, should explain culture and adhere to evolutionary 

theory. 'Mis thesis therefore accepts that culture rnight not involve replication but chooses to 

investigate this possibility by seeing whether culture can bc explained if it is assumed it does 

invol-m replication. 

Nlemclics takes an alternative %icw on culture. One that is not an extension of the branch of 
physical evolution and hence biology in the form of sociobiology, nor is an integration of 

another base discipline, psychology, into biology in the form of c%-olutionmy psychology. 
hlenictics starts %%ith the general observation (Aungcr, 2002) that over the agcs life has 

become more and more complex as time has allowed greater and greater typcs and levels of 

variation to be created and rctaincd4 or not. This complexity, mcnictics states, allowed forms 

of life to live longer and to begin to adapt to the environment as it changed %ithin the same 

generation of life. In cxtrcmis this trend produced humans, (Blackniore, 1998). Complexity is 

thought to have pro%ided the opportunity for another rcplicator to emerge. T'he emergence of 
this new replicator follows the logic that it is difficult to imagine that at sonic point in history 

evolution stopped being responsible for what was happening %%ithin the universe and another 

mechanism took over. It is not based however on the premise that social life can and should 
be explained in the same way, or should rollow the same mechanisms, as organic evolution. 
Instead it is based on the need for there to be some (c%-olutionary) explanation of the size of 

the human brain. especially givcn that this physical feature of humanity is a cause of death in 

childbirth, and thus must have some cvolutionary advantage that outwcighs its disadvantages. 

It is also based on the notion that there is reason to assume that the production of variety that 
is so fundamental to Daminism is highly likely to have produced other ways and fonns of 
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mating maricty that hivc bccn selectively retaincd and which cxpl3in todiy's morc rapidly 
transrbrnýing and more thcorctical knowlcdge-bascd world. 

Dawkins (1976) coined the term 'the menic' to represent the nature or knowledge that is 

responsible for socially initiated fornu of intcr-rclatcdncss. I [a thought of them sis being 
ideas, inventions. stories and songs which arc imýitatcd during social interaction. Blackmore 
(1999) postulates why and how such a source of kno%%-Icdgc might have c-, vlvcd. She 

critically rc%icm-s the explanatory power of alternative theories of the same phenomena. 
Interestingly, many of these theories are 'socio-biological'. meaning they are evolutionary 
sub-thcorics which explain such social phenomena exclusively in terms or genetics. Ibcsc 

theories include those which attempt to explain what makes humans different from other 

species, both in generally and spccirically in terms of man's disproportionate size or the 
human brain. why language has evolved and what is in adequate explanation for altruism. In 

critiquing these theories she reveals, as does Aungcr (see above) gross inadequacies in their 

explanatory power, meaning such phcnomcn3 cannot be explained, at least fully, in terms of 

socio-biology and evolutionary psychology 

Blackinaorc's starting point in her investigation of the explanatory power of mcmetic theory 
is that humans are different from all other life, not because of their ability to think or be 

conscious, defined as what it is like to be tw, but because of their ability to imitate. 7bis 

ability to imitate is incxtzicably connected to the mcmc. The New Oxford English 

Dictionary derines mcmcs as: 

'An c1c7ncnt of a culture that inay bc constdcred to bc 

passcd on by non-gcnctic mcans. csp. imitation. ' 

Although the specific origins of in-dtation may have been lost in history. it is easy to 

imagine that the ability to imitate was a useful asset. It is also easy to imagine why it 

evolved in man, rather than any other species, given n='s combination or overall 
intelligence would pro%ide the brain power to select what was worth imitating. and good 

motor control enabling him to do so. The social skills or man would have also been 

important in developing the ability to see the world from different pcrspccti%-Cs i. e. to be 

able to imitate one has to step into another's shoes in order to infcr intentionality in other 

people's version of events. Once imitation conunenced4 it would have become important to 
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imitate the niost successful people. Given natural Scnetic variation, it Is logical to prcsunic 

that there would be sonic genetic variation in people's ability to imitate and thus in time 

genes for imitation would become %%idcsprcad %ithin the gene pool, giving rise to selection 
for imitation. 1"he second step would be the action of imitating the best imitators. 't"he third 

step would be to mate %vith good imit2tors. 1312ckmorc suggests that this evolution of 
imitation drove die increase in brain size within humans to a size proportionally greater by 

far than any other species. Furthermore, cognitive studies have shown that imitation does in 

fact require a lot of brainpowcr whilst alternative theories or the big brain' are 

comparatively inadequate in this regard (Black-morc. 1998). 

This discussion of imitation leads logically to the question of what purpose does imitation 

serve. The answer Blackmorc prmides is to spread mcmcs, just as reproduction sprcads 

genes. %%ithout ha%ing to re-in%-cnt the wheel. 7be origins of language can, for example, be 

expWncd in tcrms of its function being the spread of mcmes. It is thought that when 
language cvolved it pro%idcd a sciccti%v advantage to mcmes and thus language can be 

thought of in terms of mcmcs hijacking the genes to build bcttcr and bcttcr mcme spreading 

equipment, such as the brain. The Internet, CDs. radios and TVs can all be thought of as 
mcme spreading apparatus, causing us to spread memcs rnorc and more quickly 
(Blackmorc, 1999). Interestingly, BT no longer understands its own telephone network and 

the Internet also has the feel of a system %ith a lire of its own. Irrespective or mcnictic 
theory, it is undeniable that knowledge is being created and disseminated ever more quickly 

as time progresses. Thus mcnictics can be said to explain why societal change is becoming 

both faster and rnorc obviously knowlcdgc-bascd. hicnics increasingly have the equipment 
to replicate faster, producing more knowledge and this same equipment means the 
knowledge produced can be disseminated faster. This phenomenon promotes faster 

adaptation in an ever more complex system. This equipment has been selected for as it 

promotes faster adaptation. The ultimate evolutionary competition can be thought of as the 

mcmetic development of new antibiotics and anti-virals that have to keep pace %ith the 

equally, if not rnore rapid, evolution of viruses and resistance bacteria, courtesy of their 

short replication times that can produce new knowledge under pressure very quickly. In 

esscnce mcnics them fore compcnsate for nun's long genctic rcplication timcs. 

The Black: more view explains why mcincs might have evolved and why their replication 
times are becoming faster. N%Int follows is an exploration of the characteristics of mcmes. 
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These include the ontology of mernes. the process by which flicy arc copied (irrespective of 

whether this is dcpcndcm on inýtation) and the nature of mcnictic sigency. 

The ontology or mcmes can be addrcsscd by asking the qucstion'what would a nicnic look 

like if you saw it walking down die road to%%w& you'? This is the %icw of people who 

incorrectly assum the ontology or Cents tics in die physicality of DNA nwicculcs or in the 

sequencing of the four chemical bases or codons that make up DNA (or indeed RNA). I'lic 

ontology of gcncs does not lie in the DNA or the bases that make up the gcnc according to 

the latest thinking (Dcnnctt, 2000). It ties in something morc abstracL 'Me ontology of a 

gene: tics in the knowledge it possesses. The gcne codes for a physical entity which creates a 

functional relationship %%ith the worldL It is a piece of knowledge about the world which has 

been incorporated into the gene through the evolutionary process. This distinction is the 

equivalent to celebrating the sequencing of the hunian gcnonw, only to rcalise the nwrc 

substantial leap in knowledge mill come in the more distant future, when m1ccular 

biologists discover what each gcne codes for and hence the relationship %Nitli the world each 

gcne cmtcs. 

11c stance that mcmcs are 'relational knowledge' is ontologically stating that mcnics arc 

knowledge about the world (Plotkin, 1993). Mcnics allow life to socially relate to and 

interact with its emironmcrit such that it becomes W of the system In contrast, gcncs 

allow life to relate to the world through physically mediated interaction, including in certain 

animals a physical brain which has the ability to imitate. So in terms or deciphering the 

knowledge content or evolutionary data, it is necessary to think in terms of the knowledge 

content of the data. Specifically when data contains sufficicnt meaning to be transrcrrcd to 

another person in the form of a gene through physical interaction or a mcn-c in terms of 

social interaction. For it to be sufficiently meaningful to be transfcrred to another it must 

be sufficiently meaningful to the rcsearchcr too (unless the researcher is trying to attempt to 

understand data that she is unfamiliar with). Tbc operationalisation of this construct thus 

involves di-siding data into sets of words that have stand-alone and hence transferable 

meaning taking into consideration the context in which the meaning is being tmnsfcn=L 

More specifically, Dcnnctt coins the tcmis of IT hackers, Ithinkos'. to distinguish between 

typos in DNA, (which is the level at which geneticists start, albeit they then proceed to 

work out what changes in functionality are causing changes in the alphabet of DNA and 

what happens in mcinctics. His argunx-nt starts by stating that our species name, Homo 

sapiens, is well chosen in that we are a Imouing species and it is our culture and social 
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nature %hich rnakcs us to. As regards Ilom cconon*us, defincd, as an intentional being 

that acts in his or her sclf interest. Dcnnctt explains thaL in his evolutionary view, man USCS 
its lintcntionality' associatcd %%ith our higher. scrnantic capacity dun non-mcnictically 
driven spccics possess. such that the recipe for functionality (DNA stylc) is not copicd but 

the intention %ithin the meaning being expressed is copied. This point is at the crux 
between mcnictics tnost cirdricrit supporter, Dcnncit, and trwnwtics most fcrvcnt critic, 
Spcrbcr. 

]k (Spcrbcr) supposes that this inwation ofintelligmt, scmantically smsitim, Inicntion 

attributing agcnti In the purportcd replication processflic's in theface ofafundamcntal 

requirmcni of Dantinian processes., mindlcjs. purposc1cm mcchanicit) ......... GCnctics 

cdit. f ssith an eye toward it-hat the message says not what It mcans. Clew huntan bcings. in 

coninut, edit stith an cyc loward vicaning. ' 

(Dcnnctt, 2000) 

So although Sperber considers man's ability to be semantically sensitive as evidence that 

evolution which has no design cannot apply to social life. Dennctt turns the argumcnt on its 

head and declares that this scrnantic sensitivity and ability to interpret othcr's intentionality 

in their own way. is what produces variation. 7bis thinking suggests manctic evolution 

occurs through differences in semantic interpretation or mcmes by semantically 

sophisticated, subjective beings. Only man has the ability to interpret meaning in others in a 

sophisticated way. The importance of semantic inicipreation is also voiced by Tcubncr 

(2002 in N%Iicelcr eds). This stance suggests that finding words in data which express a 

meaning %%ill identify mcmes. Others would suggest this interpretation or the meaning as 
intentionality suggesting more work needs to be done to unpack this aspect of mcinctics. 
Can we be intentional but be pan of a system that does not always emerge as %%v intcndcd? 

Or are we intentional only when wc stop to reflect? Or arc we never truly intentional as we 

arc the mcmcs; that have entered our heads in the past and some at least of these %%ill have 

entered our heads %; ithout rcflcction? Any future intentionality %%ill be a function of these 

memes and therefore can we never be truly intentional? 

An alternative ontology of mernes is suggcstcd by AunScr (2002). hicnics ontologically 

in terms of evolutionary cpistcrwlogy are pieces of knowledge. Physically it is not bown 

what they might be, although Aunger has postulated a neurochernical basis for them In 

tcnns of furthering the mcnictic debate his argument is thrrc-rold. I Ic states that mcmcs arc 
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above all neuroclictnical states in die brain and it is these that are rcplic2tcd (as with Scnes) 

whereas the uvial transmission of knowledge bct%%-ccn people is a signal. 'Miz in nly view 
is problcnutic, as although we do need to rind the physical cqui%-alcnt of mcnics, finding 

gcncs through the hurnan gcnonic project his not led to an increased understanding or 

m1utionary d)marnics given that this relics on deciphering functionality. In placing an 

mphasis on the physical status of mcnics Aungcr has moved away from the Blacknwrc and 
Dcnneit stance of mcnws being knowledge. Aungcr has ho%%, c%-cr, in line with Dcnneit land 
B13ckmrc, spcciricd that moms arc not routines. bchaviours or artefacts. 1"hus a toaster is 

an artcract or mcmcs %%hose lineage starts with cooking food and ends perhaps with the 
latest style trends being incorporated into toasters: whcrcas routines arc pcrh3ps a type of 
mcme, bchaviours are inicractors or culture rather than what is replicated (Aungcr 
2002: 167). Similarly Adam talks or evolution in tcrms of cncrgy and is ctitiqucd by Sixcl 

(1991) because ontology in-, vlvcs a mind-mattcr dichotomy in die sense am mcnics 
something physical and rcal or something abstract and intangible. Taking knowledge or 

meaning as the basis of e-tvlution does not crcate this problcni, albeit he accepts that energy 
differences bct%%vm neurons might result from knowledge dynamics. Ilic point being made 
is that the considering the ontology of mcmcs to be k-nowlcdgc-based is very reasonable but 

is not what all mcnicticists consider as the ontology of mcmcs. 

As regards the robustness of mcnictics, Jahoda (2002a, 2002b) clulicngcs Blackmorc 

(2002) as regards the strengths and weaknesses of the inýtation aspect of mcmtics which 

can at least in some respects be a dcbatc about ontology. Above all they debate the extent to 

which irnitation as part of culture and imitation related to cultural mlution have been 

raised before. Jahoda quotes Darm-in, (1803). BaSchot (1872), Bald%in. (1897), Tarde 

(1895) as hairing prc%iously made the connection. 

There is also a tone to the debate in which Jahoda accuses Da%kins and Blackmorc of 

so=%%hat sloppy language which can lead to mcmctics being taken less than seriously by 

acadcn-ks and clouds dcbates about its content. Nlidglcy (2001) also critiques mcnicticists 
for being far too Inaccuratewith language in attempts to make their work more accessible. 
In particular, she rightly cmphasiscs that the use of the %%Vrds 'competition' and 'selfish' 

arc misleading in that the term selectable should be used rather than scifish and that co- 

operation occurs as much as competition. She rightly also points out the systemic nature of 

evolution is often under-cmphasiscd and highlights the %-alidity of the Gaia hypothesis in 

this regard. The Gai3 h5pothcsis does, as I do here, take the %icw that our planct and even 
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the system beyond act as a single system Whcre perhaps hlidgley and Dcnneit disagree is 

the stance hlidglcy takes with respect to the ontology ornicnics lying with a physical state, 
in the sanic way die ontology of Scrics is considered to lie tnistakctily %ithin DNA. radicr 
than with their functionality as Dcnnctt upholds. 11is is cxplaincd in detail in section 2.4. 

Morc importantly there is the debate of metaphor with Jahods claiming that as information 

particles cannot literally compete, then nicnictics must be a metaphor. In this vcin he 
highlights Blackmore's use or the phrases such as die mcnic 'nccding' or 'wanting' 

something. Jahoda does not mention whether or not he agrees that Series, which am equally 
pieces of knowledge, can be said to compete in die same way. Mcnics (and genes) do 

compete in the sense that they diffetcritislly survive to varying degrees into further 

generations. Lastly and somewhat incvitably Jahoda and Blackmore debate the nature or 
agency and the implications of mcnictics on agency. Here the different style of language 

clouds the debate. Essentially however Jahoda makes the point that hununs can be 
intentional and nuke choices. Not-%%ith-standing this problem, it can be seen that there is 

the same problem in mcnictics as there is in the Gould-Dawkins selfish gcnc debate. The 

whole of the system aflects, the whole of the system so it is very difficult to unpack and 
explain the dyriamics of evolution. 'Mat said this thesis upholds the Blackmore and 
Dawkins version that 2gcncy is best explained from the imst micro level, nicaning selection 
happens at the level of genes and mcmcs or at least that this level of analysis is worth 
investigating in order to question just how intentional humans can be about each mcnic they 

encountcr. 'Mat said, it is appreciated in die spirit of GouK but which is not cmphasiscd by 
Dawkins or Blackmorc, that such units operate within bigger complexes such as bodies and 

minds. If these do not survive then cvcry rcplicator in them does not survive either whether 
it, in isolation, conferred fitness or not. Equally as Gould points out, what can possibly 
survive is a function of the cii-6ronnicrital niche surrounding the rcplicator and any gross 
en-6ronnicrital pcrturbations which may occur within the environnicrit. So ultimately agency 
lies in the system This thesis seeks to explain what this nic; ans for man. 

Mat follows is rnore dctail on mcnictics mprding variation production in the form of copy 
Welity, the issue of agency and rnorc generic debates %ithin mcnictics. After that there is 

discussion of the problems involved in conducting empirical investigations within all 
branchcs of evolution. 

Mcnics arc thought to relate to each other. Dawkins talks of the concept of mcnicplcxcs in 

which mcmes that are rclated co-c'mivc. This also occurs in genetics where groups of genes 
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cluster together on chromosomes according to expression patterns (I lamillon, 2002). I'llis 

draws on the concept or the gene pool of a species (all the genes that nuke up a species). 

which can be seen as a group of mutually co-opcrating genes (Blackmorc, 1999). 
Blackmorc warns however of drawing too much from the notion fliat the properties orgencs 
can or need to be transferred to mcnics. 1"hus. although it can be said that mcnics do relate 
to each other, how has )vt to be elucidated. Miat can be said, as is in genetics, is that in 

content terms genes and mcnics can be more or less simil2r to other genes and mcnics. In 

genetics this concept is used to work out retrospectively what the likely evolution of genes 
within a species must have bccn (to called phylogcny). 11c more similar the content 
between genes, the more likely they are to have existed close together in time. Making this 

assumption does have the disadvantage that, on occasions, mutations between single 

generations can cause great changes in content. This is why as a technique it has been 

shown to be iniperfect in reconstructing the path of genetic evolution (see Chapter 71irce for 

an empirical example). In mcnictics, there is no need to recreate retrospectively die path or 

evolution as it happens so quickly, meaning data of live evolution over many generations 

can bc collected. 71ic grouping of nicnics. which have been generated over a certain time 

span, should permit the overall knowledge content %%ithin that population of mcmcs to be 

deciphered. Indeed, this is what is done as in anal)lical step in answvring die 'how' 

clcn=t of the research question and is discussed further in the following chapter on 

methods. 

As regards the process or social evolution, lmpcrfcct copy Ildclity is responsible for the 

creation of new knowledge (Dcnnctt. 2000). The source of this impctfcct fidelity is 

differential semantic intctpretatioN rather than the imperfect physical copying of Sencs as 
in genetics. Generational replication times are much shorter in nxmwtics than in hunian 

genetic replication and the copy-fidelity is lower. Copy fidelity in genetics has to be high, 

othcr%%isc the species would die out. but has been manipulated through an understanding of 

genetics in the search for pharmaccuticals (Radman and W2gncr. 1988). Both 

characteristics of the process of social evolution create challenges for the researcher. as 

semantic differences (in mcmes) are more difficult to determine than physical differences 

(in genes) and faster replication times and greater levels of impcrfcct replication make for a 

complicated analysis process. Ttis issue is comed in more detail in the next ch3pter. 

Agency uithin mcnictic theory lics, as it does in genetics, %ith the ability of the mcnw to be 

copied. Nklhcthcr this h3ppcns is a function of %%-hcther the mcmc brings the system b3ck into 
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balance. I'lic system is however so compl" that. as in genetics (I lughes, 1999). nicnics 

might be copied for a long tinic. relatively spc2king in neutral mode. Worc they cause 
imbalance in die systern such that they reduce in prcvalcnce. Wines arc said to possess 
strategies which make them more or less likely to be copied in different contexts, creating 
the diffcrcnti. 21 distribution of knowledge that is evolution. The example rnost oflcn given to 
illustrate this point is that of computer viruses. which do not benefit humans, but which do 

hijack the nicnictic nuchincry of humans to ensure they am replicated. Ibc Niclissa virus is 

a case in point; a file entitled 'I love )ou' %%-as opened by rnillions via c-mail causing 

substantial structural damage to PCs and financial damage to the businesses to which die 

knowledge inside the computers belonged. Ile content of the vims m-as a programme which 
damaged the hard drive of the computers. %%lictcas the so-called nicnic strategy was the I 

lo%-c )vu' part that scrved no other purpose than to increase the chances of the mcnic being 

copied. Ilis diffcrcntial cop)ing is said to be the basis of the dirmfion orsocial evolution. 
I lowcvcr, exactly what these strategies arc has )vt to be elucidated in mctnctics in cvMday 
terms. Equally as Ingold (199 1) in a paper %%hich discusses becorning persons within human 

evolution points outý social relations suggest that the rules am embodied and cmcrgc within 
institutions and depend upon a distincti%-cly human niode and ability to be sclf. rcflcxi%-C. 
Others argue that intentionality %%-as a part of Dar%in's theory (Costal], 1991). Such varicty 

and essentially theoretical vim-s suggest that empirical %%-ork is needed to explore and 

unpack intentionality mithin an evolutionary frarneworL 

At the level of the rclationship bctm-vm evolutionary theory and philosophy, evolutionary 

epistemology (cds. Radnitzky and Bartley, 1987) also conuncrits on agency and rationality 

%ithin social life. Authors of this edited tome of c%vlutionary epistemology include, 

amongst others, Donald CampbclI and Karl Popper. Tbe %ic%%-s contained %ithin 

evolutionary epistemology arc in some %%-a)s in agreement %ith mcmctics, in others not. 
Evolutionary epistcrnology and mcnxtic evolution agree that evolution created our brains. 

Tbc focus is on understanding the process by which L-nowlcdgc grows within our minds. In 

particular them is agreement with the Nicw that c%vlution is a L-nowlcdgc process %ith 

stored knowledge resulting in adaptation; for cvolufion is both a process by which 
information about the emironnicrit is incorporated into the organism and involves 

cxpUning changes in the frequency of that knowledge stock o%vr tim. 

Retuming to Larnark, evolutionary epistermlogists sec nearly all tmditional epistmologics 

as Lamarkian. as they consider knowledge to arrive thmugh instruction rather than 
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adaptation and selection by the cmironnient. Ilis view is somewhat difficult to unpack 

relative to menvfics. It can be said that mcnictics sees the selection process occurring a3 a 

result or the human mind not letting a nicmc be harbourcd by it for many reasons which 
could be ramiliarity %%ith what the mcnic is expressing. an crnotional pull to the mcnic even 
though the content is not that attractive ctc. Spcciricilly, Popper sees theories in science as 
being selected in this fashion, with that which survives being die theory that natural 
selection proves itself fittest to survive. llowcvcr, by fittest he means %lictlicr upon 
empirical testing die theory through application sur%i%-cs the tcsL 17his could indeed be one 
succcssrul mcnic strategy (and indeed appears to be so in the scientific caw study looked at 
in this thesis - the 'mars case). I lowcvcr, this is a difrcrcnt dcrinition or fitticss rrorn that 

considered here and generally in mcnictics. %%hich considers theories as mcmcs and licncc 

able to survive for a host of reasons, only one of which would lie %ithin the =a or 
scictitific positivism What is rational in nictnetics is what makes a mcnic prevalent. 
Evolutionary cpistcmlogists do refer to an ecology of rationality where rationality is a 
process of conjecture (blind unjustified -variation) and refutation (selective retention). This 
logic is akin to the stance %ithin the thesis in stating that the sur%ival of a theory does not 

gua=tcc it %%ill survive forever. Itowcvcr, %%hcrcas in evolutionary epistemology, 

especially according to Popper, this is courtesy of the theory being refuted Scientifically 

over tinic and the truth being discovered, in Ns thesis the stance is taken from Plotkin (see 

below) that nothing is truly true, just able to fit %ithin the system for a longer or lesser 

period of time or in sonic cases no tinx at all. 

11cre are even rnore generic areas or debate uithin mcnvtic theory which arc the result of 

the theory's %%idc appeal that ends up including a number of disciplines in its wak-c. The 

thcory's origins are biological, but as it comments on social life just how strictly biological 

can it be? Should it include psychology or should it treat the brain as a black box for the 

tnon=t whilst our knowledge of how the brain in the fonn of neurobiology catches up? 
Equally for the social sciences, nwmetic theory pron-tises to open up the black box of 
bounded rationality, yet rcal insights into social contexts are as yet lacking. Meanwhile 

anthropologists argue that tricinefics holds nothing new for them as they have studied 

cultural differences for rnany )-cam Such critiques are articulated in Aungcr (cd, 2000) in 

which a collection of authors debates the validity of the concept of mcmetic C%'OlutiorL 
Criticisms include mcmcs possess too low copy-fidelity to be evolutionary, mcmcs are not 

as distinct as biological species. their hereditary lineages arc too complicated to discern 

empirically, imitation is too simple a mechanism for culture, the lack of htunan-based 
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agency is not credible. them are non-inromutional components to culture. mcnics provide 

no rnore explanatory po%%vr d= previous antivopological epidmiological niche 

construction cxpcrinicnts. *nicsc = all difficult to rcfute %ithout cmpirical rcscarch. 

Despite the universality of evolutionary theory, indeed pethaps because of it, the strongest 

critiques of the theory lie %vithin the general problem mentioned Worc of building 

convincing empirical explanation%. Firstly there is the issue of 'adaptive story telling' 

(Gould and Lcw-ontin 1979). Ibc essence of this argument being that evidence of Adiptation 
does not demonstrate the existence of natural selection. Ibc notion of the coniplcx system 

licking foresight, in particular the notion or the gene being the unit that is subject to 

selection pressure (Dawkins, 1976) his conic sonic way to alleviating this probicni. If 

selection works on the level of the s=llcst replicating unit, this unit needs to be the subject 

of empirical scrutiny in order to counter accusations of 'just so' stories. This approach 

involves working at a very micro lc%-cl niadc available in genetics only recently. *Ibc advent 

of twiccular biology, particularly in the forin of rapid DNA squcncing, (Maxani and 

Gilbert, 1977) rc%-olutioniscd evolutionary theory. As Hughes states and shows in his 

review of empirical genetic research Darwinian theory has been difficult to prove but with 

the advent of DINA sequencing the cffects of natural selection can be foliowcd at the level 

of the indhidual gene, (Hughes, 1999) 

Gould (2002) however disputes the %-Aidity of the gme (and therefore by extrapolation) the 

rmnw being that which is selected. 11c considers the situation to be far morc complex %%idi 

multiples of genes interacting %%ith an environnvnt that presents at different times very 

different evolutionary situations. Sorne situations may result in rnass extinction of a whole 

species, others rnay result in the slight alteration of the functionality of a gene. Ilis has 

irnplications for building cinpirical cxplanations. What is advocated in the paragraph above 

is the creation of a n*ro to nucro picture. As regards the rmst appropriate way to build 

evolutionary explanations, the principal opponent of Dawkins has been Stephen Jay Gould 

(1996 and 2002). 

Gould m-as an 'evolutionary pluralist' where Dawkins is a 'h)-pcr Darwinian' and a 

rcductionist (Sterclny, 2001). As %%ith Mary Midgcly, however, it is debatable as to how 

contradictory their %iews am. Dawkins %-cry much sees emlution as being able to be 

explained at the level of the gene using a modus operandi of explaining natural selection 

through the most nicro unit of analysis. In contrast, Gould liked to work at the level of 

complex systmu. Specifically he cmphasised that c%vlution %N-as and is not al%%-ays gradual 
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but could and can be sudden in die cue or dramatic environmental Influences. Ile coined 

the term 'punctuated equilibrium' to encapsulate his view. It can. however. be debated as to 

whether Dawkins says an)thing that contradicts this statement. Within Dawkins' thinking. 

evolution is not a matter of progress but a nuttcr of producing variation. Whether that 

variation is or is not retained dictates the speed of evolution. Gould also cniphasiscd the 

possibility of non-adaptive structures that constrain function but this again is not so much 

something that Dawkins would argue against, it is just not something he cmphasiscs. Only 

the %-afiation that does further functionality is selected into future generations. 
Furthermore, neither Gould not Dawkins h3vc integrated into their wotk the more recent. 

but as yct barely coniprchcnsi%v knowledge of genetics, that has revealed how complex 

genetic expression is madc through regulatory regions, how much non-coding DNA there is 

and how much unexplained repetition there is Campbell (1965) rccognised die problcIT4 

ci-cri before it existed, of adopting either a micro-reductionist and macro-contcxtualist 

stance. Irrespective of how much these two views of evolution really do disagm rather than 

represent two like minded people working with the phenomenon from different levels. it is 

beyond doubt that the debates between the two havc been in the spirit of good academic 

discussion and hcnce have progressed the field. 

An argunx-nt has bccn put fom-ard that evolution explains much, if not all. of history. If this 

is so, then it is likcly that evolution is k-nowlcdgc-basW, lacks foresight and agency tics 

%ithin the system as a whole rather than %xithin any part of it. An owrl3pping argument has 

been presented that incmctics, an evolutionary explanation of social life. rits into this 

argunicnt and is the rnost robust explanation of everyday social tire (where everyday is used 

to denote elements of social life that are not explainable by our genes). Furthcrrnorc as 

organizational life is part of social life there is reason to think that if this logic is malid 

mcmctics ought to apply to organizational life. Lastly there is the notion that c%vlution is 

k-nowlcdgc-bascd, hcnce nxmcs are knowledge-bascd and organizational theory needs a 
knowledge-bascd theory. 

There is, howcmr, one last area of the field that rnust be considered before the mcnx can be 

explored %ithin organisational life. Organizational evolutionary theory is a field in its own 

right. As such it is necessary to investigate how this field has dealt with the issue of how 

broad is evolution, %%hat is the theory of culture and social evolution and what is the natural 

unit of selection -Aithin organizations to place this field within the more general field of 

evolutionary theory. In particular the section %%ill address the last justification of applying 
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mcnictics to organizational lire, namely that it might provide insights into agency. 

intcntion. 2lity and rationality because it does not assume function2lism. 1"his approach is 

taken to establish what conunon ground does and does not cxist between the two ficids 

given that in many respects they should not be two ficids given they both rely on 

evolutionary theory. 

Or- 'anI. -allonal evolullonstry mearch: A comparative review 

As in biological evolutionary theory. where tescarch has moved from a macro to a micro 

lc%-cl, specifically rrom species to niche level to single Sent level. organizational 

evolutionary research has mvcd fmm an industry. lc%-cl population-ccology level (I lannan 

and Frectnan. 1984) to the level of routines (Nelson and Winter, 1982) to strategic 

initiatives (Burgclnun. 1980 and 1983) %ithin finns and to, -vards mcnics (Weeks and 

Galunic 2002). Evolutionary organizational research can. ho%%-cvcr, be considered a rIcld in 

its own in that cross citations bct%%vm the researchers nicntioncd in the above section and 

those working in evolutionary organizational research arc few and far bewcen. %Nliat 

follows is a rcNiew of c-. -olutioniry organizational rescarch which consider% the implications 

of this in terms of the theory. the three prcrniscs rooted in the theory and upheld within this 

thesis as fundamental and k-no%%Icdgc-bascd inernetics. This section therefore serves to 

placc the review of evolutionary theory outside of organizational evolutionary theory in the 

contcxt of ovlutionary theory and vicc versa. This is not easy to do but this in itself makes 

the point that there is a need to integrate evolutionary organizational theory %%ith 

cvolutionary theory. 

n-c th! ý-MLm a whol 

As regards the theory, evolution is used far morc as a 'perspective' or 'approach' (Aldrich, 

1999: 20; Nelson and Winter, 19823) or as a 6mctaphor' (Nelson and Winter, 1982) than it 

is as a theory, as in the case of this thesis. 'Mis position leads to the selective use of certain 

concepts over others, or an emphasis of one evolutionary concept over another. Aldrich 

(1999) emphasises the notion of selection. Nelson and Winter (1982) use the concept of 

fitness in terms of economic organizational survival as do Hannan and Freeman (1977 & 

1994) at an industry level and Freeman (1983) in terms of population ecology. Burgclman 

(1983) uses the variation-sclection-rctention frartrwork to examine competition between 

two strategic initiatives and BroN%m and Eisenhardt (1997) use the concept of lack of 

foresight in investigating the use of low cost probes into the future rather than detailed 
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planning. Others use the concept of co-cvolution to study multi-lcvcl competition and 
technology development (Jenkins and Myd, 2001). This heterogeneity on the one hand is 
bcncricial as it tests out a %-axicty of assumptions. notions and links bct%%vcn ccrtain 
evolutionary concepts. on the other hand it nukes for a difficult ficld as the work lacks 

theoretical coherence as it is only loosely associated with the theory as a whole, including 

all c%vlutionary concepts and their inter-rclationships. 

Morc specifically, over and aboiv the declaration that die position taken by die researcher 

or theorist is one of an 'appro3ch', 'pcrspccti%v' or 'nictaphor'. little attention is paid to 

nuking a clear connection between the stance being taken and the dcbatcs and areas of 

controversy within c%vlutionvy theory. Important issues am rarely considered. *nicso 

include what extent evolutionary theory is being used as a inetaphor or analogy, how is 

evolution being defined and hence %%hat organic theories and areas of life (such as geology 

and social life) count as being part of the field. what stance is being taken with respect to 

ad, vanccs in the field of evolutionary thinking in the social sciences and %%hat is the natural 

unit of analysis of selection for organizafions. Each or these issues arc now taken and 
investigated further and their impact discussed in terms of the choice made within this 

thesis to apply mcrnctics. 

With respect to metaphors, Nelson and Winter (1982) Make it vcry clear that their use of 

evolutionary theory is metaphorical and that only the parts of the theory that they claim 

help in understanding the phenomenon in hand are those that are used. Over time however 

this disclaimer has been lost and mst, if not all, cvolutionary organizational research 

neither makes clear that the theory is used as a metaphor. nor alternatively states what the 

author(s) consider as the justification for the extension of the theory be)-ond gme driven 

evolution into social life. For example, Lovas and Ghosh2I (2002) use 'evolution' as a 

colloquial term for gradual change interchangeably with 'evolutionary theory'. Another 

example is provided by Burgelman (1983). who uses the variation-sclection-rctcrition 

ftwncwork but does not cite any evolutionary references, indeed states that be uses 

grounded theory to draw his conclusions. Criticisms or this practice include that of Young's 

(1988) questioning of the validity of population ecology and Tsoukas (1991) who makes 

clear the dangers in using metaphors, using biological metaphors within organizational 

theory as an example. In particular. he highlights that metaphor can be used to make a point 

more understandable but at the risk that in further development of the field the metaphor 

might no longer be validL This critical line of thinking has, however, never been extended to 
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die general use of c%vlution as a nictaphor within organization theory by those working 

%ithin die field and as such the field his grown without any adjustments to acconunodate 

such criticism. Although. not explicitly stated by the authors, but noted by reviewers 

(Mccus wwd Duystcrs. 2001). more recent %%vtk can. howc%-cr, be considered to have moved 

a%%-ay from the metaphorical early worL 'Mis trend is especially notable in terms or trying 

to identify the means by which the processes of %-ariation, selection and retention take place 

(as seen in Baum and Singh eds, 1999 third section). 

11iis thesis nukes clear that nicmcticists do not consider mcnws to be metaphors 
(Blackmorc. 2002). This stance relies hca%ily on mcmes being knowlcdge-bascd in that, as 

represented by the Jahoda-Blackmore debate (2002) mentioned before. if this is considered 

the case then mcmcs like Series can be uid to really compete. Once mcmcs, are not 

considcrcd to be metaphors but 'truly' part of the theory. mcmctics must stay true to that 

theory in all its clemcnts and cannot chose what appears to be appropriate. Thus the use of 

mcnictics arguably is a more robust theoretically stance to take when applying evolutionary 

theory to organizational life. 

Advances In evolutionary theory outside of thevcry spccific domain of organizations are 

rarely mentioned and evolutionary theorists arc generally rarely cited. This means that 

developments in evolutionary epistemology, evolutionary psychology, socio-biology and 

mcmcfics are not referred to. Alsovarious units of analysis are used from cominunities to 

populations to organizations to routines to acti%itics to strategic initiatives (Aldrich, 1999). 

Ile question of the impact of wofldng at a micro or macro level of analysis, in the style of 

Gould and Da%vkins, are not entered into nor am the units of analysis which are used 

compared with those used in evolutionary epistemology (knowledge), sociobiology (gcncs), 

evolutionary psychology (cognitive schema) and mcmctics (mcmes). 

This situation of a lack of attention to the theory as a whole tends to mcan that evolutionary 

concepts arc repeatedly taken from evolutionary theory and 'played %%ith' %%ithin an 

organizational context %Nithout referring to the original basis upon %%-Wch these concepts 

were dc%-clopcdL Baum and Singh in their opening chapter to their edited book (1994.3-20) 

attempt to create an ovcr-arching frmnc%%-otk of organizational evolutionary research. I'licy 

introduce numerous evolutionary concepts such as 'interaction and replication'. 'ecological 

and genealogical'. 'taxonomy', 41. amarckian versus htcndclian inheritance', processes such 

as 'replication'. 'mutation'. 'recombination, 'random drift', 'learning', 'competition', 

'birth and death' and 'natural selection' %%ithout once questioning their %-alidity when 
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applied to a social context or alternatively engaging in dcb2te %vid% evolutionary social 

scientists. Other concepts hive %%-cakcr ties widi evolutionary theory, such as organiz3fionil 

inheritance. entities (routines, couipctencics. jobs organizations), proccsscs such as 

reorientation and entrepreneurship. Yet these arc listed along with the Istraight out or 

evolutionary theory concepts without any qualirying statements or explanation. I'lic two are 

then sorrictinics combined to produce concepts so loosely based on evolution that to call 

thmn evolutionary in any theoretical sense is ralse. ror example, Bawn and Singh (1994: 7) 

talk of organizational inheritance as "frequency dependent', %irying with either 

conunonncss or rarity of organizational practices-. 'path-dcpcndcnt', sensitive to positive 

reedback on sniall rortuitous events and 'teputation-depcnilctit', successful ctiough to be 

imitated %%ithout explaining die mcclunisms or inheritance, variation production or 

selection. 

Follom. ing in the footsteps of Young (1988) it can be said that tcrtm within evolutionary 

organizational research are badly defined and how they link to evolutionary theory ranges 

from strongly to non-existent to unspcciried but rarely is this link. or lack of a link, 

discussed explicitly. A good example is that with which the section starts, nwmly the trend 

from macro to rnicro. Sonic reference is nude in Baum and Nlckclvcy (cds 1999) in that 

within biology there has been a movc to%vards *rnicrostatcs' but the theory, 'sclrtsh gcnc' 

that underlies this is never debated nor am the implications of associated rmthods, 

discussed. Instead this trend is used to justify nioving towards internal orpnizational 

ecologies without justifying in evolutionary terms the split between organization and 

population or corninunity that this im-c entails (but then this would not be possible). All 

evolutionary concepts used in this thesis arc rootcd in evolutionary theory. 'I"he thesis also 

attempts to elucidate %-cry clearly the nicchanism of variation, does not mix evolutionary 

and non-cvolutionary terms, makes use of a stance deeply rooted and clearly positioned 

within the field and debates within the ficIdL 

Lastly, them is the issue of unit of an2lysis. Aldrich (1999: 39) on the one hands points out 

there is a need to establish what the natural unit of selection is whilst also pointing out that 

routines and competencies taken individually or in bundles, as well as organizations and 

also possibly communities and populations could, and arc, usedL The consideration of what 

the natural unit of selection is within the social sciences and in biology, with the exception 

of Aldrich. is not debated within evolutionary organizational research. Ilis thesis chooses 

the merne and justifies the choice. not only in terms of e-mlutionary theory (mcmctics is a 
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branch of evolutionary theory) but also in terms of orpnizafion, 21 research (the need for a 
dynamic, evolutionary perspective non- functionalist pcrspcctive on knowledge). 

Tbus organizational cvolutionary research placed within the broader field of evolutionary 
theory needs to justify itself %%ith respect to several issues. Firstly it needs to consider 

whcthcr metaphors are still needed. In this thesis they are not considered as necessary or the 

option that they rnight not be necessary mithin mcnictics justifies die exploration of the use 

of mcnictics %ithin organizational theory. and clearly positions the use of the theory within 

organizations in die context of the theory as a whole. Secondly organizational evolutionary 

research needs to consider whether ad%-anccs in the broader field of evolution and complex 

system are rclmant to organizations. Once again this thesis very much considers them to 

be so and enters into the debate surrounding them Wtly it derctids die use of the mcnic as 

a natural unit of analysis %%ith the potential to explore all of the other units of analysis used 

so far %ithin organizational evolutionary resc=h under one 'hat. In particular it sees that 

this stance allo%%s for all org: mizafion3i knowledge to be considered as changing in nature 

and prc%-alcncc in the niinds of people %%ho have contact %%ith the organization. It is also a 

unit that allows the nature of intentionality and agency to be cxplored. 

2 thrcc rundamcntal Prmisq 

Morc specifically, to compare the stance %ithin this thesis mith that of organizational 

evolutionary research, this section micu-s the d= fundamental premises of c%vlution this 

thesis upholds in the light of that sanx rcsc=h. 

Ile fIrst rundamental prvmlse of evolution as applied in this thesis, nmncly that 

evolution is knowledge based, is relatively unheard or in organizational evolutionary 

research. Knowledge is frequently n-critioned in Aldrich (1999). not however as a unit of 

analysis or that which is selected, but rnorc in tcrrns of somcthing that does indeed change. 

Change is a central thernc in organizational evolutionary research but changes in the 

prevalence of knowledge am not present as a subject am %ithin the ricIdL Interestingly 

whereas evolutionary episternology is frequently referred to in tcrrns of Campbcll's vims 

on variation-sclection-mcntion (about which mrc appears below) it is not in terms of his 

view that evolution is a knowledge process (Campbell: 47 in eds. Radnitzky and Barticy. 

1987) and in terms of Plotkin (1993) who also %ic, %-s evolution as knowlcdgc-b: iscd. 

Although as nicritioned previously Spender (1996) does rercr to Plotkin and evolutionary 

cpistemlogists. 
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In tcnm of fitness being the mull of a Lick or design. die second fundamental prenille. 

the mariation-sclection -relent ion franiewotk dial undalics this thinking is doninant within 
the ficid of organizational evolutionary research as a result of Campbcll's (1963) p: ipcr 

'Variation and selective retention in socio-cultural evolution'. lie stipulated in a very 

theorctically coherent way Out variation is haphazard in temu of kno%ing in advance what 

mill be a good outconic. Hannan and Frccnun however inicrpret this. as nicntioncd above, 

in tcmis of environmental tictcrtninism Most organizational theorists (see Baurn and 

NIcKelvcy (cds) in llonor of Donald Canipbell, 1"9) however view die production of 

variation as vital to evolutionary explanations, as the fit bct%%ven that variation and die 

cn%ironnicnt is vital (see in particular Burgclnun, 1983). Aldrich (1999: 44) uses the 

selection frarmwork to create an o-, vnicw or all nujor alternative approaches to viewing 

organizations by asking %%hat varies is selected for and retained and to what 

U=sfonnational cffect in pcrspectim that range from ecological to institutional to 

interpretive to learning to resource dependence to transaction econornics. Nfincr and 

Raghavan (in cds Baurn and Singh, 1999) contemplate the possibility of variation 

production being the result of imperfect irnitation. which is akin to mcnictics. 

Orgariizational evolutionary rcscarch has diffcring %icws on agency, the third fundamental 

premise, that of agency organizational evolutionary rcscamh is diffuse in its %icws. Aldrich 

(IM) points out that there is a difference between freedom of action and the efficacy of 

the action. This has rclcr%-ancc in terms of organizations bcing goal directed but not always 

able to reach those goals. lie diffcrcntiatcs between Oblind variation' in which involves 

everyday action between people, trial and cffor, luck. imitation. passion. triýisundcrstandings, 

trial and error learning ctc. and 'intentional variation' involving planned experimentation. 

the setting up of incentives to %-xy from standard routines and powerful groups suppressing 

-t-miation production in organizations. Ile therefore distinguishes between what a manager 

can control and direct and what a marmgcr cannot so easily control and dirccL Arguably 

there is a third category of what a manager can influence, but perhaps not control. within 

the category of blind %-. iriation. In contrast llodgson (2002) states that there might well be 

an evolutionary explan3tion of interifionality. 

In much work (see especially Baum and Singh (eds) Variations in Orpnizational Science. 

In lionor of Donald. T. Campbell, 1999) Campbell's blind-%-ariition-selection-mtcntion 

('BVSR') dogma prevails and in evolutionary theory terms, directs thinkin& Ingram and 

Roberts in Baum and Singh (1999) contemplate that many evolutionary processes may be 
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co-cwhing in orpnisitions indqvndently of die organization as a whole. 11is stance takes 

cnVhasis a%%-jy from the orpnization as the unit of mulysis and suggests that agency might 
lie in these multiple procesu3. Wiat is rnissing ho%mcr, and inrcffcd above, is a more 
detailed exp"tory link bct%%vcn intentions and failed rcalisation and %%hy intentions rnay 

sonictimcs be bounded or non-cconomically rational. 

Mcnictics has yct to be examincd in any detail %ithin organizational theory. As mcntioncd 

prc%iously it provides a theoretical position that includes sonic conccpts which hatbour 

promise. These arc; die knowledgc-bascd unit of analysis that is associated %%ith ccrtain 

minds that form communities of practicelintctest; a conccpt of fitness that is related to 

compaition to cntcr as many niinds as possible at any one time and to survive in minds over 

time; a conccpt of agcncy which suggests there may be many reasons why a mcnic may be 

attractive to a mind and the thought that many of those might not be economically rational. 

Ibc theory is discussed by Galunic and Weeks (2001) in a clupicr entitled 
'Intraorganizational ecology. ' The authors start by stating that rcsistance to the notion that 

human bchmiour night be explained in the same terms as fauna and flora is unroundcd, as 

ecological thcorics arc not mcchanistic and are a way or intcrprcting and reinterpreting 

existing organizational theories. 11cy rc%icw seminal works, as has bccn done here, and 

conclude, as has also h3ppcncd here. that there is rat too little dialogue %%ithin the 

'conununity' 

'to thc point whcre ur hold chcck-in-tongue %-hcn %ve call it a domain. ' 

(%V"ks and Galunic, 2001) 

Indeed they reference Dawkins (1989). Dcnnett (1995) and BlacLmm (1999) nuking the 

point that the tradition of regarding routines as what evolves should perhaps be extended to 

include mcmcs. They cmplusise the mcmc strategy part of the theory, stating for example. 

that n-cmes n-dSht be retained for reasons other than ccononýc is what should be 

investigatedL As yet however, to the researcher's knowledge, an extensive and empirical 

in-mstigation of all areas of the theory has not been undertaken. 

in summary. as expl3ined in the prc%ious section, mcnictics is the most robust theory of 

everyd3y social evolution, for as much as socio-biology can explain certain elements of our 
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lives. it cannot explain a lot that is to do with basic aspects of our lives (C. & sexual 

reproduction. huntcr-pthcrer behaviour). It cannot explain everyday social life that is not 
linked to sunival of our genes. As such it is worthy of our attention %vithin organizational 
theory. In addition, evolutionary organizational research has sonic weaknesses that arc 

reve-alcd abo%v including not %votking at a %-cry rnicro lc%-cl, not taking a stance with rcspcct 
to dc%vlop=nts %%ithin the ficid of evolutionary theory, not having a 'natural unit or 

analysis'. not working in a evolutionary domain that is not-imtaphorical and failing to use 
the thcory to opcn up die black box of econornic rationality. 

2.6 'ne rtscamh qucstion 

As regards the development of a research question, in summary, the stance taken within this 

thesis is that Darwinism is a theory which does apply to all open. complex systems, as it is 

difficult to imagine how the system in which we live could develop following 

fundamcritallY differcrit principlm especially as these principles must have ariscn from 

those which already existed. One, if not the most important. of these principles considcts 

evolution to involvc the incorporation of knowledge into the system and the creation of 

mariation which either does or does not bring the system back into balance. 1-he mechanism 

rnight be imitation but has )vt to bc clucidatcd. I Ictc the %icw is taken that the mechanism 
involves differential subjectivc intcrprctation or meaning as expresscd by others during 

social conununication. The thesis rejects the Poppcrian notion that knowledge survives 

successive generations purr]), because it is pro%-cn to be true through cmpirical testing, and 
instead considers that mcmcs n-tight rcrnain in the population for nwre or less time and 
inhabit mrc or less nýinds for rnany reasons, or "me= strategies, to use the language of 

mcmeticists. It adopts the %iew that both sociobiology and evolutionary psychology might 

%%vll be 'true' but arc inadequate to explain cultural evolution, principally because the 

fonric, cannot explain aspects of culture other than grossly biological ones, and there are 

many. for example grossly sexual onm that contradict the concept of biological fitness and 

because evolutionary psychology based explanations require a larger memory power than 

the brain possesses. It accepts the notion within cultural scicctionism that the transmission 

of information might not involve replication and mcmcs and therefore might involve the rc- 

creation of beliefs and values in each brain (Aunger. 2002: 333) but does not probe into this 

further, choosing instead to investigate the 31tcMative hypothesis. It accepts that memes in 

physical terms might exist (as Aungcr proposes as neurochcmical states) but adopts the 

position advocated by Dcnnctt (2000), and found to be %-alid in genetics, that ontologically 
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nicnics are the knowledge which they conuin. By building an argument that starts at die 

most rundanictital levcl or mlution it rcjccts the notion that in organizational ternis the 

*natural unit of analysis' within organizations can be anything other than the natural unit of 

analysis within social system&. I laving argued that this is the mcnic, or that it might be die 

mcnic if culture is rcplicatcd bct%%= individuals. then the thesis proposes that die mcme is 

the natural unit of mul)-sis in organizations. 'Mis attachment to the mcnic. in the spirit of 

the Da%%kins-Gould-Cunpbell dcbatc, does not lio%%-c%vr prcclude more nucto cxplanations 

or assunic that metric based cxplatutions can be fully comprehensive. 

I'lic next step in mcmctic theory is to test empirically its explanatory power using a rcsoarch 
design that allows for analysis and inferences to be nude at die micro level of knowledge- 

based nicmcs which open up the black box of economic rationality by empirically exploring 

%%hat cNidcnce there is for human detcrminism, and nicnictic dactminism %%ithin systems of 

knowlcdgc cnwrgcnce. 

It presents several challcngcsý not least the undcr-dC'%-clopcd state of the tlicory itself and 

the lack of a tried and tested mcmctic nicthodology as well the difficulty in creating robust 

evolutionary explanations because of the complexity of evolution. Dcmctt has stated in 

association %ith Spctbcr (Dcnnctt, 2000) that mcnictics faces two main challenges. Ibc 

first challenge is considered to be the charactcrisation of the copying fiddity process, the 

empirical clucidation of which is likely they states, to be an immense empirical challcngc 

given the much lo%%vr copy-ridclity of mcnics compared N%ith genes. Secondly, they 

consider that the proof of mcnictics must lie %ithin the pro%ision of empirical c-, idcnce of 

differential copying as the over-riding force directing evolution; where evolution, as ever, is 

dcfined. not in the colloquial scnsc of Umdu. 21 change but in the scicntific sense of the 

differcritial distribution and sur%ival of knowledge (I lughes, 1999). 

So despite the many questions that remain unans%%wcd, menictic theory remains an 

interesting prospect for a number of reasons. Firstly. it is a branch of one of the most robust 

theories in existence, Damin's theory of physical c%'Olution. Secondly, the field is a 

potential source of new insights because it interests People from a widc range of disciplines 

from anthropology (Aungcr, 2002) to economics Olodgson, 2002) to biologists Oluglies, 

1999) and to psychologists. Thirdly. it promotes a unit of analysis, which because it is 

Imowledgc-bascd, is %-cry opposite to our age. Lastly in ernphasising the complex systemic 

nature of the world in which we live, the theory pro%ides a way of understanding this 

complexity to the point of highlighting that we arc a part Of this complex system which is 
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larScr dun us. Rationality is said to lie %ithin the viability of die system as a whole. rather 
dun uith any clcnicnt of the system. and indeed any elements of die system mn be 

disad%-antagcd to save the hicnictics highlights flat cconon* man is a recent 

construction and highlights that ernotional nun can be dra%-n into relationships with the 

world that am un-cconomic. The theory is an attracti%v contrast to that which dominates the 

organizational literature in that it states that in any population of mcnics, or social context. 

mcnics of nuny kinds rnay be present and economic ones tnight be less likely to be copied 

than non-cconornic mcnics. It proNides for cx3mple, an explanation or the Internet %, --hosc 
sclf-rnanaged philosophy is penetrating nunagcrial thinking. r-urthcnnorc it can be applied 

dircctly and to social tire using the nxmv as a unit of mulysis, unlike other branches of 

evolutionary theory which have no natural social unit of analysis. To nuke any great 

assertions about mcn-cbcs as a science %-ould however be prctmturc. It stands currently as a 

back-drop to cnipirical mvtk instcad of a dircctor. 

Taking into consideration these challenges and precautionary statcnicnts the following 

explains the generation of the research question and which keeps the above view of 

mctmtics in mind. The nature of the question is justified in tcnns of how it closes the 

theoretical gap in organizational theory as regards d)mamic knowledge emergence, how the 

theory can be used to answer the question and why the question is appropriate for this stage 

of development of the theory. 

According to Dubin (1978) and discussed in terms of organizational theory by %Vhctten 

(1989), theory development in%vl%vs a 'what'. 'how', 'why' and a *%-ho-%vhcrc-%vhcn'. 'Me 

'wha' involves detailing which factors should be incorporated into the theory. Ile 'how' 

describes the intcr-miationships bem-cen these factors. Together the 'what' and the 'how' 

describe the elements that constitute the domain of the theory. A good theory howcver goes 

one step further and describes 'why' we should expect these relationships within our dam 

Upon completion the researcher must assume the work is part of a ncvcr-cnding research 

agenda and explain the limitations of the research in the form of a 'who-%%-hcrc-when' 

statenint. 

Tbc primary 'what' in this research is knoifledge, in that knowledge, as the litcrat= 

rc%icw revealed, can be seen as a %%-jy of explaining differential performance by allo%ing 

for the comparison of knowledge creation %ithin an organization, between different settings 

and %ithin different contexts %%ithin those settings (and potentially between different 

organizations, although this is not done %ithin the thesis but the method developed could be 
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applied to this task) and between orpninfion aLnd the sWem they operate within. Mcnictic 

theory contributes the unit or analysis. the metne. interaction as a ViUl tocii], factor and the 

%-ar)ing interpretation of knowledge by diffcrcnt 1vople as another factor which contributes 

to knowledge emergence. 

Ile 'how' becomes a matter of the inter-relationships between these factors. Furthcrmore. 

in ordcr to begin to dctan-tinc the origins of diffcrcn6al ad%-antagc %ithin the process and 

content of organizational knowledge it is necessary to describe how knowlcdgc emerges to 

create a comp=ti%v 'base-line'. 'Me research question then becomes: 

Ilow does organimilonal know1c4ge cmcrsc? 

The theory helps in the answcting or the question by stating Out knowledge is best %icwcd 

as indcpcndcn4 scir-containcd knowledge particles. 'Mcnictics states these am intcrptctcd 

diffcrcntly by differcrit people, hcncc change in conicrit mr tinw. and am diffcrcntially 

rctaincd in pcopic"s minds producing diffmaial distribution or knowledge across a 

population of minds and conununitics of practicclintcrcst that share the sanv nvnic. As 

knowledge content emctgcs it can therefore be di%idcd into mcmCs and differences in the 

knowledge content of nwrnes dctcmiincd. The process by which that knowledge contcnt is 

crcatcd can also be charactcriscd by looking in dctail at the nature or the impcrfcct copy- 

fidelity bet%,. vm each mc= and the pm%iously Sencratcd population of mcnr-s. 

Answering this question proNides a description of knowledge emergence in different 

settings and as such the differences bct%%-ecn the settings can be described both in temis of 

the different knowledge (content) produced %%ithin different settings and the differences 

underlying the processes which produce that different knowledge (content). It cannot, 

however, deennine the undcrl)ing cconoýnic or social d)man-fts that justify the selection of 

factors or causal relationships. 

To do so requires a 'why'. The '%%, by' within mcnictic theory lies within the system's 

dymam. ics. Comparing system dymmnics, in different settings and comparing them with the 

4what' (content) and 'how' (process) of knowledge cnx*rE; cnce that the system produced 

should help elucidate why kmowlcdge cmicrs" dif(crently in different settings. going 

beyond a description to an explanation. 11c work becomes a matter of relating the 

dyman*s of the kmowledge-bascd system to what knowledge is produced and how. 'Mis 

requires the research question to be extended as follows: 
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Ilow and why does organimtIonal knoulc4v entergc? 

As regards the *%%hy' pan or die question, the theory is less helpful and far more migue. 

Firstly, there is the issue that evolution takes place in a system which is more complex Ulan 

man's ability to understand it. as this requires knowledge or every destabiliting interaction 

within the system and how subsequent interactions remove (or not) that imbalance. I'his 

complexity is due to the emergence of social knowledge being a function of all the incidents 

of social interaction that take place in everyday life and a function of die mcmes to which 

each social being has bom already exposed that makes up what might be trwismittcd to 

others. 7be theory thus leaves us with an unavoidable problem of having only the potential 

to explain cases or social evolution in part, just as in genetics the evolution of Series can 

only partly be explained. Despite this problem. die theory does suggest that evolution is a 

function of social interaction leading to the nixing of the pools of mcmes available within 

those minds. 11iis creates a 'probability space' which dcrincs what knowledge might 

emerge and must have in impact on %hat does emerge, even though the complexity of the 

situation cannot prc-dcrincd exactly what will emerge as the situation is too complex to 

predict how it %ill unrold. Ile breadth of mcnic pools, and their likelihood of expanding or 

contracting are therefore likely to have an effect on why knowledge emerges. Furthermore 

the concept of metric strategies that nukes me, ics diffcrentially attractive to a population or 

minds, and me, ictics, denial of frce-%%ill provide further theoretical guidance for what to 

look for in empirical data. 

This research qucstion is appropriate for anothcr rcason. Mcnictic: theory is under- 
dcveloped theory and as such res=h questions which sct out to explore L-nowlcdgc 

cnvrgence that pre-dcf ine elcmcnts of the theory such as %hat mcn-scs are, how the cop)ing 

process works, what mcnxtic agcncy is, am likely to be too restrictive (indeed this approach 

was initially adopted in the form of propositions and rcjcctcd as it A-as found to be too 

constraining). 

2.6 Conclusions and next steps 

In this ch3pter it has been stated that in an era of hyper and knowledSc-based competition, 

managers need to understand the d)mainics of knowledge creation through a knowledge- 

based unit of analysis. 11crc is a particular need to relate everyday actiýifics %%ith 

perforn-ance and to unpack the nature of managerial agency to help managers operate in the 

complcx world of busincss today. 
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I'lic thesis uses a branch of m-olutionary theory. mcnictics that defines die cnwrgcnce of 

new knowledge at creating a new relationship %%ith the world. Knowledge thus bccomcs 

knowledge about die wodd which is gcncratcd by social interaction and then incorporated 

into the niind. 1"he direction of knowledge emergence is s"n as a function of the dynatinics 

of that social intcractiom The cl-aptcr %-cry much acknowledges that die field of 

cvolutionary theory is not without debate. It cntcts into that debate and tmkcs clear how 

this thesis is positioned %%ithin that debate and defends the stance tikcn in tcmu of how the 

stanccjustirics using nicn-ctics to explore knowledge cnicrgcnce and die tole of nun in that 

process. 

The justification of using this evolutionary stance to explore the en-crgcnce of knowledge 

arc many. Firstly, in claiming that the theory is knowlcdgc-b=d, the theory provides a 
knowlcdgc-bascd unit of analysis, which allows the phenomenon or interest to be accessed 
directly. Secondly. the theory provides an cxplanafion of knowledge emergence. namely 

that it is caused by differential scn=tic and subjective interpretation or meaning between 

people, providing a franwwork within which to explore cnictgcnce. Ibirdly, in suggesting 

that the cn=gcnce of knowledge occurs uithin a cornplex system of which nun is part but 

not in control of, the theory pro%idcs an approach to building an explanation of knowledge 

emcrgcnce dut is d)mank and rpistcmlogically novcl. 

Given mcmctics is undcr-dcvclopcd theoretically, n-cthodologically and empirically a 

simple research question of 'how and why does knowledge cnxrgc? ' is proposed. as 

opposed to basing the mscarch upon a series of testable propositions based upon nx=tic 

theory. This question is justified as an appropriate approach to theory dc%-clopnv--nt given 

that it contains the intention of not only describing knowledge ernergme but also 

explaining iL 

The foliou-ing chapter, Chapter Mirce. con%vtu this theoretical foundation into a research 

desigm Emphasis is placed on tuv areas. The first is the dc%-clopmcnt of a methodology that 

is theory driven and which respecu that mcnvtics is a pin of a cross-disciplinary theory of 

evolution and a theory of social lircý as %%-ell as an under-developed theory. The need to look 

at the most tncthodologically dc%-clopcd and closest branch of c%vlutionary theory to 

manctics, namely genetics, is justificd and the guidance it creates is described. As 

memictics is a theory of social lire, sociological methods am also investigated; and as 

mcnictics is an undeveloped theory and hence for SOMIc areas of the design inspiration is not 
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to be foundcd in either field, die grounded approach is cxplored. Sccondly, die clizptcr 
focuses on die brcak-down or the rcsc=h qucstion into cnipirically achievable anal)lical 
s1cps, procceding to associate die nictliodologic3l approach with dicsc s1cps. providing a 
detailed account or both the diti managanmit and analytical pau or the mcarch to the 
extcm the %%Dtk could be rcpcated by another researcher. 
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CIIAP-YF. RTIIRF. F. 

Research Strategy 

3.0 Chapter oven lcw 

Chapter Two rcvcalcd that as much as a dynamic, knowicdge-bascd theory of strategy 

nuking is needed. one lu-s Vct to be dcvclopcd. Evolutionary theory was presented as a 

theory of the transformation of knowledge and die memc as a. irnot the, unit of analysis ror 

the study of social cvolution. Thc simple question orhow and %%hy does new knowledge 

cmcrgc* was proposed as the best way to use the mcme and its accompanying conccpts or 

%-ariety and mcnictic dctcrminisin to look at the phenomenon of stratcgy nuking in tcrms of 
knowledge cmctgcnce and the role of hurnan agcncy in dirating knowledge cmcrgcnce. 

Ibis chapter explains and defends the chosen way in which. an empirical setting is selected. 
data sought, managed and analysed with the intcn6on of answering the research question. 
Research strategy is primarily about conducting research that is integral and robust. In this 

thesis. the theory itself prescrits a challenge to this intcnL Firstly bcc2usc mcmctic theory, 

as a branch of evolutionary theory. can. like evolutionary theory. be accused of being a 

theory of e, %-M-thing, making the search for divergent evidence theoretically impossible and 

the likelihood or the accusation of producing a 'just so' story likely. Secondly, mcmctic 

theory is an undcr-dcvclopcd theory. especially in empirical terms, nuking the research 
highly exploratory. Ilow these wcaknessa do not become pitfalls is addressed throughout 

the chapter. Emphasis is pl3ccd on how the concepts essential to mcnictics arc used in the 

research. In summary, attention is paid to providing the reader with an audit trail from dita 

to insights, presenting the thesis as one of many possible perspectives and stri%ing for 

robust insights. 

Ile chapter has cight sections over and above this overview. 7bc first section describes the 

basis on which the theoretical foundation of the thesis is translated into a qualitative. 

comparative, multi-casc based research design across two contrasting settings. The second 

section dct2ils how the cases am chosen and the case data collcctcdL The third scction 

explains the overall mcthcAologic3l approach. This involves considering which general 

methodological principles and techniques art both appropriate and required to cover all 

eventualities, as well as the spccirintion of %%hen and how exactly thcsc principles and 
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techniques are applied I)ctail-. or die ronnct atv provided in section 14 and dctaih or tile 
latter are providcd in section 15 Section 16 cxplotcs the concept or feliability rrom the 

pctspccti%-c ordata coding and the tclation%hip bct%%-ccii the rescarclict and the data Section 

3.7raccis on the experience or conducting this part or the thesis in tcnns or the issues it 

raised. The last tection bting- the chapict to a conclusion %%hilst looting rorwattl to the 

subscqucni data atulysis chapicts 

Ile first section details ho%v die research quc%tion is transfornicd into a dc%ign that can be 

crnpifically researched- The choice or a qwlitalivc case study approach is justi ficd and the 
details of the approach explained The details or a muiti-casc, dual setting design ate 

cxplaincd and justificd Emphasis is placed on the addition to kno%%Icdgc being 

sociological, contextual and exploratory. Data, collection is explained in section -1.2 in terms 

of the choice of cases and the data collected 

In section 3.3, the methodology is introduced as needing to be viewed rrom two angles. Ilic 
first of %hich involves a carcrully selected baAct or methodological principles and tools 

that renca the eclectic nature or the rcscarch, namcly its evolutionary base, the social 

science nature or the branch of evolution, mcnictics, and the exploratory nature of the 

empirical %%ork. The second angle involves brcaking down the answering or the research 

question into stages and spccif)ing %%hctv and bow the basket of principles and tools arc 

use& 

Ibcsc angles are explained in dctail in the follo%%ing two sections. Section 3.4 cxplains 
firstly, %%hy the rcscarchcr, in the absence of any tried and tested mcmclics methodology 

and in the face of an undct-dcvclopcd theory, dclves into other branches of evolutionary 

theory, specifically gcnctics, to rind direction and assisunce within established methods. 

This section explains that it is also theoretically appropriate to look into the social sciences 
for direction in dealing %ith mcmes, %%hich unlike Scries, an social in origin. Furthermore, it 

is shown that despite this comprehensive search across disciplines, areas or the anal)lical 

process exist for %hich there is no precedent. This search for a research strategy creates a 
hybrid methodology %%hich consists of adhering to the high level principles of modem 

genetics, the use of an established social science technique and a grounded approach %%here 

the social science tool used in association uith the principles orgenctics is insufficient. 
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influences on this process as possible can be iticnifficd. Ibis rquircs that contexts be 

studied in which the knowledge that is being cmatcd is within a sctting whcrc as many 
influences as is practically possible on that subsystcrn can be dctcrmincd. Unfcttcrcd access 
to d)mamically emcrgcnt knowlcdge prospccts is thcrefore a rcquiremcnt. Thirdly. given the 

empirically unsubstantiated nature of mcmctic theory. it is deemed unwise to work only 

within managcd organizational contexts but instead to include anothcr dynamic, non- 

nunagcd sociological context in which knowledge is cmcrging rapidly to aid the analpical 

process by pro%iding a comparison. Lastly, a methodology able to identiry mcmcs and 

analyse thcrn nceds to be creatcd. 

Givcn the highly exploratory nature of the mcarch. purely quantitative approaches arc 
discounted. Quantitative approaches havc been taken %ithin the ficId or mcmctics. These 

ha%v either in%vlvcd theorctical moddling, or in one case the use of Internet chat room data 

to identify mcmcs using computatiorul text analysis, a form of content analysis, that looks 

at the frequency of rc-occurring words (Best, 1997) This work, performed within the media 

tab of M. I. T., is unusual in that it is empirical and nukes few assurnptions. The work claims 

to identify mcmcs, dcrincd as pieces of semantic text that compete for resource. 

The conclusions reached in Best's work includcd: 

-A phenomenon of competing mcmcs has been describcd %ithin a corpus of texts in 

tcmu of population ccology. 

- This description is not mct2phorical in that interacting populations of textS exist 

and Cheir constitucnt mcmcs do evolve and compctc. 

- The exact dri%ing forces bchind the evolution, the role of sclf-rcplication and the 

micro dctails of the lineage are not k-no%%m and need to be investigated in furthcr 

research. 

The sigftiricance of this work is the 'discovcry', urithin complex empirical data, of mcmcs 
in that a formi of competition is seen. The researchers thenuelves, and others, have critiqued 
this work- as requiring more detailed qualitative chccks which would, it is argued, have 

added substantial weight to the insights by being able to check that what the Artificial 
Intelligence considers as a mcmc agrees %vith the theory. So a qualitative approach in this 
thesis is chosen to ensure the existence of mcmes can be verified in the most basic of tcnns. 
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Given large-scale research designs are inappropriate. it follows that an in-depth exploratory 

design is required to explore the research question. The requirements of a qualitative 

approach (Milcs and I lubcrman. 1984) involve, above all, the immersion of the researcher 

in the setting. the creation a systemic picture through that immersion which incorporates the 

differcrit rcalitics of the people involved; and a focus on words, the creation of the most 

compelling account of the dau by adopting a theoretical perspective, whilst appreciating 

other perspectives could have been adopted and might have be more or less consistent with 

the data. These am met in terms of; immersion of the researcher within the contexts. the 

creation of a systemic picture. a focus on words in the form of meaning and challenging the 

extent to which on the one hand, traditional strategy literature that predominantly assumes 

man to be in perfect rational control and evolutionary theory on the other hand, which states 

that man has no control despite his ability to understand evolution. Being exploratory 

research that creates only a mcmctic perspective from the data and which does not compare 

that perspective to others, the research cannot be certain of having created the most 

compelling account of the dita. Nor can it be considered to test the theory, let alone prove 

it. One of the important elements of qualitative %%vrk is to see reality from the perspective 

of individuals. This is %-cry necessary in this research given it is the differential subjective 

interpretation of Imowledge that is being investigated. 

The aim of analysis as an activity is to find the most convincing explanation of the data 

collected in the light of a research question and to convince othcrs that this is the most 

con%incing explarution. As Yin claims: 

'much depends on an inivsfigator's own style ofrigorous thinking, which must be 

presmed along uith the sufficient preicniation ofeWdence and carrful consideration of 

alternative inferprelations' 

(Yin 1994: 102-103) 

This thesis presents two challenges in this regardL Firstly, having decided qualitative 

analysis is the most appropriate approach, it has to be accepted that qualitati%V work has 

been described as more of an an than science (%Volcott, 1994). It is undoubtedly a creative 

process and one, which, if repeated by another, would result in a somewhat different 
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picture. Given the highly cxploratory nature or this thcsis it is highly likcly that this 

problem %vill apply. Thcrc is howcvcr no cxcusc for allowing qualitative analysis to 
become any Icss rigorous than its quantitative counicrparL This is no easy task however and 
requires, as a minimum. that as explicit an analylical framework as possible must be 

provided alongside an audit trail that goes from source data to insights. which enables the 

rcadcr to follow the rcscarchcr's intcrprctativc framework. Such an audit trail is provided. 
in that c-. vry stcp the rcscarchcr took from the source data to the final conclusions can be 

traced by the reader, using a combination of the data chaptcrs (Chaptcrt Four and Five) and 
Appendix Ill and IV %%-here all the data and related coding are pro%idcdL Equally. Appendix 
11 provides all the data that %%-as second codcd, the second coding and the analysis of the 
diffcrcnccs. 

Secondly. in adopting a mcnictic pcrspccti%v from the start and not comparing it %vith. for 

example, the perspective on knowledge emergence seen from the eye of the individual, 

means that at least in the traditional sense of the term, the search for divergent evidence is 
difficult. What can be, and is cx=incd, is the notion that man might not be able to control 

evolution in the traditional sense of control but must affect it by being part of the system 
and might have some kind of understanding of this effect to the point of being able to alter 
its direction to some extent. It is by exploring the unchartered territories of the theory to 

understand the nature and extent of intentionality, human agency and frcc-%%ill that 
divergence is addressedL In this regard. the system attributes of rules of knowledge 

emergence and rcf1exi-vity discovered in both empirical settings suggest that nun does 

attempt, and succeed to some degree, to 'mawgc' the variety of content produced in future 

conversations and can reflect and take action upon past knowledge emergence dynatnics. 

The ultimate test of the thesis is therefore not so much whether divergent data can be sought 
by comparing a mcmctic pcrspccfi%-c %%ith an altcrnativc pcrspecti%-c to mcmctic. but can a 

memetic perspective of the emMcncc of knowledge be developed. Furthermore, can this 

perspective produce useful insights about how and why does knowledge emerge, and 

pro%idc c%idcncc for the explanation of the emergence of knowledge from such a 

perspective, positioning man as one pail of a system rather than the primary driver of that 

system. 
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Within the rcalnu of qulitative daM the rcscarch strategy of case studics sccms an 
appropriate one. Case studies are particulaxly appropriate whcn context is imporunt (Yin, 
1994). Knowledge creates context in the sense that this thesis %%ishcs to compare different 

contexts to see if knowledge is 'nunagcd' in diffcrcnt ways in different contexts. so the 

research question is best answered by comparing contexts and thus by examining multiple 

cases. Cases can be formed from the study of an organization, an element oran organization 

or a situation %ithin in otpnization. In this thesis the cases need to be based on a 

population of memes created o%vr time, to need to fulfil the following criteria: 

Given the systcmic nature of the phcnomcnon of interest, the datasa nccds to be 

accessible to the cxtcnt that dala indircctly involvcd in the cmcrgcncc of knowledge, as 

well as the emergent knowledge itself, nccds to be captuml. 

- Given the work is cxploralory and dau management cumbersome, the contexts need to 

be examples of rapidly emerging knowledge, rather than slowly merging knowledge, 

such that a snull amount of data contains a large amount of knowledge d)mamics. 

- Again given the work is exploratory, in order to nuke the process of the Scncr2tion of 

insights easier and more robust, cases needs to involvc the generation of knowledge in 
different contexts so that the cases can be compared to facilitate the generation of 
insights 

The cases need to in%vl%-e real time discourse bctN%-ccn people in order to study the 

evolution of actual rather than rccalled %vnions of mcmcs in a dpamic social setting. 

Six cases in two different wtings form the basis of the empirical foundation of the 

research. The first setting is the Internet. *fbis is chosen because, although not an 

organizational setting, principles of this "unmanaged', scif-organizcd system are being 

incorporated into organizations through Intranets. Also being unmanagcd and self- 

organized the Internet should. in principle. pro%ide a stark contrast to the second chosen 

setting of organizational life that is very managed and organized. 

Details of the Internet chats, where knowledge about a subject is exchanged in a dpamic 

%irtual community. can be found in Ch3ptcr Four, %%-here the three chats that form the three 

cases am described in detail and analysed according to the research strategy presented in 

the follo%ing sections. The remaining three cases am organizational discourses or strategic 

conversations, taken from the same organization, meaning the researcher did not havc to 
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account for. or cope %%ith. different organizational cultures. In both settings of die Internet 

and the organization the cases differ. In the case of the Internet, they contain successively 

more complex subjects as described in Chapter Four, whereas the organizational cases each 

involve quite different circumstances of knowledge emcrgcncc (see Claptcr Five). I'his 

diversity provides a good basis for developing insights. 

There is no way of telling how many cases arc required. It is thought however Out by 

looking at two difTcrent macro-lc%-cI contexts. and within each of these three di(Tcrcnt 

micro-contexts, sufficient diffcmccs and similarities %%vuld be revealed for interesting and 

robust insights to be generated. Cases am, in mcmctic terms. populations of evolving 

MCMCS. 

The emphasis in the thesis, &cn the subject is evolution, is very much on process. which 

given the importance of dynamic organizational phcnomcna in the light of increased change 

has rcccndy become more common. As Langley (1999) points out in her review of theory 

building from process data which forms the basis for this section. one group of researchers 

has chosen to adopt a coarse graincd, longitudinal time series and event-history methods. 

Others have chosen to dclvc deeper into the processes thcmsclvcs to collect fine-grained 

data that is often. presumably for practical reasons, not ahways collected in real-time. 

Process data am messy, arc associated %ith ambiguous boundaries, %%vrk at multiple levels 

and are eclectic. The chalimp lies in mo%ing front: 

'a shapeless spaghetti towartl zomc kind of theorctical understanding that does not betray 

the richness, dynamism and complexity of the data but that is undervandable and 

potentially useful to others. ' 

(Langley, 1999.694) 

This thesis falls into the latter category of fine-grained, real time work, meaning the 

qualitative approach requires the recording and transcribing of a real time emergence of 

lmowlcdgc. As regards dealing %%ith ambiguous boundaries, cases need to be chosen that 

have some kind of natural boundary whilst taking into consideration in the analysis that 

events 4outside' of these boundaries -Aill have an effect on what is inside the boundary and 

the boundazy is somewhit arbitary. In terms of working with data at multiple lc%, cls, the 
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meme can be associated with other mcnics that arc related in content. In addition dic mcmc 
is associated with conimunitics which harbour that 'mcme', meaning with tile one unit of 
analysis multiple lc%-cls can be seen and transcended d)mimically. Lastly, as regards 
eclectic data. Langley ad%iscs that it is imporiant to understand: 

the rffccu of rivnis on the state ofan endr), (a variable) or to identify the rffcct ofa 
contratual variable on the evolution of the cirntr. ' 

(Langley, 1999: 693) 

Adapting the 'mcme' as the unit of arulysis allows this, indccd the research is aimed at 
tracing and explaining changes in the mcme in terms of context and events that unfurl in 

time. 

Langley identifies three challenges in thcorising from process data. Firstly the challenge of 

accuracy, simplicity and generality nccds to be facedL Computer simulation for example has 

low accuracy as regards rcflccting subtleties but high simplicity and high gcncrality. Given 

this is exploratory work it inevitably needs to start %%ith an approach that is highly subtle, 

and hence probably not %-cry simple, and move towards simplicity and generality. The 

second challenge involves variation, pcrmut. 2tion and combinations of scnsc-making 

strategies of process dat. 2. Langley proposes that strategies either focus on the meaning of 

the process (which here takes the form of the mcmcs ha%ing indcpcndcnt meaning), 
temporal patterns (which here included the way content of mcmcs changes over time and 

the accompan)ing process), process motors (which are seen here as lying within the systcrn 

of knowledge emergence that the manager may be more or less in control of) and prediction 
(which here takes the form of deciphering the d)marnics of the sYStcm; such that a greater fit 

can be created with the t)pe of knowledge that is deemed appropriate). The last challenge is 

labelled, induction, deduction and inspiration. Here the point is being made that some steps 
in theory dc%-clopmcnt %ill be uncodifiable, a mixture of theory and grounded thought that 

comes from in-depth familiarity with the data and undcrstanding of the theory. This was 

very much the case in this exploratory thesis. Inspiration is however no excuse for a lack of 

a systematic approach, or for not making analytical steps explicit. 11cre therefore every 

attempt is nude to show when the insights are theory driven and if so to what extent a 

grounded strategy is required and involved. 
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In summary. the approach is qualitative. because meaning and context are vital to the 

idcntirication of mcmcs, quantitative. because having Wntificil mcmcs, their prcvAlcnce 

needs to be dctcnnina In addition the approach is casc-based, as this provides the 

opportunity to compare and contrast cases and because cases rcprcscni populations of 

cvol%ing mcmes. The approach is processual, in that c%-cnu over time need to be captured. 
Lastly, as vcry minute changes necd to be captured, a very finc-graincd, real time and 
therefore accurate approach is rcquircd. A qualitafivc approach is used, because no 

quantitative approach can identify mcmics. and mcmcs need to be idcntiricd on the basis of 

their meaning. Equally, given what counts in evolutionary theory is prevalence, a 

quantitative approach is needed to determine dilYeteritial prevalence. In terms of methods. 

this means idcntif)ing a way of analysing content that took context into account; finding a 

%vay of counting content that is practical. and finding a strategy for thcorising from process 
data. Uliat follows is an explanation of the choices nude to adopt a qualitative-quantitative 

approach. to use cases and to analysc fine-grained, process, real-time data. More specific 

methods arc dcscribcd in section 3.5. 

3.2 Data collection 

The collection of the Internet chat room data case data took place in NoN-cmbcr 1999. Tbc 

process involved conducting a search for chat roorns that produced dcja. com as the first 

chat room on the search list. Upon entering that web site, thrcc chat roorns were chosen as 
being representative of increasingly complex settings and discourses and because they were 

areas of discussion which the researcher understood. Further details arc given in Chaptcr 

Four. All cases had to include more than 100 posts. The posts %%, cre then printed out onc by 

one along x%ith the chat room suwture that detailed which post was in reply to which and 

thus the rutural flow of the discourse. 

The collection of the data ftt nude up the orgmizational cases %%-as completed during a 

meeting that took place in February 2001. The meeting was of a t)pc arranSW cvcry 4-6 

weeks depending on the availability of senior nmugers. 11.2%ring attended a prc%ious 

meeting and both audio and %ideo-taped it, as well as taken notes, both rcscarchcr and 

man3gCrS %%`CM familiar and relaxed %%ith the process of data collection. The project 

managers who attended the meeting h3d been briefed about the rcscarch and were 
intmduced to the researcher as they cntercd the room All were reassured by the NI-2n3ging 
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Director that the data was being collected on a non-attributibic and confidcriti2l basis. in 

that the agreement bct%%vm the organization and researcher stated that the Managing 
Director had the final say on whether the research could be published in association with 
the company namc or anon)'Mously. 

The meeting took place in a typical meeting room albeit of an irregular shape. I'lic 

nunagcrs present sit around a diamond shapcd table. Proicct managcrs cntcrcJ the room at 
the times the agenda stated they were scheduled to prcscnL They presented by standing at 
one end of the room by the PC and overhead projector. As the mecting progressed, the 
timings of the agenda slipped. On these occasions the prcscntcrs still entered die room but 

sat on chairs near to the door unfil it %-as their turn to present. 7be directors attcmptcd to 

create a rclaxcd atmosphctc %ithin the room. Unfortunately. this %%-as only partly succcssrul 
in that the company %-as undergoing a substantial amount or change in this period, making 

prcscntcrs apprchcnsi%-c; and the nature of the mccting %-as to report progress upon which 
future. director level support, and hcncc funding, was dcpcndcnL nuking the situation one 

that was less dun mlaxcd. 

The whole of the six-hour meeting %-as tapcd. The unusual shape or the room allowed the 

%ideo camera to be placed in an unobtrusive position that captured both the senior and 
project managers. The audiotape rccordcr %%-as placed on a chair by the researcher to allow 
for rapid and unobtrusive changing or tapes and to avoid the microphone picking up the 

noise of the tapc-recordcr. The microphone was a high quality. boundary microphone which 

was placed on the table and adjusted slightly during the meeting as the discourse moved 

around the room. 

Three parts of the meeting %%rm chosen to form the organizational cases. Ibcsc choices 

were nude on the basis of two, criteria. Firstly. they had to contain at least 100 mcmes. 

preferably 200, as did the Internet cases. Secondly. to aid the answering of the question 

about the nature of the man3gcmcnt of knowledge, the cases were chosen to reflect possibly 
different t)pes of management. For this reason a conversation about a project %%-as chosen as 
this t)pc of %%vrk is the instrumental part of the organization and represents the most 

conventional organizational source of new knowledge. The chosen project in%-olvcs the 

presentation of an idea at the rirst stigcs of devclopmcnL It is selected because it represents 
the first time k-no%%Icdgc had been exchanged between the two, t), pcs of managcrs and 
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because the presenters utre particularly tcl, 2xcd about the presence of the rcscarchcr. but 

any of the other projects presented on that day could cqually rcasonably have been choscn. 
Secondly. the conversation about internal managmcnt was chosen as a contrast to the 

outwardly facing project chat. Lastly. and opportunistically, the period in which the chat 
went off agcndi was chosen as the list case study as this presented a novel case in which 
knowledge might cmcrgc differently in the absence of the Managing Director and die set 
agenda. More details of each of these organizational cases arc provided in Chapter Five. 

Other general background data uvm collected during the thrce-year contact %%ith the 
company. This included company reports, business plans, exploitation plans, investment 

meeting agendas, material that accompanied in%vstmcnt meeting presentations. investment 

meeting minutes, business process documents, intcr%icm %ith senior managcrs and project 
managers as well as corridor encounters. Although none of these data were used directly. 

they did scn-c to understand the strategy of the company, its people, its knowledge-base, its 

culture and its customers in some dctail. 

3.3 Ile overall approach 

lla%ing decided to adopt a qualitative case study approach, the researcher is presented %ith 

a number of challenges. Firstly, in what stages can and should the research question be 

answered? Secondly, what role does theory need to play in addressing, in practical tcnns, 

cach of the stages needed to answcr the research question? Thirdly what methodological 

approaches are in principle appropriate? Lastly, how can these methodologies be used to 

tackle each of the stages involved in amming the research question? 

It is decided that the rescuch question needs to be tackled in two stages. Firstly, the 

question 'how does lmowledgc emerge? ' needs to be answered. It in%-ol%vs three substages, 
firstly identif)ing the popul3tion of mcmcs; in each case, secondly identifying the 
distribution of knowledge content within that population and lastly charactcrising the 

process of cmcrgcnce by which that knowledge content has been produccdL It is thought this 

process would create a mcmctic fingerprint of each case in the same way Scrictic 
fingerprints arc created tint functiomilly describe the knowledge content and process of an 

organism, or part of an organism, and which arc now generically referred to as functionally 

annotated genomcs (Ouzounis and Karp, 2002). In this sense memes have not been proven 
to exist, it is a matter of developing a mcmctic perspective from the data. 
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The theory backing this step was Out mcnics, dcrined as self-contained knowledge 

particles. can be identified by considering their ontology to lie in their semantic meaning 
and the emergence of new knowledge to lie in successive 'thinkos' in which knowledge is 

edited, not as in the case of DNA by nuking alphabetical 't)Tos', but by using man's more 
dc-t-clopcd smuntic ability which inicrprcts nwaning in subtle %%-ays that difTcr from person 
to person (Dcnnctt, 2000). This is in agrccincnt with organizational literature that considcrs 
knowledge creation to involve subjective intcrprctation of other people's knowledge 
(Kakihara and Sorensen, 200 1 ). 

The second stage in%-ol%-cs answcring the question why does knowlcdge cmctgc? ' It is 

answcrcd. fitstly. by dctcrmining the systemic forces that acts on the process of knowledge 

emcrgcncc and which had the effcct of shcring the outcome in tcrms or distribution or 

content. The systemic forces are elucidated by deciphering what describes what is resulting 
the knowledge N-Aricty idcntiricd in the 'how' analysis across the cases and explains the 
diffcrcnccs bct%%vcn the cases. Then secondly, the role of nun %ithin that system is 
deen, incd having understood the system as a whole and having analysed his role within 
that systcm 

The next two scctions take a differcrit, pcrspcctive on the same ovcrall mcthodL The first 

looks from the pcrspccfi%-e orthc methods uscd. ltjusfiricsthcscmcthodsasncodingtobc 

part of the general approach whilst touching upon in what stages they am uscd. The second 

section takes each stage and covers all of the different methods used for that stage. 

3.4 A theory driven methodology: Evolutionary theory, sociology and grounded 

approach 

In order to generate as much coherence and consistency across the thesis, the methodology 
is as theory driven as is possible. That said the research presents a methodological 

challenge for a number of reasons. Firstly, and above all, mcmictics is an under-dcvclopcd 

theory and is associated %%ith no substantial empirical worL This means the theory has yet 

to be empirically tested, there is no tried and tested memetics methodology and some of the 

areas of the theory arc so highly abstract and conceptual that they pro%ride little guidance as 
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to %hat should be sought in empirical data. Sccondly. nimcticsisabrancliofcvolutionary 

theory. with cach branch compl)ing with the fundamcritil principles or the theory as a 

whole. but each with its own characteristics, stage of dcvclopmcni and methods. Borrowing 

in an unadulterated and complete rorin from another branch of evolutionary theory is 

thcrcfore not appropriate as only aspects of it would be applicable. Thirdly, in being tin 

alternativc theory of social life. mmctics is similar. but not identical to, other theories of 

soci3l sciences, making established sociologic3l methods potentially useful, but unlikely to 
be sufficicnt. 

Ibc appropriate route is thctcrore to create a methodology dut %%-here appropriate borrows 
from other branches of evolutionary theory. secks inspiration from rclc%-ant and applicable 

methods from %ithin the social scicnccs and, where this combination is insufficient. uses a 
groundcd approach. 

In creating the methodology, care has to be taken to appreciate that each source of 
inspiration had the potential to add value whilst also hatbouring the danger or leading to 

incorrect assumptions and in3ppropriatc choices. Methods drawn from sociology had the 

ad%-antagc over other branches or evolutionary theory of being designed to handle socio- 

qualitative dati, but had the disadvantage of not possessing a method of dealing with 

memcs both as the unit of analysis and the lc%vI at which selection occurs. Genetics, the 

most empirically developed branch of cvolutionary theory, had the advantage of containing 

experience of dealing mcdwdologically %ith %rieuring the world fmm the perspective of a 

micro, selectable unit of analysis. Its use did, howcver, harbour the disad%-antage that 

memes are, in many %%-a)s, different to genes. Furthermore, given the possibility of finding 

some inspiration and justification in cN-olutionary theory and the social science, a grounded 

approach was going to need to tread carefully between the ability of the theory to guide the 

approach and the ability of the data to speak- for itself. What follows is a rc%icw of the three 

arcas of cvolutionary thcory, qualitati%c sociological mcthodology and groundcd approach, 

together uith a justification of how picking and chosing from all three created as 

theoretically robust a methodology as could be expected at this stage in the development of 

mcmctics. 



L-volution3ty-Thco 

As stated in Ch3ptcr T%%v. which coycrcd the theoretical foundation of the thesis, 

c%vlutionary theory, irrcspccti%-c of the numerous branches (and corresponding sub- 

systems) that nuke up the theory (and system) as a whole, has some fundamental principles 

to which all branches comply. These include that all the elements of the system are 

interdependent, so that evolution can only be fully analysed and explained by considering 

the system as a whole. As however, according to the theory, the system is infinitcly large, it 

cumot be explained in total. Indeed. explaining paru of the system can be very difficult, as 

even they can be very complex and am in any case a dynamic pan of the % holc system. Not 

only does the theory itself state that it is a theory that is impossible to prove (as the whole 

system it explains is too big for man to explain) but being a theory of cvcr)-thing, it is also 

accused of producing 'just so stories" where all data are by dcrinition justifications of the 

theory. A second principle is that the infinite sustainability of the system relics on its 

dynamic nature, whereby variation production in any sub-systcm is produced without 

foresight on the basis that somewhere in the huge pool of variation there %ill be a source of 

variation that will cause the system to regain balance. T'his means that studying the complex 

production and retention of variation is the key to explaining e-. vlution in the most 

authoritative %-ay possible. 

The branch of evolutionary theory in which, not only %%u this conclusion reached first, but 

in which the greatest methodological ad-. -anccs have been made, is genetics. In this field, the 

best attempts have been made to a%-oid 'just so' stories by building alternative h)l)othcscs 

and by developing methods that by working at the Ic-t-cl of the unit of selection have 

proNridcd the most robust c%idencc for the theory. This work pro%idcs audit trails that link 

micro, selectable unit4c%-cl cop)ing changes to nucro-IcN-cl, systemic cffects. These 

methodological ad%-ances in genetics have only been nude recently as a result of great 

technological ad%-ances. IndeedL 

'No scientific theory has been as influential and as difficult to test as Daruin 's h)pothesis 

that adaptive traits oforganisms arise through natural selection. Today with the advvn I of 

rapid methods ofDAIA sequencing. it ispossibIc to test this h)pothcsis by observing the 

effects of natural selection at the mostfundamcnial level that ofDVA itscy* ' 

(I lughcs, 1999: back covcr) 
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Even here however. the tests are being performed in an experimental context and rarely is 

more than one Scric considcrcd or the cffcct of natural selection pressures under non. 
expcrimenul conditions explored. or If they are, are they explained ftilly. 

Once again, as in the case of evolutionary theory (scc Chapter T%v) the temptation is to 
pro%ide the reader with an historical account of methods in genetics. Instead, the subjcct In 
this section is broached from a logical mcthods perspective to g1can the lessons that can be 
Icamcd from this branch of evolutionary theory. In this way the methodological problems 
the branch has faced arc rciicwcd to investigate which ans%vm. as w0l as questions, 
methodological issues in genetics pose to mcnictics. 

Firstly. there is the ontology of genes. As Dennctt states (2000) to stay true to the theory, 
the ontology of genes must lie in thcir functionality, as it is this that is selected for or 
ag; ainsL Ihis has become c%idenccd in molecular gcnctics and specifically DNA 

sequencing. Scqucncing the human gcnome has resulted in kno%king the genetic alphabet of 
the human, but not what function the alphabet stands for when the genes are expressed. 
Only through the creation of a functionally annotated gcnome, in which the relationship 

with the world the genes create when they arc expressed is explained. does the research 
have any explanatory power. 7"his implies, as Dcnnett claims, that in memetics it is neither 
indi%idual letters nor words which constitute a mcme or that are copied impcrfcctly*, rather 
mernes are the meaning that words convey and mutations come in the form of differences 
in interpretation of the same words by different people (Dcnnett, 2000). 

The way in which genes arc idcntiried is to alter the DNA alphabet around the region of 
DNA thought to code for a certain function and hcnce gme. and detcmine whether upon 
expression the functionality is reduced, altered or eliminated (Wright et al, 2001), thus 
determining what letters of DNA make up a genc. In practice, overlapping bacterial 

artificial clones arc produced of the DNA- Reduction of the overlaps to create a piece of 
single DNA about which there is functional consensus allows the function of gcnes to be 

associated %%ith a position on the genome. The corollary in mcmctics, in the case of 
transcripts of discourse, is to include more and more content until there is sufficicrit for the 
meme to make a claim about the world and to delete words at the periphery of the meme to 
see whether the meaning of the text rcduccs. Notably, the identification of where gcncs 
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begin and end is not as clear cut as is oflcn thought. as there is much DNA that does not 

code for functionality and complex cxprcssion mechanisms operate to cnsurc functionality 

is only cxprcsscd in certain contexts. In fact, despite the sequencing of the whole Scnomc, 
the number of human genes thought to exist wics bct%%vcn research teams by at least 33% 
(Wright ct al. 2001) Crhc Economist. 2001). Equally, any idcntirication or mcmcs is 

unlikely to be clear and %ithout controversy, especially as the process follows the same 

principles used in Smoics. 

Secondly there is the issue of providing robust evidence for evolutionary theory. 
I listorically. and for a number of reasons. genetics has always sufYcrcd from accusations or 
4just so stories' (Gould and Lc%%vntin, 1979). 11is has been primarily due to the lack of an 
interrupted trail of evidence from macro-Icvcl evidence of adaptation to the micro-levcl 

chang" at a genetic level. In turn this has been because of an inability to access this micro 

genetic level as well as the inability to look for divergent data through an alternative 
hypothesis. As a result there his been a bifurcation of evolutionary biology into micro 
(origin) molecular biology and macro (outcome) phenotypic population ecology. First 

generation methodology involved population ecology that regarded the species as the unit 

of analysis. Second generation methodology involved protein sequence data that removed 

the species boundary and provided adequate empirical data for theories of gene substitution. 
nird generation methods involve DNA sequencing %ith the ficid of molecular biology 

creating the opportunity to work at the most micro level of the gcnc, relating phcnot)-Pic 

changes to both macro population ecology and micro genetic changes. Ibis new 

methodology resulted in a new s)mthcsis, bringing together evolutionary biologists %%ith 
laboratory molecular biologists to be able to go from micro to macro (I Iughcs, 1999). 

As Hughes (1999) explains. prior to modern molecular biology. mscarchers nude 

predictions about how an animal should behave if behmiour evolved as a result of natural 

selection &nd givcn Out natural selection would only favour certain types of behaviour. 

Then the researchers cxamincd the aninul's behaviour. observed it behaved in the expected 

manncr &nd congratulated themselves on having tested and wrified cvolutionary theory. 

They did not look for divergent data in the form of non-adaptive traits or consider th3t the 

presence of adaptation might not be proof of natural selection operating at a genetic level, 

but c%idencc of another mechanism or process operating at a higher, more macro, level. 
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In contrast. %%ithin modcm Scnctics the changes at a genetic lc%-cl (either rctrospcctivcly or 
longitudinally) are nuppcd. Subscqucntly, whcn thcsc clunScs appcar in subscqucnt 

Scncrations and rcsult in functional changes in the context of certain sclcction pressures, 
they arc recorded. These c%-cnts are then linked to nucro level outconics such as changcs 

within species, di%-crgcncc of species and con%-ctgcnt or parallel cvolution in which two 

spccics c%vl%-c adaptive traits indcpcndcntly. 

Ilughes (1999) quotes work done to relate micro changes to macro outcomes. whilst 

considering alternative more macro explanations. as well as work done to relate micro 

changes to selection prcssurcs. An example of the former is changes in genes in families of 
immunogloblins, which are proteins that nuke up part of the immune s)-stcm, that have 

been shown to be responsible for changcs in what these proteins do, rather than these 

changes being the result of the proteins folding differently in different milicu. An cxampic 

of the latter is the variety of strains of IIIV which havc slightly different genes in a paticnt's 
blood. The variety in the gcncs has been shown to be the result or the treatment of that 

patient %%ith difTcrcnt drugs which act as selection pressures. 

Thus. %%ithin biology, there have been scN-cral generation. % of methodology that have moved 

away from 'just so" accusations. In the first gencration population ecologists regarded 

species as the unit of analysis and thus studied population d), namics in terms primarily of 

extinction and the threat or extinction in the %%-ay organizational population ecologists 

examined industries (Freeman, 1983). Second gericration methodologies embraced protein 

sequencing data that removed species boundaries and pro%idcd adequate empirical data for 

theories of gene substitution, just as in organizational theory cN-olutionists moved towards 

smaller units of analysis such as strategic initiatives (Burgelman. 1983). The g=tcst 

advance was howc-s-cr nude %%ith the advent of DNA sequencing. leading to the advent of 

the field of molecular biology that created the opportunity to %%vrk at the most micro level 

of the gene, relating phcnot)pic changes to both macro population ecology and micro 

genetic changes as mentioned before. 'Mis suggests third generation orpnizational 

cvolutionary thcory %vuld bencrit from working at a memcfic lc%-cl. 

The lesson for memetics from Smetics is Out in order to avoid similar accusations of 'just 

so' stories, there is a need to be able to pro%ide a similar trail of c%idcncc of mcmctic 

cvolution. So hi%ing identified the memes (for details on how this is done see the next 
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section). work must be done to identify changes at the vcry micro level by dctcrmining the 

mechanisnu for these changes as a result or impctfcct copying (read subjective 
interpretation) and working out the consequences of the changes in terms of prc%-alcnce and 

explaining these changes in prcv; alcncc in tcmu orsclection pressums. Ilic important point 
being that if an audit trial is pro%idcd for this tc, 2rmngcmcnt or data. the rcsCarchcr cannot 
be accused of making any assumption other dun arranging the data from a mcinclic 

perspective. In essence, having nudc the assumption that the mcmctic perspective is worth 

working within, the rcadcr is able to &cc that the mcmc. at least within mcmctic terms, does 

exist. does evolve and that this evolution does result in the differential prevalence of these 

mcmcs. Equally. the idea of an alternative hypothesis of the existence of some form of 
human agency, as has been introduced into gcnctics. is obviously useful. 

In sununary, Scnctics shows that mcmctics must wotk at the lcvcI of the meme and show 
how changes at this level arc connected to macro level outcomes. Equally and Wally. an 

alternative hypothesis must be considered in which more m2cro-lcvcI explanations, such as 
brain level intcntion. 2lity, compete with the mcmictic lcvcI explanation. Dcnnctt (2000) &cc$ 
this issue in tenus of the need to show Out differential success in copying is the 

overwhelming force in explaining the 'why' of knowledge emergence and hcnce the 
direction of social evolution. In order to do this he highlights that it is necessary to 

overcome the methodological challenge of describing the process by which varicty is added 
to mcmes, despite the far lower copy ridclity %%-hcn compared to genes. Ibc next section 

shows how, using the sociological technique of content analysis. this thesis seeks to 

overcome this challenge. 

Content analysis 
As a step in genetics, content analysis involvcs working out what the DNA alphabet soup 

encodes for in term of what happens when the gene is expressed. Can a food be digested in 

the case of humans who have diary products in their diets? Can water be stored more 

efIectively by a cactus in a drought? Can a mate be caught more easily through a display of 
feathers in a tropical bird? In this way functionally annotated genomcs arc produced that 
diSP13y the ontology of the genes within a species related Senome (Eisen, Spellman, 

O'Brown and Bostein, 1998). In memctics, content analysis is appropriate for the same 

reasons. Words, like DNA codons, tell the researcher little. It is group of words which have 

indcpcnden4 self-contained meaning that need to be idwificd. 
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Content analy-sis is an important research technique in the social sciences that over time has 

been used to analy-se the content of communication. It is used to anal)sc media conicrit, for 

exarnple TV advertising, promotional literature, health campaigns, and more bizarre areas 

of social life. for example pop music Iy-rics (Ncucndorf. 2002). With the advent of the 

digital era and the knowledge age. content analysis W become even more popular with 

wcl><ontent analysis and e-mail content analy%is. Defined in rnany way-%, lice Ncucndorf 

(2002) for an o%-cr%icw), definitions %-ary, but tend to include some. if not all, of the 

following elements: the need to be rigorous and systematic if not objective and rcplicablc. 

summarizing as a step to analysis, and lastly, quantification. Where definitions differ is the 

extent to which they cmphasise the role of context in establishing semantics over the use of 

single words to determine content. Related to this is a difrctcnce in the extent to which 

quantification is the only approach, as happens in word counts, or whether qualitative 

approaches are used to determine semantics bc), ond single words, followed by 

quantification of shared or repeated meaning. These difrctcnccs arc akin to genetics where 

in some quarters there is an emphasis on counting Series, and in others on determining the 

expression of gcncs and then counting the percentage of the sample population in which 

thcy apKar. 

Krippcndorff, for cxample, docs not rcquire contcnt analysis to be quantitative in any way 

and cmphasiscs Out 

contcnt analysis transccnds conwntional notions ofconicnt' 

(Krippendorff 1980: 10) 

and is 

'... a rescarch icchniquefor making rrplicable and valid Infcrences 
from data to : hcir context. ' 

(Krippcndorff 1980: 21) 

Equally, Silverman states Out the theoretical basis or content analysis is unclear and its 

conclusions can be trite if too much emphasis is placed on reliability through word counts 
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(Silvernun. 2001). The concept of content in content analysis is considered by 
Krippcndor(T as not objective. as containing Went meaning and hcncc a method which, if 

purely used in the domain of quantification, especially of words. is likely to miss insights. 
In modern forms of content analpis, emphasis is placed on messages being s)inbolic- 
representational or hunun exclunges. possible clunncls both in tcmu or people and 
technology being constrained by context, communication creating social structure and 
interdependencies in the form of institutions and hunun relationships. and lastly, content 
residing in and being responsible for creating systems dial are very complex and globally 
interdependent, especially %%ith the advent of ICT. 

Sil%-cnnann adopts a more simple approach. cmphasising that %%vrd counts can rcflcct the 

content of social discourse. 

'... establishing categories and systmic linLages bctwccn them and then counting the 

number ofinstances those categories are used In a parlicular item offe-tt. * 

(Sil%vnnin 2001: 122) 

Ilolsti (1969) places data in the context of exchange bct%%-cen a communicator and reccivcr. 
Important questions are what is said, when, how. to whom something is said4 as well as 

why. and with what effect, nuking content analysis much more Oun counting. Ncucndorf 

(2002) also talks of integrated approaches dut include sender, receiver and takes into 

consideration the channel used. Gray and Dcnsten (1998) pro%ide in exarnple of work in 

which latent meaning is in%vstig: itcd and in which as a consequence qualitative Message 

analysis is linked %%ith quantitative counting. Thus, although relatively theory free. content 

analysis does require that a theory driven definition of content is made a priori and the 

technique adapted to accommodate that definition. 

Thinking in tcmu of mcmctic theory, content analysis, as defined in this more sophisticated 

w-jy that emphasises the imporunce of content and smmtics. becomes an appropriate 

choice or tool. Firstly. memetics is about the evolution of knowledge by which is meant 

changes in content and changes in frequency of content %%-here content is the social 
knowledge that allows humans to relate to the world. Secondly, content in memetics does 

not mean words (see ontological status of memcs in Chapter Two and the pre--ious; section) 
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but inwives particles of mcining that can be tr-ansfcm-d bct%%-ccn pcople in contcxt. Ilius 

the more tophisticatcd form of conicnt analysis Is highly appropriate to mcmctics. 

Spccifically. it can be uscd to identify mcmcs by Identifying content in discourse that has 

the ability to be transferred to othcrs. 

KrippcndoriT talks of the forms of inferences dut content analysis can produce, namcly 

systems, standards, indices and syrnptoms. linguistic representations, communications and 

institutional processes. Given the nature of mcnictics. inferences are most likely to be made 

in the form of systems. In parficular. as he states. systcrns am composed of: components 

whose states arc variable. relations dut manifest thcnucl%vs according to the constraints of 

the system and transformations of the rclations and components dut take place over time. 

Obtaining systemic inferences from content analysis first took the form ofjoumatistic trend 

analysis. Another systems notion of content analysis is the identificafion or predictive 

patterns especially in stories and turrafivcs, by looking at the principal elements and the 

logic that relates these elements. Alienutivcly, patterns in terms of the networks of 

conununication elements can produce sociograrns. Examples of content analysis being used 

to armlysc strategy / policy nuking / decision nuking events include Ilolsti (1969) who 

used content analysis to analysc the successive public assertions nude during the 1962 

Cuban Missile crisis. In this case decisions wcre %icwed in tenns of perceptions, 

expressions, values and emotions. Balcs (1950) developed Interaction Process Analysis that 

)icldcd patterns of communication, evaluation, control, dccision-making and tension 

reduction and reintegration. Ovcrall systems approaches am interested in differences in 

messages bctN%-ccn people and between circumstances and over time. Here attention is paid 

to differences in frequency of system components, the order of priority, what is deemed to 

be right and the logical associations bct%%, = components (Gcrbncr, Ilolsti, Krippendorff, 

Paisley, Stone, 1969). In this thesis the most appropriate, indeed incvitable inferences. are 

of a systems nature. In particular, both identif)ing p3tterns in content logic and their intcr- 

relationships bct, %= themselves through a communication nct%%vrk of social discourse is 

rclc%-anL More recently there have been a number or examples of the innovative use of 

content analysis %ithin organizational contexts. These include the nctwork analysis of voice 

mail (Di Sanza and Bullis, 1999) and Larcy and Paulus (1999) have used content analysis to 

analysc the transcripts of brainstorming discussions to anal) se the effect of intcractivity on 

idca gcner-atiorL 
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The components orcontcni analysis arc data making, data rcduction, inrctcncc and analysis. 
Data making primarily in%vlvcs unitising. by %% hich is meant distinguishing and scgnicnting 
the phenomena or intcrcst into scparaic units orawlysis. If too large a number orunits exist 
then sampling must take place. but in cithcr case each unit must be recorded in a codcd and 
analysable form. 

In mcmctic theory the necessary di%ision into units in%vl%-cs the di%ision or the data into 

mcmes (data nuking) and the reduction or the data in tcrnu of Mated content. Content 

analysis can, in data rcduction, not only be a form of nuking the dat'a more manageable but 

can also be an analy-sis stcp. This is so in this wotk. I la%ing idcntiricd mcnics within cach 
case, these am thcn subjcct to a data rcduction exercise using contcnt analy-sis to sumnurisc 
the data so that it can be better comprchcndcd and interpreted as a %hole. Ilic technique of 
clusicring fonns the basis for this data reduction. 

'Clustering seeks to group or lump together objects or variables that share sortie obscnvd 
qualities or. altcrnathrly. to partition a set ofobjects or variables into mutually exclusive 
classes it-hose boundaries reflect diffcrrnccs in the obscri-ed qualities ofthdr members ' 

(KrippcndoriT 1980s: 115) 

Krippcndorff (1980a) in a specific article on clustering states that the technique involves 
finding units whosc clustering results in a certain and constant lc%-cl of cffcct on the 

observed differences in the data as a whole. Dendrograms am produced that indicate how 

units am merged into clusters and how these clusters am merged into highcr-levcl clusters. 
This technique was used to anal)-sc some 300 tclc%ision advertising appeals (Dziurz)mski, 
1977) resulting in a final level of clustering of 4 clusters. Clustering is also used in genetics. 
Genes are clustered according to their functionality upon expression as a useful u-jy of 

analysing Scric expression data. (Eisen, Spcllmn, Brown, Botstcin, 1998) Furthermore. 

clustering is combined urith gnphics as shoum below,: 
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The fornut of this diagram is very similar to that produced here using mcnictics. 
Unsurprisingly geneticists (see below) see the procedure in very much die same way as the 

researcher does %ithin this thcsis: 

Although various clustering mahoth can uitefully organke tablet ofgcne r-tpression 

measurements. the rejulting onlerril but still massliv collection of numbers rrmainf 
difficult to assimilate. ncrrforr. ur always combine clustering methods ulth a graphical 

rrprejentation of the primary data by rrprritenting each data point Wth a colour that 

quantitatitvly and qualitatArly reflectit the original experimental obiten-ations. Vie end 

product is a representation ofcomplex gene expression data that, through statistical 

organkation and graphical display. allots-it biologists to assimilate and explore Me data in 

a natural Intultim manner. 

(Eiscn, Spcilnun, Brown. lloutcin, 1998: 14864) 

In terms of memcfics, clustering can be used in association uith content analysis to asscss 

%%-hcthcr mcmcs are more or less associated %ith each other. So successive mcmcs arc 

compared and, if similar, grouped into categories (termed first order mcmcplcxcs). New 

memcs arc either placed in categories already created or. if insufficicntly similar to the 

mcmes, already placed in these categories, a new category is created. 

Content analysis is used one further time when creafing categories of emergence, %%-hcrcby 

the process of evolufion was clucidatcdL In this casc rather than compare the memcs uithin 

the whole populafion to determine clusters of mancs %ith similar content, mcmcs as they 

appeared over time in the discourse are compared with the mcmcs that had already been 

expressed within that context, and the difference in knowledge content determined. 'Mis 

then led to the generation of categories of emergence, the details of which am provided in 

the next section on grounded approach, as this step involvcd a diffcrcni method. 

Over and above the theoretical logic of content analysis and the processual steps involved, 

the task itself can be aided by ICT. Software for content analysis that relies on ICT 

processing skills through word counts, or artificial intelligence for more scmantic 

approaches, was considered for use in this thesis. Tbe use of ICT does have the advantage 

of being unbiased and objective as well as helping practically to manipulate and present 
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daw However. all currently available Artificial Intelligence (M) semantic son%%, Arc 

packages are substantially less semantically subtle than die human brain, So given tile 

exploratory nature of the thesis it %%is decided to use the semantic power of the brain rather 

than ICT. but to use ICT to help manipulatc and manage the data. Examples that justify this 

choice arc provided in the cmpirical Chapters r-our and Five. 7hc soft%%-arc Decision 

Explorer is used to help in data nunagenicrit. Although this package was designed to create 

cogniti%v maps. it W bccn used to work more generally %ith qualitati%v data . In this case 
it is used to manipulate the dau once smuntically divided into mcmes by I-and. Somc of 
the progta=ing facilitics arc used to aid the determination of prvmlcncc and 

relationships. 

In summary, content analysis is used in its most sophisticated form at three points within 

the empirical work-up. It is used firstly. to identify the mcnics, secondly to reduce the dats 

by clustering these memcs into groups that shared a high In-cl of content and. lastly. in the 

first part of the creation of categories of cmcrgcnce that cluractcrisc the process of 

knowledge production. Throughout ICT is not used to nuke the semantic decisions, it is 

used to make the management of a large amount of micro-qualitati-m data mom practical. 

Grounded approach 
Even by combining appropriate ontological principles from genetics with social science 
based content analysis, there am occisions %ithin the empirical process when, what is 

needed to analysc the data is so exploratory that no prccedent, either theoretical or 

methodological, exists. 'Mis happens twice, firstly when categories of emergence arc 

generated and secondly when the 'why' part of the research question is analyscd. It led to 

an investigation of the concept of working in a grounded fashion. 

The area of grounded theory, originated by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and developed further 

in a certain, sometimes disputed, direction, by Strauss and Corbin (1990), is a confusing 

one (Langley, 1999). NVhcther this confusion is because the approach is fundamentally 

flawed, or because its use and development his led to mis-application. is open to debate. As 

Langley states the term 'grounded theory' is often used as a synon)m for any kind of 

inductive theorizing. The problem is that many of the papers that state they use grounded 

theory, display little or no c%idencc of ha%ing followed each of the highly structured steps 

advocated by Glaser (2001). Tbcsc steps in-. vl%v the systematic comparison of small units 



or data and the parallel construction or a sysicni or categories that describe (lie plicnomcna 
being observed. As the calegoriet are developed, the researcher seeks data that helps 

embellish the understanding or the category to the extent that (lie small number of 
categories the researcher ends up %% ith wrvc to tightly integrate all the thcotcl ical concepts 
into a coherent %%holc Ilut is rooted in the original data. 7lictc are difrctcriccs bct%%, ccn the 
two rounders. Glaser (1992) crilicises Strauss and Corbin (1990), with the former claiming 
that latter h3s made the approach too rigid. Colascr distinguishes bct%%-ccn theory Smcration 
and %wirication, sa)ing that c%-cn the rcscarch problem can cmcrgc from the data. hlorc 

recently, Glaser (2001) cniphasiscs the need within grounded theory to be systanatic and to 

understand the difTcrcncc between description and conceptual iration. 

N%Iicthcr the approach is rundamcntally nawed is a matter or opinion. Miat is disputed is 

the extent to %%hich the abstract thinking undctl)ing the catcgorics arc stipulated or not by 

theory. tr they are not then the research becomes a matter or grounded theory, albeit it can 

be claimed that any data is looked at in a way that is theoretically impregnated (Silvctman, 

2001). ir the data is looked at with sonic dicory in mind, then the work is more of a 

grounded approach or a grounded theory strategy. In the former, the data create the 

undcrl)ing conccptu3lis3tion or the categorisalion. In the laticr, theory underscores the 

underl)ing conceptualis3tion or the categorisation. The distinction is fine however in the 

sense that Burglcman's work (1983) for example, is upheld as a piece or research in which 

grounded theory is used. I IoN%-c%-cr, theory is used in the rorm or the evolution theory based 

framcNvork or %-ariition-sclcction-retention. It can be argued therefore that the grounded 

approach to research is al%%-a)s a m3ttcr of theory dc%-clopmcnt with some form or theory, 

albcit undcr-dc%-clopcd, forming the initial basis orthc development ora series orcatcgories 

as rarely, irevcr, do researchers not approach data with some theory in mindL Glaser makes 

the distinction that Grounded Theory NIcthodology (GTNI), as it he tends now to refer to it, 

above all involves theory development and not theory verification (Glaser. 2001). 

FolloNving this stance, the definition of grounded approach used here is that orstern: 

'. -- the strongest casefor the use ofgrounded theoty is investigations ofrrIatimly 

uncharicred watcr, or to gain a firsh Ivrspectisr in a familiar situation. ' 

(Stem. 1995: 30) 
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Thus on the occasions when mcmctics pto%idcs cxplanations that arc very high level and 

general and which do little to explain real everyday events. a grounded approach in which 

the data is allowed to speak ror itself is cniplo)vd. In the two situations mentioned above a 

gmunded apprwch is uscd. 

In the situation of generating the categories of emergence. the theoretical concept of new 

knowledge emerging through imperfect copy-fidclity is explored. Content analysis could 

be, and indeed is, used to compare successive memes, but there is no precedent for what 

copy. fidclity looks like in empirical tcrnu or how it can be described. A grounded approach 

is therefore used. The first two successive mcmes or the rtrst cast are compared in content 

tcrnis and the deg= orvariation determined. A category is created and named to reflect the 

amount of variation and the mechanism by which variation has or has not been added to the 

knowledge pool, nuking the assumption copying is in%-ol%T& I lcnce when a new mcme 

adds novariation to the mcnic knowledge pool, the evolutionary step involved in creating 

that mcnic is named a 'rcpcit. The next successive mcnic is then taken and compared %vith 

those before it using content analysis. the amount of variation established and, if 

appropriate, the sarnc category used or a new category is crcatedL This exercise is repeated 

until all mcincs, %ithin each case are catcgorised as to how much variation had been added 

to the mcmc knowledge pool at that moment in time. The exercise is repeated for the 

remainder of the Internet cases and then for the orpniz2tional cases. I laving created the 

categories by looking directly at the dati and satur2tcd these %%ith all the data, the findings 

arc then viewed in terms of what the amounts of each category say about the process that 

resulted in the production of that Imowledge content. 

In the situation of answering the question, 'why does knowledge emerge? ' once again the 

theory operated at a very conceptual level. In %-cry general terms the 'why' of knowledge 

emergence is explained in terms of the complex social interaction of the system and the unit 

of selection being the meme, whose strategy might nuke it more or less likely to be copied. 

Exactly what complexity means, what strategies might look like or how they might operate 

in different contexts is %-jguc. Furthermore, because of an emphasis on the mcme being the 

unit of selection, the role of nun in the s)stcm is not elucidated in detail. In particular his 

ability, unlike any other organism to understand the s)stcrn and thus potentially interact 

intenfionally to alter its course, is not discussed. The process of answering the question of 

'why does knowledge emerge? ' therefore involves thinking in terms of the forces that the 
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thcory and the data suggcstcd might be opcrating to shcr the course orcvolution both at the 
level of die whole sys1cm and nun %ithin that systcm. 

Firstly and present in very loose terms %ithin cvolutiotury theory. especially irone includes 

complexity theory %ithin the dcrinition, there it the notion of community inicracti%ity. This 
involves the notion that evolution can be in pan explained by the social inicractions that can 
happen. are more likely to happen and which do happm In particular, evolution in some 
way must be a function of the d)iumics of the sub-s)stcm that over time make ccruin 
interactions more or less likely. Ibis is akin to the conccpts of scif-organization within 
which like-minded people become grouped into communities, but can also in%-ol%v the 
conccpt that novel Was emerge when communities are unknown to each other (Larcy and 
Paulus, 1999). It introduces the conccpt of systems being more or less closed to new 
interactions and hence to new knowledge. Tbe theory, however. pro%ides no more however 

than the conccpt that community intcractivity mattcri suggsting the data must be 
investigated in a grounded fashion to develop this notion. 

Secondly, the conccpt of rules about knowledge emcrgcncc is dc%-clopcd. Ibis concept is in 

effect totally grounded in that nicmctic theory does not mcntion such rules. As such it is 

explained in detail in the analysis chaptcrs. four and rive. Tbcsc rules appcar to affcct the 
future emergence or knowledg. 

Thirdly. the concept of differential retention is created. Based loosely on the theoretical 

concept of mcmc strategies, whereby mcmcs are thought to be more or less likely to be 

copied and hence retained, the category of emergence called non-retained is analysed in 
dctail. Combined %%ith kno%%ing the knowledge content of each case through content 
analysis, the most prc%-alcnt memcs in each case arc idcntiricd and an analysis is nude of 
the contribution such dynamics nuke to what kmowlcdgc emerged. 

Lastly, the concept or rcflcxiiity is developed. Once again this is loosely based on theory 
but became a concept only when looking at the data. The theoretical grounding is that as 
much as the theory says that the direction orc%vlufion is a function or genes and memes in 

the case of genetic and social evolution respectively, an understanding or genetics has led to 
the ability or man to influence genetic evolution through genetic engineering. The thought 
is thercrore that a form of memctic engineering might be possible and hcncc c%idcncc for it 
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presented in the data. Once again. looking at the data with this in mind, mcmcs arc found 

that consist of rcflccting on the preceding process of knowledge production. I'llesc arc 

analysed in terms of their cfTect on the knowledge emergence process. 

In summary, a grounded approach is needed in arcas %%here die theory is so undcr- 
dcN-clopcd that the cmpirical process involves Scncrating theory rather than verifying it. 

This clement of theory development means that new ground is being covered for which no 

methodological precedent and little theoretical prcccdcnt cxisu. A grounded approach 

scrvcs to rill this gap and allow tentative advances in theory development. 111c analysis 

cannot be considercd, however, to fill %%ithin die domain of grounded theory as 

evolutionary theory driven principles lay behind the catcgorisafion of the data, even If this 

catcgorisation %%-as not preconceived other than it filling %ithin this general principle. 

3.5 'ne research question broken down Into analytical stages 

The section abovc showcd how the cross-disciplinary and cxploratory nature of the research 

means that the methodology nmds to be driven by a number of theoretical angles. It does 

not explain in dctail how and when these arc used during the process of answering the 

research question. In contmst to the prc%ious scction, this section thcmfore leads the reader 

through the sequential stcps that arc taken to answer the research question and describes 

whcn and how the relmant principles of genetics, techniques of the social sciences and the 

grounded approach are uscdL Examples arc given to help in the undcrstinding of these 

stages. 

The research question is broken down into two sub questions that are the two main stcps in 

the data analysis process. Each of these is described below. The 'how' question is a 

process approach to building theory, in which the emergence of knowledge over time 

betuven to and ta is described and characteriscd. Answering the 4why' qucstion in contrast 
is explained using a %-ariancc model in which forces or attributes of the system arc 

elucidated and relatcd to the direction and extent of knowledge emergence o%-cr that time 

period (Langley, 1999). Attributes are searched for that arc common to all cases and that 

explain the differences bct%-, vcns the cases. 
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I lo%v does kno-A ledge emerge? 
In this stage, each case study is successively structured and analysed to create a knowledge- 

based pcrspcctive of the data %hich is c1pumic in Out it is able to illustrate both knowledge 

contcnt and the process by %hich that content lus bccn produca Ilis is to answer the first 

part of the research question, 'how does knowledge etnctgc? ' 

Firstly, a k-nowlcdge-bascd pcnpcctivc is created from the data. hlcmctic theory states that 

this involves dNiding the data into a population of mcmcs. Content analysis is used to 

decide. given the context in which the knowledge is emerging. what can be considered as 

the most appropriate %%-ay or di%iding the data into sclr-contained particles of knowledge. 

The boundaries of mcmes are not easy to disccm The how analysis scr%-cs however not as a 

highly accurate description of the dats but as a rclativc measure of the amount of content (in 

terms of breadth and depth). 

Working, not with pieces of discourse created by successive social exchanges. but with a 

population of mcmcs, the second sub-step involves establishing what knowledge that 

population contains. Using content analysis once again, but this time associated with the 

sociological tcchniquc of clustcring uscd also in gcnctics (Natalc ct al. 2000; Volfovsky ct 
al, 2001), content similar mcmes arc clustered together in Ofirst-ordcr mcmeplexcs' that 

consist of similar mcmcs. Then. if possible. the first order mcmcplcxcs arc themselves 

clustered in to second-ordcr mcmcplcxcs. This serves to reduce the data to a manageable 
form allowing the knowledge content within the population of memcs or cases to be 

analysedL The mcmcs and layers of clustering named 'first-ordcr mctncplcxcs' and 'second 

order mcmcplcxcs' are then displ3)vd in dendrograms. Tlese show the type and amount of 

knowledge present %ithin the population, producing a view of the distribution of the 

knowledgc content in that population which can be compared %ith other populations. A 

purely quantitative form of these dendrograms is then created in the form of histograms that 

show the nurnbcr of memeplexes and the n=bcr of memcs in each mctncplcx. 

The clustering of mcmcplcxcs is not objective but in rclafi%v terms when comparing one 

case to another is sufficient to determine whether one case his more mariety of content and 

a different distribution of content than another. 

An cx=ple of such a histogmm is showm below,: 
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In this illusli-alivc fictitious charl. case I is dommaied by one mcnic and itichide% man) 

other grotips of content or nicnicplcxc,; Ilm might occur for cNaniple in a %entor cross 

ftinctional management niecting %%here lots of issues arc addrcs.,.. cd bw mic issue 1%. 

mentioned over and over and dominatcs the discussion In case 2 there is less variety of 

content and the prevalence of that content is c%-cnl,. - disti-ibuted as in a brain -stonlillig 

session In case 1 there arc fe%% cr nicnicplc\cs (c\-cn less varicty of kno\% ledge than in case 

2) and that smaller amount of %ariety in content is distributed in prc%aicncc tcnils, in a 

loganthmic fashion This %,. ould he the t%TIC of discussion held in a clowly knit communily. 

for c\aniple scientists. that do talk about different things but tend to talk a lot about a small 

nunihm, of things that the), deem important 

The 'ho%%-* analysis follows the evolutionary pi-incipics that what counts are changes in the 

distnbution of content in icirms of breadth oancty of content) and depth of content 

(numbas of tinics that contcnt is rcfcrred to). 

The outcome of this sub-step is howe%et a static picture of the amount of contcrit added to a 

conversation o%er linic. ui in ordct to fully ans%%cr the qucstion 'ho%% does kno%%ledgc 

emerge'. " it is necessary to find a way of illustrating the process in%-ol%cd in creating that 

distribution. This uses the concept that cvolution (changes in the distribution of kno%%-Icdgc) 

can occur at different speeds, Again. guided by mcnictics. the concept that knim ledge %%-hcn 
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emergence that includc all Ivs%ibilitic% of mcchatimii of cnictitcwc from pcrlc4: t to 

imperfccl copying anti all %hadc% in bct%%ccti A combination (if conictil analyms to comparc 

%uccc%%i, -c mcnics and a gr-ounded approach to crcatc calcgotlc% of' cn)ctgcnCc 1% 11%ed. 

gi%cii copy-fitichly is. at%oul changc in conictil anti nicinclics. ha% )-cl to cAplorc Ilic ical 

naturc ofiniperfico copy-ficiclity Replicaliongram% arc crcalcti by counting thc numbct% (if 

cach catcgory of cnicrgctwc %ithin cacti ca%c and thylaying Ihc%c in Ilic fonn of a 

histogram An cxanipic of %uch a rcrlicationgTain m s-hom n Wow 
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In this illustrative fictitious casc. in Casc I no new knom. -Iccip is created in that all 

categories of emergence are 'rep-cats' Case 11 represents a brain-stortning session in %%hich 

all social transactions result in radically nc%% kno%%, Icdgc. 'nc%%- dimensions' In Case III the 

same number of social interactions add no kno%% ledge ('repeats'). a little kno%% ledge in the 

form of more Mail about prcvious knowledge Ccniphasis*). a little kno%,. -Icdgc that extends 

the current kno%%, Icdge pool in the commation ('cNtcnsion'). 'nc%% dimensions'. and 'mis- 

interpretations' that in% o1% cs kno%% ]edge that is nc%% ly created through mis-understandings. 

The dendrograms and histograms. showing the percentage of each t)-pe of knowledge as a 

function of the wholc population at dill'Crent levels of clustenng and replicationgranis 

sho%% ing the disinbution of the categories of cnictgrice. pro% idc the researcher with a %% aý 

its 
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of comparing and contrasting different cases %ithin the same and different scttin6, s, 

Questions asked include is there a substantial diffcrcncc in the pattern or distribution of 

knowlcdgc7 For cxampic. arc the dcndograms skm-cd to the lcft suggesting ilia the 

majority or the knowledge content lay in one or a few clusters or is the distribution of 
knowledge content more evenly spaced across the dendogram suggesting a more equal 

emphasis on difTercnt cluster%. Equally how nuny clusters and levels of clusters are them? 

If the answcr is a lot does this indicatc a largc amount of varicty, or a (cw. indicating less 

%-ariety? 

Why does knoii ledge emerge? 
I la%ing created a picture of knowledge emergence in two di ffcrcnt settings and within thrce 

different situations within those setting%, from both the pcrspccti%cs of content and process 

that could be compared and contmstcd; it is now necessary to go the futther step of asking 

why this, rather thin some othcr, fingerprint was crcated. The charts from the 'how' 

analysis serve as a basis for answering the 'why' question in that similarities and 

differences in and bctA-ccn the cases are used to rind system attributes that explain why 

knowledge cmcrgcs as it does in all cases and explain the diffctcnccs bctwcen the cases. 
The ditTcrcnccs am explained in tcrms of these attributes ha%ing a different of similar 

nature in each case and a diffcrcnt or similar pattern of intcraction bctuvcn the attributes 

%ithin each case. 

This involvcs two steps. Firstly. the forces determining the direction of the emergence of 

knowledge arc elucidated and then man's role %%ithin dmt process is discussed. Underlying 

this analysis step is the assumption present both in evolutionary theory (see Chapter Two) 

and in the organization literature; namely that knowledge emerges from subjective. human 

interpretation and complex interaction bcti%-ccn human beings (Cook and Bro%n, 1999). No 

assumption is made about human intentionality, kno%%ing that traditional strategy literature 

assumes the manager his foresight and is perfectly economically rational, whereas 

memetics says the opposite. 17hat said. as human social interaction is so complex that even 

sophisticated computer modelling shows that social systcrns are beyond the reach of our 

intelligent analysis (Johnson, 2001), it has to be taken into consideration research is 

unlikely, especially given it is qualitative and exploratory. %ill not be able to trace and 

explain emergence either. 
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As much as organizational literature his bccn criticiscd for not explicitly using a theory of 
kno%vlcdgc mcrgcncc, c%vlutioniry theory, a theory of the cmcrgcncc or knowledge still 

pro%idcs little more than general guidance as to lluhy knowledge cmcrScs'. It does state that 

the d)iumics of social interaction shcr cnvrVnce and hcnce is a force mithin the system. 
but does not say exactly how this force operates. cspccially gi%-cn Out, as stated aboýv. such 

systcnu are bc)-ond explanation. Equally. the dicory states difrcrcnt mcnics am copied 
differcmially. but provides little other thin some cxuvtne cases of sources of differential 

copiabilly. Lastly there is the possibility that the data might contain evidence for forces that 

mernctics; has )-ct to identify. 

So the 'why' part of the research is artswcm-d taking into consideration: that social 
interaction is complex to the extent it is beyond our complete understanding. but that 

perhaps %,. -c are able to elucidate its dynamics in some %%-a)r. that (irrespective of 

intentionality) knowledge does emerge diffctentially in different settings and we might or 

might not be aware of this; in some way nun does effect knowledge cmcrgcncc as he is part 

of the system. - and lastly that through an understanding of his tole in the systcn-4 be can, as 

in genetics. influence knowledge cmcrMce. 

Ilming understood the forces at work in directing the emergence of knowledge, the second 

step involves determining the role of man. This is determined by comparing the different 

nature of the forces operating in the different settings and cases (contexts) to &cc how 

differences in these forces altered the nature of the knowWgc that emerged. This allows for 

a comparison of the nature of these forces in the unnun3gcd context of the Internet as 

opposed to the managed context of the organization to be performed, kno%ing the 

difference in the nature of the knowleftc that had bccn created in these two settings from 

the 'how' analysis. Comparing the two, the effect of the manager on the emergence of 

knowledge is elucidated %%ith the aim of creating a better picture than is currently the case. 

The principle underlying this comparison is the same that applies to genetics; that an 

understanding and appreciation of our role in the system should lead to us being able to 

better influence that system 
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3.6 Ile rcliabillty of the mahodological approach 

This ftsis is exploratory in the sense that the theory applied to the empirical setting is 

undcr-dc%-cloped and a method had to be developed to empirically develop die theory as 

none existed. r-urthermorc. the data are qualitative %hich, in comparison %ith a quantitative 

approach, raises greater issues of reliability. Lastly. there is the issue of dealing will) 

complex social settings at a micro level at which it is necessary to appreciate minute dclail 

%ithin the context of a much broader system in %%hich anything could alter that minute 
dctail. Ob%iously the research design detailed in this chapter sets out to answer the research 

question in the most appropriate way, kno%ing that the research has its -Avakncsscs. In very 

practical areas however action is taken to militate against the research being unpcrsuasivc. 
These are firstly to look at the traditional arc, or nuking qualitative data analysis more 

reliable, namcly second coding %%hich involves giving the same data to a second analyst and 

asking them to analysc the dita, according to an agreed procedure (Sitvcrtnan. 2001). The 

multiple coding is ex=incd and differences idcritified, discussed and resolved. Secondly, 

the professional nature of the relationship bctu-ccn researcher and the organization is 

considered. Lastly data is provided that jus6fics the decision not to employ Attificial 

Intclligencc but to codc by human brain. 

As regards coding accuracy. multiple coding is one of the most obvious w3ys of improving 

and! or proving the reliability of qualitative d3w Nrucndotf (2002) considers multiple 

coding to be necessary in content analysis as she takes a very objective. quantitative %iew of 

content analysis. She micws coding %ithin content analysis and offers a number or 

approaches. Reliability statistics such as Cohen"s alpha or Krippcndorfrs alpha can be used 

to pro%idc a single coefficient across multiple tWers. Two coder reliability statistics can be 

used pair-%%isc to identify coding wcalmesses but am less useful as ways or describing 

overall reliability. Distribution rchibilities can pro%idc a %%-ay of idcntif)ing outliers. These 

quantitativc approaches assume that errors in coding are relatively few, what amounts to an 

error is Uo%,. m and that errors can be easily identified, categorised and resolvedL However 

as Ncuendorf states the computer program PRAIM (Programme for Reliability Assessment 

%\ith Multiple Coders) for example does most of the above in an automated fashion. None 

of these quantitative, automated approaches can be applied to this thesis, as it is so 

exploratory the researcher cannot state a priori what the errors might be. A lot of the data is 

very subtle and Imown as data that is difficult to encode. For example. the data contains 
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humour that is an important mediator of mcwgcs but also one that is very difficult to code 

(Ncucndorf, 2001: 147). *Mis situation creates two problems. Firstly, it is very difficult to 

imagine finding anyone capable orcoding all the data given die grounded nature inherent in 

idcntif)ing mcnics. clustering them and categorising die mechanism of emergence. 

Secondly. it is likely that given the cxploratory nature or the thesis the %-Ariability is high. 

requiring the data to be analysed a second timc. Consequentially. the dccition is nude to 

conduct a second coding exercise that looks at samples of data from each of die case 

studies. This is done %%ith the aim of idenfif)ing the areas in the data and coding %%here 

reliability is a substantial issue and in determining the overall reliability of the coding. 

The second coder was chosen not least because the wis pmwmd, even enthusiastic, about 

the task-, but also because she was someone who was used to creating meeting minutes or 

complex managerial discourse and to wotking within vcry innovative scicnce-bascd 

organizations such as the one being studied. Lastly, the person was familiar with the 

Internet and chat rooms and how they work&L The second coder was provided with %%lrittcn 

material and more importantly, a 3D-minute verbal brict She %%ras provided with excerpts of 

the six cases chosen at random. descriptions of the cases and a second-coder proform, 2 that 

consisted of the transcripts divided into post or talks and tables used to classify the data into 

first order maneplexts and categories of emergence, albeit empty ones. The second coding 

is found in Appendix 11. 'Me sample included over 100 manes and 100 corresponding 

categories of mergence, 

It %N-as not expected that the coding would be reliable. As mentioned Wore cvcn in 

genetics, a supposed science, currently there is a SO*/# difference in the number of gencs, 

identified, let alone differences in exact positioning and functionality th2t have )ct to be 

compared. Tbe purpose of conducting the second coding was several fold, as follows: 

Identify the arnount of mliability. 

Establish the sources of lack of reliability such that they could bc placed in a code- 

book for further rcse=IL 

. Judge whether the sources of lack of reliability nul-c the insights generated in 

Chapters Four and Fi%v questionable. 
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Prior to the %ccond coding the researcher was suspicious that the following arcas of coding 
would exhibit low rchibilit)r 

The number of mcmes in each 'post' or talk' as in Scnctics. 
I'licselcc6onof die Iml ofdcuil ofconicntat%%hichmcincplcxcstcduced the 

dau and die nuintctunce of consistency this levcl 

Tbe exact wording of mcmcplcxcs. 
Diffcrcntiating bctwccn calcgorics of cnmgcnce next to cach oflicr on the 

continutun from high to low variation and hencc bctu-ccn rqvats and emphasis, 
emphasis and extension. extension and new dimension. 

. Funbcrmorc the tiring nature of the coding mcant that nuintaining a constant and 

consistcnt lcvcl of %igilance was ditTiCUIL 

The second coding exercise meals that the above %u the case, but also meals othcr 
source of coding diffcrcnccs that were not formast. The following table shows where the 

issues of lack of reliability lie, examples of each type of problcm are given bclow. Each 

type of coding diffcrcnce is classiricd as either being methodological by which it is meant 

that explaining thcsc issues in a coding book would substantially rcduccd their occurrcncc 

or as coding diffcrcnccs. Coding differences involvcd subjcctivc views that would, at least 

at this stage of development of the rescarch and thcory. be %-cry difficult to prevent and can 

only be resolved after they occur through discussion bct-A-ccn codcrs. Diffcrcnccs rcfcrrcd 

to as 'both' involve diffctcnces which could have been cxplaincd bcttcr in hindsight but 

which even so would be difficult to eliminate as they contain a large clcmcnt of 

subjcctiNity. Each type of diffcrcnce is cxpWncd in detail allcr the table. 

TABLE 3.0 Categories of differences in coding 

Type of difference methodological % or cases 
or content 

C(Acr using different derinition of content hicthodological 6r7I-8 

Ilumour not coded as content by second coder Methodological gni-13 

Researcher working at higher level of abstraction Both 6nI-8 
than the second coder 
Implicit meaning not coded as a mcme by second Both SM -11 
coder 
Mis / l3ck of understanding of context by second Both 55P5 
coder I II 
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Diffcrences in category or cmctgcncc Coding Wn 1 -20 

Division orcontcnt (rcicarchcr and coder finding Coding FM 
same numbcr or mmcs but di ffctcni mcmcs) 
Division or content (second coder rinds more Coding 7M-10 
mcmcs than rcscarchcr)__ 
Division orconictit (second coder rinds less mctnct Coding 9M-13 
th3n me2rchcr) 

In cases of 'coder using diffemnt definition or content'. the second coder, unlike dic 

researcher, does not treat cases where people agreed uith ptc-*ious posters or talkers as 

containing the same mcnictic content as the previous postlialk and the category of 

mcrgoce as a tcl)c2t. That siid4 towmis the cnd of the coding exacisc the second coder 
docs question whether she should. Ilis could be casily rcmedied by gi%ing cxamplcs in a 
code-book. 

In cases or'hurnour not coded as content by second coda', the mscarchcr codes humouras 

content within mcmcplcxcs such as 'offensive hurnour'. The second coder tends not to code 
the humour. Arguably humour is not content. Ncucndorf (2002) states that humour is one or 
the most difficult areas of content analysis. Given this. it is fclt that it would bc better to 

unequivocally statc in a code book that humour should be coded and then the researcher can 
dccidcd how to analyse it. 

Throughout the second coding there is the problem of the researcher working at a higher 

level of abstraction than the coder. This has the cffcct of the second coder using words to 

describe the mcmcplcx %%hich arc more specific to that meme rather than mote general and 

hence at a mcmcplcx level. This is considered a problem that to some degree could be dealt 

%%ith in a code-booL It is however subjective and thus would incNitably result in difTerenccS 

in coding. It is, for example. an issue bctuven the Internet setting and the organizational 

setting %ithin the researcher's coding. Ile Internet data coded first has more variety than 

the organizational data and results in two 13)-crs of clustering whereas the organizational 

d3ta his only one. It could be argued, sonwwhat correctly, that the Internct data when first 

coded into memeplexes %%-as abstracted less thin the organizational d3t3, ctcating'room' for 

a second layer of clustering. In a coding book thmfore indintions would need to be given 

as to what level of abstmction should be used as well as instructions as to how to nuintain a 

regular level of abstraction across settings and cases. In this analysis it is counted as a 
difference only when it led to a questioning orthc researcher's coding. 
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In cases of 'implicit mcaning not coded as a mcmc by second codcr'. the problem that the 

researcher oflcn codes less ob%ious more tacit meaning that was heavily implied in tile post 
or talk but not said explicitly. This could have been explained better to the second coder 
and would therefore form W of a code-book. but even so the second codcr would remain 
at a disadvantage in comparison with die second codcr in Out Mie / he would not know die 

sctting as %vil as the mcamhcr. 

In cases of 'mis / lack of undcntanding of context'. the second coder codes the mcmcplcxci 
differently from the researcher because of a lack of understanding of the context when 
compared to the researcher. When the context was explained more fully the coder agreed 
%%ith the researcher's coding. This could be prc%-cntcd in a code-book by explaining the 
context more, or by exposing the second coder to the context during the data collection 
phase, even so it %vould be likely that there %%vuld be differences in coding. 

In cascs of 'diffacriccs in catcgory of cmctgcnce' thcre is a diffcrcnce cithcr bctwccn 
'cmphasis' and 'extcnsion' or 'cxtcnsion' and 'ncw' but nc, %-cr is dicrc a diffcrcnce of morc 
than one category when the categories are considered to lie on a continuum from high to 
low to no added varicty. This %%ill always be a nutter of subjccti%ity so any additions to a 
code-book would still not a%vid this diffcrcncc occurring. 

The remaining t)pm of difference all rcl2te to differences in how the content is divided up 
into mcmcplcxcs by the tuv coders and include Orescarchcr and second coder finding same 

number of memcs but different mcmcs'; di%ision of content (second coder finds more 

memes than researcher)'; di%ision of content (second coder rinds less mcmcs than 

rescarcher)'. It is an important difference and one that is not easy to resolve. Once again no 

extra explanation in a code-book is likely to eliminate such differences. Discussion bct-A= 

codas could and did resoh-c thcsc diffcrences. 

Having looked at the t)pe of differences in coding and explained how they might be or 
might be a%vidcd in the future using a code-book. the effect of the differences on the 
reliability of the dau is discussedL As can be sccn in the following table, in only 56% of the 
data points did the second coding suggest that corrections should be nude. Them were 
however many differences, half of %hich were subjective coding issues ('coding'), 21% of 
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which mtre issues that implied better code-book explanations and subjectivity in coding 
('both) and 34% that purely implied better code-book explanations (methodological'). 

TABLE 3.1 Atulysis orcoding difTcrmcci 

SUMMARY OF A', %*AI. I*SIS 

Number of mcmcs 104 

Number of categories of emergence 104 

Total number of data points 208 

Number of corrections identified post second coding as a 1, ', of 101208-5% 
the total number of data points 

Number of coding issues 

Number of methodological issues 21 

Number of methodological / coding issues i 34 

Number of differences in coding as % of all potential 
differences 

34(44+21+34)1208 
34% 

Number of methodological issues as a *,, S of all differences 
(content +methodological *both) 

211(44+21+34) = 
21% 

Number of coding issues as a% of all issues (content 
+methodological + both) 

W(44+21+34) - 
44% 

Given this represents a sample of dau, the corrections arc not made in the data-sct as a 

whole. It can therefore be assumed therefore that at least 5% of the data his not been codcd 
as well as it couldL This figum is likely to be mom given Out more effors might well actruc 

when a second coder needs to consider the population of memcs as the whole case. 

In summary, the reliability of the coding is fir from perfect, especially if you take into 

consideration the general problem of level of abstractiom Ile major coding problcmS Out 

carmot be mily made more reliable through bcttcr a priori explanation arc the division of 

the content into the same number of memics and allocating the same category of emergence. 
Areas that arc subjccti%-c but which could be improved somewhat through better a priori 

explanation include working to the same level of abstracfion and understanding the context 
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such that implicit meaning can be picked up by the second coder and the second coder does 

not n-ds-understand the context. The exercise does reveal however that a second coder can 
be trained to code the data in a not too dissimilar way to other coders, at least to the point 

where the insights gleaned from the coding can be said not to be inaccurate. 

Secondly there was the issue of the relationship between the researcher and the data. 

The complexity of social life, and in organizational life the additional complexity of 
intentionality and performance, means that conducting socio-organizational research, 

especially qualitative micro-level work such as that undertaken in this thesis, is far from 

easy. Data collection needed to be thorough and performed in the context of a detailed and 

general understanding of the organization as a whole. In the Internet setting this involved 

reading and re-reading the posts such that the researcher was very familiar with the material 

and in chosing chats that were composed of subjects about which she had a modicum of 
knowledge. It would, for example, have been difficult to analyse the Mars case without 
being a scientist by training. Equally as regards the organizational setting, it would have 

been difficult if it had not been for the fact that the researcher was very familiar with high- 

technology, science based organizations and had spent many years as a consultant, a job 

that teaches you how to become rapidly familiar with an organization and accepted by it. 

There is therefore, in the view of the researcher, great value in being a professional 

researcher by which it is meant having the experience of working within the type of 

organizations that are being researched and being used to becoming part of them whilst 

remaining detached from them at the same time. 

Thirdly, it is necessary to comment on the impact of performing the analysis by hand. As 

much as it is difficult to determine where a meme beings and ends it is difficult to consider 

that any Artificial Intelligence would make this task more effective. By conducting word 

counts or semantic counts, Artificial Intelligence could make the process less time 

consuming but no Artificial Intelligence is currently available which is able to differentiate 

between subtle differences in the meaning of a word. For example: 

[-Case Post Meme 
Mars 75 2 

1 foot 12 inches 
1 yard 3 feet = 36 in 
1 chain = 22 yrd = 66 ft = 2376 in 
1 furlong = 10 ch = 220 yds = 660 ft = 23760 in 
1 mile =8 frlg = 1760 yrd = 5280 ft = 190080 in 
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Interesting system, really. 
Or, like Mr. 'Four Weddings* would say. "Excollontl 

... and 

cav I" IM 
C-" m"t 1 77 11 

Interesting propagation of a numerical Input error: -) 
66 ft = 786 In. etc... 

In both of thcsc cases, the usc or the word "intemsting' is sarcastic. )-ct the cumnt lcvcI of 
Artificial Intclligcncc would not lu%-c idmified the mcaning as bcing so. 

As regards rcscarrhcr bias %hich Artificial Intelligence csnnot have, ha%ing performed the 

task, it is difficult to imagine how one would feasibly know how to identify mcmcs in such 

a way as to influence the implications or the research findings as a whole. 7bc researcher's 

mind is far to engrossed on dcciding uhat a mcmc is or is not to consider the implications 

of making one choice o%vr another on subsequent analyses or insights. The conclusion is 

therefore that as much as it %%-as tcdious. clullcnging and time consuming to perform the 

Wntification of mcmcs by hand, it isvcry difficult to imagine how the use of Artificial 

Intelligence would havc improved the quality of the outcome. 

3.7 Renections on the Research Strategy Implementation 

11crc arc a number of reflections uvrth noting about the method in%-ol%cd here. 

Spccirically what it did and did not attempt to do and what issues arose. The major 

reflection is the emphasis on knowledge d)iumics rather than knowledge stocL Other 

issues included standards for comparison and what was considered to reside in the 

k-nowlcdgc pool. 

The resemch str3tegy is designed to elucidate ImowWgc d)-n=ics rather than knowledge 

stocks. The 'how' part of the analysis involves reducing the data (and therefore the 

k-nowledgc content of the social exchanges) in a way that is more mamScable and 

indicative of the variM urithin that knowledge pool and hence an analysis of content. The 

method is not designed to assess Imowledge stocks in the sense of accessing what resides in 

each head of mch subject involved in the com-mation being had in e3ch case. The 
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emphasis is on knowledge crtation within the knowledge space created within the social 

system under scrutiny and hcncc the variety produced over time. 

There %%w also the issue %ithin the 'how' analysis of with what successive analyses should 

use as a comparison. For cxample in tcmu of contcnt of catcgory of emergence each 

successive mcnic was compared with. not the prc%ious mcme, but with die whole 
knowledge pool preceding that mcnic. So in the case of a catcgory oremcrgcnce - Was each 

mcme a matter of a radical or not increase in content compared with the knowledge in the 

whole of the knowledge pool preceding that mcmc7 

The analysis of content creates a foundation upon which to explore the `wby' question as 

this needs a what on which to base the inmfigation of why that rather than any other 

content is emerging. Knowledge as an embodied construct into people's minds or ancfacts 

is not considered. The lattcr for reasons already cxplained, the former because at this stage 
in the strategy nuking the mcmes being cxclungcd in the room have )-ct to be cmbodicd 
into products, patents or u-rittcn processcs. 

As regards standards for comparison within the 'why' analysis. the two settings provided a 

basis upon which comparisons could be nude. For example it %-as obvious that the Internet 

setting cases contained far more variety than the organizational cases. 71c pattern of a 

brainstorming session %-ould be expected to be different from that created if validating or 

correcting a report. Undcrsunding this led to looking at more subtle differences in %raricty 

production %ithin caws. Extreme cases provided other indications or standards of where 

analysis could For example the extrcmes of the Mars case where the conununity remained 

intact and constant throughout the conversation and the Gun case where the community 

intcractivity led to new conununity formation allowed the researcher to look for more subtle 

impacts of community dynamics in the other cases. 

Lastly what the analysis could not take into consideration %%-as highly manipulative 

behaviour such as a person voicing Uowlcdgc Out he or she did not believe in. Without 

access to the competitive mcmctics within the mind it is not possible to intcrprct the data in 

this way. Nor was the researcher able to be certain that all kmowlcdgc in the room, 

particularly in the form of body langu3ge or wh3t was not said was uken into consideration. 
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3.8 Conclusions and ncit s1cps 

This MpIct details now the rcicarch question 'how and why does knowledge cmcrgc' is 

convened into a comprehensive research strategy on the basis of mcmetics, a theory or the 

emergence or social knowledge and on the buis or known methodological approaches. 11c 

constraints of the theory mean that %%hatcvcr the chosen research strategy, only an 
incomplete and impctfcct explanation of the data can be created. Nc%-crilicIcss this it is 

considered that the research %ill still have in impact on the development of a k-no%%-Icdgc- 

based -siew of the firm. 

The research strategy involves a quAitative case study approach to two diffctcnt settings of 
knowledge cmcrgence that allow for between setting and bctuvcn case study comparisons. 
Each case study is either an Internet or organizational discourse. The methodology involves 

a mix of principles and tools drawn from the most methodologically ad-w-anccd branch of 

cN-olutionary theory (genetics) appropriate and well established sociology methods (content 

analysis) and the use of grounded approach %,. -here neither evolutionary theory nor sociology 

pro, vidc guidance. 

The exploratory nature of the rtscarch means that thcre are mahodological weaknesses 

%ithin the research. Tbe most important weakricss is the subjectivity involved in creating a 

population of mcincs from cach case and codif)ing the mcmcs for their content and 

mechanism of emergence. It is Nt that. although the data cannot be treated %%ith pure 

objectivity, the alternative option of using Artificial Intelligence is a worse option and that 

any subjectivity is not associated urith purpose fully ske%%ing the data in one way or another 

and is insufficient to alter the results dramatically. Equally. it is highlighted that as much as 

genetics is scientific in a supposed positivistic way. these problems exist in that field too. 

Furthermore, the second coding exercise reveals areas that nced specific attention in further 

work in the form of a code-book and arcis that arc still likely to cause differences in coding 

that can only be resolved through discussion bctu= coders. 11c second weakness is the 

limited scope or the research; much mom work needs to be done to decide whether 

memctics can bccomc a substantive field %ithin organizational research. This issue of the 

thesis being the start of a longer rescarchjourricy is discussed in Ch3ptcr Six. 
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The next t%%v cluptcri successively rcpo: i the dala, anal)iii of the Internet cases and the 

organizational cases. The Intcrnct cases scn-c to raise questions that nccd to be onswcrcd 

whcn considaing gic contmsting sciting of the organisation. 
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4 CHAPTER FOUR 

Data analysis anti Insight goicration: Intcrtict scIting 

4.0 Chapter ovcrviciv 

The research question. 'how and %%hy does arpnizational knowledge cnictgc? ' is first 

explored in the setting or the Intcmct, using three separate chat room% as cases. 111is setting 

pro%idcs a contrast to the organizational setting. anal)%cd subsequently in Chapter Five. in 

that it is non-organizational, not 'nunagrd' and commonly described as scir-organized. 
I b%ing this contrast is considered %%ise given the exploratory nature of the thesis. 

The first three sections of this chapicir prqmrc the scene. Section 4.1 describes the data 

collection process. 11c second section dcuils the three Internet chat rooms that make up the 

three cases. Section 4.3 sumnurises the data analysis process. Section 4.4 explores the 

question of 'how does organizational knowledge merge? ' Mided into three sub sections, 

sub-scction 4.4.1 shows how a functionally annotated "mcnome' is created %%, hereby the 

population ofmcmcs present in each chat room are identified. Sub-section 4.4.2 details how 

the content or these mcnics is analysed using content anal)sis and clustering to create 
dendrograms and more simple histograms of each chat toom, which uc then compared. 
Lastly. sub-section 4.4.3 covers how categories of ancrgcnce responsible for the creation of 

this content arc identified and discusses how these vary across the three chat rooms. Section 

4.5 pro%idcs a cornmentary on the analysis perfornicd to answer the 4how does knowledge 

emerge? ' question. Moýing on to 'why does knowledge emerge? ', section 4.6 is di%ided 

into four sub-sections, each or which details the attributes of the s)-stcm that am identificd 

as affecting the emergence of kmowledgc. Section 4.7 pro%idcs a commentary on the 

analysis performed to answer the '%%by does knowledge cmcrgc? ' question and includes a 
discussion on intentionality and nun3ging Uo\vlcdgc. Section 4.8 discusses the 

implications of the analysis and insights generated in the Internet setting on the 

organizational setting. Section 4.9 proNidcs a conclusion and a summary of the next steps. 

Internet chat roonu are chosen and the data collected. A multi-step analysis process creates 

the insights. The question 'how does knowledge emerge? ' is answered in three stcps. 
Firstly, the data set corresponding to each chat room are di%ided into knowledge particles, 
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skin to mcmes. with each data set analysis producing a unique population of mcnics. I'llis 

anal)sis step results in a functionally annotated "mcnome'. equivalent to a functionally 

annotated Scriorne. Secondly, each population of menics is chmacictiscd in terms of its 

knowledge content, creating a qualitative and quantitative dcndrogram per dita set that 

shows die diff4critial expression of the range of content. which is also conwrted into a 

purely quantitativc histogram. 17hirdly, the knowlcdgc-tuscd process that produced this 

content is elucidated and results in frplicationgrams. which show the amount Of t2ch t)PC 

of replication that occurred to produce that diffetcriti. 21 distribution. Next the question lwhy 

does knowledge emerge? ' is in,. -cstiptcd by analysing the dita to determine wlut the 

attributes of the knowledge system are that am responsible for die nature of the knowledge 

that emerged as mvalcd by the 'how' analysis. The how analysis is necessary to dctcminc 

what the why is explaining. Following on from this, the role of nun in the unfolding of 

these attributes of the system to produce that variety of knowledge it discussed to decipher 

how knowledge cmcrgmcc is 'managcd' %ithin this setting. 

The collection and analysis of O=c lntcmct chit room data sets determines that the 
knowledge present %ithin these examples of social interaction can be divided into 

independent pieces of knowledge using content analysis. To be classified as "independent'. 

the particles had to contain sufficient content to be tnnsmittable between people, making 

such particles akin to the theoretical notion of mcmcs. Further dcuils of how the empirical 

proccu led to a better dcrinition of the mcme am provided. It is discovered that these 

Gmcmes' are not physically discrete in that the researcher is unable to state with any 

certainty where in terms of words a 'mcme' begin or crul. Tbesc 'mcmcs' arc. however. 

discrete in terms of their relatively obviously containing a distinct and functional 

proposition or statement about the %%vrldL This ontology is similar to that of genes where the 

physical beginning and ending of a gcnc is difficult to determine as much as the whole 

genome. equivalent in social terms to a discourse can be easily mapped. whereby using the 

alphabet of DNA, the sequence of letters and words is dctcrminctL 71c "mcmes' idcnti ficd 

in this way arc the theory driven unit of anal) sis. 

The social c%vlution that resulted in these, rather d= some other populations of mcmcs, is 

then charactcrised. Using content anal)sis and the technique of clustering. whether each 

mane can be more or less associated %%ith other memcs is determined, creating clusters of 

memes (termed mcmeplexcs). Amounts of memcs in clusters am counted, allouing for the 
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diffcrcntial distribution of thcsc clustcrs of contcnt within the population to be dctcrmincd. 

Qualitativc and quantitative dcndroStams arc cmatcd within the soft%%-arc Dccision Dplorcr 

to managc this analysis proccss and to graphically illustrate the type. amount and combining 

the two. the differential distribution of contcnt in each population. Simpler, purely 

quantitativc histograms arc also created using this dati. Ibcn, noting that the content of 

these mcmes altcr o%, cr time, content analysis is uscd to compare successive memcs and a 

grounded approach used to cmate catcgorics of the cmcrgcnce of ncw content, using 
$amount of %-ariation addcd' as the discriminator. Graphically these are displaycd as 

rcplicationgrams, showing the pctccntage of cach typc of impcrfcct rcplication or copying 
due to diffcrcntial subjecti%v interpretation. 

Each of the thrcc sets of dcndrograrns, histograms and rcplicationgrams reveal a unique set 

of knowledge d)mmnics. Each case (or mcnomc/population of mcmes) has its own mcmctic 
fingcrprint, just as each gcnome hu its own unique fingcrprint. Comparing the three sets 

reveals that there are however little difference bctAVM the fingerprints. So. although the 

actual content of the chat rooms is wry diffiercrit, the distribution and amount of %-aricty in 

the population and the amount of the %w)ing impctfcct replication mcchanisnu that result 
in that differential distribution of content is not substantial across the cases. This suggests 

that the d)m=ics of knowledge cmcrgcncc differ little mithin this setting. Ilow thcy do 

diffcr is dcscribcd. 

It is debateabic as to whether what is considered as memes %ithin this thesis are indeed 

mcmes and or can be considered as knowledge outside of c%vlutionary theory (see Chapter 

Two). They can, for example, be considered as themes or subjects. This is however what 

the theory states memcs am and what knowledge is. To be a topic or subject, firstly what 
that is must contain enough Imowledge to be a topic or subject and secondly it must be a 
topic %%ithin the minds of someone who uses that knowledge to relate to the %%vrld in a 

certain %%-ay. Tlut said the thesis has not proven mcmics exist or that social life must be 

explained in the terms of social evolution. It uses the concept of the mcine as a content- 
based unit of analysis to manage data to obtain a 'handle' on the variety of content %%ithin a 
discourse. 11c boundaries of mcmes am determined by considering when ongoing 
discourse includes enough meaning to be considered as a topic or subject or mcmc. 

Mcmeplexes, arc then formed by associating related content in a %-ay that minimises loss of 

detail in a consistent fashion. As discussed in Clupter Three. the second coding exercise 
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m-cals that this step is difficult as it is difficult to %%vrk consistently at the same lcvcI of 

dcuil both at %%ithin and bct%%vcn codcr levels. That said this problem exists as mcntioncd 

before in genetics and can be alleviated. and was allcviatcd, to some degree through 

ncgotiations bctwccn coders. It is important to note Out the cxcrcise of dividing the 

discourse into mcmcs and into mcmeplexcs is not aimed at being entirely accurate about 

whether a mcme or a mcnicplcx exists, but to get a 'feeling' for how much knowledge 

varicty exists within the data and %hat is the distribution or that variety. 'I'his is defensible 

given it is this level of analysis and accuracy that is needed to be able to pctfonn the why 

analysis that follows. The analysis only needs to be accurate criough to be able to make 

broad comparisons that can lead to an understanding of the undcrlying system dynamics at 

play. 

Having been able to show how knowledge emerges %ithin the chat roams by using a 

theoretically grounded, knowledge-based unit of analysis. the analysis mo,. Vs on to 

determine why the knowledge that emerges hu as revealed by the 'how' analysis, indeed, 

emergedL By this it is meant that the empirical data is analysed to determine which forces 

are acting on the context to nuke the range and dcpth of variety %idcr or nurowcr and 

more or less prc%-alcnt. Using a theory driven approach when possible and a grounded 

approach %%-hcn not possible, the amount of variety in content and the differential prc%-alcnce 

of that content are seen as a function of the systemic forces, community interactivity, 

differential retention, kmowledge emergence rules and reflexi%ity. 11cse concepts am 

created by knowing through the dendropams, histograms and mplicationgmms how the 

k, nowlcdgc content differs whilst tr)ing to develop concepts that am common to all cases 

but also explain the differences because they am different in nature between the cases. Thus 

community interacthity is common to all cases but its exact nature (open or closed) 

explains the differences betux-cn the cases. 

The how analysis describes how the interaction of cach individual creates varictY- 

Agreement between individuals on content creates communities. Community intcractivity 

is seen in part as being the extent to which the system is open to all, if not why not and"or, 

in contrast, whether access is restricted in any way. Ile fact that Internet is a system open 

to all who have physical access to this form of community interacti%ity means that chat 

rooms promote a %%idc range of variety of contcnt. This is thought to be because the more 

people are able to access a context, the more likely it is that within the collective there will 
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be a grcatcr range of iaricty of contcnt that can be cxpmsscd. 77hc data suggests that this 
frccdom is modulated by the slvcd at which the knowlcdgc symcm bccomcs more or Icss 

closed to new social intcraction and by the extent to which the system contains one or more 

communitics that interact in a certain way. This notion of community intcractivity is an 
explanation of the effect of social interaction that goes beyond the description of what 
happens at each individual cncounter but %hich is unable to explain each individual 

encountcr. 

Another attribute of the s)stcm, which scn-cs as a force acting on knowledge emergence. is 

difrcrcntial mtcntion. In each context there appear to be ways of expressing content that 

result in that content being preferentially retained. Tbcse sources of prcrcrential retention 
tend innitably to reduce the range of variation but do increase the pre%-alcncc of that 

content. Equally there are also mcmes Out are never retained. These serve to increase 

maricty but contribute little to pm-alcnce and hcncc depth. The sources or differential 

mtcnfion are different in each case. They supply more than a 'how' description on the basis 

that they arc a function of what his happened in the minds of the people before they enter 
into this discourse, making them more or less likely to rind certain knowledge content and 

certain mcmc strategies (such as scicritific rationality as is the case in the Mars case) 

attractive. 

As mentioned before it %-as not pr2ctically possible to identify all the differential retention 
dynamics. Ibc data is too complex to do anything other thin identify the extremes of what 

%%-as most often retained and what was %-cry infrequently. if c%-cr. retained. This system 

attribute is more than a description of how the knowledge emerged in that it pulls on the 

concept of mcme strategies and develops it to conclude that communities are made up of 

people attmctcd by the s=e kind of knowledge. 

Another force seen as effecting knowledge emergence is the nature of the rules present 

%rithin the context that dictate the type of knowledge magcncc 4allowcd' in Out context. 
This attribute 2ffCCtS future knowledge emergence. This took the Terms of Service of the 

Internet Pm%idcr, Nctiquate, intolerance of Spam all of which is explained in dclail in this 

chapter. These rules have the cffect of making the production of a good deal of varicty 
likely as they prohibit rq)c; at posting of the same content and the ad%vdisemcnt of a cause, 
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promoting instead. the posting of different views and the dcbste of issues. Ilicsc rules 

affect future kno%%-Icdgc mergence. 

Reflexivity, looking back on the nature of knowledge emergence. appears in difrctent forms 

as scif-rcilection within the s)-stcm'z boundaries, collective reflection about the systems 
boundaries and reflection bc)vnd the systems boundaries. Unlike rules of knowledge 

emergence that affcct the dynamics of knowledge emergence to come, reflexivity is about 

reflecting upon what has h, 2rTcncdL It has varying Wects on the emergence of knowledge, 

increasing and decreasing the range of -*-. uicty and dcpth of ý-jricty as %-ell as having on 

occasions no effect on either. There is very little of it but it is present and is highly 

important as a sign of the ability of man to alter the dynamics of knowledge cmcrgcncc. 

In each case. all attributes of the system seem to be in operation %ith their combined force 

being responsible for the evolution. In some cases however one predominates, in others 

they are more of cqu. 21 force. As regards intentionality and agency. the assumption that 

Imowleftc emerges in a system that nun is not central to and hcnce not in total control or, 

but is part of, means that the system must be beyond complete explanation. So. in the areas 

of the system that are very complex, evidence is not round other than "evidence' which 

describes how the system is bc)ond out control. Below each system attribute is cxplorcd in 

tmns of intentionality. 

As regards the concept of community intcracti,. ity, intentionality must feature very little 

for. although we might choose to meet some people, we oflen accidentally meet others, and 

even when we do choose to meet people w-c cannot forecast what Lmowledge might emerge 

as a result, as we arc not that a%%-= or the exact knowlcdgc wc have in our own minds, let 

alone what others may luve in theirs. At a community level evidence is found for how 

collective and community d)mamics innucnce knowledge emergence. EquAly as context is 

created by difrcrcntial retention dynamics within that series or social interactions, it is 

difficult to imagine how an indi%idual or group of individuals can direct or be in control of 

this aspect of knowledge emcrgence. The ability to empirically elucidate these differential 

retention d)-nan-dcs is however revealed and the differential retention d)mamics in this 

setting are shown to be different ror each case. As regards rules of knowledge emergence 

we can imagine how these may be set up to crc3te a certain t)pc of knowledge as the future 

unfolds. Evidence is found for these rulcsý although evidence that they were set up 
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intentionally is difficult to discovcr. other than %%hcn the rules are not adhcrcd to and people 

object and try to rcctify the situation. As regards the last sys1cm attribute, reflexivity, we 

can imagine that here wc do have die choice to be reflexive about tile emergence of 
knowledge and hence control %hat knowledge cmerScs to a great dcal. Evidence of 
reflexivity is indeed found, but not ror all theoretically possible forms of rcncxi%ity. nor is 

there much evidence of reflexivity. Commonscrisically ho%%, c%vr it is not practical to stop 

and rcncct on every social interaction and its cffcct on knowledge emergence. hisn"s role 
%ithin each attribute therefore shifts from low intentionality to high intentionality as tile 

s)%tcm attributes am considered in the order of community intcracti-vity, differential 

retention d)mamics, rules of knowledge emergence and reflexi%ity. in that some system 

attributes arc easy to control than others. 

Conducting this analysis is not simple, but there is no reason to &cc why it cannot be 

repeated uithin the organizational setting. I'lut said the analysis raises a number of 

questions which need to be considered in the organizational setting. Ibcsc include whether 

the dendrograms. histograms and rplicationgrams can be created in the same %%-Jy anWor 

whether they %%ill be difTcrcntý and whether the attributes of the system %ill be the same and 

operate in the same way. In particular. in the *managed' context of the organization it %%ill 
bc intcmsting to sce whcthcr thcre is more rcflcxi%ity about k-nowlcdge cmffgcnce and 

more t)Ws of rcflcxi-tity prcscnt %%ithin this intcntional, g(ml. Jircctcd scuing whcn comparc 
uith the 'un=n3gcd' sciting of the lntcmct. 

4.1 Data collcolon 

The advent of e-mailing through the Internet has created the opportunity ror Nirtual 

conununitics supported by Internet Ser%icc Pro%idcs (ISPs). A form or such communities 

exists as 'chat-rooms. These arc %irtual placcswhere any pcrson with access to the Internet 

can enter into discussion with others about a certain subject. ISPs pro%idc the scr%icc or 

structuring these chat-rooms into subject areas and sub-subjcct areas as well as pro-viding 
the functionality that allows people to set up new chat rooms by 'posting' an opening c-mail 

and 'posting' replies to any c-mail within the ch3t-roorm E-mails within chat rooms are 

referred to as 'posts' and senders of such c-mails as 'posters". Internet etiquette or 
'Netiquette' states that such ch2t-rooms should be tolerant of diverse %iews and posters 
should enter into debate rather than use chat rooms as vehicles to promote their own cause 
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(for which home pagcs should be sct up). Chat-room conicnt which abuses this frccdorn is 
tcrmcd 'spam' and those that abuse the frccdom are known as 'spammcrs'. 

Ile chat rooms used as data within this thesis were chosen on the basis of their ability to 
meet thrce selection criteria. Firstly, for case of anal)iis and comparison all needed to share 
a common la)vut and structure. Ilcncc the chosen rooms cmanatcd from within the same 
host ISP, namely dcja. com. Secondly. exhibiting a combination orapproximatcly 100 posts 
and less than 50 authors was a selection criteria employed to ensure each chat room 
containcd a reasonable amount of data, a dynamic data set and a restricted resource pool to 

ensure sufficient, but not too much, complexity lay %ithin the data. I. Astly, three 
increasingly complex chat rooms were chosen. The first involved a single community 
discussing a real event amongst thcmscl%vs. The second chat room involved a debate 
between communitics about what one community considers as a social construction and the 

other a past event. The third chat room also involved a debate between communities, but 

one that involved cvcryday events, diverse interpretations and %icu-s of these events as well 
sa discussion regarding the implications of the events and %icws on policy making. 111c 

ut off for the data %%-as the day of selection or the chat room, meaning all posts posted on 
the day or data collection were collected as data. It is highly likely more posts were sent to 

the chat room aflcr data collection. These data uvre not taken into consideration. Each chat 

room %%-as considered as a case study. allo%ing for '%%ithin' case and 'bct%%-cen' case 

analysis and comparison. 

lla%ing decided on the three chat rooms, &ta collection took place. Each single post 

existing as part of the chat room on the day of data collection %%MS printed out along with the 

structure of the chat room that detailed %hich post was in reply to which post. Tlhcsc print 

outs of the posts and the structure of the replies am pro%idcd in Appendix 111. Extcnsi%v 

reading and re-reading of the posts took place to cre2tc a level or firniiiarity with the data 

beforc any structuring or analysis of the data took place. Posts varied in length from a few 

words to a number of p3gcs. 

4.2 Ile chat roams 

The first chat-room is entitled 'Mars Climate Orbiter screw up and news media', (Wars 

chat room'). In this chat room scientists discussed the failure of a mission to Mars. due to 
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confusion amongst scientists from differcut nations wotking with different scicntific units. 
in the face of a contravctsial media report that was, the first poster claimed, also 

scicntifically inaccurate as regards its use of units. Contributors to the chat room were 

seemingly informed and intcrmted scicntists rather than jounialists. T'he chat room was 

relatively simple appearing to be about rational scicntific facts, albcit being played out in a 

social context. 

7be course of the dcbate stmed at the point of a news media report being deemed to be in 

part scientifically inaccurate. It led to a discussion of the public undcritinding of science as 

wcII as a discussion about the exact nature of the confusion around the units. I'his in turn 

led to a much %idcr discussion of the range of units that exist especially bct%%ven nations, 

the conversion of scicritific units and even the use of calculators in performing con, %-crsiotu. 
7bc limited amount of complexity in the chat room arose from the dctlilcd discussions 

about conversion units and the public understanding of science extending to include 

subjects that ranged from the worth of UP calculators to the tuturc of science but urith a 

very heavy emphasis on scientific facts. 

The second clut-room, %Vhy fear God? ' CReligious chat room') %%-as more complex. 
Rather than being about exphining an cvcnt. this chat ccntrcd on a debate as to what being 

in Icar of God' should mean. Contributors to the chit room %%vre a mixture of atheists and 

religious people, most occup)ing what could be considered is rclativcly extreme Vicw$, 

apart from the original poster who was open to new %iews. 

The course of the dcb3tc started %%ith the first poster asking the question '%Vhy fear God? ' 

This led to the offering of different dcrinitions of fear. The conversation moved on to 

differing religious and atheist's %icws on religion and being rcligious. Comments were also 

made about the type of people who am and who arc not religious and %%-hcthcr religion is a 

'virus', %ith the tone of the posting bccoming quite personal and offensiw on occasions. 
The discussion then moved onto a new derinition of fear with which the original poster U'as 

rel3thely comfortable. The complexity arose in this chat room from the nature of the debate 

being about religion which some might consider as a social construction. others a fact and 

because the entry point %-as fear rather than a straight battle bctN%ven believers and atheists. 
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Lastly. the 'Stop the Guns: A million Americans apinst killing clut-room' ('Gun policy 

clut room") was chosen as it too, like the Religious chat room, rcprcscnted a dcbaic 

bct, %vccn two communities, the 4anti' and 'pro' gun lobby. The debate %%is howcvcr more 

complex as it contained 'facts' about gun usagcjust as scientific facts appeared In the Mars 

clut room. but u-js also in%-ol%td divctse %im-s. as in die Religious chat rooin, and had die 

added complexity of incorporating the impact of varying personal experiences on the vicAl 

of the posters. It also contained sparn and a discussion of what should be considered as 

spam. nuking rcnexi%-c discussion an clement of the chat-rtwm. 

The course of the debate moved fmm a rqucst to sign a petition on a home page to 

discussions about whether indeed legislation to nuke guns illegal would have the desired 

cfTcct of reducing %iolcnt crime, to comparing Britain %ith the USA, to a discussion or 

whether the request to sign the petition was sparn or %%hcthcr the chit room represented a 
free exchange of %ic%-s. The chat room dau cndcd dominated by sparn and anti spam 
debates. The complexity in this clw room atose from the subject becoming one of freedom 

linked to pm legislation, to the use of the Intcmet and to being Americin. 

In summary. the chosen clut-tooms wcrc all rich in dit t. rich in data of a different kind and 

interesting in their own tight through odd quirks, n=cly the failure of the Man mission 

being due initially to a lack of consistency in knowledge bctu-ccn Imperial and St units. 

religion being the most quoted thcorctical mcme and the Gun policy chat room containing 

"spam" accompanied by discussions about the nature of spam. which can feasibly be 

considered as mcmctic enginccring and the ability to recognisc mcmctic engineering 

rcspccti%-cly. 

43 Data analysis 

As described in Chapter Three, four steps of analysis are required for this first stage of data 

analysis. Ilic first in%vlivs defining the mcmctic population by di%iding the data into 

mcmes, the most micro but functional unit %ithin the data, creating a knowlcdgc-bascd unit 

that served as the unit of analysis. Then. using cluster analysis to group content similar 

memes into clusters or mcmeplexes as they %%vm called, dcridrograms arc created to reveal 

the range, amount and therefore the distribution of the %2riant knowledge within the 

population. Using content analysis again. the extent to which new mcmes varied from 
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prc%ious mcmes is dctemined and charactctiscd and, using a Stoundcd approach. types of 
cmctgcncc are created. In counting the amount of cach I)Tc of replication, a 

tcplicationgnm is created sho%ing the diffcrcnt categories of emergence. 

The second stage in%, olvcs questioning %%hy that knowledge hid cmcrged, assuming flut 

knowledge cmcrgcs in systems that are largcr than the organization itsclr. Mut attributes of 

the system determined the direction of the cmcfgmcc of knowledge over time, both in tcmu 

of t)l)c of %-ariant knowledge and the prevalence of each type of variant knowledge, arc 

elucidated. This is achieved using a grounded approach and indicative theory. whcre 

possible, and rcsults in the clucidstion of four forces that shcr knowledge emergence. 

namely community inicracti%ity, rules of knowledge emergence, differential retention and 

tcflcxivity. 

These t-Av stages of data analysis, namly. atulysing firstly 'how 'and then 'why' 

Uowlcdge emerges am explained in dctail in the follouring two sections. The sub-stcps of 

the first stage of analysis and each of the four attributes of the s) stcm fom sub-sections. 

4.4 llow does knoii ledge emerge? 

How knowledge cmctgcs is detcmincd in three steps. Firstly, the data am divided into 

independent meme like knowledge particles to create a population of 'mcmcs. These 

particles are then charactcriscd in two ways. I'lic t)Tc, amount and hence distribution of the 

variety within the whole population of mcmes arc analysed by creating dendrograrns of 

each chat room using content anilysis and the associated technique of clustering that place 

content similar memcs in the same mcmcp1ex. Furthermore, the longitudinal process by 

which this variety is created and hcnce kmowlcdgc emerged is anal) scd. This is achieved by 

comparing newly created memcs; with previous mcmcs to create categories of changes in 

content using a grounded approach and in counting the amount of changes in Cach category 

replicationgram, s arc creatcdL Tbe outcome of this exercise is two foldL Firstly, an 

understanding of the amount of variety in the conversation in terms of breadth of content 

(how varied is the content) and depth (number of times mentioned) and the process by 

which that variety was created (rate of change for example dramatic and sudden versus 

incremental). There is no correct amount of variety just an appropriate amount for the task 

in hand. Secondly. the analysis is crucial in being able to have a base upon which the why 

analysis can be formed. Specifically, the attributes of the system determined in the why 
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analysis lu%-c to be conunon to all cases and therefore be system attributes but also be able 
to cxplain thc difrctcnccs bctAvm the cascs. 

4.4.1 Generating the knoA ledge-based perspective: 
ldcnilf) Ing the i, opuiation or s. mcmes, 

Content analysis is used to di%ide the dat2 %ithin c2ch case into *mcmcs' or parlicics or 
knowlcdgc that contained sufficicnt kno%%-Icdgc for the particle to exist indepcndcnt or a 

single pcrson and therefore be powntially tmnsrcrablc from person to pcrson. Ilicsc. ror 

case of witing. arv tcnncd mcmcs but at this point in the thesis empirical evidence for only 

one orthe theoretical characteristic ormcmcs had been found, that orthe cxisicnce of scir- 

contained particles. 

As regards the process of idcntif)ing mcnics. in some cases it is relatively my to decide 

. %%-hcn too little data or too much data is included in a potential mcme for it to make sense 

%%-hcn taken in isolation of the mind that hatboured it. The thrce examples taken from each 

of the chat rooms, and rcproduccd below, illustrate this point. The first piccc of data from 

each chat room teprcscnts an example of what is considered too small an amount of 
knowledge to be considered as a scir-cont2incd trammissibic mcnic-like entity. Whereas the 

second piece of data from each chat room contains sufficicnt functionality to be considered 

as a scir-containcd transmissible picce of knowledge. All coding of the posts into mcmcs is 

pro%idcd in Appendix Ill. 

N. B Source data arc proNided in a different font and bctween inNvned commas - e. g. I 

agree with the previous poster'. The mini-table prior to each piece or source d-ita 

indicates from which chat room, which post numbered in chronological ordcr or posting 

and which meme. numbered successivelY Per Post, the data has been sourced. 

EXAMPLE I 

CAIV I"I mmv 
MAT's 

-I113 
Non -Ntcm 
'oh yes the old avoirpudois yard 

NfCMC 
'JPL said that its preliminary findings showed that LOC-kheed submitted acceleration 
data In the English - or avoirdupois - system of measuring, which utilizes miles, 
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yards, loot and Inches as well as pounds and ounces Instead of the the metric 
system - kilometers. motors, kilograms and gram. 

Oh, yes, the old avoirdupois yardl Now not only do we have to worry If NASA 
figures are In nautical miles or statute miles, but we also have to check out the 
avoirdupois miles. No wonder It was all screwed up! 

In this CUmPle, although the a%virpudois yard cxists. his meaning and could be transfeffcd 
independently or any othcr contcnt, in this context to considcr the mcme to be purely tile 

phrase 'oh yes the old avoirpudois yard ' would mull in missing out the point or using 
the word in this context, namely that it is an imperial rather than metric unit. 

LXAMPLE 2 

ca v %4""t 

Non-Mcme 
'I think this Is one of the most forceful Ideas that have kept me away from the 
church. ' 

MM 
Why should I fear God? I think this Is one of the most forceful Ideas that have kept 
me away from the church. If god Is so full of love, joy. and forgiveness, why should 
he be feared? Shouldn't he be loved Instead? I don't understand many thing In 
Christian beliefs. ' 

In this example. only if %lut the nature of the idea in%-ol%-cs and what the person does not 

understand about the idea is included, does the phusc 'I think this Is one of the most 
forceful Ideas that have kept me away from the church' make sense and the mcmc 
reflect the meaning as expressed in context. 

EXAMPLE 3 

Case Pact WIC"W 

Non-mcm 
'Ethic and religious minorities have been singled out as special targets. ' 

NICMC 
'Each year, gun violence kills or wounds mom than one hundred thousand innocent 
children and adults. Ethnic and religious minorities have been singled out as 
special targets. Recent shootings have shown that this crisis Is reaching epidemic 
proportions. ' 
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In this example, %ithout the added comcm. the mcme is not scir-contained at It does not 
include the 12rgcts. tumcly gun %iolcncc of cpidctnic proponions. 

This process of idcntif)ing mcnics, was tepcaled post alfter post. chat room after chat room 

until all posts in cach or the cases had been classificd into mcmcs. 11is exercise was not 

easy or without problems. Just how discroc'mcmes" are and %%here thcybcgin and cnd was 
impossible to dcciphcr. Examples of this mcthodologic2l problem am pro%idcd below, 

using the same data gi%-cn in the cxamples abow. 

EXAMPLE I 

rate 1 P044 Me"" 
CM" folwy-- I_ III 
'Each year. gun violence kills or wounds more than one hundred thousand innocent 
children and adults. Ethnic and religious minodUes have been singled out as 
special targets. Recent shootings have shown that this crisis Is reaching epidemic 
proportions. I 

In this cxamplc. it could be argued that this particle not only contains sufricicnt knowledge 

to cxist independently of its host. but Out it contains sufficient content to exist as two 

mcmcs, mith the folloming dau counting as a mcmc in its own right. 

'Each year, gun violence kills or wounds more than one hindered thousand 
Innocent children adults. ' 

Tbe fact th3t this content qualifics the nature or the singling out of minorities. as explained 

above meant that the choice was nudc to count this data as one rathcr thin two mcnics. 

N%licthcr this decision was 'right' is ho%%v%-cr dcbatcabic. It means a mcmc as dcrincd by 

uvrking dirough this cmpirical data, has to includc content that if considered as a separate 

metne results in what is left of the meme losing %a lot' of meaning 

EXAMPLE 2 

Cast Ptw %1Cffw 
Rehpv II 

Why should I fear God? I think this Is one of the most forceful Ideas that have kept 
me away from the church. If god is so full of love. joy. and forgiveness, why should 
he be feared? Shouldn't he be loved Instead? I don't understand many thing In 
Christian beliefs'. 

This mane could also exist as above or be classificd in the follo%%ing %%-jy by including 

some words at the start of the mcmc and by climituting some words at the end of the mcme. 
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'Maybe some ono can answer this for me. Why should I fear God? I think this Is 
one of the most forceful Ideas that have kept me away from the church. ' 

The additional scnicnce at the beginning cncouraM a Mly but is stpably not an esicntial 
part or the mcme as %ithout it the snullcf version or the mcnic can still stind-alone. It 

nukes little sense on its oun hou-cwt. It is therefore argued it should be included. Equally 
die latter prt means the rest nukes far more scrite and thcrerore it is argued that this should 
be included too. 

EXAMPLE 3 

In other cases it is clear that mithin a post there am a number or distinct and discrete 

mcnics, c%-cn though dcciding exactly whcm one begins and ends is problematic. An 

examplc of this is pro%idcd bclow. 

Cale I ýý 
Retirkwm II. II sf%f 21 

'Maybe someone can answer this for me. Why should I fear God? I think this Is one 
of the most forceful Ideas that have kept me away from the church. I rind It quite 
silly frankly! If god Is so full of love. joy. and forgiveness. why should he be feared? 
Shouldn't he be loved Instead? I don*t understand many thing In Christian beliefs. I 
also don't get why you all post these prayers that look like they are worded In old 
Englishl I know some of them are right out of the bible. but for kids. and people not 
having a great knowledge about these things. it would be much easier to 
understand If they were In modem words. ' 

Herc there are ob%iously two mcnies, a mcme about rearing God as well as a MCMC about 
the use of old English. The sentence 'I don't understand many things In Christian 

beliefs' can be considered as part of both mcnics nuking it difficult to wlc exactly which 

words should be included in %hich mcnic despite there ob-. iously being two particles of 
knowledge whose content and meaning can cxist indcpcndcntly of each other. 

Ile populations of mcmes or mcnomcs that results from this analysis corresponded to a 
diffcrcnt number of posts and contained diffcrcnt numbers of mcmics. but not radically so 
(see Table 4.1). suggcsting that from this pcrspcctive the thrce clut rooms arc not markedly 
di[TcrcnL The cxccption is perhaps arguably the religious chat room whcrc there arc fc%%-cr 

memes ind fewer memes per post 11c number of memcs indicates knowledge density of 

the whole population whacas the numbcr of memcs per post gives an idea of the t)TC of 
interaction taking place. In this setting. based on e-m3ils, each post does contain on average 
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more than one mcme %%hctcas one might ptcsum other forms of social inicraction. such as 

speech. might contain less mcmcs per talk. %%here a talk is dcrincd as the data contained in a 

discourse before anothcr pctson starts to speak. nuking it equivalent to a post. 

TAB LE 4.0 hicnics per post per case 

The Nlenonws (population of nwnwi per chat-foom) Man Rcligion Gun policy 

Numbcr or ncmcs 281 158 244 

Nwnbcr of posts 103 109 123 

Avcragc numbcr or mancs pa post 2.7 1.4 

11a%ing performed the task of di%iding the discourse-bascd posts into mcmcs, it can be 

concludcd that whilst it is possible to cmate a mcmctic perspective that is fairly robust and 

defensible, (by which it is n-want that it is possible uith some accuracy to di%ide discourse 

into particles of knowledge that contain stand-alone. indcpcndcnt content), it is not that 

possible to specify exactly %%-here in terms of words the content of the Wicles begins and 

ends. This implies that the ontology of mcmcs lics in their semantic content rather than in 

their physical nature as a series of words. This claim regarding the ontology or mcmcs is 

akin to that found in genetics and proposed by Dcnnctt as being the same in mcmctics 

(Dcnnctt, 2000). DNA codons (equivalent to words) arc relatively easily idcntiricd %%ith the 

advent of molecular biology and automated sequencing of DNA in the way that it is easy to 

dctcffninc words in social discourse. Mut is far more difficult to determine however, is the 

bcginning and ending of a gene and its ontology in tcrnu of how it cmtcs a relationship 

-%ith the %%-orldL Tbus groups or rcsc=hcrs acting indqicndcntly to sequence the human 

Senome have arrived at substantially different conclusions on the length of the human 

Scnome (counted in base pairs of DNA codons) and how many genes it contains. Equally, 

only very recently (Wright et al. 2001) have researchers begun to pm%idc a functionally 

annotated human gene index %, %here functionality (read ontology) is placed directly onto the 

gcnomc. Effectiitly the cases, or data sets of words, become 'mcnomcs', mcinctic 

equivalents of genomes, once they h, 2vc bccn di%idcd into functional mcmcs. 

Driven by the theoretical (and philosophical notion) dut the ontology of mcmes lics, in their 

semantic meaning, as this is %hat is copied impcrfcctly through complex social interaction. 
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the empirical wotk begins to definc in pr2ctical Ictms what a mcme is and Is not. llus 

mmcs, according to this an3lysis. are: 

Usually more than a word and less thin pieces or discourse said by one person at a 
time. 

2. They arc themes, or subjects within discourse that Ukc a particular stance with 

respect to the outside world. 

3. Meaning that has sufficicnt conicnt to be transrcrrcd to othcrs opcrating within the 

contut in which the mcme is bcing exprcsscd. Indccd. it can be said that mcmcs 
crcate and dcrine contcxL 

4. Are context spcciric in that they have a meaning %ithin that context and relate to 

and rely on other mcmes %vithin that context for meaning. 

What mcmcs arc not, according to this analysis includcs: 

1. Words that stand-alonc whcn tak-cn out of contcxL To considcr words out of 
context to bc mcmcs would result in more rnicro units or analysis that have less 

functional meaning akin to the codons of DNA in gcncs. 

2. Equally, mcmes am not whole pieces of discourse uttcrcd in an uninterrupted 

fashion by any one person at some point in time containing several themes. 11cse 

represent a different discourse-based unit of analysis that is more macro than 

mernes, pcrh: ips in a loosc way equivalent to chromosomcs. 

3. Phrases that arc self-contained stand alone particles but which gain far more 

meaning when considered is part of a bigger data set with which thcy are 

associated in a certain context. They arc self-contained particles that contain 

substantial meaning and which allow the words around them to also be 
incorporatcd into memcs. 
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This analysis dm not prove mcmcs exisL It uses the conccpt of people relating to die to 

world through topics, subjects and iicws to dclcminc the amount of variety in gross terms 

that exists %ithin a social discourse. The next step of amalgamating mcnics into 

mcmcplexcs serves as a basis upon which the amount of variety and depth of variety exists 

in each case within the setting. I'lic individual mcmeplexcs or indeed mcmcs are not used as 

much as what they suggest about how far the discourse has moved from its original content 

and how much of that contcnt has been related to by one or many voicci. 

4.4.2 Knowledge contcnt:, Nlcmctic population charactcrisation 

Having diNided the data into Imcmes', the next step in data analysis involves charactcrising 

the content of the idcntificd mcmctic population. Given the research question, this involves 

determining the type, amount and hence distribution of knowledge content %ithin the 

population. 

Two sub-steps are involved in this process. The first analyses the population to determine 

how similar or not the mcmes arc. This results in cach mcme being associated of not, at two 

different levels, with other mcmcs in what, within content analysis, is referred as a 

dendrogram that uses the technique called clustering (Krippcndorf, 1980). Having 

performed the cluster analysis, the sccond sub-stcp involves conducting a prc%-alcncc 

analysis of the clusters. Graphically. the clusters or mcmcplcxcs arc a=gcd so that the 

most prevalent second order memeplex is at the lcft of the dcndrogram and the first order 

mcmcplcxcs corresponding to that second order mcmcplcx arc also placed in order of 

prevalence from most prevalent to the lcft and least to the right. Decision Explorer graphics 

arc used to create the dcndrograms (Charts 4.1,4.2 and 43 - see end of chapter) and to 

access and manage the large volume of messy qualitative data with relative case. Simpler 

histograms arc also created of the number of mcmcs in each mcmcplcx (Charts 4.4 and 4.5 - 

scc bclow). 

it is worth noting that the dcndrograms are best %iewcd by far on a computer screen within 

the soffivarc package that allows them to be tnanipulated and seen at %-m)ing levels of 

detail. The printed examples found in the back of the chapter (Chart 4.1,4.2,4.3) do 

howc-t-cr show how they arc created and can be %icwcd from bottom up and hence in the 

order (Chart 4.1,4.2,4.3) or can be viewed from top down (Chart 4.3.4.2,4.1). Chart 4.1 
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shows a post dividcd into several merrics. Chart 4.2 shows a mcme from that same post (and 

other mcmcs) clustered into a mcmcplcx. Chart 4.3 shows that mcmeplex (and other 

mcmcplcxcs clustered into a higher level mcmcplcx). It should be noted that sonic mcincs, 

as they arc not similar to any other content, could not be clustered into mcmcplcxcs. Ilic 

high level dcndrograms and the corresponding qualitative and quantitative second order 

mcmcplcxcs arc given at the end of the chapter (Charts 4.9 (Mars) Chart 4.9.1 (Religion) 
Chart 4.9.2 (Gun policy). 

Spccirically, as regards the first sub-stcp, by looking at all the mcmcs within each chat 

room, the cxtcnt to which the mcmcs rclatcd to cach othcr is idcntiricd. In contcnt IcrTns 

each meme is more or less similar to all other mcmcs. This allowed mcmcs that dilYcr least 
in content to be groupcd togcthcr into highcr-levcl catcgorics of mcmcs Callcd first ordcr 

mcmcplcxcs. The amount of varicty %%-as such that the process of clustcring is rCpcatcd at 
the level of these first-ordcr mcmcplcxcs to group these into second-ordcr mcmcplcxcs if 

possible. The idea in clustering is that some conccpts (in this case mcmes) can be rcg; irdcd 

as one %%ith minimal loss of detail. Using the principle of minimal loss of dctail, all mcmcs 
in each chat room arc catcgorised as belonging to a prc%iously crcatcd category or 

memcplcx. if that is not possible a new category is crcatedL 

EXAMPLE I 

Throughout the chat room Gun policy there were. for example, references to spam: 

case I Po%t hlmw 
Gun policv_ 19 11 

Spamming is a violation of the Terms of Service of nearly every ISP - Including this 
on. Not to mention it is a serious violation of Netiquette. 

This memc is clearly about the role of the ISP's Tcmu of Service in defining and banning 

sparn and hcnce resulted in the creation of a ru-st order mcmeplex 'role of ISPs in spam'. 

EXAMPLE 2 

cs%e I Poo x1me 
Gun polwy 1 

_76 
1 and 2 

Uh, sorry for popping your balloon here, but wouldn't It be better to talk to deja new 
Usenet service through which he posted these articles. rather than his email or 
website. If s the Usenet spamming that should stop, right? 
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This post was considcrcd to contain two mcnics; one about the 'role of ISI's In sparn' and 

one about the 'promotion of action of rcporting sparn. 

EXAMPLE 3 
1 ("bat f0m 

-I 
PM hiew 

(tun policy_] 94 11 

Well folks, good news and bad news. The good news Is that the folks at 
Homepago. com honored their terms of service and shut down the page. 

This dctails what the ISP has donc about the spam 

Cole I ýý 
CU" PACY--t 117 111 

Deja only lots you submit posts to four groups at a time. 

This mcmc tells you a particular element or facet of what the ISP considers as spam. 

All of these were included in the first-ordcr mcmcplcx 'role of ISPs in spam". There were 

eight other first-ordcr mcmcplcxcs about spam formed from clustering other memes from 

othcr posts as follows: 

1. Promotion of action of reporting sparn. 
2. This is spam. 

3. This is not spam. 
4. Reporting spam as opinions you do not agm %%ith is censorship. 

S. Reporting of spam is not censorship as genuinely anti-sparn. 

6. Deciding whether something is spam according to whether you agree urith it or not 

is logically wrong. 
7. Your requcsts to rcport spam are spam thcnisclvcs. 

8. Sparnming about sparn not inicntional. 

Each of these categories is %-cry separate in either traditional content terms or in how the 

poster states he or she relates to theworldL For example, stating whether something is or is 

not sparn might be considered as similar in content but as the content creates a different 

rclationship, with the world, hcnce these were considered as separate. 

In some cases, the mcme is so unlike others it exists at a higher level as itself as there arc no 

othcr mcmes that could bejoined with it to crcate a memplex. These memes, which cxistcd 
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at low levels but which wcrc too dissimilar to other mcmcs to be cluster with others, add a 
lot ofmaricty but littic, if any dcpth, of conicnt. 

EXAMPLE I 

Kccping to the chat room Gun policy, cxamplcs includc: 

I case P("I h1mv 
cun policy 49 

- -JL Yes, just like Bill Clinton Is useful to femala Interns. 

EXAMPLE 2 

CS-e P(w Mew 
Cull policy -t 

106 1 

Progun lobbyists like chef770 says It Is okay to sell your own guns to felons, sexual 
deviants, people with records of violence, drug dealers etc. 

Given thcse are pretty 'off the %%-all' statements it is not surprising they could not be 

clustcrcd in to memcplcxcs. 

Viewing the analyses all together. three sets of insights ensued. *rbcsc are insights on 

methodology, particularly the issue of reliability, qualitative insights on the nature and 

,. -aficty of content and quantitative insights on the amount of %-aricty in each case. 

As regards method, one of the dangers in completing this step in the analysis is considering 

prc%-alcncc at the same time as deciding whether a new category (or mcmcplcx) exists. It led 

to the temptation in the case of a low prevalence mcmc not to bother with creating a new 

category and hence to definc mcmcs based on their prc,. -alcnce rather than . -aricty of 

content. Other dangers include becoming tired and therefore carcicss in assigning and 

creating categories, standardising a standard minimal loss of content across the population 

at each level and mis-interprcting the data through lack of careful reading or own researcher 

bias. Reliability is addressed in the Chapter Three in the form of a second coding exercise 

pcrfomed on a sample of the dam. 

Given the subjectivity of the division of the data in to mcmes and mcmcplexes, despite the 

reliability of the coding, care had to be taken not to create too detailed insights from this 

analysis. Using the qualitative and quantitativc dcndrogr= and quantitative histograms of 

the same data certain statements can however be said %%ith a degree of confidence. The 
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In terms of concentration of content. the Mars case contains the most Nariciv ulthin one 

mcnieplex (as there is so much content about conNersion factom that is %-cr%l similar). 
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Equally the Gun policy case contains much %-aricty %ithin one mcnicplcx because of the 

repeat posting. The Religion case has the most c%-cnly distributcd variely amongst the 

mcmcplcxcs. 

The Gun policy case contains die most breadth of varicty and hence most varicd content. In 

quantitative terms it has the most second order mcmcplcxcs. first ordcr tncmcplcxcs, most 
first order mcmcplexes without second order memcplcxcs and most numbcr of mcmcs with 

no first order. This analysis fccls intuitively con-cct as the content of this chat room did 

expand far beyond its title and original post of signing the pctition to stop guns. Indecd die 

most prevalent second order mcmcplcx is that of spam %vith othcrs including the nature of 
democratic freedom. Consequentially the case is far more about a discussion of the nature 

of freedom and liberty than about Gun policy. This is in contrast to the Mars Case where 

the most prevalent first ordcr mcmcplcx is the subject of the chat room. namcly facts about 

conversion units, and is accompanied by far fewcr other mcmcplcxcs. The rcligious case is 

not dominated to the same extcnt as the Gun policy and hlars cases by one vcry prcvalcnt 

mcmeplex and has a similar number of other mcmcplcxcs as the Mars case and less than the 

Gun policy case. 

Looking more at the qualitative side of the data it could be sccn that in all cascs, dramatic 

variety is produced. For example, in the Nlars, case there is quite cxtcnsi%-c cmcrgcnce of 
knowledge in terms, for example, of building a community around IIP calculators and 

emotional attachment to them. In the Religious case there %%-as a bizarre discussion of 

cadavers, a discussion about domestic %iolence and a discussion about T-shirts. As 

mentioned before in the Gun policy case, there was the area of sparn and what is and what 

isnotspam. 

Looking therefore at the overall patterns of "owlcdgc content in each case it can be seen 

that although there arc differences in detail bct-A-ccn the dendrograms and histograms they 

arc on the whole very similar. suggesting that knowledge is being produced in the same way 

or rather under the same conditions, which of course it is. The extent to which knowledge 

being produced under different conditions might produce notably diffcrcnt I)Tcs of 

dcndrograms remains to be seen in the next chapter when the organizational data is 

analysed. These analyses can pro%ide a standard against which the organizational cases can 

be compared. 
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Despite the methodological weaknesses of idcntifýring mcmcs and Clumcring them, this step 
in data analysis sho%%s the amount and dcpth of %, ariation in conicnt across each of the chat 

room populations. It suggests that all involve the production of large amount of %-aricty. it 

did not however show how that mariation had been created. As such it is a snap-shot 

photograph of mcmctic content. rather than a dynamic vidco, akin to gcnctic maps which 

can be created when studying gencs that have evolved o%-cr many ccnturics, if not millcnni3, 

where the exact longitudinal process of creating %-ariation is unknown. 

4.4.3 The process of knowledge emergence: Creating categories of niemctic 
evolution 

Ilai, ring divided the data into 'mcmcs' and detcrmincd the type, aLmount and distribution or 

the variation of knowledge within the population, it is necessary to clucidate how that 

variation had emerged. In this sense the thesis is interested in whether the variation in 

content of mcmcs is introduced in small, incremcntal steps at each social intcraction or 

whether the variation is introduced in a few stcps during a limited number of social 

interactions or some other combination of big and little increases in variation. In mcmctic 

terms this means that the nature of copy-ridclity of each social intcraction needs to be 

detcrmincd in terms of the amount of variety added to the content at each stage. h1cmcs can 

theoretically be retained in two ways, perfectly or less than perfectly. So the sccond 

challenge of this stage of data analysis is to elucidate the nature of copy-fidclity. As 

mentioned before, content analysis is used to compare each mcme with the preceding 

knowledge pool and a grounded approach used to determine the nature of the variation that 

emerged. The analysis is used to determine categories, each of which arc created for each 

new case of addcd, %-afiation that is found as the data arc analysed longitudinally from mcme 

to meme. Within each case, if the mechanism of addcdvariation is comTcd by a previously 

created category, then no new category is created if not, a new category is created. I lcncc, 

all forms of imperfect fidelity to be found within the data are captured. 

Thcre is a complication in this analysis because whereas genetic interaction is one on one, 

social interaction in mcmetic evolution is not. Tbus during (a) sexual reproduction there is 

no memory, the genes have an opportunity to replicate. In mcmctic evolution there is no 

easy way of telling whether the meme is an imperfect copy (subjective interpretation) of the 
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previous post or whether he/she is interpreting other knowledge talked about earlier in tile 
discourse. Two categories for each form or replication could have bccn created dctailing 

whether the -, -ariation %%is related to the previous post or to some previous post. It was 
decided, however, that what is important is the nature or the rcplicativc varicly and not die 

exact memc that is the source or the replication and whollcr it is retained rather than at 

what point it is retained. This %%-as not a matter of laziness as the both ways of analysing the 
data were performed before it %%is rcalised that the casicr approach was in fact more 
logical! So one category is created for each type of impcrrect copy fidclity irrespective of 

whether the variation originated from the inuncdiatcly prcccding post or any other 

preceding post in that population of mcmcs or "mcnome'. The fornis of mplication 
discovered in the data and their corresponding mechanisms of transmission are provided 

below in the table, illustrated graphically and explained in more detail subsequently. 

TABLE 4.1 Intcmct categorics orcmcrgcncc 

Category Sub-category Nature of fidelity Amount of I firlation 
added Into the population 

Repeat From previous population Near or absolutc pcrfcct None 
ity 

Emphasis Added detail h1cclium. impafect copy- Moderate 
fidclity 

Extension Additional latcral hlcdiun-4 impcrfcct copy. hlodcrate 
knowledge fidchtv 

Combination Two pieces of knowledge Both impcrfcct and Modcrate 
so strongly auocialcd mith pcrfcct at the same time 
each other that they form a 
new mcme 

New dimension A new thcmc to the chat Low, impcrfcct copy- Iligh 
but one if taken out of the fidclity 
context would not 
ob-. iously be part of it 

Mis- Deliberate and not Very low, irnpcrfcct Very high sometimes 
Interpretation copy-fidclity disjointcd 

No retention Within %%holc polmlation Zero copy-fidclity Variation reduced 
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Category Rqpc! al 

In these cases. nicines found in the data .% crc either exact or % M- near repeats of previous 

menies. For example. the meme below atvut spam is repeated three times. 

Note: although this is a long mcme. all of the content contribuics to tile concept of spaill 

(defending the consideration of a previous post as spani. how it can be considered as 

reportable spam and how 10 report it as sparn) that cannot casily be dI% ldcd v ithoul tile 

smaller particles losing meaning. 

Caw I P, "l Mcmc 
Gun N, hcý 1 4.6.1 and 2 

I have the information everyone here needs to report this site as spam to the hosts 
was stupid enough to use his actual account to send it. Anyway. ajcongress-ne. org 
post under in some groups as Pseqodusa. net). Anyway the addresses below are 
to report the sparnmer. Please keep reading to report the SITE hosted in the spam. 
g uncontrol. home page. corn By the way, this sparn was posted to HUNDREDs of 
USENET newsgroups, so make sure you mention that in your complaints. 
The host of the sparn site: 

hostmasterCcDRAPIDSITE>NET, a bu se6D rapid site. et, 
abuseCcDnameservers. netAbusea-veno. net 
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These mcnics were rcpcatcd mice in posts 6 and 7 Iming originally appcarcd in post 4. In 

all cases no %-ariation %%-as introduced into die population as a result of the rcplication. 

In some cases memes were found in the data that wcre differctit from the prcvious posts in 

that they related to the world in the sarric %%-jy but addcd more in-dcpth dctail about an 
aspect of the prc%ious mcmc. for cxample: 

1 caqe 1 P(et 1 Nleme 
1 NIMM 1 23 141 

Toundal pound foot 
Pound slug foot 
Pound snail Inch' 

followcd by- 

Ca%e P(Wt Wien* 
N12" 24 21 

Of, course we are left with the contradiction that a snail Is even more sluggish than 
a slug itself 

Here, there is ob%rious humour in adding a fictitious snail inch unit to the mat snail foot ()vs 

such a thing does appear to exist), which is then conunented on further. So in thcsc cases 
copy-ridclity %%-as somewhat irnpcrfcct and the result of the replication %%-as the addition of 

moderate -t-ariation into the population. 

Catcgoa Extension 
In some cases memcs found in the data were extensions of the previous posts in that the 

content of the prc%ious post was added to and therefore extended into ncw lcmin, for 

cxamplc: 

1 ca%e 1 pom 1 Nfen" 
1 Niars 11111 

'Maybe some one can answer this for me. Why should I fear God? I think this Is 
one of the most forceful Ideas that has kept me away from the Church. I find It 
quite silly franky If god Is full of love, Joy, and forgiveness. why should he be 
feared? Shouldn't he be loved instead? ' 

followed by. 

cast P, -l w., slars 21 
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'The word 'feae In the phrase 'fear of God' has two meanings, fear In the sense of 
being afraid and fear In the sense of respoctfulnoss. According to various Christian 
theology and Biblical scriptures. one should fear (afraid sense) God because he Is 
a vengeful God, who avenges the righteous and pours out his judgment on the 
evildoers of the world etc.; and one should fear (respect) God because he Is the 
author of life. loves you, and he Is the triuno God etc. ' 

In these cases. copy-fidclity %%2s also somewhat impcrfcct and the result or die replication 
%%-as the addition of moderate %-adation into the mcmctic population. In the abo%V case 
information was added about the definition of fear. 

CategoryNew-Dimcrision 

in some cases mcmcs found in the data had substantial addcd dimcnsions to thcm that 
differentiated them from extensions. Thc test of whcthcr a mplication could be classificd as 

an extension or a new dimension was that if one took the mcme as a stand-alone would one 
have guessed it %vas part of the same chat rt*m. Substantial doubts that it has not resultcd in 

the mcme being classified as a new dimension. for example: 

Caw I PCW N 
Cmn r*ltcy_ t 79 1 

'I have the Information everyone here needs to report this site as spam to the hosts 
was stupid enough to sue his actual account to send ft. Anyway, ajcongress-ne. org 
post under in some groups as pse-gon-usamet . Anyway the addresses below are 
to report the sparnmer. Please keep reading to report the SITE hosted In the spam, 
guncontrol. homepage. com By the way. this spam was posted to HUNDREDs of 
USENET newsgroups, so make sure you mention that In your complaints. 
The host of the spam site: 

hostmaster(cD-RAPIDSITE>NET, abuse(&- pidsitext, 
abusee-nameservers. netAbuseaverio, net' 

%N-as followed by- 

I Case I P. 0 I I Gull P011CV-1 79 12 

'to me, the real value of the Internet Is that Is can be sued to promote the 
dissemination of Ideas 
a function necessary to maintain and improve a democracy. not to sell more GAP 
clothes and make dotcorn investors let rich. ' 

In these cases copy-fidelity %%-as low and the result of the replication was that substantial 
%-ariation %%-as added to the mernctic population, in the form of the role of the Internct in 
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promoting a dcmocracy of ideas as against the Internet being used for commercial cnds 

moving the discussion on substantially from rqvrting spam. 

Ca tcgoCLýl is-iniciprcla t ion 
In some cases mcmcs %%, crc found that were mis-interprcutions of the previous post. In 

some cases this the mis-intcrpretation was deliberate involving a play on words, in other 

cases this category or replication involved an unintended mistake. Examples of both are 

provided below. 

[cane I PCAI I men* 

I Niars 7S 121 

'11 foot = 12 Inches 
I yard =3 feet = 36 in 
I chain = 22 yrd = 66 ft = 2376 In 
1 furlong = 10 ch = 220 yds = 660 ft = 23760 In 
1 mile =8 frig = 1760 yrd = 5280 ft = 190080 In 

Interesting system. really. 

Or, like Mr. "Four Weddings" would say* "Excellentl" 

followed by-. 

Caw I Poo I Nleme 
Cun Mlicy 1 77 11 

'interesting propagation of a numerical Input error:. ) 

66 ft = 786 in. etc... ' 

In this case an intended play on words is used to create a mis-intcipretation of the word 

interesting. An example of an unintended mis-interprctation is given below- 

Case I P(W I himW 
Relivon 1 56 111 

You're a Winnipeggerl? l? I am sooooooooo embarrassed... 
People.... This nut Is NOT representative of the people you'll find In the peg. 

This meme has no place in this chat room and %vas in fact the result of someone replying to 

the wrong chat room yet the lineage continues for five posts. In these cases, copy-fidelity 

%%-as very low and a high amount orvariition was added, oflcn to the point orcrcating quite 

a discontinuity in the emergence of knowledge. 
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Lastly there %%-as the category of no rctcntion of the mcmc, it nc%vt bcing rcplicatcd in the 

whole population or in the next post, for cxamplc. 

C24C 
_I 

poqt meme 
Stan 1 54 4 

'On the other hand there Is no way to forget that there are 100 contliters In a liter. ' 

This notion that SI units are casicr to rcmcmbcr is ncvcr rcpcated. In thcsc cascs copy- 

ridclity was zero and the cffcct of the rcplication (or abscncc of it) wit a reduction in the 

amount of i-ariation in the mcmctic population. 

Having catcgoriscd cach mcmctic cvolution within cach chit room. the amount of cach type 

of copy-fiddity %%-as calculated nuking it possible to compare the amounts of each category 

%ithin each case, as follows: 

TABLE4.3 Categories of emergence per case 

Sources of increase in %-arict y* Decrease%* 
Chat repeat emphasis extension new mis- no retention 
room dimension interpretation 

% # % # % # % 4 % % 

Mars 45 16 129 46 30 11 75 27 2 1 14 19 
Total 
281 
Religion 7 4 32 21 62 40 55 35 2 1 31 56 
Total 
158 
Gun 72 29 20 8 95 39 55 22 2 1 27 67 
policy 
Total 

. 244 

For increases in maricty I 000f I equals all categories of copy fiddity 
For decreases in varicty 100% equals all new mcmcs (new + mis-intctprctation) 

The data in Table 4.3 representing increases in mariety are also reported in histograms to 

create 'replicationgrams' (see Charts 4.6, and 4.7). The first rplicationgram (Chart 4.6) 

details the percentage of each category in each case whereas the second mplicationgrarn 

(Chart 4.7) divides each case into each category. Cliart 4.8 shows the relative incapacities 
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Looking at the data from the point of % iew of distribution (if each calegory of cincrgericc 

across the cases (chart 4.6), the cases differ in the aniount of repeat content %%hich they 

contain. Case Gun policy is high because of the number of repeated posting% of the request 

to report the site as spani. Case Mars is also relatively high as it contained a number (if 

repeat postings in ternis of scientists agreeing % ith scientific 'facts' pomed prc% iously Thc 

Religion case had %cry femv repeats N%ith e%cryone having a particular opinion about things 

As regards emphasis. Mars has the highest percentagc representing presurnably the cases 

where added details were gi\en atvut con%crsion units. Religion less so and Gun lx)hcý 

even less, not surprising as these chat roorns m ere \%here most divisions of opinion lay 

As regards extensions that added %aricly. Religion and (Jun policy had cqual numbers, 

%%hereas %Iars had fe%%. presumably because the theme ccntrcd on comcmion units Nc%%, 

dimensions %% ere very similar. suggsting all had the same lc% cis of nc%%-ness critcring into 

the population. MIS-Interpretations %%cre identical. 
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L ooking a Ithe dat a from t tic pcrspccti%c of each case M at% h a% a medium I cvc Iof repca Is. a 

high level of emphasis. a lom number of emensions.. a m(Acraic io high number (if nem 

dimensions, Religion has NM. fc\\ repeats. a to\% -to moderate number of emphasis. a high 

number of extensions and a high numbet of new dimensions I astly. Gun policy features a 

high level of repeats. a to\% level of emphasis. 2 high nurnbct of emcnsions and a modcratc 

lc\ el of tic\% dimensions. This is consistent in that all cases ha\ ca large arnount of variety 

Furthemiore. Mars is dominated by additions to conversion factors (high number of 

emphasis). Religion is dominated by great debate (large amounis. of emphasis. c\tcnsion 

and tic%\- categories) and the Gun rKilicy. \% hich is co-dommated by a large amount of debate 

(extensions and ne\% dimensions) and also by the phenomenon of repeal posting atioul 

sparn. 
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As regards non-retamcd menic,, ill the \I at, kaw Ile\\ nlclllc'ý are rct aI tic, I Inw. I (I II cil Miele 

as in the religious case tic\\ mcnics are retained far less often and in the (Ain policy case 

nc\\ mcnies arc retained c%en less oficn This is unsurprising as there is the most vehement 

disagreement in the Gun fx)lic%- case and the Religious case. %%here t\%o or more 

communities enter into debate. m herm in the Man case the subject contained less varlctý 

presumably because it in%-ol%-cd onc community of people that iendcd not to debate about 

the big issue of hom- the satellite had fallen but discussed vanous conversion factors 

These profiles shov. - how the increase in varicty sho-wn in the dendrograrns and histograms 

is created. So in the Mars, case variety is added mostly in small steps and a fc%,. - big ones 

countered by a number of reNats aided by a high retention of new mcnics In the teligious, 

case. , anety is relatively e%en between all categories and countered by %-M- fev repeats and 

once again a low level of retention of new mcnics The Gun policy case features varietv 

added mainly through extensions, some emphasis. a good deal of nc%,. - dimensions but is 

countered by many repeats and a moderale number of non-rctained ncw mcnics, 

In summary. as regards emergent variation. it can he said on the basis of the empirical data 

that memes are rarely copied perfectly or near perfectly. as is the case with genes. nicaning 

variation is frequently introduced into the mcmetic population, The time intmal between 

exchanges of niernes dunng social interaction is rapid in comparison with the cwhange of 
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gcnes during (a)scxu: il interaction. The combination of rapid replication and high level of 
imperfect replication of mcmcs results in mcmctic evolution being much futcr than genetic 

evolution with a large amount of variation being introduced into the population within a 

short time. Mcnictic replication involves a continuum of copy fidelity from perfect fidelity 

to highly imperfect fidelity. hfcmctic replication can involve perfect replication of a 

previous mcmc. Impcrfcct replication ranges from small to moderate changes in content to 

replication that results in substantial and radical changes in content. Small to moderate 

changes occur when some element of content of a prc%iotu meme is emplusised and detail 

added or when the content is extended in some way. Substantial and radical changes occur 

when new dimensions to previous mcmcs are added or when misinterpretations of previous 

contcnt and spurious interactions occur, introducing highly innovative content which can 

even be difficult to rclate to previous content. The overall amount of replication and the 

distribution of the different categories of copy fidelity within these replications within a 

time period of mcmctic evolution results in more or lessvariation being introduced into and 

removed from a population of memes over that same time period. 

4.5 Commentary on the analysis performed to answer 'how does organlLational 
knowledge emerge? ' 

On the basis of this first stage of data analysis of this unmanaged setting of Internet chat 

rooms, it can be said that knowledge emerges to create a unique fingerprint thit can be 

characteriscd in two %vays. Firstly, the emergence of knowledge can be charactcrised in 

terms of content; determining the t)pc of content and prevalence of content and hcncc 

distribution of %-ariation in content across the data scL This can be illustrated in the form or 
dcndrograms. Dcridrograms are unique, but are more or less similar. Ibcy are not accurate 
in the sense of being easily repeatable or highly objective but arc sufficiently representative 

of the data such that comparisons between dcndrograms can be made which rc%-cal how 

much breadth and depth of variety of knowledge exists %ithin the strategic conversation. 

For example, the dendrogram may havc a long tail of mcmcplcxcs and memcs (Gun policy 

case). There may be more or less mcmcs clustered in first order mcmcpIcxcs which in turn 

are clustered into the same sccond-ordcr mcmcplcx making the dcndrogram have a heavy 

lcft hand side (Mars case and to a lesser extent the Gun policy case). Altern3tively the 

content may be more evenly distributed as in the Religion case, albeit that there is still a 

skew towards the lefL The only circumstance where there would not be a skew and hence 

an even distribution would feasibly be in a well f2cilit2ted brain-storming session, where 
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the rules of brain-storming should mcan that cach new contcnt is Sivcn the same amount of 

attention. I'his example illustrates how comparisons can be made Ilut reveal broad 

differences in the content of a conversation. Ile anal)'Sis allows these broad comparisons to 
be made about how much %-aricty and depth of %-aricty in content there is in an exchange or 
knowledge between people. 

once again it is worth noting that the term 'knowledge' is being used whilst ackno%vlcdging 

that what is being looked at is not the knowledge harbourcd in the minds present, but what 
knowledge is being exchanged in that moment in time which might or might not be 

incorporated into artcfacts at a later stage. 

Secondly, the analysis reveals whcthcr the knowledge his been added to incrcmcntilly and 

hcncc through a series of adjustments in the form of extensions and cmphisis or more 
dramatically in the form of new dimensions or cvcn mis-intcrprcutions. Tbcsc profilci 

therefore represent what t)jv of bo%vlcdgc cmcrgcnce is occurTing in proccis Icrms. Each 

data set of knowledge emergence has its own fingerprint, thus comparisons bct%%ven data 

sets should rvveal differences and similarities from which insights can be drawn. 

When comparing the profiles of these three cases one sees that the distribution bct%vccn the 

categories is uneven, rcprescnting what is happcning in the cases. I towcvcr, although there 

arc some differences bct%%ven the distributions of catcgories within the cases, they are not 

substantial, suggesting that the process of knowledge emergence is not that different 

between these same cases. It is supposed that, for example, the profile of a wcll-facilitatcd 

brain-storming session would be cxpcctcd to contain many new dimensions and cxtcnsions 

but few, if any, of the other categories of emergence and hcncc ha%v a %vty different profile 

from that of the Intcmct cases. 

4.6 N%Iiy does knowledge emerge? 

Having elucidated how variant knowledge emerges, dies, sur%ives and becomes more 

prc%-alcnt, the analysis moves to consider why knowledge might emerge. become more 

prevalent and die. Ile quest for an explanation needs ho%,. -cvcr to be put in the context or 

the assumptions the thesis is built upon. These arc namely- 
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1. Knowledge emergence is a nuttcr of subjective iniciprctation of meaning during 

rcpcatcd social intcraction. 

2. The conccpt of human intcntionality is gcncrallyprcdicatcd on nun bcing in 
control of the above system, of which he is plainly not in pcrfcct control. 

3. To assume howc%vr that he is not in any form of control is equally absurd as lie is 

part of that system and has in some arenas (such as genetics) developed an 

understanding of that system that has led to the control of it in %%-a)% which were 

pre%riously unimaginable (gcnc therapy). Which leads to what I)T4 of control is 

c,. idcnt in the data and what cffcct does it have on knowledge emergence? 

These assumptions arc kept in mind when comparing the variety of knowledge in each case 

and trying to rind concepts that explain what is happening in each case which is assumed to 

operate in the same system but which produced different knowledge. The analysis starts at 

the most basic level of knowledge creation as defined in evolutionary theory, namely that it 

is dependent on social interaction and therefore its nature must be dependent on the nature 

of social interaction. It looks for mcmc strategies to the extent that at this stage of the 

development of the theory. proof of mcme strategies would be unfounded, but consistent 
differences in the type of knowledge rct3incd might be found in difTcrcnt communities and 

settings. A tendency to always retain certain knowledge or not retain other knowledge 

would act as a driver or the system. E%idcnce is also looked for that supports the notion that 

man might at least in part drive the direction of knowledge emergence, not kno%%ring or pre- 
judging what that c%idcnce might look like or what that system attribute might be. 

What is evident within the data is that the different cases exhibit differcrit levels and types 

of community intcractivity that mean the s)stcrn as a whole is more or less open to new 

variety. Furthermore, although individual mcme strategies cannot be clucid3ted, it is 

possible to discern within the data that certain Imowlcdge is retained mom often than other 
knowledge. Another system attribute that is not mentioncd in the theory but for which there 

is evidence is rules of knowledge cmergence. These can be i=gincd as potentially being 

intentional and a level of evidence is found to support this. Lastly. evidence is found for 

what genetics has shown can be a way in which nun can control the system, namely using 

an understanding of how the system his worked in the past to direct it more in the future. a 
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concept given the title rcflcxivity. Interestingly, the data does not exhibit evidence for all 

theoretically possible forms of rcflcxivity, nor docs it cxhibit much tcflcxi%ity. Ilic 

situation is thcrcfore not as rnanagW as it could pctlups be. 

So to summarise, following the logic described above and using a theory driven approach 

whenever possibIc. and a grounded approach when mquircd, the direction of the cmcrgcncc 

of knowledge is seen as being a function of a number of attributes of the s)stcm. namely 
community intcractivity, differential retention, rules of knowledge cmcrgcncc and 

reflexivity. These attributes are common to all cases of knowledge cmctgcnce but their 

exact nature in each case explains the differences between each case. Taken together the 

nature of these system attributes in each are said to charactctisc dic d)mamism of the system 

each case takes place within. The nature of these attributes is seen as allcring the amount 

and typc of variation (range) and the depth of variation, (pm%-alence) of knowledge. 

It is discovered, however, it is impossible to explain past cmcrgcnce completcly or forccast 

future emergence completcly. Equally, it is disco%-cred th3t more could feasibly be done to 

direct knowlcdge emergence in this setting than is currently the case through cnhanccd 

lc, vels and t)Tcs of rcflcxi%ity. %Vhcthcr one would want to is another tnattcrl A section that 

explores the implications of the insights on the arul) sis of the organizational setting follows 

this scction. 

The remainder of this section focuses on each of the four atuibutes of the system identified 

as being responsible for social cvolution. Each section introduces and explains the concept 

stating to what extent it is based on mernctics and evolutionary theory and if so how. 

Follouing on from this, c%idcncc for the conccpt is prcscntcd. 

4.6.1 Community Interactivity 

The analysis of why knowledge emerges in Icrms of the concept 4cornmunity intcracti%ity" 

is theory driv-cn, in the sense that evolutionary theory states knowledge emerges through 

social interaction. Evolutionary theory states that the emergence of knowledge is a function 

of memes adding -, -aficty through indi%iduals subjectively and diffcrcntially interpreting 

knowledge expressed by others. T'hesc others then colloctivOy agree, or notý with that 

interpretation thereby creating collectives of knowledge or communitics or practice and 
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interest. Evolutionary theory is therefore in agreement %vith Gidden's structuration theory 
(1984) that proposes a duality %%-hcrc both indNidual and social cxistcnccs arc co. 
constructed in the domain of cvcryday interaction. 7be phenomenon involves boil) 

individual involvement in the process of creating knowledge and a degrce or collective 

agremcnt, or not, as regards the knowledge conicnt. DifTerent individual inictprcutions 

create varicty. Collective agreement creates prevalence. Individuals harbour the products of 

past processes of the production and selection of knowledge. which they might or might not 

express. Communities, not only bring the possibility of social interaction. but also have 

their own dynamics of changing agreement on content. These two clcmcnts or individual 

involvement and collective agreement create conununitics. Community inicractivity 

therefore becomes a matter of who interacts with whom and what emerges as a result. 

What the data suggests is that is whether communities interact is dcpcndcnt on how closed 

they arc to new varicty and whcn they do intcract whether they share enough knowledge to 
become involved in some exchange that creates a lineage of tnernes sufficiently long to 

create new Lmowledge and hencc a new community. 

Three aspects of the system appear to alter controllability. Firstly, who meets who in the 

everyday interactions that result in knowledge emergence is not controllable by any one. 
People exhibit free %vill in whom they chose to meet but also ol1cn do not have total control 

over whom they meet, nor do they want to. People attend nctworking events with the 
intention of meeting new people but %ithout k-no%%ing whom exactly they might mect. 
Casual everyday conversations x%ith people in corridors, on streets, and on public transport 

arc not planned but are accidental. Secondly, even if people meet %-cry intentionally, the 

knowledge that any mind harbours cannot be controlled totally either in terms of what 
kmowlcdge they have in their heads, or what knowledge other people have in their heads 

when they meet, either intentionally or accidentally. Lastly. even though on occasions (e. g. 
in psychotherapy) we might reflect on whctherwe %%ish a "mcine" to be in our heads or to 

enter our heads, we do not spend every moment of every day deciding whether knowledge 

should or should not enter our minds. In this sense wc are not, cannot be and do not %%-ant to 

be, in total control over what we have in our heads. 

The emergence of knowledge being unpredictable in terms of who mccts whom and what 

emerges as a result can be illustrated using the cx=plc of chat moms. Note this is di frcrcnt 
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from finding cvidcnce for how community intcractivity dirccls cnicrEcrice at the individual 
level. In the case of who mccts whom. postcrs might Intcntionally join a chat room but 

cannot know or control whom they interact with. Posters do not know what knowledge 

others have in their heads indeed do not really stop to think mucli about %%Iut knowledge 

they might have in their own hcads. Equally although they might on some occasion rcflcct 

on whether the knowledge they have allowed. or are just about to allow. to enter the heads 

(see rcflcxivity section) is something they Nuant' to cntcr their heads, they do not do so in 

every case of social interaction and hcnce process of knowledge emergence in which they 

participate. 

Even the 'decision' to enter the chat room is to some dcgrcc beyond their control %vith 
factors influencing that 'decision' lying in a much broader system. For example, physical 

access to the Internet varies from country to country &1Tcctcd by, for example telephony 

costs that arc high in Italy (low Internet access per population member). low in America 

where calls are sometimes free, to the UK where they are not free but not costly. Many 

other examples can be given of very complex strcams of events leading up to, or not, any 
individual becoming, or not, involved in a social interaction. Once inside the chat room any 

poster cannot be in control of what knowledge he or she may be exposed to. 

What we are lcft urith is the notion tlmt there is a systcm that we arc part of and therefore 
influence. The system is however out there in the sense of being nude up of some many 

people and interactions that we cannot possibly foresee exactly what will happen. The 

system is also in there in the sense of our free %ill but collectively this means wc also do 

not and cannot control the system as it is nude up of others people's fm-cwill (whether or 

not that frcc%%ill is truly free of a matter of the past accumulation of mcmes and whit 

mcmics one happens to come across. There is a need therefore to unpack what the system is 

about from a grass root level to understand whit drives it and where better to start than at 

the basis lcvcl of who mccts whom and what emcrM aS a rCSUIL 

Although midencc cannot be found to explain who interacted with whom and how the 

interactions affected knowledge emergence, the 'how' an3lysis did show this process to be 

affected by every single intcractiorL E%vry social interaction affects knowledge emergence 

and every possible social interaction could affect knowledge emergence. Furthermore, 

every unpredictable social interaction results in a type of knowledge emergence that cannot 
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be prcdictcd. That said, at a community lcvcl pattcrns may bc found. Furthermore. 111c6c 

community lcvcl dynamics can diffcr bct%%-ccn cascs nuking community interactivity a 

conccpt that has oplanatory potcniial. 

The Mars case, despite the title, only seems to contain people who are %-cry knowledgeable 

about science rather than news media people despite the initial title Out appcarcd to involve 

both communities. This is probably because the chat roorn belonged to thc thread of 

science. The absence of non-scicntists can also perhaps be attributed to the title. which 

would tend to put off people who arc inquisiti%v but lack knowledge of science. 'Mcre was 
however some debate amongst the scicntisu about the need not to be wholly accurate about 

science in order to make it appeal and be understood by a broader audience. Although it is 

difficult to say specifically why the title as it stands attracted those that it did. it is not 
difficult to imagine that had the chat room attracted joumalists the ensuing cmcrgcncc of 
knowledge would have been very different, erring much more on the public understanding 

of science (third most pm-alcnt sccond-ordcr mcmeplex) than scientific units (most 

prcN21cnt sccond-ordcr mcmcplcx) as %%-as the case. %Vlutcvcr caused exactly this chat room 

to be confined to a single community and to a community of scientists is difficult to say but 

it can be rccogniscd that by doing so less variety is cmated (see 'how' section 4.4). 

The Religious case attracts two groups or people, atheists and religious people, perhaps 

because the title being in question form is inviting of alternative %ic%%-s as opposed to the 

Mars case that contains a judgement within the title. So from the start of the conversation 

two communities are present. This creates a more dpimic situation in which knowledge is 

tran. sferrcd between two communities and does eventually result in the creation of a new 

community in the form of a dcrinition of Christian fear that is not extreme and to which a 

non-Christian could adhere. Ilis 'community' appears in the chat room to contain only one 

person, the original poster. 'Mis case is therefore mom open to new and novel interactions 

than the Mars; case. This can be connected to the greater variety of knowledge produced 

%ithin it. A more open system appears to encourage %victy. 

The Gun policy case is a far more complex case of four communities bound together by the 

concept of freedom but separated by diffcrcnt, %ic%%-s on g= policy and freedom and what is 

sparn and ficedorn, The conversation however starts %%ith two communities, as does the 

religious case. Two new communities emerge as the content within the conversation 
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expands. Posters belong to different opposing communities. Ilius some are pro guns and 

consider the sparn as spam. Others are anti gxms and consider the spam as sparn etc. Ikspile 

the four communities sharing different views, the system remains open sccmingly through 

the sharing of the concept of and interest in freedom across all four communities. 11rough 

the interaction of these multipic conununities cicn more variety seems to emerge dun in 

the previous cases (see 'how' section). Therefore there seems to be a need for some sense 

of loose community in order for vibrant exchange to happen in order in turn for variety to 

emcrgc. 

4.6.2 Dirrcrcntlal rclcntlon dynamics 

Njemctic theory states that the prc%-alcnce of mcmcs %ithin a population will diffcr and that 

this difference depends on whether they possess 4stratcgics' that increase their likelihood of 

being copied. Thus, according to mcmcticists, the computer %irus Melissa. which consisted 

of an e-mail and 41 love you' attachment, was rapidly rcplicatcd across the globe because 

the mcme strategy had a strong and %%ide appc3l. ibis aspect or mcmctic theory assumes 

that at every intcractionv-ith knowledge, humans do not stop and think about %hat might be 

attracting them to a piece of knowledge and whether that is a 'good thing' or not. They 

might, on occasions, do so and this aspect of knowledge emergence is covered in the 

rcflcxi%ity section. Given however that this does not happen in c%-cry case, it is suggested 

that on occasions knowledge emergence might be affected to a lesser or gmict extent by 

the differential retention of mcmcs whereby certain mcmcs are preferentially retained 

whereas others are very much not retained, %ithout people rcalising it or hming the time to 

stop and rcalise it. Retention d)Tamics arc important because they rc-mal what knowledge 

has little chance of becoming embedded in artefacts or embodied in people's minds as the 

knowledge is rarely cxchangetL 

Ile theory is however lacking in detail, as only examples of meme strategies that are broad 

and hence independent of context arc pro%idcd. In this thesis where context is much more 

specific, and in which very much more subtle, differences in prevalence need to be 

explained, the challenge becomes much greater. Ilat said, what is easily copied 

('preferential retention) and thus becomes context, and what is never copied ('no 

retention') can be determined and an, 21)-sed as follo%vs. The term retention d)mamics is used 

rather than meme strategies as the thesis does not prove memes exist let alone meme 
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strategies which arc logically cvcn more difficult to 'rind' and analyse than mcnics. 111.11 

said in placing retention dynamics in the 4why" rather than 'how' section the suggestion Is 

that such dynamics drive the direction of knowledge emergence in sonic way. Ilicy become 

a concept related to context and the creation of context and %hat nukes a community stay 

or not as a community as the knowledge in it evolves 'risking' that if new knowledge is 

formed more communities might be created and other ones die. 

Man-CPS-C 

In the Mars case prcfcrcnti, 21 retention appears to be about being rationally scicntific. 
humour and the cmotion of being a scientist as shown by the analysis that rollom. 7"he 

most frcqucnt sccond order mcmcplcx and the most frcquent first ordcr mcmcplcx of the 

Mars case are 'facts about units and convcrsion factors' (49.51%) and national and %ithin 

nation differences' (#32)(# - number) respectively. The rcmaining second order 

mcmcplcxcs arc humour (13.2%), 'public understanding of science', (7.8%), 'cause of 

failure' (7.5%). 'the nature of science' (5.30#, *), 'correction of posters getting things wrong 

(4.6%), gemotional attachment to scientific instrumcnts/tools' (3.91,; ), and 'the nature of 

human error in science' (3.2%). The majority of the remaining first order mcmcplcxcs 

within this most frequent second order mcmcplcx arc diNvne facts about conversions 

factors between different scientific units with a range that starts with those rclmnt to the 

failure of Mars to obscure ones such as slugs (#9) and troys (49)1 First order mcmcplcxcs 

not directly rcfcrring to convcrsions units include "national and %ithin nation differences' 

(#28), 'sources other than IlP calculators or conversion factors' (#9). 4professional 

standards/acts of law' (#I) and'IlP calculators as sources of con%-crsions factors' (#I). 

it can be seen from this an3l)-sis that the subject matter of the chat-roorn is elevated from 

the cause of failure in the mission to Mars and explaining that cause of failure to non- 

scientists, to a wider discussion dominated by facts about different scientific units and 

conversions factors in general and to a lesser extent by more general discussions about 

science. From this it would appear that what is attractive is science. in particular objective 

facts about science and to a far lesser extent the impression others have of that objectivity. 

The fascination with science and accuracy is typified by the population of mcmes within the 

memeplex 'facts about scientific units and con%x-rsion factors' being boosted by memcs; that 

were to do with units and conversion factors but which were not relevant to the Mars 
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mission failure. In all cases the mcmcs tend to b-c statcmcnis of 'fact' rather than di%-cric 

%icws about a subjcctivc mattcr. 

This view is further %-alidatcd by the nature of the most prc%-alcnt first ordcr mcmcplcx. 
'within and between nation difrcrcnccs' (N33) within the second ordcr mcmcplcx 'facts 

about scientific units and conversion factors". It is interesting because this first order 

mcmcplcx consists mostly of facts about the nature or the different scicritific unit tysicnij 

operating in different countries and only rarely referred to the need to Amalgamate these and 

never to the fact that they arc social constructions and am not therefore facts. I'lic 

exccptions are a couple of rercrcnccs to historical reasons for countrics criding up with 
different systems. So even in an area that could be considcred as subjective, the cmpbsis is 

on objectivity and any discussion ora subjective take on the content is not tcplicatcd to any 
significant extent. 

Other comparisons can be made between rtrst-ordcr mcmcplcxcs that arc frequent and those 

that arc not within the same second order mcmcplcx to help in substantiating this finding. 

Taking the example of the prcvalcncc of 'gallons and litrcs' (03) versus slugs (49), the 

$gallons and litrcs' include no humour. no discussion of national differences and ends when 

the point is made that the example of litres is being used to show that even St units can be 

confusing. What does stop the lineage 2ppears to be the convcrsion of the subject from 

objective details of gallons to litres conversions to a subjccd%-c discussion of how easy units 

are to remember. Contrastingly 'slugs' in which all posts arc very technical and ractual have 

3 humorous posts out of 9. 

Outside of this general tendency to scicntific objectivity as against social subjective 

construction, there is a lot of humour in this chat room and a sudden show or cmotion. 

What is humorous appears to be preferentially rctaincd dcspite the subject matter being far 

from humorous, starting as it did discussing the failure of the mission and the failure of 

journalists to understand the failure or the n-tission. The sudden show or emotion revolves 

around the o%vnership orup calculators and attachmcnt to them Emerging from a reference 

to an IIP calculator as a source of accurate conversion factors, the discussion emerges to 

include how amazing they are and how good it is to have o%mcd one for many )-cars. This 

show of emotion could be related to a number of other mcmcs that talked of the joy of being 

a scientist. 
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What appears to be preferentially retained in this clut room is thcrcrorc knowledge that w-it 
highly rich in content reliant on objecti%ity, sometimes accompanied by humour or the 

emotion of being a scicntist. It suggests that should a poster wish for his or her post to be 

retained the t)pc of post should be scientifically Wormed and objective, include sonic 
humour and preferably rcrcr to the joy or being a scientist without appearing too 

emotionally ovcrt about this rccling. This %%vuld not guarantee die post being retained. 

especially if the content was unattractivc but would increase the chances ofany unattractive 

content being retained. (Note: such mcnictic engineering is not necessarily cthicall) 

Looking at the new mcmcs that arc not rcplicated %ithin the population and the time pcriod 

studied proNidcs a further chcck or this insight. irthesc arc found to contain any hints of 

pure fact, humour or emotion and pride, espccially around science. the insight would be 

weakened. Equally it would not be surprising if the non-rctaincd mcmcs include any that 

deal %%ith subjccti%ity. 

Nnn. rPtatni-cl Xfor. rho# rnnm np%r mpmrit 

N Post 0 Content Retention? 
1 3 Interference of govmmcnt in Making objective failure in units 

scicncc as cause of problems in subjective 
science 

21 12 Alternative use or 5P calculator Some humour 
31 16 Professional standards Making objective failure in units 

organisations / acts of law subjective 
41 22 'Mank goodness we never Hurnour 

adopted Metric Time 
5 25 My old I Iallid. 3y and Resnick Emotion 1 

source of conversion facts 
61 29 Different systems causing Making subjective objectivity overtly 

confusion %ithin science subjective 
71 31 Attachment to science - 'the story I lumour / motion 

gets curioscr and curioscr' 
8 140 The effect of tutional difTercnccs Making the subjective more subjective 

an real lire and everyday 
9 144 Dogbcrt humour Flumour 

10 163 Emoticons on the net Ilumour 
11 163 Conversion story as cover up Making subjective objectivity overtly 

subjective 
12 164 Ease of understanding St system Making objective subjective 
13 195 Self -reflection - here is a bit of Making subjective objectivity overtly 

trivia subjective 
14 195 Off subject trivia - nothing to do Objective reasoning to subjective 
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with differences in units but there ressoning -must be a non-science 
is a difference on the maps in explanition for di fferenca 
Canada versus US in sections 

In the non-rctaincd mcmes. thcrc is a numbcr of mcmes Out are involvcd in making die 

objective, subjective. Humour does appear. but thinking more carefully, all die other 

contcnt associated %%ith the humour is rcplicatcd. This suggests it is not die contcnt of die 

humour which is attractive but the humour that nukcs the content associatcd with tile 
humour more likely to be rctaincd. Thus. although cmoticons (Intcrnct and mobile phone 
language that uses s)7nbols to indicate cmotion rather than words) are not retained, tile 

content that the reference to cmoticons %%-as associated with is rctaincd. Ilumour in this 

sense appears to be a mcme stratcgy that incrcascs the chanccs of a meme being rcuincd if, 

in this context, it is associated with humour. Once again the inrcrcnce is not that humour is. 

or indeed is not, intentionally created but that posters may not be a%%-arc of the fact because 

they do not rcflcct upon it, that hurnour can inctcasc the chances of contcnt associatcd with 
it being rctained even if the humour is not retained. This does mist the issue of %%-hcthcr 
humour should be coded as contcnt, as happcned, and which proved to be a controvcrsial in 

coding (see section 3.7 on rcliability) but again its importance suggests that it should be 

coded in some %%-ay tither in terms of the hurnour being considered as content or the content 

associatcd with the humour bcing codcd as contcnt but it not being lost in the coding that 

content was associated with humour. 

However. there is some divergent evidencc, post 40's comment about the efrect of national 

diffcrcnccs on everyday life is not retained, despite it being about objective real life cases 

of confusion over units, but this could be considered as making the objective subjective by 

revealing that units arc social constructions. There is divcrgmt evidence in post 25 in that, 

although there is emotion expressed in association %ith the source of conversion factors 

Talliday and Resnick', the mcme is not replicated whereas it is when IlP calculators am 

associated %%ith being a reliable source of conversion factors. 

In summary, the strategy that appears to be most successful in this context is a non-strategy, 

meaning the merne relics on being wry content 13dcn and factually straightfor%%-ard as a 

mechanism to ensure rcplication. This can somctimes be aided by humour about that 

content and emotion about being a scientist. N%Iut is less attractive is subjective talk and 

explanations. There are however no absolutes. it appears to be a matter of what tends to be 

more attractive and what tends to be less attractive. 
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Rcligjous-cas 

As regards the Rcligious Case in ordcr of dweasing frcqucncy the sccond-ordcr 
memcplcxcs are 'areas or oppositional dcbate' (26.6%), 'nature or rcarl (17.1 %). 'religion 

as very negative' (11.4%), personal ofrcnsi%-cness and banter (11.41. ), 'nature of belic%ing' 

(9.5%) and 'rcflcction' (9.5%). Unlike in the Mars case the mcmcs am hotly dcbated. Two 

communities right each other %ithin 'areas of oppositional dcbate'. *definition% of fear' and 
$personal offensiveness and bantcr. whereas 'religion as very ncgati%-c' are populated by 

atheists and 'thc naturc of bclic%ing' is nuinlypopulstcd by bclic%-crs. 

This case tcprcscnts the antithesis of the Mars case in that the subjecti%ity of religion is 

debated urith bclicycrs stating rcligion %%-As real and athcisu stating that it is not. Within the 

case thcrc arc two sub-systcms of people, those that find religion attractive and those that 
rind it not attractive. It appears that what is attractive about this chat room is the possibility 
it gave to pcopic to dcbate the nature orsociai construction. 

What athcists appcar to rind unattractive is contained %ithin the sccond-ordcr memcplcx 
#rcligion as ncgativc' (11.4'oe) and includcs as rtrst-ordcr memcplcxcs "rcligion as 

dangerous -a viruýrain%%-ash / addiction / abusive relationship /master slave relationship, 

'links between Christianity. domestic %ioicncc and psychological illness, 'religion as fear + 

ignorance - superstition or other similar equations'. Example of these mcmes include: 

I ca. " I MM MCVVW 

And you are suffering from a lifetime of daily Hypnotism. 

Although. confronted with every day reality each day 
you cannot deal with it. 

Instead... you chose to hide behind faith. beliefs, myths and 
whatever your brain-washers tell you 

Religion[ 79 

Wishful thinking with a good dose of delusion thrown In for flavor. Taith= 
evidence: curiosity = diversion from the truth" 
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In addition thcrc is a discussion as to wlut accounts as c%idcncc and the truth, in particular 

the situation or prcscnting to atheists quotes from die Bible as c%idcncc being unlicipful 

4quotes from Bibic as cvidcncc / truth' (#4). 

Logically therefore what would not be attractive to a continuation of exchange of mcnics 

between the two communities would be an)ihing that, as in the Mars case. crossed tile 

subjectivc-objcctive di%idc. An)ihing that would alienate the two communitics a lot would 

also be likely to halt exchanges. Again confirmation of this claim %%-as sought by looking tit 

non-rctaincd mcmcs uithin the casc. 

Nnn-ret21ned Relielous Chat room new memes 
Post # Content Retalned? 

1 6 1f answer is parrot talk don't know where I am 
getting it from as have not been to Sunday 
school 

Subjective - objective 
truth 

2 
I 
9 Extensive quotes from Bible Subjective - objective 

truth 
31 14 Atheists weak minded fool running a%-jy from 

truth 
Subjectivc - objective 
truth 

4 16 Scicncc not true - you believe in little balls that 
explode into palaxiesl 

Subjective - objective 
truth 

5 17 To all of us searching for God, harsh words, and 
trashing thoughtsturns; us away 

Subjective - objective 
truth 

6 19 You are my normal -. ision of a Christian that 
knows it all 

Subjecti%v - objcctivc 
truth 

71 20 Would you settle for a hole in the ground - 
offcnsi%-cncss 

Offensiveness 

8 30 Trying li%ing life somewhat morel Offensiveness 
9 35 Unquotabic highly offcnsi%-c anti religious Offensiveness 

- 10 54 In reference to being offsubjcct -4Boy, 
somebody's got %%-a=y too much timic on their 
hands hcrc. ' 

hnlc%-ance 

I1 59 Hoping anotheroff subject thread dies a death lrrclc%-ance 
12 67 Richt to send children to atheist school ? 
13 82 Should not treat Bible any differently from other 

religious books 
? 

14 82 'Ile does not claim to an atheist he is an atheist' ? 
15 82 Which simply means not theist - not belic%ing 

in any rel gion 
16 83 Personal offensh-cness Offensheness 
17 84 Silliness to point of offensh-criess Offensiveness 
18 191 Personal offensiveness Offensiveness 
19 101 Christians doing a lot more anthropomorphizing 

of God than thev omit' 
Subjccti%-c - obicctivc 
truth 

20 107 Quotes from the Bible Subjccfi%v-objectivc 
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truth 
21 109 Fear is about loving you say wcll you should 

add or clse 
Explicit rcncction on 

-mcnic SIMCFy 

It is round that of the non-retained menics a large proportion of cases, (33%). are about 
passing through the subjcctivc-objcctivc di%idc in that either side is questioning the 

objccti-. ity of the other side's ýicw. Twenty eight pcr cent of die rernaining cases contain 
offensiveness, which is also not likely to encourage retention by the opposite party. 1rhe 

rcrnaining 28% of cases arc more difficult to evaluate and as such -A-crc considered as 
divergent evidence. In 2 cases (104,9) through the introduction or a lot of mariation the 
exchange has become rather iffcic-vant and the mcmcs, involve pointcd this out. 

In this chat room therefore what is preferentially retained are views that cross the objective- 
subjective divide, but which did so in a way that is not extreme and is not offcnsi%v to 
either party. Within each sub-collcctivc what is attractive is very difrcrcnL In the religious 
sub-collectivc there is evidence of being amctcd to the ability of religion to explain the un- 
explainable whcrcas in the non-religious people there is a dcsirc not to attacked by the 
4rcligion virus' but on the other hand they desire to understand religion. 

The knowledge which is preferentially rctained in the Gun policy cast at a second order 
memeplex level is the notion of spam (34%). natiotul diffcrcnccs in Gun policy (9.8%) and 
the nature of cause and cffect (7.01, e). Hence the Uowledgc content that is retained above 
all is not the initial subject of the chat room. Mut is present in the chat rWm is therefore a 
mixture of knowledge imparted by those attracted to the chat room by its title and what, 
once %ithin the chat room. is contributed on the basis of what is being talked about which is 

not always Gun policy. It is therefore difficult to analyse what is prcrcrentially retained as 
the data is inextricably linked with these community intcractivity factors. 

What is retained, against the odds, coasidcring the dominance of sparn and the twe or the 
chat room. is the material on the first and second amendment and the nature of democratic 
freedom. What is not retained (see below) is either memcs designated as sparn, off subject, 
extreme %icw or minor %iews or facts. 
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Taken as a whole. the chat room seems to possess complicated tl)uarnics. 11c initial post 
in the form of the request to sign a petition is not retained, as it does not fit into thc rules of 

operating on the cases, and is hcncc spam. It diverted the con%-ctution into a discussion or 

whether or not this is spam. This is ptercrcntially rctaincd. tu is other rclatcd knowledge 

about the nature of individual freedom. Big issues seem therefore to be %lut interests this 

community rather than minor issues or vicu-s. The issue holding the communities of 'Spam', 

4gun policy' and 'being a free American' together under a single large community banner Is 

I freedom. 

Once again this insight is confirmcd by looking at the non-rctained, mcnics. 'tbcsc include 

sparn and minor facts and %iews on issues. hlemcs rclatcd to frecdom in any form are not 

prescnt within the non-rctained data. 

# Post # Content Retained? 
I I Facts about degree of %iolence Designated as spam- 
2 1 75% Americans surport guns Dcsignalý5 as spam-, 
3 1 Government taking no action l3csignatedas gpam 
4 1 Sign petition l3csignitedas spam 
5 3 Offcnsivc against anti-gun lobkvists Offensiveness 
61 5 Start a tition Dc ignatcd as_spam 
7 12 So what's %%Tong %, -ith getting rid of damed 

guns? 
So vaguc as to be 
meaningless and 
arguably nota meme 

8 13 Guns needed in countryside Minor fact 
9 13 Other factors influencing gun %iolcnce i. e. 

presence of police (in Philadclphia) 
Going off subject 

10 15 Off subject - car turn signal being ripped off in 
Philadelphia 

Off subject 

I1 17 Difference between theory and practice Minor %icw 
12 27 Role of education Minor facts 
13 27 Relationship between exposure to guns and 

cffcct on %ic%, %, about Gun policy 
Minor facts 

14 38 Use of guns to protect ), ourself - %%Tong to 
punish ose that ha%v sufTered alre3dy 

Minor %iew point 

15 143 Guns as a source of eNil Extremc %iew 
16 1 43 Getting into heads of those that are %iolent Minor %iew 
17 143 The enjovincnt of owning a gun Extreme %icw 
18 49 Off -subject Bill Clinton and interns! Off subject 
19 50 Alternative sources of %iolencc other than guns Minor fact 
20 50 Getting rid of criminals Extreme %lcws 
21 61 Even it ban guns people can still be killed by 

other means 
Extreme 0cws 

22 62 Questioning of the p": ss as a reliable source of 
facts 

Minor %iew 
II 
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23 68 Facts - but what is considcrcd in the ststistics 
as %iolcnce? 

Minor %icw 

24 71 Most sparn as off topic and not helpful h1i nor vicw 
25 83 Kill those who want to take away our guns 

-1,.. 
Xtmmc view 

26 190 1 Uttcr silliness I OfTsubjctt_____ 
127 1109 1 Guns proNiding job security I Minor facts 

Looking at all the cases, in conclusion, them is a distribution of prevalence or content 

within each case. Certain mcmcs are more likely to be copied thin others. whereas other 

types of mcmcs are less likcly to be copied. It could be imagined that if one was aware or 

this analysis that it could be forecast as to whether a new mcme would be copied casily or 

not in that context. There is however no commonality amongst the cuct as to what is or is 

not retained. What is common to all is that the manipulation of difTercntial retention 

dynamics is despised, in that spam is prohibited as part of the rules of the chat room. It is 

quite easy to imagine that had spam appcw-cd in the Man and Religious cases it would h2ve 

been rejected in some way. In essence differential retention was vay democratic %ithin this 

setting as manipulation of the d)mamics wu frowned upon at a collective lc%-cl. This leads 

to an analysis of and commentary on these rules, stated in the follo%%ing section. which were 

also revealed to be an attribute of the system that affected the emctVnce of knowledge. 

4.6.3 Rules or knowledge emergence 

Although not referred to in the theory. c%idcnce is found for rules of knowledge cmcrgcnce 

that arc the same across the cases and are therefore standard within the setting. Using a 

grounded approach, two types of mcnics within the data arc identifiedL The first, to be 

expected, is knowledge which created a rclationship between the mind dut is expressing it 

and the world in terms of the portion of the world the chat room is about. I Iowc%-cr another 

type of mcnic is present within the data, namcly knowledge about the process of producing 

kmowlcdgc. This t)pc of mcmc does not appear in the Mars Case or the Religious Case but 

does appear in the Gun policy C= where it takes the form of discussing what is and what 

is not sparn. These mcnics about knowledge cmcrgcncc appear in the broader system of the 

Mars and Religious case in that all operate within the sarnc ISP domain and hcnce adhere to 

the agreement that chat rooms are not be used to promote a piece of knowledge as a cause. 

Ex=plcs of this t)pe of mcme include the follo%%ing- 
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EXAMPLE I 

Caw I Pi him, 
Colin rollcy- 19 

Well let'see: 

I. Spamming Is a violation of tho Terms of Servico of nearly ovory ISP - Including 
this noe. Not to mention it Is a sedous violation of Notiquotto 

2. It Is fine and dandy to have their sito. but bombing newsgroups to advertiso It 
and clogging people's bandwidth Is unacceptabla. 
This is the first objcction to the ch2t. room initial postcr using the chat room, not to chat but 
to exchange %icus. but to promote a cause and4 c%-cn %%vrsc in tcrms of Nctiquote. a pctition 
to support that cause. 

EXAMPLE 2 

I crie I Poo few 
I Gun policy_ 1 91 1And2 

Regardless of my opinion on guns and gun contml. I don't consider his post to be 
spam. It was ON TOPIC In the appropriate newsgroups. 

Pursuing this as sparn Is nothing more than person Ns attempt to silence person B 
simply because person A doesn't like person B's opinion. 

This is a point in the chat room where the dcbate is about what is spam %%hich is a form of 

k-nowledgc that is not allowed to exist %ithin the chat room 

IPLE 3 

I Case I PcKt I Merv 

Crun poIwy_LjI 7111 

Trying to remedy that Deja only lets you submit post to four groups at a time. so I 
don't know why so many appeared here. 

This is an example of a spcciric rule of the ISP being rcporlcd %ithin the chat room. 

An example that does not directly rcfcr to spam but does relate the need for such rules to 

exist if the knowledge emerging from chat rooms is to be a certain type, is the following- 

EXAMPLE 4 

I CS. -C I ". I NIMV 
I Gunpoky_1 79 121 

To me, the real value of the Internet Is that it can be used to promote the 
dissemination of Ideas a function necessary to maintain and improve a democracy. 
not to sell more GAP cJothes or make dot-corn Investors rich 
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Whereas in this case of Gun policy, what is a violation of the rules became a subject of tile 

room itself, in the other chat roorns these rules are not discussed as they am adhered to. but 

they do alter the emergence of the knowledge. 1"his suggests that know1cilge-bascil systems 

either implicitly or explicitly havc rules about how knowledge should be transmitted within 

that system, ir these rules arc changed, a sub-discussion about this change can cnicrge. Ibc 

rules can be imagined to have an effect on the knowledge that is produced %ithin the 

system. In the case of chat rwms the rules mean that the emergence of knowledge is 

dynamic and produces a lot of variation as no mcme can be advertised, as it is on a web- 

sitc. The chat room Uo%%-Icdgc climate is one ordcbaic rather than either die promotion or 

the search for facts by an individual. Indeed, in each chat room die distribution of 

knowledge in the dendrograxns can be seen to be extensive %%ith a number or off subject 

mcnics that do not relate directly to the chat room discussion being tolerated. 

in summary, there is evidence that social interaction occurs within systems which am 

bounded by the rules of bowlcdge cmctMcc that altcr the knowledge that is expressed. 
People interacting %%ith that system abidc by the rules and if not the rules can become a 

subject of the knowledge emergence process. Ulut is not known is the extent to which 

these rules arc intentionally created. Did someone decided that the Internet chat rooms 

should be based on such mles. was the decision a conscious one or was it a function of the 

memes that person has accumulate over time? It is, at least in this thesis, impossible to tell. 

Albeit that there is a move to reinstate the rules when they are violated, suggesting there is a 

degree on intentionality in creating rules designed to create %-aricty. Miat is obvious from 

the data is that these rules can themselves be complex and do evolve, which begs the 

question to what extent in any man3gcd, intentional or goal-dircctcd system is someone 

ensuring that the rules reflect the type of knowledge that is desired? The answer tics in the 

reflexivity section below %ithin this chapter and the analysis of the managed. goal-directcd 

organizational system analysed in the next chapter, Chapter Fivc. 

4.6.4 Reflexivity 

As explained at the beginning of the section, although it cannot be easily proven whcLhcr 

human intentionality exists and if so in what forni, evolutionary theory and computer 

simulations of complex systcms suggest that Lmowlcdgc cmcrgcs in a such a complex way 

that it is impossible to control perfectly or direct exactly. Given this, and kno%%ing that nun 

does have the ability to undcrstind evolution at least at some lewl, this sub-section 
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searches for c%idcncc that nun rcflccti on the c1pumics of past knowledge emergence and 
uscs those rcflcctions to innucnce or mdircct the ruturc direction of emergence. Such 

evidence if it were to exist Would suggest memcs arc not totally in controll 

The analysis does mvval some midcnce of posters rcflccting on the cnictScnce of 
knowledge. In the Mars case, one poster comments on the original cffor or the scicntiric 

units, mis-interpretation being due to two communities or scientists. cn&inccrs and 

physicists having allowed knowledge to emerge which %-as open to mis-intcrprctation. In 

this case therefore the rcflcxivity is about the emergence of knowledge outside of tile chat 

room borders. *Fbc mflcxivc mcmc his little, if any, cffect on knowledge emergence as it 

does not lead to a discussion on this subject. 

In the Religious chat room. renexivity is manifcstcd in the form of self-rOcction: 
EXAMPLE I 

cast I Poo Meme 
Relipm 

- 
15 52 

'hey, I am just rearing to the debate' 

and more critically in the form of- 

EXAMPLE 2 

Case I PEý 
Religion IIIII 

'They are designed to *razzle-dazzlo*your mind (like T. V. commercials) until 
they can insert the "Jesus hype virus* In your mind'. 

Here the poster is questioning whether he should ha%-e let a certain mcme into his head. A 

similar case of rcflcxi%ity occurs during post 106 when comments are nude rcgarding the 

use of the mysterious language, in which religion is often expressed. sometimes having the 

effect of making religion viral. 11is reflexive mcme his the cffcct of alicn. 2ting the two 

communities and so can be said to inhibit knowledge emergence in the sense of the 

communities striving to crcatc a definition of rear that both communities agrcc to. 

In the Gun policy case there is even more explicit and prevalent rcflexi%ity in the form of 

the 'spam' discussion. I Icre the initial poster is accused of bad *Nctiquctte', on the basis the 

poster is using a discussion group as a way of advertising a cause. This content is 

intermincd urith the main memcs of Gun policy in terms of whether the people %ho classify 

the initial post as spam arc rcallyjust anti her stance against guns. It is also intcrtuined %%ith 
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the debate on the mcmcs regarding the American First and Second Amendment in tenns of 

whcthcr rporting sparn is iuclf ccnsorship and anti. fmvdom or specdL This f eflexivity is 

thus about whcthcr the rules of knowledge cmcrgcnce are bcing brokcn. Ile tenexivity has 

a dramatic effcct on knowledge cn=gcnce as the rtflcxi%ity dominates the discourse and 
leads to an overall dominance of the subject of freedom of speech. rather than Gun policy. 

uithin the chat room. Furthermore, the community %%ho agn-0 that the initial poster's 

content is sparn, appreciate that the control of these rules of knowledge emergence lics 

beyond their control uith the ISP. The greatest irony is th2t one mcmbcr of the collective 

even breaks the rules which he complains other people are breaking and produces his own 

spam in order to attempt to increase the number %ithin his community. Arguably this can 
be classificd as a very clever case of mcmctic engineering, albeit that the poster claims his 

actions are not intentional (post It 7). 

in summary, there are several t)lxs of tcflcxivity. Tbcsc include rcflcxi%ity operating at 
different levels %vithin the system rcflcxi%ity about the system attributes and reflexivity 

about the outcome in terms of process and content. With respect to the system levels 

rcflcxivity exists as scif-rcflexivity; tcflcxi%ity about the system; and rcflcxi%ity about 
knowledge beyond the system's boundazics. With respect to system attributes them is 

reflexivity about differential retention dpamics (Religion case) and rules of knowledge 

emergence (Gun policy case) but not really about community intcracti%ity or reflexivity 

about rcflcxi%ity, which is effective learning. As regards outcome them is rencxi%ity about 
the process (copy-fidelity in Mars case) and the content (rules of cmcrgcncc afTecting the 

%-ariety of content in the Gun policy case). 7bcsc sourccs of reflexhity arc reported in a 

table below. 

TABLE 4.4 Sources of rcflcxi%ity 

SYSTEM LENTIS SYSTEMAITRIBUTES ONGOING OUTCONIE 

Outside of system Community intcracti%ity Process - copy fidclity 

Inside system Rules of emergmcc Content - %wicty 

Self-reflection Differcnti3l retention 
d-marnics 
Rcflcxi%ity (learning) 
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The cffcct of the reflexivity on subsequent knowledge emergence %-arics front no effect. as 

the reflexivity is not retained (Mats case), to a ncgati%-c effect in that the reflexivity inhibits 

knowledge emergence bct%%-ccn two conflicting communities (Religion case). to a positive 

effect in terms of stimulating knowledge emergence (Gun policy case). In Ole Mars; case the 

self-reflcxi%ity regarding the human error aspect of the discovery of science provokcs no 

further emergence of knowledge. This might be because this piece of reflection is like other 

unattractive mcmes in that system. namely about the subjective uxial side of scientific 

discovery. Perhaps if the sclf-rcf1cction had been retained and resulted in emergence. the 

chat room might have attracted scicntiric journalists rather than scientists. In ale religious 

case the rcflcction stifles the emergence of knowledge in making religion less appealing to 

atheists and distances the two communifics. The religion collective derinitcly disagrees 

with the implications of the comments about religion being a %irus. In the Gun policy case 

reflexivity appears to promote the cnwrgcnce of knowledge by stimulating a related 

discussion on spam and inhibits the emergence or knowledge about Gun policy. 

interestingly it does result in the communities being kept togcthcr through the emergence of 

content about freedom. 

It needs to be seen whether, in a "managed' organizational setting of knowledge cmcrMcc, 

evidence can be found for all possible sources of rencxi%ity and %%-hcthcr rcflcxiiity affccts 

knowlcdgc emcrgcnce to a gmater dcgrce. 

4.7 Commentary on the analysis performed to answer 'why does kno"ledgc 
emerge'? 

The four attributes of conununity interactivity, differential mention, rules of knowledge 

emergence and reflexi%ity together explain the 'why' of knowledge emergence. They were 

, discovered' by comparing the how analyses of the four cases. MIA is possible in 

Imowledge emergence terms is alt=d by who mccts whom and what emerges as a rcsult, 

which is a function of how open or closed communities arc to new social interactions. 

Closely related to conununity intcractivity is the notion of retention d)marnics (loosely 

based on mcme strategies) that suggests each community has a tendency to prcrcr to retain 

certain knowledge over and above other knowledge. Rules of knowledge emergence appear 

to be a way of controlling (to some extent and for certain periods of time) the t)PC of 

knowledge that is created in the future, most specifically how much variety is c=tcd. 
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Rcflcxi,. ity appears to be the ability to judge and curninc the dyn. 2mics of past knowIcilge 

emergence and to dccidc whether to altcr them 

The degree to which each affect knowledge emergence. how and how the attribuics interact 
is unique to each case. In this section. each case is taken and described in terms of the 

mixture of system attributes that produce the knowledge that cmcrgcs. Follo%ing that, 

comments arc made about the implications of the findings on man's role in knowledge 

emergence. In reading this commentary it should be remembered that the stance taken 

assumes that even if nun can act intentionally at an indMdual level, he does so in a systern 
that he cannot control or understand perfectly because it is too complex. 
In the Mars, case, the overriding force is difTcrcnfial retention that results in scientific facts 
being preferentially retained and subjectivism being rarely retained, creating a closed 
community of scientists which in turn inhibits community intcracti%ity. Adherence to the 

rules of knowledge emergence does ho%%v%-cr mean that %%ithin that closed community 
maricty is still expressed. That said more content is contained %ithin one mcmeplex in 

comparison with the other cases, possibly because only the one community is operating 
%ithin the contexL 'nel3ck of subjecti%ism seems to limit the variety that can be produced. 
Very little reflexi%ity is present in this case and so this force does not affect knowledge 

cmcrgcnce. 

In the Religious case, as in the Mars case. the rules of knowledge cincrgcnce thit promote 
waicty in chat rooms are adhered to. I fete, howc%vr in contrast to the Mars case, the s)-stcm 
is kept open because of differential retention that accepts the knowledge that cxisu in both 

communities (that religion is an objccti%-c fact and that religion is a social construction one 
does or does not believe in). Indeed. the openness results in the beginnings or a new 
community associated uith the original poster accepting a definition of fear that is not 
extreme in the direction of either non-rcligious or religious people. Rcflcxi%ity is present in 

slightly greater quantities and in a differcnt form thin in the Mars case. but is not retained 
and does not affect emergence to any degrcc. 

In the Gun policy case, the rules of lmowlcdgc emergence arc not adhered to in the opcning 

post. This creates a complex social cn%iroruncnt in th3t four conununitics co-exist and co- 

evolve around two subjects %ith many diff=nt combinations or Nricws being held by 
different posters on these subjects. Variety is concentrated in one mcmcplcx around what is, 
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and is not. adherence to the knowledge rules. Other than that a lot of other %-sricty still 

exists %vithin the population (more dun in the other cases) at both objective facts are 

debated and subjective interpretations nude there of (as in the Mars and Religion cases) 

and of social constructions such as Gun policy laws (as in the Religion case). 711is along 

with the non-adhcrcncc to rules seems to create the multiple communitics. Difricrential 

retention seems to result in the retention or fIrcedom-rclated content menics that cover the 

content of all communitics and therefore appear to keep die system open. Non-adhcrencc to 

the rules of knowledge emergence, ironically by someone objecting to die initial violation 

creates a degree of retention of one menic about reporting the initial violation as seen in die 

high number of repeats. Reflexivity about knowledge rules is very prevalent and altcts the 

emergence of knowledge. 

In all cases therefore, it is possible to identify attributes of the systcm that 'bchavc" in 

different %,., ays and result in different forms of knowledge. 1"he d)iumics am complex with 

the attributes interacting and reinforcing or countering each other. As rcgar& intentiotulity, 

it is shown that rcflcxi%ity can alter knowledge mergence directing it to%%-ards a goal (in 

this case this goal is maximum varicty of content) but that all potential sources of 

rcflexivity are not present in this setting and so perhaps knowledge is not directed to the 

extent it can be through the mechanism of understanding emergence. Equally. as Mg3rds 

intentionality, cNidcnce is found in the Gun policy case that suggests howcivr intentionally 

a system may be set up to produce knowledge of a certain type (for example by instituting 

certain rules of emergence), ongoing reflexi%ity is important, if not %ital, in monitoring 

whether the system has evolved through combinations or community intcracti%ity. 

differential retention dynamics and changes in the rules into a system %%hich no longer 

reflects that intcritionality. Even then, as is in the situation in the Gun policy case. it might 

not be easy to U=form a complex system into what was intended even if clc%vr uctics are 

used (e. g. using spain to right spam). 

4.8 Implications ror the organizational wting 

As regards transferring the insights gleaned as to the 'how' of knowledge emergence from 

the Intcmct chat rooms to the setting of organizations, there is every reason to think that 

mcmes exist in organizations as scif-tontaincd particles of knowledge that pass from one 

mind to another, that can be clustcred together and that have a %idcr or narrower %-ariation 

range and a greater or narrower prevalence. There is also no reason to think that the same 
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categories of copy-fidclity might exist in organizations, albeit organizationally speciric 
categories might also exist, and the distribution of these categories might vary dependent on 
the organizational context under study. There is no reason to think dial dcndrograms and 

replicationgrarns of organizational knowledge creation cannot be created. albeit that they 

might be notably different from those or the Internet setting. and hcnce show that 
knowledge creation in organizations is different thin in Internet chat rooms. Spccirically, 
Internet chat rooms arc 'intended' to produce variety whereas organizational knowledge is 

usually produced within some kind of restrictive franv%vtk, even in an innovative 

company. 

Equally, as regards the "why' of knowledge emergence one would expect that the system 

amibutcs of community intcractivity, differential retention. rules of knowledge emergence 

and rcflcxhity would explain the emergence of organizational knowledge, albeit that other 

concepts might be ncedcd. Just as however, the mcmctic pcrspccti%-c of process and content 

of organizational settings might be different, one might expect the %%-ay in which system 

attributes operated to be diffcrcnL Abo%v all, given that organizational setting$ arc 
Gmanaged'. it would be expected that reflexi%ity would be highly prevalent in most, irnot in 

all, of its theoretically possible fornts. 

Whether this is the case is explored in the next chiptcr that covers the analpis of the 

organizational setting. Specific questions that the atul)sis of the Internet data suggest, 

which need to be asked of the organizational data are: 

1. Do organizational dcndrogams look radically different from the Internet 
dendrograms? If so why? 

2. Do organizational rplicationgrams look radically differcnt from the Intcmct 

replicationgrams? If so why? 

3. Within organizations is them c%idcnce of the n2ture of collective social interaction 

altering the direction of knowledge mergence? Is the n3ture of social interaction 
diffcrcnt in the orpnizational setting? If so how does this difference affect 
knowledge emergence and how is it nun3gW? 
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4. Is thcrc c%idcnce for prc facritial rctent ion in organimions? I low docs thi %a fTcc t 
knowlcdge mcrgcncc? Is this a source of good or bad orpnizational paromince 

and how arc thcy managcd? 

5. Is thcre c-, idcncc of knowlcdgc cmcrScncc rulcs? Arc thc: sc ruics diffcmt from 

thosc opcrating within the lntcmct sctting? I low do thcsc ruics afTcct knowlcdgc 

cmcrgcnce and how are thcy nunagcd? 

6. Is there cNidencc of mflcxiNity? Is thcre rnorc or less reflexi%ity dun in tile Inlcmct 

sctting? Is the rcflcxivity a source of good or bad orpnizational pctfomuncc mind 
how is it mn3gcd? 

If the 'how' and 'why' of knowledge emergence docs Prove to be applicable, at the most 

with only minor modifications, to the organizational setting, this last question regarding 

reflexivity uill be of greatest importance because it %%ill m%val whcther the organizational 

setting is less or more 'managed' (in complexity systems terms) than the organizational 

setting. This statement is made on the basis that tcflcxi%ity appears to be able to direct 

knowledge emergence towards greatest 'fit' between emctgnt knowledge and intended 

knowledge ovcr time. As such reflexi%ity of knowledge emergence can be considcred as the 

ultimate source of sustainable organizational ad%rantage if it is presumed that. ho%%v%-cr 

intentionally a knowledge systcrn is set up as time passes and through complexity, it is 

likely to produce less appropriate knowledge. 

4.9 Conclusions and next steps 

The analysis of the Internet setting is performed using mernctics as a theoretical back-drop. 

It reveals that it is possible to di%idc discourse into knowledge-bascd units of analysis and 

analyse these for knowledge content and knowledge process. Using the concept that mcmcs 

exist as semantically independent particles, which are impctfcctly and differcmially copied 

through subjectivc interpretation of meaning over time by people as they socially interact. 

fingerprints of knowledge emergence can be crcatcdL 11cse fingerprints consist of 

dcndrograms; that illustrate the nature and variety of knowledge content and 

replicationgrarns that charactcrise the process by which that knowledge content emerges per 

case (or population of cvol%ring mcmes). Whilst not accurate as independent fingerprints 
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they do allow the comparison of knowledge emergence between the di ITercnt cases. I Lis the 
discourse produced a great dcal of varicty or %-cry little? 11.21 the varicty bccn produccd 

through incrcmcntal stcps or a fcw large jumps? %%lut has bccn the spccd and th)ihni of 

change? The fingerprints of the lntcmct cases are unique but not radically difTctcni front 

vich othcr. This anal)sis makes up the 'how' part or the mseamh qucstion. 

The how analysis is not pcrfcct in that mcmcs am difficult to idcnliry and difficult to 

cluster. It can also be debated as to whether they are knowWp. 17he analysis docs however 

allow the nature of the discoursc to be understood in tcnns of mlictlicr a lot or a little 

mariety is produced during the converution and %%ficther this maricty comet about smoothly 
or in jumps. The analysis creates a view on %%-hcthcr. in mlativc Icrms rather than absolute 
terms, a conversation has drifted or stayed true to an area. Kno'Aing the future of the 
conversation allows the researcher to begin to decipher what underlying d)mamics appear to 
be affecting %-aricty production leading to the why analysis. 

The system in which this process and content unfolds is examined to dctcminc its 

attributes in order to answer the 'why' part of the research question. Comparing and 
contrasting what knowledge and how knowledge is produced in the cascs (and thcmfore the 

results of the 'how' analysis per case) four attributes am disco%vred Out explain knowledge 

emergence in these cases. These attributes are common to all cases but thcir exact nature 
differs and these differences explain the differences in knowledge process and conicnt 
between the cases. Each attribute is e%-aluated to determine the extent to which it appears 

controllable. Each of these attributes are sum=riscd below. 

Firstly, the term community interacti%ity is coined to explain the effect of indi%idual 

invol, vemcnt (differential interpretation) and collective involvement (agreement on 
interpretation) on the direction of emergence. In order for knowledge to emerge, indi%iduals 

must have physical or %irtual access to others, they must be able to relate to the mcmcs 
being cxpressed by the person they am socially interacting %%ith. must interpret them and 

then express themselves. Ulm makes a diffcrcncc is who meets who and what emerges as a 

result. This attribute of the system is uncontrollable in that: firstly. indi%iduals cannot 

control exactly whom others meet and arguably whom they meet, at least all of the time, 

and nor do they necessarily %%-ant to. Secondly, because what is in anyone's mind is a 
function of these past imperfectly controllable w. -crits, no individual can control or have 
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control over what knowledge emerges %%hcn two people do nict. Thirdly. although people 
can rcflcct on whether they ivish certain knowledge to enter their minds. they do not do so 

on an cvcryday basis, let alone for every piece or knowledge they cncounicr. 112t said, at a 
higher level of communities of interest and practice. c%idcnce is round that suggests that tile 
direction of emergence is altered by how closed or open the system it to tile interaction of 
novel people and mcmcs and what interaction takes place between communities who 
occupy any k-nowlcdgc space. The Mars case, for example, is relatively closed. the religion 
case has two communities that struggle to intcract v. -Ilcreas the gun policy case is more fluid 

and contains four conununitics. 

The system is also charactcriscd by ccruin knowlcdge bcing preficrcmially rctaincd ovcr 

other knowledge and same knowledge nc'mr bcing copied %ithin the systcm. Pattern, or 
'diffcrential retcnfion dynamics' are found in each case. What knowictige is diffmntially 

retained in cach case diffcrs. 

A further attribute of the system is the existence or rules that am shared at the collective 
level and which influence what typc of knowledge is produced in and by that system In this 
setting the rules of emergence are identical across all cases. although they are not adhered 
to in one case. 

Lastly. reflexivity about the process of knowledge creation appears across the cases albeit 
in different guises and with %-ar)ing effects on the emergence of subsequent knowledge. It 

does not appear in all its thcorctically possible forms. 

The knowledge that cmcrges in each case is sccn as the function of the strcngth and cxact 
nature of these attributes as well as %%hat happens when they intenct. Specifically. in this 

setting and therefore across all of the lntcmct case, the cmcrgmcc of k-nowlcdgc is sccn as 

particularly free in that access to the system is open to many and remains open to many and 

all emergent knowledge is tolcratcd, whcrcas the promotion of knowlcdge is prohibitcd. 
Each chat room has sources of diffcrcntial mention that create context and dcrinc what 
knowledge is most likely to be retained in that context as it emerges, in turn altering how 

closed or open the system is to new interactions and nuking the knowledge content %-cry 
different between the cases. Thcre is some refIcxi-trity, but not enough, to affect this free 

form of knowledge emergence except in one case. Above all knowledge emergence in this 
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setting is directed by adherence to rules of knowledge emergence that ctcatc a veil deal or 

%-aricty. 'Mis in turn promotes very free and open social interaction that allom differential 

retention to cmcrgc, rather than be set at die start, and %hich also appears to support 

rcncxivity if that strong source of direction (rulct of knowledge emergence) is lost. In tile 

sense Internet chat rooms are set up to create great %, ariety. the syslem dynamics do result in 

the crcation of varicty. It can be thcrcrom clainicd that as 'unmanaged' and scif-organizing 

as Intcmet chat rooms might appcar in thc traditionsl scnsc of die word thcy arc in a way 

managed and organized. 

The implications for organizational knowledge emergence are socral. all in the form of un- 

answered questions. These fall into three categories: can and is the 'how' of knowledge 

emergence explained in the same way in the organisational setting; can and is the 'Why' of 

knowledge emergence cxplaincd in the same %%-ay in the organizational setting; is there 

evidence of far more reflexivity that has been shown to dirrct knowledge cmapnce in the 

goal-directcd organizational setting when comparcd to the 'un=nagcd' Internet setting? 
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CHAPTER FiVE 

Data analysis and insight generation: Organizational set(Ing 

5.0 Chapter overview 

This chapter uses discourse that took place within a strategic, senior management meeting 

within a dynamic, innovative company, combined with a broad, but detailed, knowledge of 

the organization as a whole, to determine how and why does organizational knowledge 

emerge. During the discourse, opinions arc cxchangcd, judgements made, situations 

interpreted and new ideas suggested, making it possible to view the organizational setting 

as a knowledge system. The process of answering the research question is aided by the 

organizational setting being a contrast to the Internet setting studied previously, in that it is 

Gmanaged'. 

The organization is an Intellectual Property company that undement a great deal of 

strategic change in the months prior to data collection. Having started the transformation 

period as a division of an ex-nationalised company with an uncertain strategic intent, at the 

moment of data collection, the division became a separate company. fully o%mcd by the 

corporate group but with the intention of becoming independent through an Initial Public 

offering on a Stock Exchange within 12-24 months, dependent on markct conditions. 

As in the Internet setting, three cases make up the organizational data scL Ibcy all cmanatc 

from the same senior management meeting, of the type that is held approximately cvcry six 

weeks. The meeting was audio and video t3ped. One of the organizational cases is the 

discourse that occurred between the senior directors and two project managers, requesting 

feedback on, and finance for, a new Intellectual Property based idea (Troject case'). The 

second organizational case involves the period during the meeting when only the senior 

directors are present and internal management processes are discussed in the light of the 

changing nature of the organization ('Internal case'). Lastly, a period in which the 

Managing Director leaves the room and the nature of the discussion movcs off agenda is 

used as the remaining case ('Off agenda case'). 
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As before, the cases are analysed from a memctic perspective in order to answer the 
research question, 'how and why does knowledge emerge? ' The data in cach case is divided 
into mernes and mcmcplexcs to create a functionally annotated mcnomc. I'lle content of the 
memcs is analysed to create qualitative and quantitative dcridrograms that arc converted 
into simpler, purely quantitative histograms of numbers of first-order mcmcplcxcs and 
numbers of mcmes in each. The process by which that content emerges is also analysed to 
create replicationgrams. 

This functionally annotated menomc, analysed in terms of knowlcdge-bascd content and 
process, is then used to determine whether forces of community intcractivity, diffuntial 

retention dynamics, knowledge rules and reflexivity, idcntiricd as explaining why 
knowledge emerged in the 'unmanaged Internet'. explain emergence in this 'managed' 

setting. As before, the differences between the cases as shown by the dcndrograms, 

replicationgrams and histograms act to verify whether the system attributes are common to 

all cases and whether, at the same time, the exact nature of the system attributes difTcrs 
between the cases and explains the difference bctwccn the cases. Furthcrmorc, within this 

analysis, comparisons are made of the different organizational cases and different social 

settings (Internet case rooms and organizational strategy making). 

As regards answering the 'how' part of the question, it is mmaled that this can be done in 
the same way as for the Internet setting. The manipulation and analysis of the data reveals 
that it is possible in the organizational setting, as in the Internet setting, to create a 
functionally annotated mcnome and to analysc this mcnome from the perspectives of 
knowledge content and process. The exercise reveals the nature of knowledge creation 

within the organizational cases, in terms of quantitative differences in the breadth of 
variety, frequency of that variety and hence distribution of knowledge content within each 
case. As before the nature of the process whereby that variety is created is quantitatively 

characterised to reveal differences in the ways in which the knowledge is created in each 

case. These differences are explored further using the qualitative data behind the 

quantitative approach. In the organizational setting a new category of combination 
(combining pieces of knowledge to create a 'helicoptcr, vicw) is found (albeit that this %%-as 

also found through second coding to exist once in the Internet setting see appendix 11) 

whilst the category of mis-intcrpretation does not appear at all in the organizational setting. 
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Having characteriscd how knowledge emerges in these organizational cases. as regards (lie 

question 'why does knowledge emerge? ' whether the concepts of community inicractivity, 
differential retention dynamics, rules of knowledge cmcrgcncc and rcflcxivity can explain 
the 'why' of knowledge emergence is explored. With regards to community interactivity 
(who interacts with whom and what cmcrgcs) as in the Internet setting, the nature or the 
discourse cannot be traced or explained at an individual level other than to say 'who 
interacts with whom and what emerges as a result' as done within the 'how' analysis. At a 
collective / community level it is found that, in contrast to the Internet setting, die systems 
are closed in that the discourse occurs in a closed meeting. It appears to take into 

consideration very little about what happens in terms of community intcractivity in the 
broader system, despite it being very much part of that broader system. 

Differential retention dynamics arc, as in the Internet setting revealed and, in contrast to the 
Internet setting, found to be identical across all of the organizational cases. Evidence is 
found for the existence of rules of emergence. These rules limit the amount of variety that is 

produced and discussing their nature forms part of a case (internal case), albeit the 
discussion is far less explicitly about knowledge than in the Internet setting. There is 

evidence of reflexivity about rules and about community intcractivity but not about 

preferential retention and non-retention of mcmes. Reflexivity is limited in prevalence 
terms and in the range of types of reflexivity for which evidence is foundL Indeed rcflcxivc 
memes (knowledge about the past production of knowledge) tends not to be retained despite 

the situation being managed. 

Lastly, the two settings of the 'unmanagcd, Internet cases and the 'rr=agcd' organizational 
cases are compared and contrasted to determine the nature of the 'management' of the 

emergence of knowledge. As regards content and process and therefore the 'how' of 
knowledge emergence, the Internet cases exhibit more variety of content and feature more 
categories of emergence that rapidly add knowledge content to the populations of mcmcs 
than is the case in the organizational setting. 1"he Internet setting includes the category mis- 
interpretation whereas the organizational setting does not and, more interestingly, contains 

a number of examples of a category combination, which as explained above is akin to what 
is often referred to as a helicopter view. 
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As regards system attributes and the 'why' of knowledge emergence the follo%ing applies. 
Community intcractivity is far less complicated in the Internet cases, given die open 
systems nature of that setting, whereas the organizational setting is more closed. The 
Internet setting has many more interacting communitics on the whole. The organizational 
cases resemble much more the Mars case than the more dynamic Religion or even more 
dynamic Gun policy case. There is evidence in both settings of preferential retention and 
non-rctention of certain mcmes. Whereas these vary greatly bctwccn the Intcrnct cases, in 

the organizational setting they are very similar across the cases. Whereas the rules in the 
Internet setting cause an increase in the 'variety of knowledge content, rules in the 

organizational setting cause a decrease in variety. Reflexivity is present in both settings but 

to a far lesser degree in the organizational setting and also in less fornis than in the Internet 

setting. Furthermore, unlike the Internet setting, rcilexivity in the organizational setting 
does not ever direct knowledge emergence because reflexive mcmcs arc a qPC of mcme 
that is not retained across all cases. In neither setting is evidence found for anywhcre near 

all theoretically possible forms of reflexivity. 

In conclusion, the empirical analyses of the two data scts showcd that unique, if more or 
less similar, fingerprints of organizational knowledge emergence exist within each case and 

between each setting. Applying the theory of memetics and the exploratory methodology 
developed within the thesis creates these fingerprints. These fingerprints quantitatively and 

qualitatively characterise the nature of knowledge emergence in both content and process 
terms. The characteristics of all the fingerprints can be explained in terms of the concepts 
that act as systemic forces on evolution, namely community interactivity, differential 

retention dynamics, rules of knowledge emergcncc and reflexivity. The nature of these 

concepts differed between cases within the same setting and between settings. The most 
striking finding is the lack of reflexivity in the 'unmanagcd' organizational setting when 
compared to the 'unmanaged' Internet setting. 

5.1 The company 

The organizational setting is described below. The company remains anonymous with 

names changed to maintain this anonymity but which still rcflcct the nature of the 

organization. Organizational data was collected in a European company, which has a long 

history and a rapidly changing recent past. The company formed over 40 years ago, %%-as a 

national institution with a governmental remit to help national companies adopt new 
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technology and science as well as the obligation to develop science that was in the national 
interest such as defence capability. In the 1970s the company %-as nationaliscd, forcing its 

managers to enter a period of rapid adaptation to the differcrit demands of sharcholdcr 
ownership, from which it is arguably still emerging. 

When the researcher first made contact with the firm it was with the Products division, 
headed by a MD. The aim of the division was somewhat varied in that in some c2scs it 

provided new products and systems that were developed by the remaining divisions into 

profitable businesses, whereas in other cases the innovative outputs were codcvclopcd with 
outside partners, some of whom were old-style government backed organizations, whereas 
others again were developed in association with customers operating in the commcrcial 
world. Finance was obtained in some cases from traditional govcnuncnt and national 
institutions in the form of grants, in other cases internally, in other cases again from 

customers. This mix of business policy, although well intended and successful in 
incrementally moving the organisation from a national to a private concern, ended up 
creating a difficult-to-manage division that was fclt to possess unrcalised potential in what 
was fast becoming a knowledge economy. In a period of rapid change, the organization 
acquired a new MD and the division was renamed 'Innovative Technologies' to 

communicate that it needed to focus on what it was good at, namely providing innovation to 

others rather than creating stand-alone products and systems. Through a mixture of a 
growing entrepreneurial spirit within the firm, an increased awareness of knowledge-based 

competition within and outside of the firm and a lessened but still present lack of clarity 
around what the organization stood for, a proposition was made to the Corporate Board for 
the division to become an Intellectual Property Company (oflen referred to internally as 
11PCo' before the official name was created), to be made independent of the corporate in 
time through an Initial Public Offering (IPO). The mission of the new company is to create 
'commercial knowledge through inspired innovation. 

Background data was collected during the whole of this period from just before the name of 
the division changed from Products to Innovative Technologies in February 2000, to the 
forming of the independent company to the build up to the IPO of the new company in early 
2002.7he data specifically analysed in detail in search of an answer to the research 

question, 'how and why does knowledge emerge'. was collected in the period between the 
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Board accepting the proposition to become an Intellectual Property Company and die as yet 
unfulfilled IPO. 

During this period, following a review of the organization's Intellectual Property, 

conducted in association with a Big Five consulting firTn as part of the transformation to a 

newly named company, the company was organiscd around Intellectual Propcrty-bascd 

Gcxploitation plans'. These plans and accompanying actions and implications were managed 

at a senior level through an investment process built on the back of the old Product 

Division's product portfolio process, itself brought in to Corporate as part of another 

change exercise aided by another consulting firm and which had at the time of Innovative 

Technologies become the growth process. At periodic intervals, exploitation prospects were 

either required to be presented to senior managers meetings, as a matter of organizational 

routine (as they were at stages or gates that required a new level of resource be Worded to 

them) or were presented because middle management requested that they should be in order 
to benefit from the experience of the senior managers. The presentations took place at 

periodic 'investment meetings' at which the whole company status %N-as reviewed. 

The investment process that these meetings revolved around, and which formed the back 
bone of the company, was relatively routinized in terms of standard forms being available, 

such as the 'idea pro-forma, and relatively guided in terms of approved organizational 

practices such as milestone planning and working to job codes. In this period of rapid 

change, it was however generally accepted that nothing was "set in stone' or probably ever 
would be and that there were areas of the approach that needed to be developed and areas 

which were on a learning curve. There was however an evident, if limited, and arguably 

very healthy amount of tension between creating a old-style ruicbook and getting through 

every day as best as time allowed in order to fuel the transformation into a leading-cdgc 

intellectual Property company. The format of the presentations at the investment meetings 

was not proforma-cd in anyway, but the Group Secretary prior to the meeting often saw the 

presentations. 
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5.2 Data collection 

As dctailcd in Chapter Three on research strategy, the data wcrc collcctcd within this 

organizational setting in two ways and for two reasons. Firstly, in ordcr to obtain a through 

understanding of the organization as a whole, background data were collected in the form of 
interviews and cases with directors and project managers, internal company documcnts 

from IP exploitation plans to agendas of meetings to business process documentation. as 

well as externally available information such as company reports, share price nuctuations 

and Internet site content on an ongoing basis. This data were not analysed per se but served 
to put the data that were analysed in its broadest context. 

The data that formed the case material existed in the form of three organizational cascs. 
These took place during one of the regular investment meetings in which the dircctors met 

amongst themselves and with project managers responsible for the development of the 

company's IP. The meeting was audiotaped and transcribedL Meeting notes and a videotape 

of the meeting served as further detail. 

The collection of the background data was useful for another reason, namcly that by the 

time of the investment meeting, in which the case material %2s collected, staff present at 

the meeting knew of the research and knew of the nature of the confidentiality agrccmcnt. 

As a whole data set; the amorphous background data that made the researcher familiar with 
the organisation; the substantial, relaxed and professional presence of the researcher within 

the organisation over a period of time that made managers at the meeting happy to be part 

of the research and the transcribed organisational cases that were actually analysed, made 
for a robust and comprehensive data sct. 

53 The case studies 

Investment meetings were generally held at six-eight week intervals, lastcd from lunchtime 

until early evening, included the senior management team and followed a set agenda. The 

senior management team at this point in time in the transformation of the company %k-as 

made up of the Managing Director (MD), The Scientific Director (SD), the Gromh 
Secretary (GS), a Corporate Director, Groulh Director (GD) and a Markaing Dircctor 
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(MarD). The investment meeting as ever involved a review of the actions of the last 

meeting, a review of the financial situation, a number of presentations by project managers 
to senior directors of IP projects at various stages of development, meeting Specific agenda 
items, which in this meeting took the form of discussing the managing of IP, other 
discussions under Any Other Business (AOB) that in this meeting were also about internal 

management issues. At this meeting there was also a period when the meeting went 4off 

agenda' when the MD lcft the room to take a phonc call and the remaining directors chose 

to suspend the meeting until his return. 

The three sections of the meeting chosen as cases (for justification of this choice see 
Chapter Three) are detailed below. 

The project case 
The first case study was an 'idea' meaning that it existed as Intellectual Property that, to 

date, had been developed in spare time and was in the earliest stages of development. The 

presentation to the Board represented a request for finance to develop the idea further and 
hence to become part of the Intellectual Property Development Portfolio and enter the 

Investment Process. Pre-meeting preparation had included filling in the idea pro-rorma and 

preparing the presentation. The presentation included explaining the origins of the idea, 

handing around a physical example of the product, discussing the patent situation, j Usti fying 

requests for funding in terms of the technical challenges ahead regarding the development 

of IP, alternative exploitation routes and the nature of the competition. In this case two 

project team members were present, one of which %vas the inventor (PNII), who %%-as 

nervous of making the presentation, and a colleague (PN12) who had completed most of the 

paper work-up of the idea and intcdectcd on occasions during the presentation and 
discussion. 

The internal case 
After other presentations of projects at various stages of development, the meeting turned to 

address internal management issues. The agenda mentioned cluster management, a 

company specific approach to managing Intellectual Property, and indeed this was 

discussed. The process of introducing this approach to all staff %%-as mentioned, areas 

worthy of cluster management as the organisation moved towards an all IP-based company 

were discussed as was the competence of staff to manage this internal process. Under AOB 

the conversation also included three other internal issues; firstly, the need to comply with a 

corporate demand for a certain report, secondly a potential new cross division business 
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opportunity, and thirdly, a request by the Scientific Director that meeting material 

associated with the presentation of projects be given to the directors some time prior to tile 

meeting so that some preparatory work could be done. Ilis conversation proceeded to 

cover many other options of how to change the nature of the meeting and die investment 

process of which the meeting was partý some of which were somewhat distant from the 
initial idea and included: 

Needing perhaps to treat projects at different stages diffcrcntly as rcgards. 
accompanying material in order to avoid stifling creativity in the carly stages 
The need for more good product champions. 
The absence of good late stage project business plans. 
The presentation of a particular project and how disappointing it had bccn 
Inviting people with ideas to lunch. 

The only action that was agreed upon was to have an open half an hour at the beginning of 
each meeting for very informal chats about new ideas. Ile remaining thoughts about how 

to change the process were neither not noted nor actioncd. 

The off agenda case 
This shorter discourse occurred when the Managing Director left to take a phone call from 

the Head of Corporate, AEA. The discussion started as an extension of the previous 
discourse on clusters but quickly moved on to the heavy work-load being experienced by all 
as a result of the rapid changes within the company. There %N-as also a spontaneous 
discussion about a project that was not on the agenda but was part of paper work. and hence 

work overload which a director happened to have with him as it had arrived recently on his 
desk. 

5.4 Data analysis 

The analysis took place as planned and as detailed in Chapter Three and as described in 
Chapter Four. In the first stage of answering the research question, the issue of how does 

knowledge emerge is addressed in three steps. Firstly, per case, the data are divided into 

memcs to create a functionally annotated mcnome. Secondly, using content analysis and 

clustering into first-order mcmeplexes, dendogranis are created of each of the three cases, 

which are converted into casier-on-the-eye histograms showing the number of first-order 
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memeplexes and the number of mcmes in each. Thirdly, and using a mixture of grounded 
analysis and the work already completed with the Internet cases, rcplicationgrams are 

created of each case study to show the distribution of categories of emergence within each 
case. 

In addressing the second part of the research question, the issue of 'why does knowledge 

emerge' is addressed in two steps. Firstly, the cases arc viewed to see whether the dircclion 

of knowledge emergence is subject, as had been the case in the Intcmct cases, to the forccs 

of community intcractivity, system boundcdness and reflexivity and to what extent the 

nature of these are different between the cases. Lastly. and in an additional stcp comparcd 
to Chapter Five, the findings in the two settings arc compared and contrasted to create 
insights about the management of the emergence of knowledge. 

5.5 How does knowledge emerge? 

The three steps used to answer this question arc detailed below, followed by a conunentary 

on this process of elucidating how knowledge emerges in each of the three organizational 

cases. 

5.5.1 Generating the knowledge-based perspective: 
Identifying the population of Imemes' 

The Process 

As before, content analysis is used to divide the data within each case room into particles of 
knowledge that contained sufficient knowledge for the particle to exist independent of a 

single person and therefore be potentially transferable from person to person within that 

context. The generation of a mcmetic perspective from the organizational data proves to be 

both different from and similar to the generation of a menictic perspective fmm the Internet 

data. 

In terms of similarities between the two processes firstly, it is not possible to determine 

exactly in words where one meme began or ended. Secondly, it is shown how important 

context is in determining what was and was not to be considered as a merne as had been the 

case in the Internet cases. Albeit as the context is very different, the difference element of 

this observation is dealt with below. Thirdly, it is discovered, once again, that even the most 

sophisticated of artificial intelligence could not have coded the datawith the same subtlety. 
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The coding process is subjective. It was not however biased in that %%, hcn coding it is 

impossible to think what could be the implications of the coding process of the results and 
insights as the research is far too complex. The process is subjective in that it was difficult 

to determine how many memes and of what type existed in each 'talk' (or intervention by a 

single person). For this reason a second coder was used to code the same data. This person 
is used to having to record the content of senior manager meetings, was very familiar with 
the process of investing in developing science and was willing to complete the taskl The 

second coding revealed that it is very necessary firstly to have many rules about coding and 
information about context if the coder if differences are to be minimiscd. Secondly, it 

revealed that however much effort is put into training and informing the second coder 
differences will still remain but that these can be resolved especially where they relate to 

context, less so when they related to number and type of mcm, cs. More details are provided 
in Chapter Three and Appendix 11. An overall error rate of 5% in the initial coding after 

second coding was found after the resolution of differences, but the need for training and 

the subjective nature of the coding does mean that the reader %ill not necessarily agree with 
the coding. 

In terms of differences between the two processes, rustly, creating a mcmctic perspective 
from the organizational data was a less arduous exercise and sccondly, what could be 

considered as a meme when viewed in terms of words was different in the organizational 
setting from the Internet setting. The task of dividing the organizational data into mcmes 
was easier than the Internet data, in part because the researcher had already become vcry 
familiar with the task, but also because the data originated from verbal discourse rather than 

written discourse as was the case of the Internet cases. This meant that rather than having 

on average a relatively high number of words 'spoken' per person before another person 
interacted and 'spoke' their words, as was the case in the Internet cases, the organizational 
data was much more staccato with people speaking only a few words before someone else 
took over the discourse. So rather than having to divide lengthy posts into mcmes, in the 

case of the organizational data, rarely did any one intervention by a person contain more 

than one memc, although this did happen on a few occasions. This difference cmphasiscd 

the importance of context in memetics. Not only do memcs create context but also what is a 

meme in physical terms differs according to context. By this it is meant that in different 
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contexts a varying amount of words arc nccdcd to crcate mcaning. Gcncrally in facc-to-facc 

contact this will be less than through less rich media such as mail. 

The data 
The data are presented in the following fonnat which contains three scctions as cxplained 
below: 

EXAMPLE OF HOW TO INTREPRET THE FORMAT OF TI IE PRESENTED DATA 

Project Talk 46 PAR 

- Again Company K seem to change the price as it suits them but typically if you wcrC 
buying them in some number it would be between LIOO - 150. And as wc say we believe in 
fact we know Company K's turnover from the dye sublimation market is about L 100,000 
units. 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emer Zen e calec ory 

53/1 Product price _ Emphasis 
54/2 Market size Extension 
55/3 Nature of current supplier 

competitor/competition 
New 

Firstly, 'Project Talk 46 PAH' reveals that this section of transcript emanates from the 

Project case, that it is the 46th intervention made by a person from the start of the discourse 

about the project and that the intervention is made by the first Project Manager. 

Secondly, the main text, repeated below, is an exact transcript of what the Project Manager 

said at this point in the meeting. 

- Again Company K seem to change the price as it suits them but typically if you were 
buying them in some number it would be between f 100 - IS 0. And as we say we believe in 
fact we know Company K's turnover from the dyc sublimation market is about L 100,000 
units. 

Thirdly, the table underneath reveals in the fust column the mcmes numbered from the 
beginning of the case and secondly from the beginning of that talk. Hence these memcs are 

the 53d, 54h and 55'h identified in this project case whereas there are three mcmes %ithin 

this talk. In the second column are the first-order mcmeplexcs to which the mcmcs belong. 

Lastly, there is the emergence category (explained in the next section) to which the meme 
belongs. 

What follows are examples of this analytical process chosen to illustrate the nature of the 

process involved in coding the data into memcs. Source data are provided here exactly as 

they are presented in the appendix the fonnat of which is explained abovc. 
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EXAMPLE I 

it is shown how in comparison with the Internet cases, the face to face 'talks' that were die 

organizational data were much shorter than the equivalent posts in the virtual Internet data. 

This discourse occurs at the start of the presentation (and hence case) and is considcrcd to 

exist in memetic terms as follows: 

Project Talk I MD 
That takes us to LPH. Welcome P, 
Meme number First-order Memeplex 
1/1 Welcome statement from the Chair 

Project Talk 2 PAR 

- I'll need to get over the technological challenge. 
Nfeme numlle First-order Memeplex 

2/1 
vicw) 
Prescntation issucs (PC and slidcs up for 

Project Talk 3 JUD 

- Are you happy about being on video, totally conridcntial, nobody gets to scc it othcr than 
Jill - have you met Jill ......... 

ier First-order Nfemeplex 
D/l Introduction and presence of researcher 

EXAMPLE 2 
Talks do exist that were coded as containing more than one mcme as follo, %. s. 

Internal Talk 155 MarD 
I like the idea that this is something we get out - saying we arc trying new ways to introduce 
you know new ideas and we do not know what is going to happen. 
Meme number First-order Memeplex 

249/1 Investment Proccss 
250/2 People, their workload and competencics 
251/3 Knowledgc transfer bctwccn directors and project managers 
252/4 Organizational rcnewal, reflexivity and cxpcrimentation 

Reading the transcript one would not know that the words 11 like the idea that is something 

we get out' refer to a change in the approach to the Investment Process. Thus the transcript 

could be coded as containing an Investment Process meme, this is because the idea being 

referred to is one about a suggested way of changing how the Investment Process operates. 

Two points, each reflecting one of the two aspects of context, one ontological the other 

methodological, can be illustrated with this example. The first is that in this context of face- 
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to-face communication few words arc needed for others to know that the idea being referred 
to is an idea about changing the Investment Process. This is bccause the idca about how to 

change the process is referred to in the seconds before this talk by the Marketing Director. 

The second point is that the coder needs to be aware of the broader discourse and nature of 
the organization in order to code the data as was highlighted in the sccond coding cxcrcise 
(see Chapter Three and Appendix 11). 

EXAMPLE 3 

As in the Internet cases care had to be taken (in a way artificial intclligcncc or word counts 

would be unable to) to understand the intended meaning and to take into considcration how 

subtleties such as tone of voice changed meaning. 

Project Talk 149 GD 

-Hmmmmmm 
Meme number First-order Nfemeplex 
183/1 Technical explanation / development of 

product 

Was, when listened to on tape, very much a note of agreement with the previous statement. 

Whereas: 

Project Talk 151 GD 

- Yes ?? I II 
Meme number First-order Memeplex 
185/1 Nature of current supplier/ 

competitor/competition 

Was very much a sarcastic yes, with a tone of voice that said, please explain the statement 

you have just made. 

EXAMPLE4 

This example also shows how important it is to understand the context in which discourse 

occurred by knowing in detail what the organization is about and ideally having been in the 

room when the discourse took place. This is because it would have been impossible, for 

example, for someone not involved as much as the researcher, to code this discourse (see 

below) as including a merne that could be clustered as part of the first-ordcr mcmcplcx 

'Relationship between staff motivation, timing of rewards, transition towards IPCo. ' 
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OffAgenda Talk 25 IP 

-I mean what is encouraging is the degree to which people arc putting effort into these 
despite the huge amount of work they have to get through in the normal course of the day 
anyway. Some of these things are still being done at some cost I should think. You know, 
people are putting themselves out to do these and the question is what the payback will 
be.... 
Nfeme number First-order Memeplex 
25/1 People and the high workload 
26/2 Relationship between staff motivation, 

timing of rewards, transition to IPCo 

Having divided all talks in each of the three cases into mcmcs to crcatc a population of 

mcmcs or 'mcnome', it was revealed that the relationship betwcen the talks and mcmcs 

within each menome was as follows. 

TABLE 5.0 Memes per post per case 

The Menomes 
(population of memes per case) 

Project Internal 
Manageenent 

Off agenda 

N umber of memes 373 255 98 

Number of talks 260 158 83 

Average number of memes per talk 1 1.4 1.6 P. I 

This overview makes intuitive sense, in that the internal case does have a number of quite 
long talks which contained a number of mcmcs. The overview also highlights that the off 

agenda case has less mcmcs than is desirable given that ideally each talk-, Whcthcr 

organizational or internet, needed to have the same number of mcmcs - i. e. between 200 

and 300. It was decided that, despite this problem and because the nature of the case was at 
face value so different from the others, it was still worth analysing. 

in summary, despite being a different setting, the researcher %%-as able to divide the data in 

the chosen cases into memes, to produce a population of memcs per case. In order to do so 
the researcher had to keep to Dennett's definition of a merne being the functional 

relationship it Creates with the world rather than the physical manifestation. So as in the 
Internet case and in genetics, the population took the form of source data in the form of 

physical words, ontologically annotated %rith the functional relationship the mcme created 

with the world. 
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Once again as in the Internet cases, having divided the data into Imcmcs', the next step in 

data analysis involves characterising the content of the identified mcmetic population. 
Given the research question, this involves determining the type, amount and licnce 

distribution of content within the population. The two steps arc, as berore, creating a 
dendograrn and replicationgrarn for each case. The next two sections of the chapter dctail 

these steps. 

5.5.2 Knowledge content: tnemetic populatlon charactcrisation 

The creation of the dcndograms follows the same logic as in the cascs. Mcnics arc 

compared and similar ones placed together in the same f irst-order mcmcplcx. I r. during the 

process a meme does not fit into the already created memcplcxcs, a new mcmeplex is 

created. In some cases this leaves mcmcs on their own, clustered with no othcr mcmcs as no 
similar memes exist. These are termed memes with no first-order. First-ordcr memeplexes 

are then, if possible, clustered further into second-order mcmcplcxcs as %N-as the case for the 

Internet cases. None of the organizational cases had sufficient variety to create a second 

layer of clustering of sccond-ordcr memeplexes. 

So, for example, in the project case, some twelve mcmes became part of the mcmcplcx 

'financial costs of development', four of which are randon-dy reported below- 

EXAMPLE I 

Project Talk 141 GD 

- Unless the development costs for the prototype are 25 million that we arc about to come 
on to 
meme number First-order Memeplex 
173/1 Financial costs of development 

Project Talk 142 PAf2 
- Well yes 

_ Meme number First-order Memeplex 
174/1 Financial costs of development 

Project Talk 143 GD 

- So we need to see that actually fairly quickly I think 
Meme number First-ordcr Mcmeplex 
175/1 Financial costs of development 
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Project Talk 159 PMJ 

- What we want to do is produce a widget that someone can actually add Ole rest, possibly 
Company 1, add the chip registers and the sofl%%-are to demonstrate that you can control the 
elements that they do heat and cool at the rate we want them to and cmit dye sublimate. I 
am assuming that the demo is not something we have to spend ny money on. 
Meme number First-order Memeplex 
193/1 Financial costs of development 
194/2 Exploitation route 
195/3 Technical explanation / development of 

product 

Project Talk 207 GS 

- So there is an action on PM I to go ahead with we call it product champion activitics 
which will accrue 5K which will mean I will have to get ajob number for him and thcn 
there is an action upon SD to sort out as quickly as possible the - whatevcr that mcans - 
Intellectual Property issues associated with Imaging. 

Meme number Functional Meme 
276/1 Internal development of project (resources 

and timings) 
277/2 Financial costs of development 
278/3 Patent situation 

The creation of dendograms (Charts 5.1.5.2 and 5.3 provided at the end of the chapter) 

proved to be far easier to perform for these organizational cases than in the Intcmct cases, 

despite the former, except in the case of the off agenda case, having a similar sized 

menomc. This was because the cases had no second-ordcr memcplexes; there was just not 

the breadth of variety of content within the data to justify adding another layer of 

clustering. This is of course a subjective judgement. It was however difficult to see how the 

first-order memeplcxes fitted into any type of further clustering as had been the situation in 

the Internet cases (see also Chapter Three section 3.7 on reliability for conuncrits on 

maintaining the same level of abstraction throughout the analysis process). 

As regards the distribution of mcnics in the population, using the first-order mcmcplcxcs 

and the dendograms produced in Decision Explorer, histograms were then produced orcach 

case showing how much of the population of memes %-as %%ithin each mcmcplcx and how 

many memeplexes there were. These appear below Chart 5.4 is a stacked histogram 

whereas Chart 5.5 is an unstacked histogram, both illustrate the number of memcs in each 
first-order mcmeplex. 
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The internal case has a more skewed distribution with a therefore higher percentage of 

mcmes within the three most frequent first-ordcr mcmcplcxcs. These consume 56% 

(20.7+18.6+17.0) of the total content. In total there arc fewcr first-ordcr mcmcplcxcs than 

in the project case (24) but as this case is 71% (2551357) of the total numbcr of mcnics of 

the project case, normalised the figure reaches 34, so the number of first-ordcr mcmcs is 

identical to the project case. Qualitatively the three most prc%-alent mcmcs arc 'people. flicir 

workload and competencies', 'knowledge transfer between dircctors; and managcrs' and 
'investment process'. 

In the off agenda case, the content is dominated by two first-ordcr memcplcxcs that make 

up 54.6% (30.9+23.7) with 15 first-order memcplcxes. This is high, and arguably rcpresents 
the most varied content in that this case represents some 31% (94/3S7) of the projcct case 

room in volume of memes, meaning the normaliscd figure is 48 (15/31)first-ordcr mcmcs. 
Lastly, the off agenda case has somewhat of a dual prori1c, rcnecting the content, with some 
66% (30.9+23.7+11.3) residing in only three first-ordcr mcmcplcxes in which thcre is a lot 

of content that refers to workload. The remaining content is very varied. Qualitatively the 

first three mcmcplexes are 'people and their high workload', 'projcct information focusscd 

on commercial side' and 'meeting management'. 

5.5.3 The process of knowledge emergence: creating categories of memcdc 
evolution 

As was the case for the Internet data, the next step was to create rcplicationgrams. Knowing 

the categories of emergence created whilst working with the Internet data, these categories 

were kept in mind when analysing the organizational data, %vhilst respecting that a grounded 

approach might be required to create new categories if data in this setting did not fit into 

any of the categories already created. 

It was found that in working with the organizational data there was a need to create a new 
categories of emergence called 'combination'. Once again, these categories reduced the 

data, and provided insights into them, whilst maintaining as much of their integrity as 

possible. 
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The forms of replication discovered in the data and their corresponding mechanisms of 
transmission are provided below in the table and explained in more dctail subsequently. 
Note: no categories other than those found in the Internet setting %%-crc needed. The mis. 
interpretation category found in the Internet data %%-as not found in the organizational data. 

TABLE 5.1 Organizational categorics of cmcrgcncc 

Category Sub-category Nature or redcuty Amount of vorlation 
added Into the 
population 

Repeat From previous population Near or absolute pcrfect None 
copy-ridclitv 

Emphasis Added dctai I Medium, impcrfcct copy- Modcrate 
fidelity 

Extension Additional latcral Medium, impcrfcct copy. Moderate 
knowledge fidclity 

Combination Two pieces of knowledge Both imper! ect and Moderate 
so strongly associated with perfect at the same time 
each othcr that they form a 
new meme 

New dimension A new thcmc to the case 5; w. imperfect copy- Iligh 
but one if taken out of the fidelity 
context would not 
obviously be part of it 

No retention 
7 Within whole population Zero copy-fidclity Variation red 

A typical example of each category of copy-ridclity is found below exactly as found in the 

source data. All of the source data, divided into mcmes clustered into first-order 

merneplexes and given a category of emergence arc in Appendix IV. 

Categoly Rocat 

Some memes were either exact, or very near repeats, of prc%rious, mcmcs. 'Mis %%. as often the 

case as consensus was reached between managers. As shown, for example. in the following 

data: 

EXAMPLE I 

Project Talk 134 AM 

- Total maTket was f3million. 30% would be a million and therefnr& fI Rn rw-r i, n; t 
Meme number First-order Nlemeplex 

- -- 
I Emerrence catepo 

166/1 Assumpflons underlying revenue strcam? I Emphasis 

Project Talk 135 PAR 

- Yeah 
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Nfeme number First-order Memeplex 
-- -- 

I Emergence ememory 
167/1 Assumptions undcrlying rcvcnue streamL? 

-LRcpc: 
it 

:9 

Project Talk 136 AID 

- OK 
Meme number First-order Memeplex I Emerlence calcco! y 
168/1 Assumptions undcrlying revenue stream? 

___ 
I Rcpcat 

:9 

EXAMPLE 2 

Or in the off agenda case: 

OffAgenda Talk 19 GD 

- How many exploitation plans? 
F-l%Iemenum; er I First-order Memeplex Fn, ýccncc catel! ory 

19/1 People and their workload 
ýýEEmphasis r 

OffAgenda Talk 20 AfarD 

-16 [Nleme number I First-order Nfemeplex vnce caterory 
120/1 1 People and their workload peat 

OffAgenda Talk 21 GD 

-Just the 16 
I rkleme numbe-r -F-First-order Nfemeplex Emerlence category 
121/1 1 People and their workload Rcpcat 

I 

OffAgenda Talk 22 AfarD 

- 
iust the 16 

Nleme number First-order Memeplet I Emerrence calep 
122/1 People and the high workload I Rcpcat 

ory 

Category Emp-h-asis 

In some cases, memes were different from the previous posts, in that they rclated to the 

world in the same way, but added more in-dcpth dctail about an aspect of the prc%ious; 

meme. 

EXAMPLE I 

Talk 152 PAR 

- Working on the Company K concept of customer care I can see why you n-dght come to 
that conclusion 
meme num First-order Ttfemeplex Emergence calepory 'r: PNa-ture' 

of current supplier / 
I 

Emphasis 
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II compctitor/compctition ---I 
This example is close to a repeat as it is agreeing with the prcvious mcme, but bccausc of 
the slightly sarcastic tone (evident on tape) and the addition of coming to the same 

conclusion as a function of Company K's concept of customer care, it %%, as classificd as an 

emphasis. 

EXAMPLE 2 

Intenial Talk 60 GS 

- The nature of all three reviews in my humble opinion where they were about right in what 
we got i. e. we got it on the day. I mean the fuel cells was one that we I%-antcd because we 
could see the potential for it. This committee as a body practically demanded that they 
report back in a month. And it really was a progress report that was required it was not the 
beginnings of a gate 2. 
Meme number First-order Nfemeplex Emergen e-catel! ory 
98/1 Investment Process Emphasis 
99/2 Knowledge transfer between director, 

project managers and line managers 
Emphasis 

In this example, talks about the nature of the presentations arc provided in more detail than 

previously in terms of how the presentations fulfil their role in transfcrring knowledge 

between Project Managers and Senior Directors as well as the extent to which they comply 

with the organizational routines, practices and values associated with the Investment 

Process. It is not an exact repeat of what has gone before but neither does it extend the area 
laterally to the extent of being classified as an extension. 

EXAMPLE 3 

OffAgenda Talk 2S IP 

-I mean what is encouraging is the degree to which people arc putting effort into these 
despite the huge amount of work they have to get through in the normal course of the day 
anyway. Some of these things are still being done at some cost I should think. You know, 
people are putting themselves out to do these and the question is what the pa), back uill 
be.... 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emerpence catepry 
25/1 People and the high workload Emphasis 
26/2 Rclationship bctwecn stafT motivation, 

timing of rcwards, transition to IPCo 
Ncw 

Here the issue of workload, already discussed as regards the managers, is added to in terms 

of people in general in the organization taking on a high workloadL Arguably this mcmc is 

on the borderline between emphasis and extension, but as the other mcme present focuses 

on the new element of the relationship between staff moth-ation, timing of re%%-ar& and 
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transition towards IPCo, on balance an emphasis category was allocated to the other memo 
within this talk. 

Category Extension 

In some cases memes found in the data were extensions of the previous posts in that the 

content of the previous post was added to and therefore extended outwards into new terrain, 

for example: 

EXAMPLE I 

Project Talk 40 PMI 

- As far as we can make out they supply to.. all the people who arc involved in make 
printers based on dye sublimation and our estimate is that's about 100,000 of print-heads a 
year. 
Nfeme number First-order Nlemeplex Emer Icn t calepry 

44/1 Nature of customers _ New 
45/2 Who supplies who? Emr)hasis 
46/3 Market size Extension 

Here market size became part of the discussion as an extension of the discussion about 
whom the company K supply. As such it is more than an emphasis of the discussion on the 

company K but is not sufficiently different to bc classified as a new dimension. 

EXAMPLE 2 

Internal Talk 0 GS 

- Well I still feel - my own good feeling - if you do it that %%-ay to a certain cxtcnt when 
they have reached a certain maturity in what they arc doing - well (if we took that stancc) I 
can tell you now there would be nothing on the agenda next month. 
rkleme number First-order Memeplex Ernerlence caterory 
111/1 People, workload and their competc 

:9 

This meme is an extension to the previous knowledge because, although it talks about 

people, their workload and their competencies, it adds the view that this person feels if only 

mature Project Managers were asked to attend the meeting no one would be able to attend. 
So in being a personal and extreme view the mcmewas classiried as an extension and not 

an emphasis. 

EXAMPLE 3 
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OffAgenda Talk 45 IP 

- Well I think we have been quite driven by the mcchanics of budgct proccsscs for 2-3 ycars 
and that I think budget process has become so central and so important, so up in headlights 
that veonle have forgotten that you need a plan to drive a bud2et. 
rkleme number rst-order I%Iemeplex Fmcreence-catel! ory 
5011 Transition towards IPCo E-xtcnsion 
51/2 Skills of staff [-Ncw 

In this example, the meme clustered as pan of the first-order mcmcplcx 'transition towards 

lPCo' is classified as an extension because in being part of a discussion about the need to 

change the organization, it makes explicit that in the past the management has perhaps been 

too associated with financial issues. So although the financial side is new, it is related to the 

discussion quite strongly and so is more of an extension than a new dimension. 

Category Combination 

In this category two memes in the population were seen as being combined to form 

something new. So in one sense, anything falling into this category was a perfect repeat, but 

in another, a new dimension. This category only occurred once in the Internet cases (and 

only upon second coding) but was far more frequent in the organizational cases, where it 

served to create a bigger picture of what was being discusscdL 

EXAMPLE I 

Project Talk 109 SD 

-I don't see a problem with a deal providing the thing we have towatch out for is 
protecting our long term ongoing relationship. D. is very talented individual creative 
person who PL works very well with. There arc other activities that are going on there and 
we have to make sure that we can cut a deal here that does not alienate Company A or 
Company I. It's a matter of pulling things together rather than putting up di%iding %%-alls. 
And what we may have to do is almost mediate between what potentially is a conflict 
position between Company A and Company I just to protect our own position. 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emergenc cater 

- ory 
137/1 Relationships needed to take to market Combination 
138/2 Patent situation Combination 
139/3 Dual development of idca Combination 
All of these memes have already been referred, what is different about their expression at 

this point in the discussion is that they are associated together to form a new relationship 

with the world in which they are all combined. 

EXAMPLE 2 

Intenial Talk 145 AM 

- But that's OK we can ring the changes can't we. At the moment we are doing directors 
surgeries. I only think they will have a limited shelf life. Then executive lunches %%ill be 
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another way of doing it. So before the Board ....... after the Board you can meet with 
people for lunch. Rail used to do that regularly. 71cre are a lot of things we could do. We 
don't have to try them all at the moment. And I know we arc moving towards IPCo and we 
do not quite know what the values are. Once we have the exploitation plans done, then it 
will be absolutely clear which bits arc in and which out you can then start being very much 
more selective about which of the people, in term of which of the people we want to nurture 
and which of the people we want to bring into these things 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emergence Calepry 
229/1 Organizational rencwal, rcflcxivity and 

experimentation 
Combination 

230/2 Idca of inviting people for lunch Combination 
231/3 IP and moving towards IPCo 

- -Combination 232/4 People, thcir workload and compctcnciýs I Combination 

This represents exactly the same situation as in the previous cx=ple, mcmcs mentioncd 
before are combined together to form a bigger picture, which is in effcct a ronn or ncw 
knowledge. 

EXAMPLE 3 

OffAgenda Talk 66 SD 

-I am a fmn believer in orthopaedics I really am. I think you need a good growth person, 
you need a technology person, someone that understand the technology, you need someone 
who understands the market, you need some aggressive entrepreneurial character to people 
that can do deals and think creatively and you have got it. There is a small team there, if we 
can get the right people. The only thing lacking is there - we didn't own any IP ourselves. If 
we can close this deal and its as good a we think it is those RUVS Uill drive that business. 
Nleme number First-order Memeplex Emerrenc cateR Ory 
73/1 Project information focussed on 

commercial side 
Combination 

74/2 Building cross-functional teams Combination 

Here the project of orthopaedics is associated with success, and success with ha%ing a cross 
functional team in a way that combined knowledge. 

Catego1y New Dimension 

In some cases mernes found in the data had substantial addcd dimensions to thcm that 
differentiated them from extensions. The same test, as u-as used in the Internet cases to 

differentiate between extensions and new dimension, ms used here; if one took the mcmc 
as a stand-alone would one have easily guessed it Nvas part of the same case. 
EXAMPLE I 

Project Talk III PAR 

- Do the exploitation route I have thought about simply going to Company K or and end- 
user now and saying give us a lot of money and we will do this for you. I actually don't 
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think that this is at the moment the best way to get the value out of this. I think its to open to 
Company K saying come on silicon is too fragile a material it will not survive in the sort or 
environment you are going to put this in to. It's not proven technology. I just feel h3ppy 
about that what I would like to do is take the conccpt forward and not necessarily develop a 
prototype product but a demonstrator that demonstrates that they technological steps will 
work. 

Uhmm so that's the first step and then we need to think then again what is the best way 
forward for us. 
lkleme number First-orTer Memeplex Fm7ic7rizence caleC 142/1 Exploitation route New 

In this case, the new dimension of the exploitation route options are discussed, whicl, have 

not been mentioned before. 

EXAMPLE 2 

Internal Talk 144 GS 

- It's very difficult to keep these things fresh I mean we had the example of the James 
Tweed seminars, which went on for quite a while. When they first started he Used to 
organise a hour and a half at lunchtime. Someone used to give a talk for half an hour, there 
would be food there and everyone would have a good nattcr about it. And sometimes things 
came out of it associated with the topic of the presentation but after about a N-car it vot stale, 
Afeme number First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
227/1 Organizational, renewal, rcflexivity and 

experimentation 
New 

228/2 Idea of inviting people for lunch Extension 

This is the first time that time is taken out to rcflcct on what is bcing discusscd, which in 

this case, is what can be learrit from past experiences as regards managing the organization. 

EXAMPLE 3 

OffAgenda Talk 81 GD 

-I think that is actually thing we need to be consistent about is how we arc using discount 
factors and writing down the NPV numbers because I do not think there is anything that -a 
consistent methodology at all with these NPV numbers that are being banded about at the 
moment. 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emergence caterory 
91/1 Project information focussed on 

commercial side 
Emphasis 

92/2 Consistency in commercial evaluations Nc%v* 
In this example, in commenting on the commercial side of a project, the need to be 

consistent with NPV calculations is made. This was considered as a new dimension because 

although it follows on from the project discussion, it is very much a new comment that, 
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irrespective of the project, NPV calculations are perhaps not as yet done consistently as 

they could and should be. 

Category Mis-inteipretation 

There were no cases of this category in the organizational data where there were some in 

the Internet cases. This is probably in part because the face to facc communication mcant 
that mis-interpretation was less likely, and because the nature of these organizational cascs 
did not involvc the production of very innovative knowledge or people unknown to cach 

other, as happens for example in brainstorming. 

Category No Retention 

Lastly, there was the category of no retention of the mcme. it ncvcr being rcplicatcd in the 

whole population or in the next post. Examples from each case are providcd below: NNithin 
Appendix W, an asterix (*) represents the no retention category. 

EXAMPLE I 

Project Talk 67 PMI 

- There may be some other ways of doing things point-to-point sales wherc you don't nced 
five-colour printing. There might be very cheap ways of doing that. I think- what is 
attractive about this, evenjust thinking about the plastic ID card it's quite an attractive 
market - as people as more and more using plastic ID's and you can also start to think about 
building some functionality in there magnetic strips and things like that on them. I don't 
know if anyone has been to Hong Kong recently but to use the Ilong Kong Transit system 
money never needs to change hands, youjust vaguely wave your hand in the direction of a 
bit of equipment and it scans your card. 
Meme Znber First-order Nlemeplex 

_gence 
category I Em-er 

81/1 Plastic ID card - novel use New* 

Project Talk 68 MD 

- OK 
Nleme number First-order Memeplex Emerlence caterory 

8211 Plastic ID card - noycl use Rcpcat 

In this example the idea of a future market being in plastic ID cards is mentioned. Ile 

following talk involves an 'OK' that is classified as a repeat as it is difficult to do 

otherwise. That said, no future reference is made to the ID card so it is difficult to imagine 

it is really retained. In essence, the group appear happy to accept the existence of the 
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current market and its size rather than to explore expanding, for example into photo ID 

cards, on the basis of their new technology. 

EXAMPLE 2 

Internal Talk 157 GD 

- Yes a good one and just I am interested in that. From random samplings an unsolicitcd 
feedback I have had it is rccognised that significant progress has bccn made this ycar in 

w1knt vvP Ihnve- done - that's %! ood- 
Meme number First-order Nfemeplex I F, 'm-creence caterory 
254/1 Organizational rcncwal, rcflcxivity and 

rcncwal 
Ncw* I 

This talk and memc come at the end of the case as this part of the meeting is bcing drawn to 

an end. Interestingly, although most of the case has been about new organizational practices 

that could be introduced to the investment process, only one is actually actioncd and the 

remainder are not minutcd. There is no further discussion about what an appropriatc spced 

of renewal might be. 

EXAMPLE 3 

OffAgenda Talk 81 GD 

-I think that is actually thing we need to be consistent about is how we arc using discount 
factors and writing down the NPV numbers because I do not think there is anything that -a 
consistent methodology at all with these NPV numbers that arc being banded about at the 

mf%rnpnt 
Nleme number First-order Memeplex EmerRence c2teS: ory 
91/1 Project information focussed on 

commercial side 
Emphasis 

92/2 Consistency in commercial evaluations New* 

Here, the meme involving the judgement that in the new era of exploitation plans and the 

related move towards an Intellectual Property company the process of using NPV 

calculations to estimate commercial worth of any IP needs to be tightened to make it 

consistent, is never referred to again. 
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S uninian sing. the data 

Ha ving catcgorised each nicnict Ic CN-O III tI oil \1 1111111 cak 11 11111 

was calculatcd making it possiblc it) compare flic amount,, of'cm )I 

101111 cach Case, as f0llows: 

TABLF 5.2 Categories ol'cmergcncc per case 

SOLJFCCS of incrcasc in vancty* I )cc Icaws* 
Case Rcpeat clilphasis combination C\ICTI-1011 Nc\% no toctition 

rooni dmictimon 
% % # % 44 % $4 % 

1,10.1co 60 17 221 62 12 3 32 9 31 9, 71 
Interilal 64 25 85 33 16 6 42 17 
Off 25 26 44 47 2 2 I () 10 11 1 14 V3 
Agenda 

*For increases in variety 100"o equals all categories of-copy fidchtý 
*For decreases in van . ety 100"ý, equals all nev mcnies (nc\\ - mvý-mfcrptctatioti 
which In these cases iI,,, zero) 

This process by which this content is produced can be understood best by looking at Ific 

replicationgrams that are histograms of the categories of emergericc per Caw and pel 

category. 

Chart 5.6 
Replicationgram pct calcgorN ofmcic&, c in \. mation 
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The repeat category features mostly highly in the ofT agenda case v here there are repeat 

discussions of' workload, nearly as frequently in tile intemal case where repeals appear 
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maink, in the f'orm ol'agi-ccnicnt with prc\ iou, talki 

so in the Pro. 1ccl case. In contiast emphasis appears very often in the ptoject case whcre 

details, mainly tcchnical, are gradually added to the diwourse and the directors seek to 

understand the proýjcct rather than agrceing with it. Much would produce repeal% Rcpcai% 

also aplicar quite frequently in the off agenda case where tlicy allivar frequently in the 

bantcr about workload. lit the intenial case they relatively appear less oftcn but %till 

represent the most frequent category as people add details to prcvious talk% l-\tcn,. ion% 

appear infrequently in all cases, least so again in the project case characien%ed by '. 111all 

additions ot'variety. Combinations appear infrequently across all cases but nio,, i frequemIN 

i. n the ititcrnal case, and all always introduced by the Scientific Director (SM %\ho ap; -vcar% 

to Ila-%e a skill at creating a 'liclicopter' vic-w. New dimensions feature most highly in the 

I titerrial case wherc the directors are indeed thinking of nemv ways. of \\orking. less 

frequently in thc off agcnda casc but with the frecdom of being off agcn(la and despic the 

dominance ofthe nicnie workload in this case. a number of ne\% dimensions apiwar I esscr 

tiew dimensions appear in the proýject case suggesting that infrequently do thc thrector% 

challenge the project managers. The overall impression is of a profile dominated by the 

emphasis category suggesting, varietv is added in incremental steps. 

Chart 5.7 
Replicationgiam pcr caic, -ot% of increase in %ariation 

("o ofcalcgorics Ivr case) 
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The prQj . ect case, although high In variety of' co"Itent. arrives at that content pruiwrilý 

gh slow steps. whereby detail (i. e. emerg throut ence category emphasis which 02"., of tile 
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total) is added to the prex ious kno%% ledge. 1-1resuniably a 

interact to transfer knowledec about this new idea bem-ccii thcm. 

The variety of' content in the internal case is armed at through a lesser number of' ilic 

category emphasis (33"0 but through a greater number of'. jumps in knom lctige through iic%%- 

dimensions (PP,, %-crstis 9"o in the pro. 1 . ccl case). exmisions ( 17" . %-cr,., ti% 90ýn in the prolco 

case) and to a lesser extent combinations (Wo versus 3". in the project ca%c), Thc inicnial 

case has the greatest number of' combinations of' all three casc,. I Im i% ptobably becausc 

this case involvcd coming up %\ ith new ideas on the internal management ptocc%%cs 1c, I bv 

flic Scientific Director who as stated above often contributes to discoursc in thc (0im of' 

combinations. 

As regards the offagcnda case. thcrc arc a large number ot'repeals. cven higher numbcr of' 

emphasis nicaning some 74"o (47 - 27) of' callegorics of emergence reside in categories of 

emergence lie in new dimensions. That said the case still has a number of iic%% dinicimons 

Chart 5.8 
Rctilicationgram pcr cafcgoi % ofdcctcoýcd %,, T ixi,, 
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The nature of the tion-retained mcnies reveals a series of insights. Firstly. the project case. 

internal case and tile off agenda case contain the same percentagc of non-ret3ined memes 
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(23% respectively) meaning that the managers consistently ignore the same percentage of 

new dimensions whatever the case or number of new dimensions in that case. 

In the project case seven mcmes (23%) arc not retained starting firstly %ith an account or 

the history of the project. This is a precise and easy to understand account and is probably 

retained by the minds of the directors present to the extent they did not need to remember 

the details and, as the story was prccise, making the demand for more detailed mmcs 

unattractive. The second non-retained mcme is the notion (Project Talk 311'MINeme 

33/3) that, although the idea might appear to be one of many from the 'NIS' group and 
hence the group may appear to be taking a scatter-gun approach, in fact all the recent ideas 

from the group emanate from the same base technology. The mcme could have evolved into 

a discussion or at least some type of acknowledgement of that base cxpcrtise and 

knowledge existing, let alone needing to be continually renewed or even dcvclopcd through 

contact with other key knowledge bases. 

The third project mcme that is not retained (Project Talk 32 MD: h1cme 3611) involves a 

sarcastic comment about a previous failed project that wcnt'%Tong from within this group. 

No attempt however is made to counter this negative stance by the project managers with a 

Icssons learnt statement or to elucidate from the MD or the project managers what this 

involved. 

The fourth non-retained project mcme (Project Talk 44 PNII: Meme S111) involves 

mentioning the potential use of the new IP to produce novel plastic ID cards that include a 

photo. This is repeated (Project Talk 67 PNI 1: h1emc 81/ 1) by the PNI I and repeated in the 

form of an OK by the MD (Project Talk 68 MD: Mcme 83/1). One could imagine the 

project would become more attractive if it was entering an expanding market but there is no 

further discussion of this, all references to the market size rcfff to the current markcL 11cre 

is also no discussion as to whether this technology would be better able to serve this new 

market. 

The fifth non-retained meme (Project Talk 51 SD: h1cme 61/1) is a comment on market 

size, but not in terms of financial size, but in terms of t)pcs of market. So once again 

market development information is not retained. 
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The sixth non-retained meme (Project Talk 69 PNII: 83/1) conuncnts on the lack or a whole 

picture. This is equivalent to the category of emergence called combination whereby, as is 

said to be required in strategy, a 'helicopter' view is produced. 

The last and seventh non-retaincd mcme (Project Talk 110 NtD: NIcrncI4I/2) involves 

stating that the directors are interrupting the flow of the prcscntatiom It is not retained but 

then this is hardly significant. The only comment that could be made is that in the following 

case, 'internal', there is a discussion about the flow of knowledge between directors and 

managers in terms of the extent to which directors can add value if they arc not prepared or 

the presentation is inadequate. In this case the presentation %%-as fine so neither of these 

issues appear to apply, so perhaps it is not surprising this mcme is not retained. 

Moving on to the internal case, there arc 11 (23%) non-rctaincd mcmes. One is similar to 

that in the project case. A comment is made (Internal Talk 128 SD: Nlcme 19M) about the 
lack of ability to combine knowledge. Once again this is not taken further. There arc 3 cases 

of reflexivity that arc not retained. One (Internal Talk 128 SD: 198/191) involvcs 

commenting on the fact that the debate about different ways to improve the investment 

process is becoming lengthy. One is about reflecting on the fact that in the past a new idea 

became stale and so there is a need to keep an coming up %ith new idcas. Ile last is at the 

end of that case (Internal Talk 157 GD: Mcme 254/1) when it is commented on unsolicited 
feedback on progress has been good. A similar non-rctained mcme, in that it is reflexive but 

at a project level, is also not retained. This meme (Internal Talk 62 GS: h1cme 101/1) 

comments on the fact that one of the presentations u-as a disastcr, but is not discussed 

further in terms of developing the skills of the project managers to ensure this does not 
happen and why they still came as they were asked to do, rather than taking the initiative to 

say it was not an appropriate moment to present. This is despite the recognition amongst the 
directors that there is a need for the hierarchical gap between the directors and managers to 

grow smaller (background data). Following on there arc three further non-rctained mcmes 
(Internal Talk 18 GD: Meme 27/2), (Internal Talk 54 SD: 85/3) and (Internal Talk 58 SD 

9412) that all mention in some form inadequate skills and knowledge levels in staff but 

these observations are not taken further in terms of what could be done to rcmcdy the 

situation. Lastly, there is the memc about there being no good stage 2 business plan as yet 
(Internal Talk 51 GS: Merne 59/2). 
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As regards the off-agenda case there were 3 (23%) non-retaincd mcmcs. The first (Off 

agenda Talk 8 GS: 8/1) was reflexive about the fact that the previous project presentation 

was so engaging that he had forgotten to take notes. The memc could have evolved to 

comment on what made this presentation good, tied into the previous comments on project 

manager's competencies, but was not. The second non-rctained mcme (Off Agenda Talk 43 

IP: Meme 51/2) was also about staff skills in the form of people in the past being driven by 

budgets such that people have forgotten that there needs to be a strategic plan behind the 
budget. Ironically the second most frequent first-order mcmcplcx in this case was about a 

new project and was primarily a financial discourse rather than anything strategicl The last 

non-rctained meme (Off Agenda Talk 81 GD: Mcme 92/2) %k-as about the financial 

commercial side of IP evaluation and the need to be consistent with how NPVs were 

calculated across different IP projects. 

There is a high level of consistency in not only the percentage of mcmcs not rctaincd but 

also in the qualitative nature of the same mcmcs. The knowledge contcnt or thcsc mcmcs 

covered areas of the management of the organization that are generally considcrcd as 

strategic. These included building a high level cross-functional picture of a project (or 

'helicopter' view as is often referred to in strategy), needing more strategic thinking 

capability at middle management level, reflecting upon the past cmffgcncc of knowledge in 

some way and hence conducting strategic leaming. 

5.6 Commentary on analysis performed to answer I how does knowledge emerge'? 

The fingerprints of the organizational cases as regards knowledge content and process 

reveal that the variety in content is most unevenly distributed in the off agenda case, where 

the discussion is dominated by workload and takes place in the absence of the NID, 

relatively unevenly distributed in the internal case where a lot of content falls into the first 

three memeplexes, and is more evenly distributed in the project case. In all cases however 

the distribution is skewed towards content being concentrated in a few mcmes. The off 

agenda chat contains the most memeplexcs and therefore the most variety, which being an 

off agenda discourse is not surprising. As regards process, the overall picture is one of 

variety being added between newly evolved memes; and past memes primarily in small steps 

rather than big jumps. Non-retained memes are identical across the cases, both in terms of 

number and type, suggesting that retention dynamics are similar across the cases, which is 
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not surprising as the people involvcd in the discussion always contain the dircctors and a 

variety of project managers all of which are steeped in the same organizational culture. 

5.7 Why does knowledge emerge? 

As in the Intemet analysis, the research at this point movcs to ask the morc difficult 

question of why does knowledge emerge. The same concepts of community intcractivity, 

the emergence of knowledge rules, differential retention dynamics and reflexivity are 

explored. 

5.7.1 Community Intcractivity 

As stated in Chapter Four which analyses the Internet setting, it is impossible to rind 

evidence for the individual part of the concept community intcractivity by which is mcant 

the very basic notion of who meets whom and what emerges as a result. I'lierc is howcver 

obvious management of social interaction through the closed mccting, which compared 

with the Internet setting limited the knowledge that could emerge. So rather than have a 

self-organizing, open community that altcrcd its membership as knowledge cmcrgcs as in 

the Internet cases, here the community for the duration of the discourse is organized by the 

rules of investment process that dictates that such meetings be closed. 

There is evidence of who meets whom being managed throughout the investment process. 
Specifically, the required need to develop and report upon "special relationships, ' guidcs 

external contact with co-developers, suppliers and customers and internal contact with 

senior managers and patent staff. With one exception, rules about social interaction arc not 
discussed or referred to in terms of their effect on knowledge cmcrgence. Instcad4 people 

are referred to in terms of their character, motivation and competencies, of skills and 

experience. The exception involved the danger of continued discussion outside of the 

company altering the patent position. However, even here the emphasis was on the 

tendency for middle managers to be incompetent in this area. 

Once again as in the Internet cases, it is impossible to imagine how managers could 

perfectly control who meets whom and what emerges as a result and thus knowledge 

emergence has to contain an uncontrollable element. This is appreciated by the management 

in terms of their brainstorming sessions (background data) that are held %ithin the 
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organization where the idea is very much to put together pcople who normally do not havc 

any chance of meeting but which arc experts in their fields and who upon exchanging 
knowledge might come up with something very innoN-ative (indccd Ilic rescarchcr was 

provided with excellent examples). 

It is not surprising that who met who u-as managed in the organizational setting. It is 

however surprising that, whereas the uncontrollable element of this force is taken into 

consideration as regards brainstorming, it is not taken into consideration in any great detail 

for the rest of the investment process. For example, in the project case, the impact of co. 
development with one company, rather than any other. was not discussed in terms of 
knowledge emergence other than in patent ownership tenns. 

As regards the lack of control humans have over knowledge emergence, the Off agcndi 

case provides a good example of the unprcdictability of knowledge emcrgcncc. 11crc a 
discussion about high workload that started upon the NID leaving the room leads to a 
discussion about Project K. The link being a pile of paper in front of a Director that is 

commented on in terms of being representative of workloads and, which leads to a 

discussion of its content, as the data below shows. This knowledge emergence is still not 
however as off subject and therefore varied as was found in the Internet setting %%, here the 

process led to content that had nothing to do with the initial subject. 

OffAgenda Talk 59 SD 

- There is a bit of bedtime readina for me as well here 
Meme number First-order Memeplex 

_Emergence cafe ory 
65/1 People and the high workload 

I 
EUO-R'6.1 

OffAgenda Talk 60 Group 

- rrmin lanAter 
Nf eme 

ýumber I First rder Memeplex 
__ __ 

I Emergence calegory 
)le and the high workloTd I P-c9r--ý 

OffAgelida Talk 61 IP 

- That's the trial valuations on the orthopacdics numbers that I have brought back for you to 
internret 

Nleme number _First-order 
Nlemeplex Emerlence calegory 

671 Project information focussed on 
commercial side 

New 
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OffAgenda Talk 62 SD 
- Oh riaht T wmild Ida- tn mirl thit 
Nleme number First-order Nlemeplex Emergence category 
68/1 Project information focussed on 

commercial side 
Lmphssis 

69/2 People and the high workload 1-mphasis 

OffAgenda Talk 63 Group 
rknnn InnAter - a. q he flirk-r thmnah hims- vnltvmo- 

I I%Tem; nu;; b-er I First-order Memeplex 
.1F,; 

71e-r 
170/1 Peoplc and the high workload umýýil 

OffAgCnda Talk 64 GD 
- Tnzt tf-ll him evi-rv ClArIlm'-nt ic flint -. 1nd'veut nro nwý" 
Meme number 

First-order Memeplex zcnce caterory 
71/1 People and the bigh workload txýýwn 

In summary, community interactivity is fundamental to knowledge emergence. yct its exact 

effect is both unpredictable and imperfectly controllable, as shown in the off agenda case 

where an unpredictable conversation about Project K emerges. At an individual level of 

who meets who and what emerges can and is described in the 'how' analysis. What is 

examined here are the patterns of community level dynamics that make knowledge 

emergence more or less likely. In this setting there is evidence of community intcractivity 

being managed extensively within the firm but much less so as regards what h3ppcns 

outside of the firm. For example it is surprising however that not more time is not spent on 
discussing the likely impact of social interaction on knowledge emergence (e. g. in the 
Project Case as regards the special relationships needed to develop the project) or on 
discussing the effect of management style on the effect of social interaction on knowledge 

emergence (e. g. when the concepts of self-organising groups might be relevant to the 

organization). 

5.7.2 Rules of knowledge emergence 

As was the case in the Internet cases, rules about the emergence of knowledge exist 'within 
the organizational setting and, as in the case of the gun policy case, form part of the 
knowledge content of a case (the Internal case). So, not only do rules exist that guide the 

emergence of knowledge but the discourse within the Internal case invol%-cs a discussion 
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about these rules. In contrast to the Internet setting, the rules in die organizational setting 

encourage the restriction of the emergence of knowledge within a certain ficid rather than, 

as in the Internet setting, the emergence of knowledge of any kind. The other difference 

between the two settings is that, whereas in the Internet setting there are rules to prevent a 
meme becoming more frequent through heavy promotion or repeated posting, there arc no 
such rules to prevent this happening in the organizational setting. Lastly. the discussion 

about knowledge rules involves a debate as to whether or not they arc being violated by 

some entering into discussion in the case, whereas in the organizational setting the 
discussion involves how these rules might be altered in terms of how ideas are to be 

encouraged to enter the investment process. 

Evidence for three main sources of rules exist. The first source of rules is the stratcgic 

intent of the organization that guides knowledge content production within approved areas 

of innovation. The second source of rules is the investment process that guidcs the way in 

which that knowledge content is developedL These rules follow New Product Development 

best practice. The third source of rules guide the management of Intellectual Propcrty 

through the development of clusters of IP and the patenting or knowledge. This area is 

discussed in the 'internal' case. The details of how these rules operate are however not 

detailed here for confidentiality reasons, but suffice to say such rules exist. guide the 

development of IP and ensure ownership where appropriate. 

As regards strategic intent, this exists in the form of the changing intent to become an 
intellectual Property company meaning that knowledge, rather than needing to embedded 
into products and systems as had been in the case in the past, is directed into patents, the 

knowledge content of which provides solutions to customers. Strategic intent also exists in 

the form of a list of approved areas within which staff could innovate. In summary, the 

strategic intent rule of knowledge emergence involves producing patentable, commercially 

viable knowledge within these areas of known organizational expertise. 

As regards the investment process this, as mentioned before, had ariscn from a prc%ious 

traditional new product portfolio process, that changed into a gro%%Ih process and finally 

into its current form. It was still essentially a typical Stagcd/Gated portfolio development 

process. At the preset Stages or Gates projects, according to these rules, have to be 

presented to the senior management team. The content of the presentation nccds to reflect 
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whether or not, and in either case, why the project needs or not to continue to receive 

support. There is however a degree of flexibility in this process, projcct rnanigcrs can 

request to present their project to managers for specific reasons outside of these gates. 

Behind this process are a number of standard ways and formats for producing and 

presenting knowledge. These include for example and most relevant here, the idca prororma 

that accompanies the Project case and which spccifies what knowledge needs to be includcd 

in a stage or gate. An emphasis is placed throughout on the relationships that were nccdcd 

to develop the IP commercially but that said this emphasis was not sccn in the live Project 

case. Beyond the idea stage, projects are supported by an exploitation plan, the contcnt of 

which is guided. 

In both cases there is an awareness of the need for the rules to find a balance bctwcen 

restricting variety too much and letting the organization become too disparate. Evidcnce ties 

in the case of strategic intent and came from background data whercas in the case of the 

investment process it came from the analysed data within the internal case. Both am 

detailed below. 

In the case of strategic intent after collecting the data the researcher %%as asked for advise 

regarding the approved areas in which staff were allowed to innovate. Nvas it too restrictive 

given creativity was so vital to the value of the organization? The answer the Msearchcr 

gave (in consultant mode) was that it should be made clear that it was rccognised there were 

certain areas of competence within the firm that were regarded as special to the firm and 
from which it was expected that most ideas would fit into and were areas of competence 

that needed to be cherished. However it needed to also be made clear that if managers and 

scientists had ideas that fell out of this strategic intent and couldjustify the need to invest in 

these either on strictly commercial terms or on the basis of needing to rcncw the 

competencies of the company then they would be considered. This %%-as felt by the rr=3gcrs 

to be more than a compromise and an approach that would encourage innovation within 

known areas of expertise whilst at the same time would avoid new areas of expertise being 

created and being stifled before their value could be assessed, for example, by the coming 

together of elements of two areas of expertise to create a new one. 
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Evidence for the management of the knowledge content that makes up the strategic intent 

exists within the Internal Case. In this example the managers arc discussing which of the 

projects should be taken into the new Intellectual Property Company. By discussing this, 

the directors are managing what knowledge content will makc up that new knowledge 

system. This, by way of contrast, is not part of the dynamic of the Internet setting indeed to 

manage knowledge in this way in an Internet case room is to crcatc spam which is a 

violation of the knowledge rules operating within that setting. 

EXAMPLE I 

Internal Talk 13 AM 

- Or why do we not simplify things and why don't we -I mean - this is cvol%ing because 
IPCo is evolving so when we put this list together I think we had a less clear idea of what 
IPCo would be today. Space you could take off so that would solve one problem. Project D 
will not be in IPCo I think we can be 99% certain of that. So NI (name), splendid chap and I 
am sure he would gain from the coaching and the rest of it we could take him off. Frankly 
project F could come off, the arguments for building a cluster around pmj ect F are pretty 
weak are they not? 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emerrenc caterory 
18/1 IP and moving towards IPCo New 
19/2 What areas are worthy of cluster 

managernent 
Extension 

20/3 1 Project K New 

Internal Talk 14 SD 

- Ah Yeah I would be inclined to sunvort Project T than Project F riaht now 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Ememence caterory 
21/1 What arcas are worthy of cluster 

management 
Emphasis 

22/2 Project K Emphasis 

Internal Talk 15 MD 

- So would 1,1 don't, I don't - cluster is an exaggeration 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emerrence calegory 
23/1 What areas are worthy of cluster 

management 
Repeat 

In this example, managers are making a decision as to what knowledge development should 
be transfcffcd into the new IPCo, excluding some knowledge from that transition. 

As regards the Investment Process, therewas, as in the case of the gun policy Intcrnet case, 

evidence of discussing these rules of knowledge emergence %%ithin the internal mmugemcnt 
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case. The discussion centred on cluster management and moved towards the needs perhaps, 
for development project presentations to be given to directors prior to the meeting and 

moved rapidly on to how the presentation of new ideas to the senior management could be 

encouraged. 

A variety of examples are given below that show the types of discussion that took place: 

EXAMPLE I 

Intental Talk 9 SD 

-I would be inclined to say they are probably not cluster managcrs by thcir inhcrcnt 
character traits 

[Meme number I First-orderNlemeplex Emerrence catec 
1 13/1 1 People aspect of IP compctence Emphasis 

Here the managers are discussing the selection of cluster managers who man2gc Intclicctual 

Property in the proprietary way the organization has developed. Not only is thcre the fule of 

managing the emergence of knowledge through clusters but also the suggcstion that thcre is 

a certain type of manager better able to do this tYPe of knowledge manapment. 

EXAMPLE 2 

Internal Talk 45 SD 

-I have one and I don't know whether any others feel this %,. -ay but in order to propetly do 
justice to the presentations I would like if possible we implcmcnted a cut-ofrthat anything 
that the presenters had not got to us in final form by say 5 working days - maybe that's too 
long but a few working days Worewras just deferred until the next mcctingjust to set some 
- In theory people should be able to plan for these but when a bunch of e-mails have come 
through a day before or whatever and your diary is already booked up and you arc working 
all night to do other things. I just could not do this justice. I missed a key meeting with Ruth 
-I cancelled at short noticejust to read a bit of background here and itjust does not help 
really. And in theory once we get into that habit oncc we have done it once - we might have 
a lightish meeting next meeting but then anything that had been defcn-cd we will have the 
same agenda. 
Nleme number First-order Memeplex 

, 
Emer 

_ 
rgenc catepory 

64/1 Knowledge transfer between director, 
project managers and line managers 

New 

65/2 People, their workload and competencies New 
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In this somewhat reflexive statement, the observation is made the current vcrsion of the 
investment process does not aid knowledge transfer between project nunagers and 
directors, and how possibly it could be improvcd. 

Lastly, there was evidence of an acute awareness of the need to own knowledge in the form 

of managing intellectual property and that sometimes knowledge cmcrgcd outside of tile 

organization to the detriment of the organization's commercial position as shown below-. 

EXAMPLE 3 

Intental Talk 45 SD 

-I have one and I don't know whether any others fccl this way but in order to properly do 
justice to the presentations I would like if possible we implemented a cut-off that anything 
that the presenters had not got to us in final form by say 5 working days - inaybe that's too 
long but a few working days beforewas just deferred until the next mcctingjust to set some 
- In theory people should be able to plan for these but when a bunch of c-mails have come 
through a day before or whatever and your diary is already booked up and you are working 
all night to do other things. I just could not do this justice. I missed a key meeting with Ruth 
-I cancelled at short notice just to read a bit of background here and it just does not help 
really. And in theory once we get into that habit one we have done it once - we might have 
a lightish meeting next meeting but then anything that had been dcferrcd we will have the 
same aizenda. 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emerjencecatezory 

6411 Knowledge transfer between director, 
proiect managers and line managers 

New 

65/2 People, their workload and competencies New 

In the off agenda case there was evidence of the knowledge content becoming more V-aried 

and off subject' in this 10 minute interlude when people relaxed. Ile cvidence is as 
follows: 

EXAMPLE 

People looking at material in front of them 

OffAgenda Talk 49 AM 

- If I read all the bedtime reading I got I would not sleep. Added to the pile is this a new 
one 

I Nleme number First-order Memeplex Emerlence category 
F-55/1 People and the high workload ExtMi9w 
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OffAgenda Talk 50 GD 

- You should spend more time in bed 
[Meme number First-order Memeplex Emercence caterory 
156/1 People and the high workload I'm 

Off Agenda Talk 51 Group 

- Group laughter 
Fl%leme number First-order Memeplex Emertence cateroLy 
157/1 People and the high workload R 

OffAgenda Talk 52 GS 

- if vou. went to bed a two o'clock in the aflemoon and got up at I 0. ()o 
er I First-order Nlemeplex I Emergence category 

1-58/1 1 Peopleand the high workload I Lmphaito 
I 

OffAgenda Talk 53 Group 

- Group laughter 
- er I First-order Memeplex I Emermence cmiepory 

1-59-/l 1 People and the high workload I 

OffAgenda Talk 54 AfarD 

-I don't think David would quite appreciate that 
Meme number First-order Nlemeplex Eme ence cateRory 
60/1 People and the high workload 

OffAgenda Talk 55 Group 

- Groun laughter 
I Nleme number I First-order Memeplex 

_ __ 
Emergence catepo 

161/1 1 People and the high workload 
-p 

OffAgenda Talk 56 AfarD 

- Well I am in bed ........... F -T*Ie-me number First-order Nlemeplex Emerpence category 
r62/1 Pcople and the high workload 

I 
Emonis 

OffA gen da Talk 57 IP 

- You do not even go to bed when you have a cold and then come in an infect cvcn-one 
I Meme number First-order Nfemeplex 

_I 
merlence caletory 

F-6-3/1 People and the high workload 1 . 

91 
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OffAgenda Talk 58 MarD 

- Well I did try and take the day off but ......... I did try to do that but it did not quite work 
-,, + TT nnt vet neAd hernrn T ort nn q n1ann nvain fn ret nnnther enlit 

!r First-ord r Memeplex calreory 
People and the high workload t 

It is not surprising that rules exists in the organizational context that are dircctcd to limiting 

the variety of knowledge about to be produced and that in the off agenda casc when thcsc 

rules are no longer operative the discourse does become more 'Off subject' with added 

variety. Furthermore, the rules that are present follow the normative best practice portfolio 

development literature by building gates at which development projects have to have reduce 

the knowledge uncertainty that surrounds them in order to gain more funding. What is 

perhaps surprising is that, other than in terms of patents, a ncccssary area of focus given die 

Intellectual Property nature of the company, there is no discussion that dircctly talks about 

how knowledge emcrgencc rules affect knowledge emergence or what type of knowledge 

emergence is required, and therefore what rules arc rcquircdL This is in contrast to the 

Internet setting where it is established that the type of knowledge emergence that is desired 

is as varied as possible, and hence rules are established to achieve this and contraventions 

of these rules noticed and acted upon. So in the organizational setting the concept that the 

organization has rules that impact upon knowledge emergence and that these rules might 

benefit from being discussed in knowledge terms and a1tcrcd according to the needs to 

different areas of the business or different points in its life-cycic were is underdeveloped 

when compared to the Internet setting. 

5.7.2 Differential retention dynamics 

As detailed above there is evidence of certain areas of organizational knowledge which 

rarely, if ever, are retained within the discourse as a function of past knowledge emergence 

dynamics. These areas have a common theme of being highly strategic. They include 

building commercial strategic competence irrelevant to the latter stages of the investment 

process, being strategically commercial by exploring new markets, seeking to understand 

markets in terms of customers and market dynamics rather than strictly financial nccds, 

being aware of the need for middle managers who possessed the ability to be cross. 

functional and strategic and the rcflcxive comment that the organisation was not pcrhaps 

able, as well as it might be, at producing a big picture. 
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As regards what tends to be preferentially retained. In the project case, there are icchnical 

mcmes about the project, namely 'technical explanation of product' (17%) that arc 

described in great detail relative to the strategic commercial side of die projcct, which was 

the subject of only three mcmes in the form of the plastic ID. The rinancial-commcrcial side 

of the project gaining voice in the form of financial costs of development (3%), liccrising 

revenue from project (0.5%), timings of revenue (0.5%), market size (M), types of niarkcts 
(0.5%), nature of competitor / supplier (5.3%), but these wcrc never talkcd about in terms 

of strategic market dynamics and inventing a future (e. g. ways in which niatkct could be 

expanded or market dynamics altered to their advantage). 1"his pattern is rcpc3tcd in the 

internal case where Project K makes up 24% of the content but once again is nevcr 
discussed in terms of strategic marketing or market development or dynamics but in 

financial-commercial terms. 

Furthermore, as regards the internal case content, where new ways of working are being 

discussed, the majority of the content is in the creative, more scientific early part of the 

investment process whereas being commercial is not retained or retained for only a short 

time (c. g the lack of any decent Stage 2 exploitation plan). 

As for the off agenda case, what is preferentially retained here arc the mcnics within the 

most frequent first-order mcmcplex 'People and their workload'. The explanation in this 

case might be that in the absence of the NID such a mcmcplcx could survive because the 

power associated with the MD's presence made memcs that wcre not attractive in his 

presence free to be copied in his absence. This d)rnamic led to the discussion of the second 

most frequent first-order mcmeplex, Project K, given its association with wotk-loadL 

So in summary, strategic memes; are consistently not retained. In contrast, mcmes relating to 

technical information and financial information and mcmes about the more scicntific and 
less commercial end of the investment process were preferentially rctainedL In the specific 

context of the off-agenda case, the differential retention dymamics were seen to change, in 

the absence of the MD, to a subject one can imagine would not have been discussed often in 

his presence and led to the emergence of an impromptu and rclativcly detailed discussion of 

a seemingly un-related topic of Project K. the knowledge content of which %%-as all 

commercial-financial and related in fact to workload. This showed that the d)mamics of 
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what is and what is not prcferentially is retaincd in difrcrcnt contcxts. 

5.7.3 Reflexivity 

Reflexivity (the action of looking back and analysing and rcflccting upon knowlcdgc 

emergence as this thesis does) is a type of memc that is rarely rctained. Furthcmorc thcsc 

memes tend to be about the other memes that were rarely retained. The major cxample of 

where the reflexive memes are not about non-rctaincd mcmes is in the projcct cascwhcre 

they are about stating how good the project is but even amongst this data rcflcxive mcnics 

about strategic issues that are not retained. 

EXAMPLE I 

Project Talk 245 MD 

- Thank vou verv much verv excitine 
Meme n; mber I First-order Memeplex Einer Eýnqjcnce calclZory 

. eflection on project Ncw -- 
d 

Project Talk 246 GD 

- Verv exritinv indeed 
oer I First-orTer Nlemeplex Emergence-catego 

ion on project Rcpcat 

Project Talk 247 MD 
-T like the near terraness of it 

Per First-order Nlemeplex jence category 
1344/1 Reflection on project Emphasis -9- 

Project Talk 248 PAR 

- WAI Ihnnefiillv 
Nleme number I First rder Nfemeplex Emergence caterory 

tion on project Emphasis 
d 

Project Talk 249GS 

- It seems to be it all depends on her getting to BB (new location) 

Meme numt First-order Memeplex I Ememence cattizory 
346/1 ternal development of project (resources 

and timings) 
I Emphasis 

Project Talk 2SOMD 

- Ve-. famnmyst laughter) 
[-I%Temý number First-order Alemeplex I Emerlence catego 
1347/1 Intemal development of project (rcs 
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II and timings) II 

Specifically, the critically reflexive mcmes to be found amongst the positive reflexivity, 

(namely those about timings of project often failing behind schedule and the physical move 

of the project team to new premises) are not copied further and hence do not cvolvc. 

Examples of non-retained reflexive memes about non-rctaincd mcmcs include the 
following: 

EXAMPLE2 

Internal Talk 58 SD 

-I still think there is time to shape the deal early. If we have not got our heads around the 
general shape of the deal early which is a creative thinking activity that can gowrong - it 
can cut off certain things without realising it. Bone bonding was a classic one. AfIcr that 
first presentation, I got in there with those guys and I spent ages with them trying to figure 
out how we do that. Now sometimes, you have got time sometimes you have not got time. 
Now given a bit of advanced warning about the market sectors, the market your going in to, 
the shape of the pot, the shape of the relationships involved can get your mind thinking 
down a route and you can give genuine positive feedback at this meeting. 
Mcme number First-order Mcmeplex Emer rgence caterory 
93/1 Investment Process - Emphasis 
94/2 Commercial IP deals Emphasis 
95/3 Knowledge transfer between director, 

I project managers and line managers I 

Repeat 

Here, the meme about the competence at the level of middle managers is not retained. Ibis 

said the company had set up training sessions for this purpose but it is interesting that there 

is still no feedback on this or evolution of the mcmcs in terms of the degree of the problem 

and other ideas about how to tackle the problem, is interesting. 

Note: the meme about IP management is not classiried non-retaincd as a previous mcmc of 

the same nature (8513) made by the same person is also not-rctaine(L 

EXAMPLE 3 

Project Talk 32 MD 

- That's where we went wrong with HVO. 
Nleme numý First-order Memeplex ence calegoty 

36/1 
- 

Sarcastic comment on previous project in 
MS - reflection 

Pýel* 

Internal Talk 62 GS 

-I think with Project H in a funny way was a %%-ay of demonstrating that if everything went 
wrong it went wrong. 
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Meme number First-order Nlemeplex FMCEsence caterory 
101/1 Progrcss of presentcd projects NcwO 

:9 

Once again reflexivity this time in the form of openly discussing past Icssons is not rctaincd 
in either case. 

EXAMPLE 4 

Intemal Talk 125 GD 

- The work that I would like to see put in is scooping the markct opportunity as I don't think 
we do that ever so well 

F-r*Ieme number First-order Memeplex Eme ence caltrory 
1193/1 Lack of emphasis on commercial side Ncw4' 

ýd 

Intental Talk 51 GS 

-I mean I am hoping when we move - one observation I would make ovcr the last few 
months is that I don't think we have really had a proper gatc 2 business plan. 
Nleme number First-order Nlemeplex Ewreence caterory 
78/1 IP and moving towards IPCo Emphasis 
79/2 Investmcnt Proccss Extcnsion" 

This shows another non-rctained meme, namely reflexivity about the need to improve the 
latter end of the investment process. 

EXAMPLE 5 

The ultimate irony was perhaps the rcflcction that middle managcrs tended still to be 
dominated by the financial side as a function of how the company had been run in the past 
yet (see below) were, as senior managcrs, dominated by the financial side of any 
commercial discussion (Off Agenda First-order Memcplex 'Commercial Side of Projcct K' 

-23 %). 

OffAgenda Talk 45 IP 

- Well I think we have been quite driven by the mechanics of budget processes for 2.3 )vars 
and that I think budget process has become so central and so important, so up in headlights 
that people have forgotten that you need a plan to drive a budget. 
Nfeme number First-order hlemeplex 

-------- 
I Ory Enier-rence esiq 

5011 Transition towards IPCo Lilmllon 
51/2 Skills of staff New* 

The managerial implications of this type of differential retention dynamics arc potentially 

large as the majority of the critical reflexivity is about strategic issues and is not retained. 

This suggests that, although the organization appears to be follo, %ing best practice in that it 

is aiming to develop the right (and hence commercial projects) and develop projects right 
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(ensure they reach there full potential), these very micro knowledge emergence d)MAmics 

suggest that in reality this might not always the case. 

5.8 Commentary on analysis performed to answer 'why does knowledge emerge'? 

The 'why' of knowledge emergence within the organizational setting is explained in terms 

of the concepts used in the Internet setting. Community intcractivity contributes less to the 

creation of variety than in the Internet setting where the cases operate within a closed 

system, rather than the self-organising, open system of the Internet. As regard$ the 
dynamics of retention, there is evidence of a consistent bias throughout the cases to the 

retention of commercial, financial project data to the detriment of big picture strategic, 

strategic marketing, competence development and reflexive mcmcs. Rules for knowledge 

emergence are found as in the Internet setting, exccpt that the rules %vithin the 

organizational setting are restrictive of variety production and are not discussed as being 

rules that affect knowledge emergence. Wines about how often to change these rules and 
how tightly they needed to be adhered to, do not evolve in the internal case, the ideas about 
how to change the rules are not recorded and only one is possibly actioncd. The ability to 

address the potentially detrimental differential retention dynamics is lost because reflexive 

memes, which to a great extent point out this imbalance, also arc not retained. 

In the previous section, the 'why' of knowledge cmcrgcnce was Vicwcd from the 

perspective of each of the proposed forces operating on cach case. In this section, the 

alternative perspective is considered of how these forces operate together within each single 

case. In particular, what is looked for is the extent to which any force predominates by 

acting antagonistically or whether the forces act agonistically, in ordcr to obtain a vicw of 

the system operating as a whole. 

As projects are part of the investment process the project case is where the rules of 

knowledge emergence apply. Indeed, the case follows this process in that it is guided by the 

knowledge requirements of an idea entering the process as laid out in the 'idea prororma'. 

As regards community interactivity, the meeting is closed to those invited, but is more open 

if one takes into consideration the discussion of the relationships needed to make the 

solution commercial. This involves the patent situation that is complicated and potentially 

unfavourable and the fact that the supplier does not strive to expand the market or treat the 

market with any respect, as shown below. 
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EVIDENCE 

Project Talk 63 MD 

- And Company K's position is protectcd by patcnt? As it ccrtainly is not protcacd by 
r . zervice! 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emerren e caterory 
7611 Patent situation 

_Ernphasis 77/1 Nature of current supplier 
compctitor/competition 

Rcpcat 

Project Talk 64 PMI 

- Ahuh! No it's not. I was not actually able to identify many Company K's patents. I think 
they might have licensed the tcchnology from someone else like another Korean company 
litn- rnrnnanv 7 where I did find nuite a lot. 

F-Meme =b; r I First-order Memeplex Emeryence category 
178/1 1 Patent situation Extcnsion 

Project Talk 65 SD 

- According to Company I there is no alternative and their Technical Director, there is not 
nitt-mative- if there was evervone would eo to it as thev are so hacked nffuith tho ctinnIv, 
Nleme number First-order Memeplex E-mervence caterory 
79/1 Nature of current supplier 

competitor/compctition 

T Emphasis 

Despite the influences of the forces of knowledge rules and community intcracti%ity, these 

forces seem to antagonistically affected by the force of preferential retention and non- 

retention. So, although the rules of knowledge cmergcnce cmbeddcd in the in%vsuncnt 

process involve ensuring any development project at any stage tak-cs into consideration 

commercial aspects, in this case the knowledge content is still dominated by what is 

preferentially retained, namely scientific and financial mcmcs. Equally, although the 
discussion about the supplier shows a market opportunity and is a stipulated discussion 

point in the idea pro-forma under the title of special relationships, non-rctention seems a 

stronger force in that the potential to break this bad customer supplier relationship is not 

even created as a meme, let alone allowed to evolve. Furthermore, reflexive mcmcs around 

this area of being more strategic are not retained, reinforcing the dynamics of not being 

stratcgic. 

Taking the 'internal' case, the rules of knowledge emergence that surround the investment 

process are not relevant but no other rules exist. Although there is a reflexive statement 

about the need to keep renewing it does not evolve. There is no discussion about how 
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frequently such rules around the investment process should be altered. Community 

interactivity, in terms of asking non-dircctors for their ideas, is not considered (see the next 

paragraph). In content terms, the Group Secretary does not record the many Was that do 

emerge. What are recorded are actions, as is traditional in this nationaliscd rootcd 

organization, and perhaps this is another source of non-rctcntion and prcrcrential mention 

that the analysis has not picked up. So here we have a difrcrcnt situation in which rules 

about knowledge emergence do not exist and seemingly do not emerge because rcflcxive 
mcmes are not retained. This means that the mcme that could result, ir retaincd, involving 

rules about the speed of change in the investment process, did not evolve. The reflexive 
meme that is not retained is shown below. 

EVIDENCE 

Internal Talk 144 GS 

- It's very difficult to keep these things fresh I mean we had the cxamplc of the Jamcs 
Tweed seminars, which went on for quite a while. When they first started he used to 
organise a hour and a half at lunchtime. Someone used to give a talk for half an hour, thcrc 
would be food there and everyone would have a good nattcr about it. And sometimes things 
came out of it associated with the topic of the presentation had but af1cr about a year it got 
stale. 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emcrrcnce caterory 
227/1 Organizational, renewal, reflexivity and 

experimentation 
New* 

228/2 Idea of inviting people for lunch Extension 

This is the only meme that could possibly lead to the emergence of rules about how often 

the investment process should be altered, but it is not retainedL As in the projcct case. it 

appears that the force of retention works against the cmcrgencc of knowledge about rules 

on emergent knowledge and hence new rules. 

Lastly, knowledge emergence in the off agenda case, was primarily a function of the most 
frequent first-order memeplex associated with high workload (30.9%). Once again this 

content lay outside of the rules surrounding knowledge cmcrgcnce in the investment 

process. The emergence of this content seemed to be a function of the absence of the XID 

making such talk easier. This falls into the category of community interactivity and is not 

very insightful in that power is often thought of as an influcncer of kmowlcdgc emergence. 

What is more interesting is that the mcmes surrounding the positive angle on the 

preparedness of staff to work hard (see Nleme 25/1) is stifled rather than taken up as shoum 
below. 
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EVIDENCE 

Off Agenda Talk 25 AfarD 

-I mean what is encouraging is the degree to which people arc putting Wort into thcsc 
despite the huge amount of work they have to get through in the normal course of the dly 
anyway. Some of these things are still being done at some cost I should think. You know, 
people arc putting themselves out to do these and the question is what the pa)back will 
be.... 
Meme number First-order Memeplex Emer 

_renc 
caterory 

25/1 People and the high workload Emphasis 
26/2 Relationship bctwccn staff motivation, 

timing of rcwards, transition to IPCo 
Ncw 

OffAgenda Talk 26 GD 

- Well You make a lot of progress against a sense of urgency 
Meme numb Firlst-order Memeplex F-Merrence catepr 
27/1 . ationship betwcen staff motivation, Rei 

timing of rewards, transition to IPCo, 
I Emphasis 

OffAgenda Talk 27 MarD 

- Yet). veD veD 
Nleme number First-order Memeplex E-merrence cater 

- 
ory 

28/1 Relationship between staff motivation, 
timing of rewards, transition to IPCo 

Repeat 

This is perhaps another source of non-retention related to the previously identified one or 

not allowing memes about middle management compctcncc to evolve. Ifere one has 

evidence that given the chance middle managers would be prepared to work hard to 
improve their competencies and might willingly contribute to discussions about spccd or 

renewal of the investment process. This does not ever evolve into something concrcte and 

actionable. 

As regards the rest of the content, the second most frequent f irst-ordcr mcmcplcx is that of 

Project K which is discussed in very financial terms. So once again knowledge cmcrgcncc, 

in terms of the balanced investment process, seems hijacked by the force of prcfcrcntial 

retention of financial menics. This is despite the follo%%ing reflexive comment, as already 

mentioned and reported below. 

EVIDENCE 
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OffAgenda Talk 46 GD 

- Well there's almost a conflict in - cos - the budget is an excrcisc to sonic degrce in rny 
experience sort of again being played around to minimise cxpcctations whcrcas sort of 
some of the planning we are trying to do here is to opcn up and sort of say kind orsly 
what's the big game now and I think we should see some -I mean planning our aspirations 
for a business area is different from agreeing next year's budgcL Now flicy dcrinitcly havc 
to connect but vou tend to confine it if vou do it as a budect. 

[-Nfeme number I First-order Nlemeplex Emer"gence cateltor - y 
52/1 1 Transition towards IPCo Emphasis 

Taking these cases as one data set, the conclusion is rcachcd that the force or prcfcrcnti3i 

retention and non-retention consistently overwhelms the forccs of knowledge emergence 

rules and community interactivity as well as reflexivity about these. This mcans that the 

knowledge that emerges is not as strategic as it could be. This situation is compoundcd by 

reflexive memes not being retained that could otherwise rescue the situation by causing the 

emergence of knowledge around big picture creation, strategic marketing, market 
development and strategic thinking competence of middle managers. The evidence is that 

above all knowledge emergence is altered by what is preferentially rctaincd and what is not 
retained, the nature of which is consistent across the cases. This force is stronger than rules 

of knowledge emergence, community intcractivity and reflexivity. So working at this very 

micro level, it can be seen that the reason the knowledge content that is produccd is what it 

is, is a function of the forces of knowledge emergence rules and community intcractivity 

operating but being dominated by the far strongest force of the dynamics of differential 

retention which in turn squashed reflection on the same as reflexive Memes were not 

rctained. 

5.9 Comparing the emergence of knowledge between the two settings 

As regards the 'how' of knowledge emergence and hence variety of content, the tntcmct 

cases exhibit a far greater level of knowledge content than the Internet setting. The process 

which produces that variety in content involves more categories of emergence that add 

variety in the Internet setting, whereas the organizational setting is dominated by the 

category of emergence emphasis that adds little variety. 

The Internet setting is open to anybody with acccss to, the Intcrnct, whcmu the 

organizational setting is closed around the few people who attend the meeting creating high 

levels of community interactivity in the Internet setting and low levels in the organizational 

setting. This means variety is higher in the Internet setting than in the organizational setting. 
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Whereas rules of emergence that promote openness and variety in die Internet setting (ISP 

rules that prohibit promoting a cause and repeat posting) they restrict variety and openness 

(strategic intent, investment process rules and patents) in the organizational soling. As 

regards differential retention dynamics, these differ across all the Internet Scuings that 

involve different people, whereas they arc the same across the organizational setting that 

involves people deeply rooted in an organizational culture (many sta fT have bccn employed 
for many years in the same company) and arc managerially important and significant. 
Re. flexivity is higher and more varied in the Internet setting than the organizational sciting. 
In the Internet setting rcflexivity alters the direction of knowledge emergence in one case 
(Gun policy case), whereas it does not alter emergence in any case in the organizational 

setting. In neither setting does rcflcxivity appear in all its theoretically possible forms. 

5.9.1 Conclusions and next steps 

The emergence of knowledge within organizations can be charactcriscd in the same %-ay as 

general social discourse both in terms of the 'how' and 'why' of knowledge emergence. As 

regards the 'how', organizational discourse can be divided into 'mcmcs' that arc sclf. 

contained but are more or less alike. Both qualitative and quantitative dendrograms can be 

created that illustrate the amount (variety) and depth (frequency) of knowledge contcnt 

present in any organizational context. These can be converted into simpler purely 

quantitative histograms revealing the number of mcmcplcxcs and the frequency of the 

memes within them. The process of social interaction can be analysed by comparing 

successive 'memes' showing that knowledge emerges as it is replicated from one person to 

another as the content is either replicated perfectly or less than perfectly with consequential 
implications on variety (the more imperfcct the replication the more variety added) and 

prevalence (if content is replicated in some way then the prevalence of that content 
increases). Whether the neurological mechanism is copying as stated in menictic theory is 

not known. Equally what the knowledge stock of each mind is before and after the 

discourse is not determined. Instead the analysis cmphasises; elucidating the dynamics of the 

discourse. 

As regards the 'why' of knowledge emergence the direction of knowledge emergence in 

this 'managed' organizational setting could be explained by the same concepts as the 

'unmanaged' Internet setting, namely community interactivity, differential retention 
dynamics, rules of knowledge emergence and rcflexivity. Community interacthity can be 
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explained in terms of this setting being far more closcd in thc organizational sctling 
involving only one community rather than many as in two of the Intcrnct cascs. Difrcrcntial 

retention dynamics could be elucidated. Interestingly difTcrential dynamics were Oic same 

across all organizational cases. Evidence could be found for rules of knowledge cmcrgcnce 
and reflexivity and explained. 

A comparison of the two settings regarding content and process reveals that the Internet 

setting contains far more variety of content as reflected in a relatively even distribution or 

categories of emergence. The organizational cases contained by comparison much less 

variety of content and the category of emphasis dominated the distribution of categories of 

emergence in all three cases. Community intcractivity w-as more open and more complex in 

the Internet setting than the organizational setting. Retention dynamics in the Internet 

setting varied across the cases, which involved different sets of people. whereas in the 

organizational setting they were the same across all cases, which involved people from the 

same organization. What was not retained in the organization setting involved mcmcs that 

had implications on management style and organizational performance in that thcywcrc all 

strategic memes, including all reflexive memes. Reflexivity w-as more present in the 

Internet setting than in the organizational setting and evidence %vas found for more t)TCS of 

reflexivity. In neither case was evidence found anywhere for all theoretically possible forms 

of reflexivity. 

In terms of managerial agency certain concepts (community interacti-Oty and differential 

retention dynamics) appear beyond high levels of a priori control. Tbat said certain 

communities might be encouraged to meet and interact. Differential retention d)marnics can 
be understood, their impact on performance assessed and actions taken to reposition the 
dynamics to another level (from project to strategic intent for example) or %ith greater 
difficulty, given their ernbcdedness, they might be eliminated or changcdL The concept or 

rules of knowledge emergence seems to be much more capable of being controlled a priori 
to create a certain type of knowledge as happened in the chat rooms in the form of 

prohibiting sparn to encourage variety or in the organization in the form of strategic intent 

to reduce variety. The concept of reflexivity. or rather the act of being reflexive, is seen as 
being very much in the control of man. 

Irrespective of agency in both settings there is evidence of the knowledge systems evolving 

over time to become less directed towards the 'desired' form of laiowledgc. In the gun 
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policy chat room there is spam and in the organizational setting in the absence of tile NID 

the conversation moves to over work and strategic mcmcs arc not retained. in boul settings 

the potential for reflexivity to bring the system back to a point where it does produce the 

desire knowledge is under-realised. The one attempt the data contains to bring a system 
back into 'fitness' (in this Internet setting it is to create s. -ariety) shows that this task is not 

easy in that sparn continues to rule the discussion. This suggests that the managcmcnt or 
knowledge creation should be about designing a system to create a dcsircd (intcmct) or 

appropriate (organization) type of knowledge. Ilowcvcr, inw-ritably because of the 

complexity involved, the system will at some point evolve into a system that is unintended. 
If it is desirable that the system be brought back into its intended state, why it is out or state 

needs to be elucidated by discovering what the content specific system attributes arc and 
how they are interacting and all potential sources of reflexivity need to cmployed to bring 

the system back again to fitness. This unpacking of managcrial and mcmctic agcncy is 

discussed further in Chapter Six in the section 6.5 cntitlcd 'Nlanagcrial Implications'. 

In conclusion, it is possible to map the content and process of knowledge emcrgcncc taking 

place in different social settings and reveal the system dynamics that crcatc the knowledge 

in cases of social evolution including organisational knowledge cmcrgcncc. Each discourse 

creates a unique fingerprint but this fingerprint is more or less similar to others, allowing 
for the comparative analysis of knowledge emergence dynamics in different discourses. 

From this analysis conclusions can be drawn about what type of knowledge is intended, 

whether the knowledge that is emerging is as intended and why, as well as what might be 

done to readdress the balance if there is a difference. 

The contribution the research lies in the insights generated in Chapters Four and Five most 

specifically in the comparison between the 'unmanagcd' Internet and "managed' 

organizational setting. The contribution is limited in a number of %%-ays, not least because 

the research is exploratory. The research has theoretical implications in terms of strategy 
literature and organizational evolutionary literature. As intimated in the last paragraph the 

research also has managerial implications. Lastly, the limitations can be reduced and the 

insights made more robust and broader in further research. These theoretical, rcsc=h and 

managerial implications of the research are discussed in Chapter Six. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

The contribution and its theoretical, managerial 
and research implications 

6.0 Chapter overview 

The thesis produces a contribution to the research question 'how and why does 

organizational knowledge emerge? ', which has both theoretical and managerial 
implications, and implies a future research agenda. The thesis not only seeks to describe 
knowledge emergence through the 'how' element of the research question (and succeeds in 
both content and process terms), but also answers the 'why' element of the question by 

showing that knowledge emergence occurs within a system that has certain attributes, the 

nature of which determines why knowledge emerges as it does. This chapter surnmariscs the 
theoretical implications of the thesis and adds to the thesis by introducing the managerial 
implications of the research. Further additions are made in terms of discussing the potential 
future research agenda and by introducing the learning points. 

Section 6.1 provides an overview of the theoretical contribution which the thesis makes. It 

discusses what is new about the knowledge which the thesis creates whilst highlighting the 
factors that limit that contribution. Secondly, how the unit of analysis which the thesis 
develops can be used to create descriptions and explanations of different cases of knowledge 

emergence is explained. Emphasis is placed on the cmpirical justification of a dynamic 
knowledge-based unit of analysis which arguably fulfils the criteria set by Portcr (1991) 

regarding future theory development within strategy and by Spender (1996) in his outline of 
a dynamic, knowledge-based theory of the firm. Limitations arc discussed including the 

possibility that the thesis has either made a contribution to evolutionary theory. by 
developing and applying a definition of evolution that is knowlcdge-based, or is limited by 

that definition. The systemic view of organizational life that the unit creates is discussed in 

terms of the insights it provides into what it means to manage knowledge emergence. 

Section 6.2 places the contribution the thesis makes within the context of dcvcloping a 

strategic, dynamic knowledge-based theory of the firm. Given that the theory used within 

the thesis, memetics, is a branch of evolutionary theory, section 6.3 discusses what the 

thesis implies for the future development of evolutionary organizational research. Section 

6.4 discusses the future research agenda for memetics within organizational life in terms of 
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making the contribution more robust, both methodologically and theoretically, and in terms 
of extending the contribution. The managerial implications and usefulness or the mcmctic 
perspective are discussed within section 6.5. Section 6.6 discusses the lessons Icarnt and 
section 6.7 concludes the thesis by providing a summary of it. 

6.1 The contribution 

The thesis is exploratory in a two ways. Firstly, it cmploys an undcr-dcvclopcd and new 
branch (memetics) of a historically difficult-to-accept theory (evolutionary theory). 
Secondly, it applies that theory to an empirical setting that is very testing of the theory as it 

assumes managerial control whereas memetics denies human agency. 

The contribution is three fold. Firstly, in answering the 'how' part of the research question 
the thesis develops a knowledge-based unit of analysis and shows how this unit of analysis 
can describe knowledge emergence in terms of both content and process. Working with this 

unit of analysis, the meme, allows longitudinal process research to be conducted. Different 

cases of knowledge emergence can be compared and contrasted in terms of how much 
breadth of variety is within the conversation and how much depth in terms of how often that 
content is repeated. Secondly, the thesis answers the 'why' part of the research question by 

showing how meme dynamics form knowledge systems which are subject to directional 
forces. The thesis identifies these forces and characterises them, creating in turn an approach 
to explaining why knowledge emerges as it does. At this point judgement on the roles of 
human and memetic determinism are suspended. Thirdly, having identified what makes the 
system go in one direction or another, the thesis shows that these forces arc more or less 

controllable and therefore more or less manageable. The contribution is limited as it is a new 
perspective that remains to be tested in other settings and cases, because it does not include 

other relevant branches of evolutionary theory, in particular genetics, and because it is a 
perspective on knowledge creation that has yet to be compared with others. 

Firstly, as regards the 'how' of knowledge emergence, the content of this knowledge-based 

unit can be seen to change over time as the knowledge within it changes. Those people that 

voice the same content can be said to form communities of practice or interest. At a high 

level the dynamic of these communities can be traced as changes in knowledge content aitcr 
the membership of the communities, create new ones and cause others to cease to exist. The 
dynamics of the process, by which content emerges, arc charactcrised in terms of categorics 
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of' knowiccige eniergcnec. Tlicsc catcvories describe the process underlying the cmerýcncc 

of' ktiowlcdge in tcrms of' how much ncw varicty is addcd at cacti and c%-ct), social 

intcraction. Tlicy reflect the rate of'cliangc at cacti step ot-knowledge emergence, 

g the thcoretical concept of' jijjpcrj', cct copý- Diagram 6.1 graphically shows how. usini 

I'cdclity during social intcraction, tile amount of' variation in contcrit (produced ovcy itilic 

during a knowledge exchange) is detcrimncd. The 'fingct-prints' can. in evretim. contain a 
lot of' variety but little depth In terms of' numbers of* times the nicnie is cwhanged or littic 

anioulit of, tila, kjjo\vl i I-re. 111clit, " . C\Clliitlgc, l variety but much depth in that a sinallei C( ge I 

III the this diagram it is shown lioN,, - III mccti I ng or not people may or may not cwhanp 

menles (wreteowt or zxcater) which contain meaning to product new variation III tile f'onj, 01* 

another nicnie, In this case a combination (z\%, cwxt0. O\ er tinic It' Illuch tic\\ ness is created 

a greater or lesser aniount of variety is created. I-Vially this variety may be repeated mcr 

and over in tile conversation and dominate it or be mentioned only once. 1-11csc 1\%() 

scenarios create the two possible extremes in distribution shown in thc lattcr part of the 

diagram. 

DIAGRAM 6.0 The liow' ot'knowledge emergence- content c1cillclit 
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Diagram 6.2 shows how tile i-cphcationgrams which represent tile process clemcm of 

variation production are created by analysing for cach interaction in a series ofinteraction%. 

wlictlier the variation is added Incrementally or in large amount,, intcr-sperse(I %\111, near 

pcrf'cct or perflect copying. This analysis uses (lie concept that evolution does not occur at 

the sailic rate of' change but Ps tyl), fied 1)ý- d, f'fc, -c,, ccN in (lie speed at Much %ancly 1% 

produced. Indeed evolutionary theory explains those difTcrcrices in speeds accordmý to the 

difTerences in selection prcssurcs that cause or not vancty to be retained Just however as 

variety prodLICtiOII in gerietics cannot be predicted or explained as it is blind. it i% impossible 

to say wily at that stage (social interaction) more variety or less variety was produced or that 

a mis-interprctation happciied rather than ail cniphasis. I'm example, 

As before, the diagram shows the two possible extremes ot'the same amount of", artation in 

content being produced in on manyJumps each ot'which add a small amount ot'variatioti oi 
one large junip in one social interaction. 

DIAGRAM 6.1 -- The liow' of knowledge eniergence- process c1cillent 
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The thesis takes a number of these interactions played out in different sellings and 

characterises them for depth (lioxv ofterl they are exchanged) and brcadth of vanciv (ho%% 

much new knowledge is added), together describing content and the prcwess by Much 
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content is produced (numbers of each type of copy-fedclity). This produces a method and 

way in which knowledge emergence in different settings can be compared. 

Secondly, the thesis then uses the different cases and the differences and similaritics 
between them to generate system attributes that are common to all Cascs but tlicir cxact 
nature of which and their interactivity of which varies per case, explaining the differences 

and similarities. This constitutes the 'why' part of the analysis. Four 'system' attributes are 
discovered. The four attributes of the system, namely community interactivity, retention 
dynamics, rules of knowledge emergence and rcflexivity moderate the nature of the social 
interaction. 

In essence, the 'fingerprints' of knowledge emergence created for each case are unique, as 
the name, also used in genetics, suggests. Comparing organizational fingerprints allows the 
dynamics of knowledge emergence in each case to be elucidated. Knowing the dynamics of 
knowledge emergence explains why that knowledge is being produced in the present and 

recent past, and what would have to change for knowledge of a different type (more varied 

or less varied) to be produced in the future (see managerial implications section for details). 

Community interactivity (who interacts with whom and what emerges as a result) is seen as 
being the most uncontrollable part of the system. This is because it is impossible to know 

every social interaction that results in a knowledge system being what it is, as theoretically 

all social interactions contribute to all knowledge and because it is impossible to predict 

what knowledge will emerge from each social interaction. Community interactivity is 

shown, however, to be explainable at the level of collectives in that knowledge systems, 
including the cases within this thesis, contain one or more evolving communities. The more 

communities interact, the more variety is creatcdL Differential retention dynamics arc also 

seen as relatively uncontrollable as they arc deeply embedded in past social interactions. 

The more knowledge is preferentially retained the less variety is produced. T1hcsc dynamics 

can be elucidated in terms of the knowledge which is not retained and which type of 
knowledge tends to be preferentially retained. However, they cannot be fully explained in 

that it is not practical to determine anything other than these extreme cases of differential 

retention. In contrast, it is easy to find evidence of rules of knowledge emergence and they 

appear to be intentionally created and more controllable. According to their nature these 

rules can either increase emergent variety production (Internet cases) or decrease emergent 

variety production (organizational cases). Reflexivity, thinking about past dynamics and 
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taking action to use that information to alter future dynamics, appears to be an action which 
managers can chose to take, although it is obviously impractical to reflect on cvcry social 
interaction and its dynamics. All analysed cascs of knowledge cmcrgcncc bar one, cxhibit 
insufficiently high levels of rcflexivity to influence knowledge emergence to any significant 
extent and none contain evidence of all of the theoretically possible types of rcncxivity. 

The empirical data allows this framework of how to analysc and charactcrise divcrsc 
knowledge systems. The analysis provides insights into the dynamics of knowlcdge 

emergence within and between two settings and three cases within each of thcsc satings. 
Summaries of the cases are given below to illustrate how the frammork of 'how' (contcnt 

and process) and 'why' (system attributes, their nature and interaction) knowledge cmcrgcs 
can be applied. 

In the Internet setting, the nature of knowledge emergence is similar across the cascs, in that 
a great deal of knowledge variety is created in all cases as shown by the histograms and 
rcplicationgrams. The nature and interaction of the system attributes explain this situation. 
The chat rooms remain largely open systems (relative to the organizational setting) as the 
Internet enables extensive social interaction and because the system possesses rules of 
knowledge emergence that promote variety. These differences in knowledge emergence 
between the cases are explained by each case exhibiting different Mention dynamics 

altering whether or not the knowledge system becomes less open over time, whether the 
system exists as one community of interest or several, whether these communities overlap 
and/or whether new communities are created. Reflexivity is present in this Internet setting. 
indeed, it is very prevalent within one case, gun policy, in the form of reflexi-vity regarding 
the preservation of the rules of knowledge emergence. In another case (religious case) it is 

present in the form of individuals allowing knowledge to enter their minds %ithout thinking 
too much but then, upon reflection, considering the knowledge as undesirable. In the former 

case, reflexivity serves to maintain the openness of the system, in the latter the reflexivity is 
directed at reducing the chances of certain mcmcs being retained and is insuMcicntly 

prevalent to make a substantial difference. 

Contrastingly, in the organizational setting, the nature of knowledge emergence is such that 

much less variety of content is produced in the organizational setting, as shoum in the 
dendrograms and histograms. The categories of emergence in the organizational setting arc 

above all 'emphasis' whereas the categories of emergence in the Internet setting include 
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more categories of emergence that add variation. The differences and similarities in breadth 

and depth of variety are explained by the nature of the same system attributes as developed 

in the Internet case and how they interact in each case. In all organizational cases die 

systems are very closed, not only because they involve bounded meetings at which a limited 

and fixed number of people can contribute to knowledge emergence, but also because there 
is little consideration of the views of others outside the closed system. This situation reduces 

variety. Unlike the Internet setting, retention dynamics are very similar across all cases. In 

particular, consistently the same mcmes are not retained. Tbcse are strategic mcnics and 
include, for example, memes about projects close to commcrcialisation and mcnics, about 

middle managers lacking strategic skills. Ibis means that the type of knowledge is more 

similar between the organizational cases in comparison with the Internet cases where the 

retention dynamics arc different between the cases making the differences between the 
Internet cases greater. In contrast to the Internet setting, rules of emergence reduce N-aricty in 

contrast to the Internet setting where they promote the addition of variety to the knowledge 

pool. There is less reflexivity in the organizational setting than in the Internet setting. When 

reflexivity does occur it is about the same strategic memcs which arc not retained. Reflexive 

memes are also not retained and so reflexivity has little effect on knowledge emergence. 
Reflexivity does affect knowledge emergence in the Internet setting. 

Thirdly, as regards memetic and human agency, the empirical evidence suggests that 

systems can be designed a priori to create a certain type of knowledge as dccmcd 

appropriate by an organization. (Note that this process can be negatively and positively 

affected by existing system attributes. ) Knowledge systems can be most easily designed by 

defining rules of knowledge emergence and by institutionalising reflexivity within the 

organization and, to a lesser extent, designed in terms of influencing differential retention 
dynamics and community interactivity. As the system is not perfectly controllable in time it 

will not reflect the intention to produce knowledge of a certain type and/or not rcflect what 
is appropriate. Managers then need to analyse how the system dynamics are producing a 

type of less desirable knowledge through reflexivity, and take appropriate action. 

Neither memetic determinism nor human determinism is shown to be in control. Ilumans, 

can be intentional by setting up rules for future knowledge emergence towards a certain goal 

and can be reflexive allowing for adjustments to be made about future knowledge 

emergence on the basis of past dynamics. However in time those rules might not be adhered 

to and might need to change as the broader system around those rules change. Equally being 
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r-cllcxjN, c at each stage of knowictige emergence all(I 11clicc Ci, Cll SOCIal 1111C1.1k holl 1" flot 

possible. Humans may exhibit freewill and interact with certain pcople but \\ill oficil 

interact in ill unplanned fashion, when they interact what emcrges i,, unplarmcd ami tile 

stock of' illenles inside their head wilich they have had only partial control over \\ill alier 
what they let into their ]leads in tile I'Liture. 

Diagram 6.3 sunimarises the how alid -whý' in that it looks at the (11--namics of' kno'. % ledvc 

emergence. As social interaction occurs over time periods during %%Illcll jilt, 111ple soct al 

exchanges take place the knowledge base changes. As (tic knowledge base changes the 

people associated with liarbouring and expressing that knowledge changc altering dic 

communities of practice present in the system. Some grow lari ger and more and moic people 

express the same knowledge, others are created as new \aricty is e\pressed and shared, 

others die as the discourse moves on. Coninitinitics thereflore dissoh c and are hom through 

social interaction as a function ofthe differential and subjective inici-pretation of'knowledge 

and shared differential agreement that creates (he knowledge-bascd communities 

DIAGRAM 6.2 The dynamics (hoýN and \N'11Y) ofthe cnicrgeticc of k-nmN 1(:, Ivc 
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Specifically, the diagram shows that social intcraction and exchange of mcnies creates 
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membership of the communities that share knowledge may become distinct again, others 
may disappear, as they lose all members because the mcme is no longer exchanged. What 
happens and when is thought to be modificd by the four system attributes. Community 
intcractivity and retention dynamics arc linked by an arrow, as they are both connected to 
each other in terms of how open or closed the systems arc. Reflexivity is linked to the other 
attributes using a backwards arrow as this attribute involves reflecting on the cffect of the 
other attributes on the direction of knowledge emergence. The control arrows indicate how 
human agency is a decreasing or increasing component of the system attributes as one 
moves from right to left and left to right. 

Having summarised the contribution the remainder of the section details the limitations of 
the thesis both in terms of what it does not include and the assumptions it makcs. 

The audacious claim this thesis makes, namely that an approach to describing and 
explaining knowledge emergence and how to manage knowledge has been developcd, necdS 
to be put in the context of the limitations of the thesis. The contribution is not limited in 
terms of the traditional conditions of who, where and when (NVhcttcn, 1989), normally 
placed on theories, as there is no reason to think that this theory of knowledge emcrgcnce 
should not apply to all contexts. That said, empirical evidence has only been found for the 
theory in two settings and the theory has only been developed in two settings. Further work 
might reveal that the characterisation of knowledge emergence in other settings requires 
new definitions of memes, new categories of emergence, new system attributes. Equally, 

other theories of knowledge emergence might provide more insightful findings, more 
authoritative claims and be able to be applied using a more user-friendly mcthodologyl 

The contribution is also limited in that it does not take into consideration other sources of 
innovation. Simonton's (1999) book on Darwinian Perspectives on Creativity points out that 

creativity is a function of personal traits that are probably genetic and include openness to 

new experiences, breadth of interests, cognitive flexibility, indcpcndencc and cxtrovcrsion 
/introversion balance. Different personalities probably do affect knowledge emergence. 
irrespective of how over time they have been moderated by exposure to different mcmcs, 

which is why presumably psychology tests are successfully used in selection processcs. 

There is one last limitation, which is potentially by far the biggest limitation, but can be 

seen (and is seen by the researcher) as a contribution. This is the definition of evolution 
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created by reviewing evolutionary theory from cosmology to geology to genetics to 
immunology to memetics and defining the common denominator of these branches of the 
theory as knowledge. The contribution lies in integrating and consolidating the N2rious 
common aspects of evolutionary theory and to some extent that of similar theories. In 

particular, the thesis states that evolution in whatever branch of theory and form must be 
defined as the differential prevalence over time of knowledge, whether that knowledge is 

genetic or consists of cosmological laws. Furthermore, the contribution lies in stating that 
knowledge is never absolute but is only true for as long as it holds the system in balance. 
This leads to the notion that the creation of uncontrollable variety is a process in every 
sustainable sub-system. The point being that evolutionary systems, as in complexity thcory, 
are more complex than man's ability to understand or control them, but not too complex to 
understand in terms of fundamental principles allowing the direction of evolution to be 

somewhat directed (see MacIntosh and MacClean, 2001 for an example of such logic within 
complexity theory). The broad definition of evolution used in the thesis is therefore a 
combination of a number of alternative theories, namely evolutionary theory in the sense of 
variety and selection being knowledge based within all areas of the universe and beyond, 

complexity theory in the sense of emergence and patterns and autopoesis and the Gaia 
hypothesis in the sense of self-perpetuation and dynamic balance. This 'contribution' is 

potentially controversial in two ways. Firstly it suggests that evolutionary theory might be a 
theory of everything. Secondly the theory suggests it might lead to the letting go of some 
well established tenets. For example, 

Mostphysicists would be happier if the whole problem went away. 
It will not be easyfor them to surrender the beloved constants ofnature. 

(The Economisý April 6b 2002: 84) 

Another tenet might be the difficulty with which we can accept that so much of social, as 
well as, physical existence is beyond our perfect control, as has been proven in genetics and 
which memetics also suggests is the case for social evolution. The limitation therefore lies 
in the degree of agreement with, and acceptance of, the broad dcrinition of evolutionary 
theory used in the thesis and its implications for social evolution. 

Last, but not least, there is the major assumption that the thesis makes regarding the 

relationship between variety of knowledge content and organizational performance o%-cr 
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time and in times when the speed of change can alter. To make the connection between 
knowledge emergence dynamics and organizational performance the comparison necds to 

incorporate a number of assumptions. The first is the more the organization rclics on 
innovation, the more variety in knowledge content it needs to produce. Secondly, the 

assumption that this variety is created through the overlapping of communities that rcsults 
in novel recombinations of knowledge needs to be made. Furthcrmorc, the assumption 

needs to be made that the commercial isation of the knowledge relics on knowlcdge 

becoming more and more popular with a sufficient number of cach of the crucial 

stakeholders to become economically viable. Lastly, the assumption nccds to be made that 

effective management requires being acutely aware of how systemic dynamics affect the 

two sides of knowledge emergence, namely content and prevalence. 

Despite these limitations of authority, scope and as yet unproven relationship between 

variety and performance, the contribution has implications on strategic management and 

evolutionary organizational research. In terms of strategy, the contribution starts to develop 

a knowledge-based dynamic theory of the firm, by being able to compare knowledge 

emergence in different organizations. In terms of evolutionary research, as a new approach 

to conducting evolutionary organizational research the contribution needs to be situated 

within that field. The following section places the contribution within the context of strategy 
literature whereas the section thereafter places the contribution within the context of 

evolutionary research. 

6.2 The contribution placed In the context or the strategy literature 

Chapter Two reveals that eminent strategy thinkers arc moving the field towards dynamic 

theories. This section reviews the contribution the thesis makes to this trend. In summary 
the thesis develops a knowledge-bascd unit of analysis which is dynamic in that it can be 

traced longitudinally, has an exact nature that varies according to the systemic forces that 

act upon it and which is an entity that is not entirely within the control of the manager. 

The empirical work shows how the creation of a mcmetic systems perspective from 

knowledge exchange (in this case discourse) combined with the analysis of the dynamics of 

that system, provides a way of relating micro-level organizational dynamics %ith macro- 
level performance. As such memetics, as developed in this thesis, meets PorIcr's (1991) 

requirements for a dynamic theory of the firm, as reported in Chapter Two, and rcpcatcd 
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below along with a commentary on how the memetics perspective addresses each 
requirement: 

9 An ability to address both exogcnous and endogenous variables. 

Memetics is systemic and therefore makes little distinction between exogenous and 
endogenous variables allowing the organization to be seen aspart ofa broader system that 
it affects and is affected by, rather than as an entity that is separatcfront its external 
environment. The systemicity arisesfrom the unit ofanalysis being apiece of knowledge 

that can be exchanged during social interaction by any stakeholder (organizational and 
non-organizational) and as such by communities that can, but might not include. any 
number of types ofstakeholder and by the nature ofknowledge emergence Is Shown to be 
determined by the attributes of the system. 

*A flexibility that allows for changes in those variables according to context. 

Memetics is based on deciphering the dynamics ofthe creation ofcontext and thus is about 
determining what are the variables ofspecific contexts. Context in memetics is defined as 
the amount and nature oftnowledge produced over a certain timeperiod, the dynamics of 
the process by which that added variety is created and the attributes ofthe system that 

create that knowledge rather than any other. 

* The openness to accommodate not only well-defined options but also creative 

strategies 

Memeticsfollows the emergence ofall knowledge whether intended or creative (read 

emergent); for memetics intentionality lies in the survival ofknowledge according to the 

system dynamics irrespective ofthe nature ofthe creation offhat knowledge (intentional or 
emergent) 
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0 Consideration of how firms upgrade their competitive advantage over time through 
increased complexity, sophistication and innovation. 

In looking at the systemic dynamics oftnowledge turnover, memetics looks at what directly 

adds organizational value. It can decipher how the organization affects 14-hat knowlcdge is 

produced and how popular it becomes and how over time the knowledge that is produced 
may become less appropriate or desirable 

In developing a knowledge-based unit of selection, the thesis moves away from single level 

perspectives. The meme can be looked at as an entity, as something harbourcd alongside 
others in a single mind and as harboured in communities that share and discuss the same 
knowledge. It defines knowledge in terms of processes that make more or less knowledge 
(breadth of variety) meaningful to more or less people (depth of knowledge). To quote 
Spender: 

'To know is to take part in a process that makes knowledge meaningful '. 

(Spendcr, 1996: 59) 

It looks as the forces that affect whether the knowledgc-bascd entity changes in Content over 
time and changes in terms of whether it remains part of organizational discourse. Once 

again to quote Spender (1996): 

'Yhe result is a ve? y different mode of theorising, less ofan objective statement about 
the nature offirms 'out there'than a tool to help managers discover theirplace 

in thefir7n as a dynamic knowledge-based activity system. ' 

(Spendcr, 1996: 45) 

It can be argued that the thesis generates such a tool by identifying the forces that operate on 
knowledge emergence and by showing how the exact nature of these forces differs in 
different circumstances and how these differences contribute to diffcrcnccs in kmowledge 

emergence as well as suggesting how knowledge emergence might be related to 

organizational performance. 
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6.3 The contribution placed In the context of evolutionary research 

The thesis empirically explores and develops memetics as a branch of evolutionary theory 

and brings a knowledge perspective to organizational evolutionary research. It justifics tile 
knowledge-based perspective in terms of there needing to be a common denominator to 

evolution if the phenomena is said, not only to explain physical organic cvolution, but also 
to be able to explain other sub-systems of the world in which we live. The only common 

substrate on which evolution can work is knowledge. As regards mcmetics it makes a 
contribution in the areas of identifying memes, identifying variation, selection and, to a 
lesser extent, retention mechanisms. The nature of agency is the most important insight the 

application of evolutionary theory can bring. The thesis empirically explores the notion of 
human agency in a way that recognises man has the ability to reflect and understand the 

world around him but that equally appears not to be able to control that world. Specifically 

the thesis identifies system attributes that arc more and less controllable by man. It does not 
deny intentionality in the sense of thinking one is being goal directed or in behaving in a 

reflexive manner. It challenges whether these modes of thought are not as intentional as they 

are thought to be in that they are a function of memcs that have entered the mind in the past, 

at least on some occasions without thinking, and because what you intend to happen is not 
dependent on you but on larger system dynamics which you cannot control. Lastly, the 

thesis makes the case for a greater level of integration between evolutionary theory 
development and organizational evolutionary theory development. These arc new insights 

within organizational evolutionary research. 

Unlike in organizational evolutionary research, the knowlcdge-bascd mcme allows 
mechanisms of variation-selection and retention to be clearly stated. Variation is a result of 
the differential interpretation of meaning as knowledge is exchanged. Sclection occurs as 
the result of past exposure to other memes and the attractiveness of current meme 
'strategies' making certain memes more attractive than others. Retention occurs if the meme 
is continually exchanged within the subsequent knowledge exchange and hence remains in 

the collective knowledge pool. What is not considered in this thesis is retention (and 

duration of retention) in individual minds beyond continuing to exchange that knowledge in 

the conversation under study. Agency is explored, firstly in terms of determining what 
drives the system man operates within and then, secondly deciphering what control she has 

over the nature of these attributes in terms of how they affect the nature of knowledge 

emergence in the future. 
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The development of a stance with regards to evolution in social life is defended in Icrms of 
the whole field of evolutionary theory (which is broad and not without controversy) brings 

organizational evolutionary research closer to the broader field of evolutionary theory. Ile 

application of memetics to organizational life does not require metaphors as the tradition or 
evolutionary organizational research involves, either implicitly (Nelson and Winter, 1982) 

or less implicitly (Lovas and Ghoshal, 2001). Mcnics are said to literally compete and be 

selectable just as genes are said to do the same. 

6.4 Future research agenda 

The future research agenda has two components, the first of which will substantiate the 
contribution whereas the second will extend it to a new domain. Firstly, it is very necessary 
to apply the theory more extensively to develop both the theory and its associated 
methodology into a far more authoritative approach. In particular, the nature of knowledge 

emergence in different settings needs to be investigated. Inert and highly innovative 

organizations could be compared, as could different industries, knowledge emergence 
(enabled or not by varying Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)) and 
knowledge emergence in different national and organizational cultures could be 
investigated. Alongside this greater exposure of the theory to diverse empirical settings, the 

methodology needs to be made more robust through the successive creation of codc-books 
(Neuendorf, 2002) that would standardise the identification of mcnics, their clustering and 
their classification into categories of emergence. 

Specifically, there is the opportunity to work with a pharmaceutical company that has set up 
an ideas database within a commercially important but tough division, which makes data 

collection over a long period more viable. In this context specific ideas can be followed as 
the database has been set up to collate information about the community of practice 
interest as it evolves and about information on the content of the idea as it evolves. 

There is also an opportunity to link the micro-level dynamics discovered here %%ith the 

macro-level assumption for organizational advantage to be sustainable variety production 

needs to be aligned with that of the broader system within which the organization competcs, 
This advance could be in the form of adding the system attributes to a computer model of 

organizational variation production and fitness and subjecting the model to cmpirical study 
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knowing that it represents reality. Ethiraj and Singh (2002) have such a modcl whcrcby they 

are able to simulate what happens to organizational fitness in relation to intcmal vcrsus 

external variety production and a future research agenda which already points in this 
direction. Furthermore there is a recogniscd need for such micro-macro work (Johnson, 
Melin and Whittington, forthcoming in 2003) in terms of advancing theory and aiding 

practice. The relationship between speed of knowledge emergence and depth of knowledge 

emergence and organizational performance needs to be established in terms of testing that 
the assumption that variation production inside an organization must match that of the 

system in which it operates. Ethiraj and Singh (2002) use a computer model to simulate how 

organizations in periods of change must adapt to that change. They rccognisc that their 

model needs to be developed in two ways. Firstly, links with complexity and ways of 

managing variety need to be added in order to model the management aspect. Secondly, the 
hypotheses regarding what organizations need to do in varying environments that have 

emerged from the simulation need to be empirically tested in organizations. 

Secondly, and with policy-making as well as managers in mind, the work could be extcndcd 
to include knowledge emergence beyond a single organization and hence incorporate 

industry and organizational clusters. Memetics would allow for the emergence of knowledgc 

to be traced as it evolves in parallel and in sequence across groups of organizations. This 

research would aim at integrating the disciplines of economic geography and strategy. 
Economic geographers know that geography matters but that cconomic growth is not 

governed by geographical determinism and that companies remote from clusters can survive 
(Vernon-Henderson, Shalizi and Venablcs, 2001). With the advent of ICT there is the 

additional complexity of an organization being geographically remote but virtually next- 
door. To take a knowledge-based perspective on clusters to examine evolution within 

clusters would help further research in this topical area that is the focus of many national 
knowledge economy policies. 

Specifically such clusters are a component of regional economic policy in the South East of 

the England and in Scotland. The regional development agencies in these areas arc awarc 

that to some extent these clusters work. They do not know how they work in the sense of 

how the evolution of knowledge helps and hinders single companies and clusters, whether 

certain industries such as high tech (e. g. opto-electronics and biotechnology) and low tech 

(e. g. forestry and tourism) benefit more or less from being clustered and whether the clusters 

need or need not to be geographically close or whether ICT can counter geographical 
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distances. The research agenda would investigate these faccts of the relationships bctwccn 

cluster types and single organization and cluster level performance and would also comparc 

different styles of cluster management between the South East and Scotland. Thcrc is also 

the possibility of making the work international and working with clustcrs in Malaysia and 
Mexico, both countries for which clusters make up a significant part of national economic 

policy. 

6.5 Managerial implications 

On the basis of this thesis a series of questions need to be asked about a knowledge system 
in order to understand it. These questions help to describe, explain and better manage the 

knowledge system. Specifically, as regards describing the system, the following questions 

need to be asked: 

o What knowledge is being created? 

o How much knowledge variety is being created? 

o How popular or not is each piece of knowledge? 

What are the process dynamics of knowledge emergence? For example, is the 
difference in knowledge content being created incrementally or through infrequent 

large jumps interspersed with very little introduction of variety? 

Equally, not only can the emergence of knowledge be described by adopting a mcmctic 

perspective, but it can also be explained in terms of the four attributes of knowledge systems 

of which the thesis found supportive empirical evidence. Questions which need to be asked 
for knowledge emergence to be explained, include: 

o How closed or open is the system? How many communities lie widiin the system, 
how likely it is they will interact, how are they interacting and how is this affccting 

the emergence of new knowledge? 
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o What are the rules of knowledge emergence and how arc they affecting knowledge 

emergence? 

o What type of differential retention is present within the system and how is this 

affecting knowledge emergence? 

o What amount and type of reflexivity is present within the system and how is this 

affecting knowledge emergence? 

o What are the relative strengths of these forces? 

o How do these forces interact? 

As regards the management of the system, the following questions need to be asked: 

o Is the intended knowledge still appropriate given possible changes in the strategic 
intent and in the broader system in which the organization sits, including 

competitors and potential competitors that for spurious reasons now possess the 

same knowledge? 

o If there is a difference between intended knowledge and emergent knowledge, and 
if so why? 

What do system dynamics need, and realistically, whether they can be reinforced, 

repositioned, altered or transformed to reduce the difference? 

o In what ways might reflexivity be practically increased or altered in order to reduce 
the chances of a difference between intended and emergent knowledge occurring in 

the future? 

By asking these questions a manager is able to generate a memetic perspective of 

organizational knowledge emergence dynamics within his or her organization. Ibis creates 

an understanding of the differences between intended and emergent knowledge, allowing 

the re-evaluation of what 'appropriate' knowledge is subsequently leading to attempts to 

influence the system dynamics accordingly. As regards managerial agency the thesis 
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suggests it is possible to intentionally create a knowledge systcm by cricouraging 

appropriate community intcractivity, creating appropriatc rules of cmcrgcncc and using 

reflexivity to adjust knowledge dynamics. As however the system is uncontrollablc and the 

theory says is survives because it is so, over time it will evolve into a systcm which no 
longer produces the intended type and amount of knowledge. Furthermore, as the systcm 

sits within a bigger system which is also changing, the intended knowledge may no longcr 
be appropriate, if indeed it ever was. 

By becoming more aware of knowledge dynamics through rcflcxive action, managers can 

undertake the following: 

0 Compare the fastest level of knowledge emergence in the industry with the 
organizational level of knowledge emergence and take action to improvc the specd 
of knowledge emergence where appropriate. Taking into account that this might be 

speeded up if a new entrant grossly perturbs the system such that the industrial 
boundaries are altered (Sampler, 1998) and knowledge emergence speeded up. 
Comparing rates of patenting is a way of so achieving within scientifically bascd 

companies and has been used in the pharmaceutical industry. 

o Compare rates of knowledge emergence within different areas of the organization 
and decide whether they are appropriate. For example, in R&D, knowledge 

emergence is likely to need to be faster than many other areas of the business. 
Other areas that might need speeding up include areas which have, because of a 
change in strategic intent, become more crucial (e. g. the patent office in a company 

which becomes an Intellectual Property Company). Alternatively, certain arcas of 
the business might need managing so that they do not evolve, for example after 

many changes in strategic intent a company might wish to ensure the intent does 

not change anymore as it would have the effect ofjeopardising the ability of the 

company to deliver to a strategic intent. 

0 Identify sources of natural retention dynamics, either preferred or lack of retention, 

and assess their impact on organizational performance. Take action to rcframe, 

encourage or discourage these sources of differential retention as appropriate for 

organizational performance. Natural retention dynamics can be very engrained and 
difficult to alter, especially in well established and institutionalised firms. Where 
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possible, attempts should be made to make adjustments so that tile dynamics arc 
productive rather than transform them. This is perhaps where normative 
transformation change programmes frequently do not work as they usually work 
against natural retention dynamics. For cxaniple, a company with a history of 
employing the nation's best scientists to secretively create high tech defence 

equipment found itself ofIcn financing green ecological projects which had very 
little chance of becoming commercial (data not presented in this thesis). 
Underlying this was a desire to produce 'good science' of which they could be 
openly proud of now that they no longer needed (for reasons that cannot be 
disclosed) to work within the secretive defence industry. Having discovered that 
retention dynamics of this firm involved preferentially rctaining 'greenness and 
good science' and this was having a detrimental cffcct on organizational 
performance, efforts were made to reframe the level at which these dynamics 

worked. So greenness and good science were taken up to the level of strategic 
intent where they became more of a philosophy and cthos that united the firin and 
gave it an identity, rather than a decision criterion for bad investments in non- 
commercial 'green' projects. 

o All areas of organizational knowledge emergence promote forms of social 
interaction which are likely to encourage the appropriate types of knowledge 

emergence and the appropriate amounts of prevalence in stakeholders at the 

appropriate times in the life cycle of development and conuncrcialisation. Such 
involves tracking ideas on a database registering the type of new knowledge nccded 
for that idea to grow at each point in its development, which social interaction 

needs to take place consequentially, determining how that interaction can take 

place and following up on the consequences (as the uncontrollability of the system 
does not mean that the idea will evolve in the way required). This t)pe of approach 
is very relevant to New Product / Servicc/IP development where cxactly what the 
knowledge needed is, by definition, not known. 

0 Consider how rules of emergence might be made more appropriate for the t)'Pc of 
knowledge emergence being sought by the organization. Many organizations have 

very rigid rules which, even if knowledge evolves that might be of value, is 

discarded because it does not fit into current strategic intent. Evidcnce of bending 

of the rules at a middle management level within a firm should make senior 
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managers question whether the rules of knowledge emergence need to be changed. 
The bending or breaking of rules should be therefore encouragcd if a rcason can be 

provided as to why this should happen. 

0 Acknowledge that different speeds of knowledge emergence will bc appropriate at 
different times within the history of an organization. For example, aflcr a period of 
rapid changes in strategic intent, the organisation might need to frcczc change for a 
while so the organization can adapt to the change. Or changes in strategic intent, 
for example towards being an Intellectual Property Company, might require the 

speed of knowledge emergence in the patent department to be speeded up, as was 
suggested in the Internal case within the organizational setting. 

o Introduce change initiatives and align them with what is prcfercntially rctaincd at a 
whole company level - i. e. what binds the company togcther as a community. See 

example above about retention dynamics. 

o Ensure recruitment and selection is geared towards people with the right 

combination of memes for the organization. Recruitment frequently docs 

psychology tests to ensure people are as introvert / extrovert etc. as desired. Tcams 

often do such tests to ensure that they arc balanced in terms of 'innovators' and 
'completer finishers' for example. Perhaps, however, tcams and organizations 

should also recruit and check for natural community intcractivity and retention 
dynamics which are in keeping with their intentions. 

It is suggested that improvements in performance in the case of the organization studied 

may be gained from: 

o making strategic mcmes; more attractive to ensure they are retained. 

o looking at strategic change more in terms of knowledge creation than purely 

competencies as is now the case, especially as competencies are not discussed in 

tenns of their relationship with knowledge emergence. 

o looking at the speed of knowledge emergence in all areas of the organization and 
deciding whether it is appropriate (for example the case of the patent office is 
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mentioned in the internal case) and whether the stance is communicatcd well to the 
relevant staff. 

It is highly likely that the nature of knowledge emergence in organizations varies widely. In 
turn this is likely to be, not only because performance varies tremendously, but also because 

there is no recipe for best practice or successful adaptation to the environment. If the 
assumptions above are correct, success is a function of whether the knowledge that emerges 
is appropriate for that industry and whether, if it is not, the system dynamics can be and arc 
altered. Such 'naturally' successful dynamics are likely to be present in a number of 
circumstances. For example, new scicnce-bascd companies can chose to employ staff who 
retain both technical and commercial memes, whereas already established companies that 
have employees that prefer technical knowledge might rind it hard to transform those 
natural dynamics. Scientific Generics, an innovative IP company, for example, only recruits 
people who are attracted to making science commercial. Such natural retention of technical 

and commercial memes might also exist in industries in which innovation is 
institutionalised, for example the pharmaceutical industry, in which new employees change 
upon entering the industry even if naturally they do not retain both types of mcmcs. Lastly, 

such natural dynamics may exist in companies that change the dominant business model of 
well-established industries e. g. the airline industry in terms of low cost airlines or the 
banking industry in terms of Internet banking and stockbroking. This area is discussed 
fin-ther in section 6.5 on managerial implications. 

The assumption on which the above suggestions are made is that there is not one 'right' 

peed of knowledge emergence, nor is there any 'right' way of achieving that speed. As 
Spender (1996) explains the theory itself becomes a quasi-object. Instead, the organizational 
speed of knowledge emergence should suit the environment within which the organization 
exists and is best achieved by working with the unique dynamics operating within that 

context not transforming these dynamics. 

6.6 Lessons learnt 

The first lesson is that such work is highly iterative to an extent that for this researcher, a 
natural scientist whose only philosophical reality prior to the PhD %m normative and 
positivist, could never have been imagined. As such the thesis is not written as it took place. 
Much iteration took place between evolutionary theory and the organizational literature, 
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between memetics and the empirical data and between the data and organizational thcory as 

the data made the researcher think about assumptions that could or could not be made. As 

one section of the thesis was written, implications ensued about other areas of the thesis that 
did not necessarily appear in a subsequent chapter. Equally writing the opening and 

concluding chapters that summariscd the thesis, made the researcher rcalisc that the 

remaining areas of the thesis lacked important insights and logic. Also surprise events took 

place. That evolutionary theory was a knowledge based theory and could be used to move 

towards a knowledge-based dynamic theory of the firm was not planned, it just so happened 

that these two lines of thought were being followed. Equally Internet chat rooms were 

chosen as a simple setting in which firstly explore the theory but turned out to be more 

complex than the organizational setting and a setting that did provide a theoretical and 

practically relevant contrast. This presentation is as full and logical account as is possible of 

an exploratory piece of research, which it is argued produced some interesting preliminary 

new insights into how and why organizational knowledge does emerge. 

The second lesson is that working with qualitative data is extremely challenging as very few 

tried and tested methods exist for qualitative work, few exemplars exist and rcducing, 

analysing and interpreting qualitative data is far more difficult that doing the same with 

quantitative data. Thirdly, but far from least, it was learnt that in conducting an exploratory 

thesis a very difficult route was travelled in comparison with using standard methods, 

established theories and well elucidated phenomenon of interest. 

The need to be focussed and clear in what was being achieved versus unclear through trying 

to achieve too much is another lesson learrit. The iterative process can lead to embracing too 

much literature and feeling that your contribution is wider than it is causing you to be less 

clear about what your potential achievement. 

6.7 Conclusion 

This thesis is exploratory. It involves evolutionary theory which exists not only outside of 

organizational theory but also outside of the social sciences. It applies the branch of this 

broad theory that is relevant to everyday social life, mcmetics, to a special case of social 
life, namely organizational life. The theory is undcr-developed theoretically and empirically. 

Nevertheless this, a contribution is made that consists of the development of a knowledge- 

based unit of analysis which directly adds value to the organization, which transcends time 

and which is arguably what is differentially selected for or against as the future unfolds. 
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Empirically the thesis shows the emergence of organizational knowledge can bc described 

in terms of the distribution of variety (breadth and depth) in knowledge content within 

organizational discourse and the nature of the process that results in the creation of that 

distribution in terms of speed of the introduction of variety. It also shows thit knowlcdge 

emerges in a system characterised by the concepts of community intcractivity, differential 

retention dynamics, rules of knowledge emergence and rcflcxivity. Most importantly the 

thesis has shown that it is not possible to perfectly control the system, in that man is more or 
less able to understand and explain these attributes, thereby making some more managcabic 
than others. 

The system attributes moderate the production of variety and depth of variety. Community 

intcractivity, by which is meant the dynamics of communities forming, overlapping and 

disbanding, is related to variety in that new communities form when new variety is 

produced and new variety tends to be produced when communities overlap. Evidence is 

found for different community dynamics in different settings and cases. Differential 

retention dynamics is a concept that highlights that within discourse according to context 

certain knowledge is nearly always retained in further discourse, whereas other knowledge 

is never or rarely retained (as well as all degrees in between but for practical reasons these 

are not identified). Communities are distinguished by their retention dynamics. Retention 

dynamics are characterised by the type of knowledge that is favourcd, for example scientific 

rational knowledge, subjective socially constructed knowledge, huniour etc. If heavily 

biased towards retention of the same knowledge (as they were in the organizational case), 

retention dynamics tend to reduce breath of variety and increase the depth of the knowledge 

because the discourse is dominated by that which is frequently retained. Evidence for rules 

of knowledge emergence is found. These rules direct the emergence of a certain type of 
knowledge as knowledge emerges. Evidence is found that shows how, over time, these 

complex systems alter in nature such that the knowledge that emerges is diffcrcnt from that 

is produced before. Evidence for reflexivity, seen as the ability to understand past 
knowledge dynamics and hence potentially intervene in future knowledge dynamics, is 

scarce but present in the data. 

As regards intentionality, purposeful intervention can take the form of encouraging certain 

community dynamics over others, using retention dynamics for a certain purpose or 

attempting to alter them, changing the rules of knowledge emergence or reinforcing 

adherence to them and lastly increasing the frequency of rcflexivity and/or increasing the 
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types of reflexivity in operation in the discourse. The data suggest that the uncontrollable 

nature of everyday social interaction means that the system will sooner or later move away 
from any goal laid out in terms of rules of knowledge cmcrgcncc or inherent within any 

reflexive action. Reflexivity can then be used once again to altcr the system dynamics to 

move the system back to an intended state. In none of the six cases is rcncxivity evident and 

prevalent in all its possible forms. This fact suggests none of the cases arc as managed as 
they could theoretically be. Being constantly rcflcxivc at every step of social interaction is 

however not possible. According to the data, managing knowledge, in the sense of directing 

its emergence through the manipulation of these system attributes, is not an easy task. 

The contribution, when placed within the context of current literature, suggests that the 

dynamics of knowledge emergence might help in the elucidation of sustainable differential 

advantage, if advantage is assumed to be related to producing depth and breadth or 
knowledge variety that matches the environment the organization is working within. 
Knowledge emergence dynamics are likely to be unique to the setting and discourse and arc 

unique in the six cases investigated in this research but nonetheless more or less similar. The 

level, nature and underlying process of the emergence of organizational knowledge can help 

managers determine whether they are likely to produce sufficient N-ariation of the t)pe 

envisaged as being beneficial to organizational performance. These natural d)mamics can be 

reframed, encouraged or discouraged as appropriate. Appropriate in this case means both 

being in line with the environment and using current dynamics as much as possible to 
imProve performance, rather than attempting to change current dynamics which are 
difficult to control. 

As regards the strategy literature, the thesis moves towards a knowledge-based dynamic 

theory of the firm as outlined by Spender (1996). It suggests the knowledge is held within 

structures (memcplexes or to use Spender's terms quasi-objccts) where knowledge is related 

to other knowledge. It views the individual as an agent of how the environment shapes, over 

time, his or her rationality in terms of the memes he or she is most likely to be attracted to. 

It takes an approach that looks at the interaction between the components of the system; 

memes in people's heads that are exchanged (or not) when people intcract (or not). 

As regards organizational evolutionary research, the thesis introduces mcmetics to the field. 

By doing so it claims a relevant and theoretically robust evolutionary approach to 

organizational research is to adopt a knowledge-bascd perspective. Within this perspective 
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the thesis empirically identifies the details of the variation mechanisms (imperfect copy. 
fedelity of various types) and by showing that content is differcritially selected, reveals how 
differential retention dynamics (akin to context dependent mcmc strategies) alter the breadth 

and depth of the variety of knowledge exchanged in discourse. The question of agency that 
is at the heart of any evolutionary perspective is empirically investigated. Evidcncc is found 
for rules of knowledge emergence which alter the amount of variation produced in future 
knowledge emergence. Evidence is also found to show how, over time; communities may 
interact in an unpredictable way, creating unexpected new variety and altering retention 
dynamics. Rules may not be adhered to causing knowledge to emerge in unpredictable and 
uncontrollable ways. Reflexivity may be more or less present and have more or less cfiect 
on future knowledge emergence. Thus, evidence is found for man's ability to analysc and 

understand these dynamics and use that understanding to a1tcr future knowlcdge dynamics 

towards some goal. It is noted however that the uncontrollable nature of social intcraction 

makes this a difficult task. 

The limitations of the thesis lie in its inability to be certain that within mcmctics the best and 

most comprehensive way of describing and explaining organizational knowledge cmcrgcnce 
has been found and in the lack of a genetics-bascd explanation of diffcrcnccs in the 

dynamics of organizational knowledge emergence. A limitation might also be considered by 

some as the broad and knowledge-base definition of evolution adopted within the thesis. 
This is arguably a theoretical contribution to the field and would, if adopted within 

organizational theory, redefine what could and should be accepted as organizational 

evolutionary research. Furthermore, the thesis provides only one perspective on knowledge 

emergence, in time superior perspectives may be developedL Lastly, the thesis does not 

analyse or account for the stock of knowledge in each mind at the beginning, during or after 

the discourse. It is argued that in the spirit of an 'organic' perspective this would not be 

appropriate in that it is not possible to account for all the memes in people's minds, let alone 
how the stock changes over time. 

In terms of future research, the application of evolutionary memetics to organizational life 

holds promise. There is no reason to think that the perspective of knowledge emergence 

generated here could not be generated from any organizational knowledge exchange, either 

at the level of the whole organization, cluster of organizations or discourse within some 

smaller bounded element thereof. Much future research needs to take place if academics, 

policy makers and managers are to be convinced that the perspective of organizational 
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knowledge emergence created by the thesis is theoretically authoritative and practical. This 

can be achieved by showing that 'appropriate' knowledge cmcrgcnce is related to 

organizational performance and that organizational pcrformancc can be cnhanccd through 

an improved understanding of knowledge emergence. 

Overall the thesis reveals that organizational knowledge does evolve in that it changes over 
time to create new knowledge. It is the dynamic, ever changing aspect of knowledge, rather 
than knowledge as a stock, that is cmphasised in the thesis. The choice to study knowledge 

as a dynamic rather than a static construct is made on the basis that the knowledge stock or 

any mind is impossible to record or know and anyway forever changing, making the 

dynamics of knowledge emergence a more practical and useful mode of thinking about 
knowledge. For managers the implication is that they should spend time understanding these 

dynamics. 
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APPENDIX II 

SECOND CODING AND ANALYSIS 

In this appendix, the samples of data ftorn all three cases of each setting (intcmct and 
organizational), which were given to the second coder, are listed. Ilicy arc 
accompanied by the two sets of codings and the differences in coding in an analysed, 
commented upon and summariscd fashion. 

Firstly, the actual transcript of the source data divided in to either posts or talks and 
the researchers coding per talk/ post are provided. 

Below this, the coding of the second coder is provided. 

Below this again, comments, written by the researcher, arc provided which discuss the 
differences. 

Lastly, a table is provided that summarises the nature of the differences, in terms of 
type of difference, classifying the difference as either 'methodological' or 'coding' 
and registering whether the second coding should or should not result in a change in 
the original coding done by the researcher. By 'methodological' it is meant that the 
difference in coding could be avoided in the future through use of a coding book in 
which this potential error in coding would be highlighted and instructions given to 
avoid it being made. By 'coding' it is meant that, even with a coding book, this type 
of difference would be difficult to avoid and could only be resolved through a 
discussion between researcher and second coder or perhaps by using a third coder! 

At the end of the document some comments from the second codcr arc providcd 

In the page that follows is a numerical summary of the second coding excrcisc. 

Section 3.7, in Chapter Three, provides an overview of the analysis of this second 
coding exercise and comments upon it in terms of what it implies on the thesis as a 
whole. 
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SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 

Number of memes 104 

Number of categories of emergence 104 

Total number of data points 208 

Number of corrections identified post second coding as a 
% of the total number of data points 

10/208-5% 

Number of coding issues 44 

Number of methodological issues 21 

Number of methodological / coding issues 34 

Number of differences in coding as % of all potential 
differences 

(44+21+34)1208 - 
48% 

Number of methodological issues as a% of all differences 
(content +rnethodological +both) 

21/(44+21+34) - 
21% 

Number of coding issues as a% of all issues (content 
+methodological + both) 

44/(44+21+34) - 
44% 

Type of difference methodological 
or content 

% of cases 

Coder using different definition of content Methodological 6ni=8 

Humour not coded as content by second coder Methodological gnl=13 

Researcher working at higher level of abstraction Both 6ni-8 
Implicit meaning not coded as a meme by second 
coder 

Both 8ni-i i 

Mis / lack of understanding of context Both iinl-15 
Difference in category of emergence Coding l4n1-20 

Division of content (researcher and coder finding 
same number of memes but different memes) 

Coding inm 
Division of content (second coder finds more 
memes than researcher) 

Coding 7nl=10 

Division of content (second coder finds less 
mernes than researcher) 

Coding 9nl=13 
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INTERNET SETTING: 

MARS, RELIGION AND GUN POLICY CASES 

Please note that the posts were given in the order that they were replied to so that the 
second coder follows a line of conversation. The posts are therefore not necessarily 
sequentially ordered as this ordering represents the order of temporal posting that 
might and did involve replying to other posts. 

Mars case 

Transcript 
Mars Post I 
Even worse than the dummies at Lockheed Martin are the reporters who rcport on it. 
I just found parts of the AP story that my local paper didn't carry at the Washington 
Times httD: //www. ashtimes. com/news/news3. htmi 

'Measure' of failure for Mars 
orbiter was human, NASA says 

By Matthew Fordahl 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The numbers were used in figuring the force of thruster firings used by the spacccra ft 
to adjust its position. Because the two systems are so different - there are 1.6 
kilometers to a mile and 2.2 pounds in a kilogram -- the spacecraft got conflicting 
readings and instructions. 

Even though he is specifically talking about the force of thruster firings, this reporter 
is too dumb to figure out that the relevant conversion factor is not 2.2 pounds in a 
kilogram but 4.45 newtons in a pound force. 

Tbat's even though the author specifically says (in the version in the Minot Daily 
News): 

JPL said that its preliminary findings showed that Lockheed 
Martin Astronautics in Colorado submitted acceleration data 
in English units of pounds of force instead of the metric unit called newtons. 

Why wasn! t the conversion factor between pounds and newtons given at this point? 

In fairness, note that this paragraph is probably a later version; the article in the 
Washington Times this paragraph is different: 

JPL said that its preliminary findings showed that Lockheed 
submitted acceleration data in the English -- or avoirdupois - system of measuring, 
which utilizes miles, yards, feet and inches as well as pounds and ounces instead of 
the metric system -- kilometers, meters, kilograms and gram. 
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Oh, yes, the old avoirdupois yard! Now not only do we have to worry if NASA 
figures are in nautical miles or statute miles, but we also have to check out the 
avoirdupois miles. No wonder it was all screwed up. 

The article in my newspaper also includes a graphic which talks about "The 1,387- 
pound orbiter. " I'll bet that neither the author nor 99 percent of the rcadcrs 
understands English units well enough to know that these pounds are different units 
from the pounds force used to measure thrust. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
I. What reports said New 
2. Scientific journalism inaccurate 
inadequate 

New 

3. Cause of failure conversion factors New 
4. Pounds and Newton and thru, s New 

SFCOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Dummies at Lockheed Martin New 
Reporters are also dummies! Extension 
AP story in Washington Times New 
Mars orbiter 'measure' failure was 
human 

New 

Force of thruster firings measurement Extension 
Two systems (Imperial and metric) 
leading to conflicting readings 

Extension 

Relevant conversion factor Extension 
Acceleration data submitted by 
Lockheed in avoirdupois measuring 
system instead of metric 

Extension 

Pounds force used to measure thrust I Extension 

Comments researcher - The second coder is tending here to work at a 
lower level of abstraction / higher level of detail than the researcher 
both in terms of the words used to describe the memeplexes and the 
number of memes found in the data. The dif f erences include that the 
researcher condenses the second coders memes of 'acceleration data 
submitted to Lockhead ...... and' mars orbiter failure human....: and 
'dummies at Lockehead' into 'cause of failure conversions factors. ' 
Equally, the second coders memes of 'force of thrusters ....... andpounds 
force used the measure thrust' are condensed in the researchers coding 
to 'pounds, newtons and thrust. ' Also whereas the researcher gives a 
meme as'scientific journalism inaccurate and unscientific' thesecond 
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coder talks of two memes'reporters are also dummies'and 'AP story in 
Washington Times' . Researcher suggests no change in coding. 

These differences show how memetic content can be difficult sometimes 
to cut up. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 

- 
oding problem needed 

Division of content (second coder finds Coding (1) No 
more than researcher) 
Researcher working at higher level of Methodological (1) No 
abstraction I I 

Mars Post 2 
(As far as reporters go, they are writing for a general audience, who are not familiar 
with mass vs weight anyway. Its fairly common for them to simplify things for the 
masses. But it makes it really frustrating for folks like us to read. ) 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 

5. Scientific journalism as inaccurate 
inadequate 

Extension 

6. Purpose of scientific journalism New 
7.0ffensive derogatory humour 
sarcasm 

New 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
Reporters simplify things for general 
audience. 

I Extension 

Comments researcher - Here the f irst meme has been coded very 
similarly. The second meme the researcher has included is arguably too 
subtle involving implicit rather than explicit meaning. The last is a matter 
of whether humour should be coded for. This as Neuendorf states (2001) 
is notoriously dif f icult to code f or. I would argue the humour meme 
should be kept in and the more subtle meme removed. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 

, _codin 
L, problem needed 

Implicit meaning not coded as memes by Both (2c) (2m) Yes (1) 
second coder 
Humour not coded as content by second Methodological (3) No 

1 coder II 
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I DELETED A COUPLE HERE AS I MADE A MISTAKE SORRYI 
Mars Post 5 
On the back of my HPI. IC calculator (fast approaching its l8th birthday, a fine piccc 
of equipment) is the helpful info: 
cra / 2.54 -> in 
kg x 2.204622622 -> Ibm 
1/ 3.785411784 -> gal 
cx1.8 -32 -> F 
lbaf s definitive enough for me 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
8. Generic differences in rates Emphasis 
9. HP calculators New 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Conversion rates Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Here there is no difference in one meme bar 
wording but the second coder has not coded the HP calculators 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problem needed 

Division of content (second coder finds Coding (3) No 
less memes than researcher) 

Mars Post 10 
My HP28S (1986, though the model is a couple of years older than that) has internal 
conversion factors for dozens of things. It agrees precisely with the 453.59237 grams. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Alemeplex Emergence category 
IO. Models of HP calculators New 
1 IMP calculators as sources of 
conversion factors 

New 

12. generic metric differences I Repeat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Nlemeplex I Emergence category 
Confinnation of pound avoirdupois in 14 Emphasis 
HP28S New dimension 

Comments researcher - Here there is agreement in term of the HP 
calculator content as being new although it is coded more generically as 
the researcher has'models of HP calculators' wheras the second coder 
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specifies the model number. In the case of the remaining content, the 
two coders divide it dif f erently. The researcher codes the'conf irmation 
of pound avoirdupois' as 'generic metric dif f erences' so is more general 
than the second coder. The researcher knowing the rest of the material 
identif ies af urther meme that of 'HP calculators as a source of 
conversion f actors'. Arguably the 'generic metric dif f erenceýs could be 
made more specific but the extra meme of HP calculators being used as a 
source of conversion f actors' does seem justif iable. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problem needed 

Researcher working at higher level of Methodological (4) No 
abstraction 
Division of content (second coder finds Coding (4) No 
less memes than researcher) 

_I I 

Mars Post 11 
I've got an HP28S of around the same vintage and use it regularly. I didn't change the 
batteries for 7 years! I cant bring myself to purchase one of the new models. 
Useless aside complete, 

'PP4ZPARrT4PR 

First-order Memeplex Emergence category_ 
13. Models of HP calculators Repeat 
14. Battery life of HPs New 
15. Emotional attachment to calculator New 

RFCOND CODER 0 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
HP28S Repeat 

Comments researcher - Here the coders agree on the some meme, except 
the researcher codes at a higher level. The other two memes have not 
been seen by the second coder but arguably are there, one involves 
whether humour should be coded and the other is just missing. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem needed 

Humour not coded as content by second Methodological (5) No 
coder 
Division of content (second coder finds less Coding (5) No 
memes than researcher) I I I 
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Mars Post 12 
I have an HP28S from around'91. I use it to balance my checkbook. Is that 
blasphemy? :) 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
16. Models of HP calculators Repeat 
17. Emotional attachment to calculator Repeat 
18. Battery life of HPs 

_Rcpcat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
HP28S 

I 
Repeat 

Comments researcher - Same situation as above. Two coders code the 
f irst meme the same, the other two not seen by the second coder but the 
researcher would stick by them. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problem needed 

Humour not coded as content by Methodological (6) No 
second coder 
Division of content (second coder finds Coding (6) No 
less memes than researcher) _I 

I I 

Mars Post 13 
1 have a 15c I bought when they were new. I was on contract at Boeing (BCS) so it 
must have been about'83. I have replaced the batteries once! 
I have a 45 in its original box that I retired when I got the 15c. I cringe at the cost of 
the 45 when I was a studentl 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
19. Models of HP calculators Repeat 
20. Emotional attachment to calculator Repeat 
21. Battery life of HPs 

. 
Repeat 

Comments researcher - Here the second coder has coded the two models 
as two memes whereas the researcher has coded them as one which is (I 
problem of level of abstraction and has added the two other memes ( one 
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humour one appears just to be missing from second coding). The 
researcher would argue to stick with this coding. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Corrcctlon 
coding problem needed 

Researcher working at higher level of Methodological (7) No 
abstraction 
Humour not coded as content by second Methodological (8) No 
coder 
Division of content (second coder finds less Coding (7) No 
mernes than researcher) 
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Reflizious Case 
Transcript 
Religion Post 90 
Isn't fear of God more accurately ascribed to Christians. I mean, why else do you hear 
the term God-fearing Christian so often? (eds in reference to previous post about 
Christianity being associated with domestic violencel) And isn't it strange that this 
situation occurs almost soley in Christian areas. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
22. Christianity and domestic violence 
and psychological illness 

Extension 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence catego 
Fear of God in Christianity Ncw dimcnsion 

Comments researcher - Here arguably both coders are right and both 
these two memes should be coded as they stand. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem needed 

Division of content (researcher and coder Coding (8) Yes (2) 
finding same number of memes but different 
memes 

Religion Post 91 
Thanks Elroy 
Now I'm going to throw up. I've always suspected that. The more I learn about those 
bastards the more I come to loathe their twisted belief system. When is the fucking 
DSM-IV going to start listing Christianity as a psycho disorder right up there with 
antisocial personality disorder and funzies like that? 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
23. Christianity and domestic violence 
and psychological illness 

New 

24. Personal offensiveness / banter Repeat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
Christianity is a twisted belief system 
disorder 

ombination 

Comments researcher - Here one meme, is coded nearly identically. The 
other involves humour, which the researcher has coded for and thinks is 
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le9timate but this is disputable. The second coder has coded one meme as 
a combination, arguably she is right. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 

I 
coding pr blem needed 

Humour not coded as content by second Methodological (9) No 
coder 
Difference in category of emergence Coding (9) Yes (3) 

Religion Post 92 
It won't because most of the doctors are infected with the mental disorder called 
theism. The inmates are running the asylum 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
25. Christianity and domestic violence Extension 
and psychological _illness 26. Religion as dangerous -a Extension 
virusibrainwash / addiction / abusive 
relationship /master slave relationship I 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
Maintains the doctors in the DSM-IV 
infected with the disorder! 

Emphasis 

Comments researcher - The second coder is right in that this is very 
dif f icult to interpretl It seems to imply that religion will not be ever 
classified as a psychological disorder as most doctors are brainwashed by 
religion. If this is the case the researcher stands by her coding. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Mis / lack of understanding of contextet (IOM 
_Qq) 

No 

Religion Post 93 
Most atheists have studied Christianity longer and deeper than most Christians 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Nlemeplex I Emergence category 
27. Making an effort as a route to faith I Emphasis_ 

____ 

I 

SECOND CODER 
First-order T*Iemeplex Emergence category 
Study of Christianity Emphasis 

9 
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Comments researcher - Here the two coders have coded in a very similar 
way but as per usual the researcher has abstracted up morel 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problent needed 

Researcher working at higher level of Methodological (11) No 
abstraction 

Religion Post 94 
Well I accept their apology then! 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
28. Personal offensiveness / banter I Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex EmerRence category 
Christians' apology??? Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Once again the researcher has chosen to code for 
the sarcasm / banter and therefore humour. It's arguable whether this 
should be the case but I think it is better coded as such on balance. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problem needed 

Humour not coded as content by second Methodological (12) No but 
coder borderline 

Religion Post 95 
Apology for? 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Tklemeplex I Emergence catego 
29. Personal offensiveness / banter 

___I 
Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Nlemeplex Emergence category 
Apology?? Emphasis 

9 

Comments researcher - The same applies here. The coders are agreed 
that there is one meme and that the category of emergence is emphasis, 
the question is whether to code it as humour. 
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Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem nectled 

Humour not coded as content by second Methodological (13) No but 
coder borderline 

Religion Post 96 
Jesus willingly can from heaven to earth and dies. God allowed this to happen 
because he loves us so much. Jesus prayed beforehand asking God that if any other 
way was possible to do it. Ile had at any time given time to many legions of angles to 
rescue him, however he held in there for us. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
30. Definitions of fear Extension 
3 I. Nature of sacrifice / crucifixion Extension 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex 

_I 
Emergence category 

Jesus died with God's appr I Extension 

Comments researcher - Here there is total agreement over one meme 
except slight differences in words. The second meme is, (is the second 
coder points out, doubtful but arguably in the broader concept of the 
chat room this does provide an alternative definition of fear. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blern needed 

Division of content (second coder finds less Coding (10) No 
mernes than researcher) 

Religion Post 96 
Do you have any idea how disgusting that is? Lcmme ask, if you could invent any 
religion you wanted, based on any event, idea or ideal, would you really invent one 
based on some poor guy's slow agonizing death? Come apologist, and tell me that 
religion isn't based on death, but on life. After all, he was resurrected (no mean feat) 
wasn't he? 

But the trigger event is wrong, wrong, wrong. If you are going to invent a religion, at 
least try to base it on something not quite so revolting as a Roman crucirixon. The 
whole idea is monstrous. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
32. Definitions of fear Extension 
33. Nature of sacrifice/ crucifixion Extension 
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SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Jesus' death and resurrection Emphasis 
Religion is based on life Emphasis 
Opinion on Roman crucifixion Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Here there area number of differences. The 
researcher has chosen to combine the resurrection and opinion on the 
crucif ixion under the title 'nature of sacrif ice/ crucif ixion. Arguably the 
second coder is right to divide this into two. Once again the definition of 
fear it left out, where the researcher would claim it is necessary. There 
is also a disagreement between extension and emphasis on hindsight the 
researcher feels the second coder is right 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blern necdcd 

Division of content (second coder finds more Coding (11) No 
memes than researcher) 
Difference in category of emergence Coding (12) Yes (4) 

Religion Post 97 
Exactly, now maybe you can understand the passion involved in his sacrificel But as 
far as inventing is concerned, you'd have to ask Him about that. It was his plan not 
ours. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
34. Nature of sacrifice / crucifixion Extension 
35. God's plan versus our plan New 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Jesus' sacrifice is God's plan Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Here the coding is dif f erent and can be argued 
either way. On hindsight towards the second coder's version. Also here 
the second coder has merged the two memes the researcher identified 
into one. The second coder is considered right. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem needed 

Division of content (second coder finds less Coding (13) Yes (5) 
memes than rcsearcher) 

Difference in category of emergence Coding (14) Ycs (6) 
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Religion Post 98 
What sacrifice? Is your clipping a long fingernail a sacrifice? 
Ask who about what? On you must mean the omni-incompetent drooling idiot written 
about in a two millennia fictional tome of bovine excrement that is totally clucless. 
You think people would finally upgrade their comic book hero to one that has 
integrity, and stand for truth and justice and leads by example. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
36. Personal offensiveness / banter Emphasis 
37. Role of truth / reason / mortals in 
faith 

Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence Wegory 

Various derogatory comments about 
Jesus 

Emphasis 

Belittling the sacrifice aspect Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Here the coders agree on the derogatory banter 
and classify it as an emphasis. With respect to the other meme they 
disagree on the exact wording but nethertheless are close with the 
researcher creating a more abstract category 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 

I 
coding pr blem needed 

Researcher working at higher level of Coding (15) No 
abstraction 
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Gun Policy Case 

Transcript 
Gun policy Post I 
Each year, gun violence kills or wounds more than one hundred thousand children and 
adults. Ethnic and religious minorities, gays and lesbians have been singled out as 
special targets. Recent shootings have shown that this crisis is reaching epidemic 
proportions. While 75% of Americans support reasonable gun control, such as 
licensing and registration, the US Congress has failed to act. It is time for the United 
States Congress to recognize the crisis afflicting our nation by passing meaningful 
gun control legislation. 

A petition drive to gather one million names is being sponsored by the American 
Jewish Congress and co-sponsored by the Coalition to Stop Gun violence, Handgun 
control Inc, the Million Mom March plus dozens of other groups throughout the 
nation. Their goal is to deliver petitions from one million Americans to the US 
congress before February 2000. 

Please join me in supporting this! 
I. Sign the online petition now at htlp: Hjztin-control. bomepage. com 
2. Forward this to people you know 
3. Visit our website to learn more 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
38. Facts about amount of violence New 

39. Govermnent taking no action Emphasis 

40. Numbers of people that support 
legisla i on I 

New 

_ 41. Please sign pctition I New 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 

No. of people killed by gun violence New dimension 
Special targets of gun violence are Emphasis 
ethnic and religious minorities, gays and 
lesbians 
It is a crisis which is reaching epidemic Emphasis 
proportions. 
US Congress should act by passing Emphasis 
legislation 
Petition is being sponsored by many Combination?? 
groups & goal to de iver petition. 

Comments researcher- Five memes were identified by the second coder, 
four by the researcher. The memes government taking no action 
(researcher coding) and U5 should act by passing legislation are very 
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similar and have the same category of emergence. Facts about violence 
(researcher coding) and no of people killed by violence (second coder) are 
also very similar and with identical category emergence coding. The 
petition working is slightly dif f erent and probably needs to be a mixture 
of both with a coding of new as the petition is a new dimension. The other 
differences (ire quite large in that the researcher has chosen to 
emphasise the number of people supporting legislation and the second 
coder has emphasised the groups hit by violence and the epidemic 
proportions. All of these probably need to be included 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem needed 

Division of content (second coder finds more Coding (16) Yes (7) 
memes than researcher) 

Gun policy Post 2 
When you prove to me that licensing and registering will stop one single killing and 
ban of alcohol, tobacco and prescription drugs to your petition, I might sign up. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 

42. Proof of cause and effect given 
alcohol, tobacco etc 

Extension 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
Killing is also caused by abuse of 
alcohol, tobacco and prescripti n drugs 

ý Emphasis 

-- 

I 

Comments researcher - Here the researcher is operating at a more abstracted, less 
detailed level than the second coder. Also the category of emergence is different by 
one. It does lie on the border between the two categories of extension and emphasis 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blern needed 

Difference in category of emergence Coding (17) No but 
borderline 

Gun Policy Post 3 
Dear Syracuse Stop Guns Moron. Kiss my ass 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 

ensiveness New 43. Personal off 
9 
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SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
This person backing petition. Emphasis 

-9 

Comments researcher - Here the second coder in the researchers view is 
not backing the petition. The content was coder cis personal offensiveness 
because arguably this is what the majority of the content is and 
offensiveness is new as a new dimension 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problem needed 

Humour not coded as content by second Methodological (14) No 
coder 

Gun Policy 4 
I have the information here everyone needs to report this site as spam to the hosts as 
someone was stupid enough to use his actual account to sent it. Anyway the addresses 
below are to report the spammer. Please keep reading to report the SITE hostCd in the 
sparn guncontrol. homepage. com. 

By the way, this spam was posted to HUNDREDS of USENET news groups, so 
mention that in your complaints. The host of the spam siteis 
hostmaster@rapidsite. et. abuse..... 

These are the bare minimums. Please report these spammcrs folks. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
44. This is spam New 
45. Address to report spam New 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Nlemeplex I Emergence category 

Address given to support spammers. I Empbasis 

Comments researcher - Here one meme has been coded the same, albeit 
as this is the first time spam has been mentioned the researcher has 
coded it as new rather than an emphasis as chosen by the second coder. 
The researcher has included another meme that is more implicit in the 
talk, namely that the talk represents a declaration that the first post 
counts cis spam. 
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Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blent nectled 

Implicit meaning not coded as a meme by Both (I 8c) (I Sm) No 
second coder 
Difference in category of emergence Coding (19) No 

Gun Policy Post 5 
Sorry but this isn't spam. It was only a handful of cross postings to NGs which 
discuss these things which makes it not spam (by any current definitions). It is simply 
an invitation to sign which the author finds offensive. 

If anyone disagrees with the content please DO write to your legislators and let thcm 
support (whatever). Start a petition drive. The good thing about democracy is this and 
very often our legislators listen. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
46. This is not spam Extension 
47. Sign a petition that meets your views 
as legislators listen 

New 

48. Reporting opinions you do not agree 
with as spam is censorship I 

Extension 
I 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
This is not spam, but cross postings. Emphasis 
Anyone disagreeing with the site 
content should write to their legislators. 

Emphasis 

Hence, this is a democratic system. I Emphasis 

Comments researcher - The f irst meme is coded the same except for 
slightly more extensive wording in the case of the second coding and 
extension category rather than emphasis. Emphasis the researcher would 
argue is right. The second meme is very similar except once again the 
researcher has categorised the emergence as new and the second coder 
as emphasis. The second coder is right. 
The third meme is worded quite differently but seems to be getting at 
the same thing, namely the nature of democracy. Again there is a slight 
different in category of emergence but not one that should be changed. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding pr blem 

Correction 
needed 

Difference in category of emergence Coding (20) No 
Difference in category of emergence Coding (21) Yes (8) 
Difference in category of emergence Coding (22) TNq 
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Gun Policy 6 
1 have the information here everyone needs to report this site as sparn to the hosts as 
someone was stupid enough to use his actual account to sent it. Anyway the addrcsscs 
below are to report the sparnmer. Please keep reading to report the SITE hostcd in the 
spam guncontrol. homepage. com. 

By the way, this spam. was posted to HUNDREDS of USENET news groups, so 
mention that in your complaints. The host of the spam siteis 
hostmaster@rapidsite. et. abuse..... 

These are the bare minimums. Please report these spammers folks. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
49. This is spam Repeat 
50. Address to report spam Repeat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence catego 

See gun policy 4- this is the same. I Repeat? 

Comments researcher - Given this is the same as post four, it suf f ers 
from the same differences, except here there is agreement as regards 
the category of emergence. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem needed 

Implicit meaning not coded as a meme by Both (23c) (16m) No 
second coder 

Gun Policy 7 
1 have the information here everyone needs to report this site as spam to the hosts as 
someone was stupid enough to use his actual account to sent it. Anyway the addresses 
below are to report the sparnmer. Please keep reading to report the SITE hosted in the 
spam guncontrol. homepage. com. 

By the way, this sparn was posted to HUNDREDS of USENET news groups, so 
mention that in your complaints. The host of the spam siteis 
hostmaster@rapidsite. et. abuse..... 

These are the bare minimums. Please report these spammers folks. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence c2tegory 
5I. This is spam Repeat 
52. Address to report spam Repeat 
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SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
See nos. 4&6- the same. Repeat? 
Is it meant to be a repeat? 

Comments researcher - Given this is the same as post four and six, it 
suffers from the same differences, except here there is agreement as 
regards the category of emergence 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem nectled 

Implicit meaning not coded as a meme by (17m) (? c) No 
second coder 

Gun policy 8 
Whether you agree or not, reporting spammers is censorship in my opinion. Gun folks 
think the 2d (eds amendment) is more important than the I". This post is fillcd with 
mistruths but the other side does the same. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
53. Reporting opinions you do not agree 
with as spam is censorship 

- 

Extension 

54. Pro gun people think 2nd amendment 
more important than first I 

New 

55. Previous post is full of mist truths I New 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Opinion that supporting sparnmers is Emphasis 
censorship, not democratic. 
Post contains mistruths but other side Emphasis 
contains them too. I 

Comments researcher - Here there is agreement on the f irst meme, 
although the wording is dif f erent and once again there is a dif f erence 
between the emphasis and extension category. The same goes for the 
memes about truths and facts, except here the difference in category of 
emergence is greater. The researcher has classified it as new and would 
argue to stick with that, the second coder has argued emphasis. The last 
meme about 1st and 2 nd amendments has been missed by the second coder 
and should be included. 
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Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blent needed 

Division of content (second coder finds less Coding (24) No 
memes than researcher) 
Difference in category of emergence Coding (25) No 
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ORANIZATIONAL SETTING: 

PROJECT, INTERNAL AND OFF AGENDA CASES 

Project Case 

Transcript 

Project Talk 171 PMI 
-I would be a bit surprised, I might have misjudged it, but I would be surpriscd if thcy 
had enough funding from investors if they had sufficient funding to do anything 
terribly significant without trying to get some kind of public money now being a SME 
it's very easy to get some smart money, the DTI smart money or uhmm European 
money which in which case as long as we are in the right type of relationship with 
them we can become a subcontractor with them and we get the dosh to do the work. I 
think that is down the line I don't think that's the 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
56. Technical explanation / development of 
product 

Emphasis 

57. Exploitation route Emphasis 
5S. Relationships needed to take to market I Emphasis 

RFCOND CODER 
First-order MemeWex Emergence category 

Adequate funding from investors ? 
Difficulty in doing anything significant 
without enough funding 

? 

Funding is easier when an SME ? 

Comments researcher - Here, the same number of memes are coded. The 
emergence categories cannot be given as this is the f irst data the second 
coder has seen. The f irst meme coded by the researcher ref ers to the 
f irst sentence and needs access to the data prior to 171. Adequate 
funding has been coded by the researcher at a higher level as 
exploitation route. Difficulty in doing anything ..... has been coded at a 
higher level by the researcher as exploitation route and was considered 
to include the funding issue or access to grant money. The researcher 
found the meme relationships to market which the second coder did not 
see. This is either because it is not justified or because the researcher 
knows the context more and knows that what this is about is a co- 
developer. The researcher would argue the latter. 
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Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blein needed 

Implicit meaning not coded as a meme by Both (26c) (18m) No 
second coder 
Division of content (second coder finds more Coding (27) No 
memes than researcher) I II 

Project Talk 172 GD 
- It's worth having a feel for how much money that demo would be uhmm how 
translatable - their drivers and what have you uhmm do we think it would be 
relatively easily to translate to this - because presumably it is dependent on the devise 
characteristics they had to sort of tailor -I don't know 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
59. Nature of current supplier Emphasis 
competitor/competition 
60. Technical explanation / development Emphasis 
of product I I 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
Demo to raise money is dependent on 
the devise characteristics 

Emphasis I 

Comments researcher - Once gain there is the problem of level of detail. 
The second coder has coded at a higher level of detail are regards the 
technical meaning with the talk. Also not knowing the context has not 
included the other meme has been included by the researcher 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem needed 

Implicit meaning not coded as a meme by Both (28c) (19m) No 
second coder 

Project Talk 173 PM2 

- We were led to believe it would not be a difficult exercise and we were aiming to 
produce our product to emulate the characteristics of the KC devise anyway - it 
should be a relatively straight forward built although it's easy to say that 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
61. Technical explanation / development 

of product 

Emphasis 

62. Exploitation route Emphasis 
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SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Demo should be straight forward Emphasis 
Aim is to produce product with 
characteristics of the KC devise 

Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Here, once again the second coder has coded at a 
higher level of detail but has identified the same number of memes and 
given them the same categories of emergence 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

NONE 

Project Talk 174 GD 

- OK 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
63. Technical explanation / development 
of product 

Repeat 

64. Exploitation route Repeat 

SECOND CODER v 
First-order Memeplex Emergence catego 
Agreement Emphasis??? 

Comments researcher - Here there is a problem with the definition of 
content. The researcher has coded 'OW as meaning a repeat of the 
previous meme's content whereas the second coder as agreement. If it is 
considered that OK means the person has accepted the previous content 
then the memes involved arguably are those of the previous talk. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Coder using different definition of content 
_ 

Methodological (20) No 

Project Talk 175 PMI 

- That was the intention to do it as near as possible. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
65. Technical explanation / development 
of product 

I Emphasis 
I 
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SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence catego. 
Timing of the two projects EmPhasis 

Comments researcher - Here the second coder has interpreted the 
statement as a matter of timing rather than a matter of copying the 
technical characteristics of the competitor as much as possible. The 
category of emergence is the same. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

I Correction 
nceded 

Mis / lack of understanding of context Both (29c) (2 1 m) I No 

Project Talk 176 GD 

- So you give it some current pulse that is not so different than the conventional 
technology 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 

66. Technical explanation / development 
of product 

I Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 0 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Current pulse is similar to conventional 
technology 

Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Once again here we have the problem of level of 
detail at which the coding is being performed with the second coder 
operating at a higher level of detail. The number of memes are the same 
and the category of emergence is the same 

Nature of Difference Methodological or coding Correction needed 
problem 

NONE 

Project Talk 177 PM1 

- It's being modelled to have the same basic characteristics 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
67. Technical explanation / development 

of product 

I Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 
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First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Same as 176 GD really Repeat 

Comments researcher - Again the some problem of detail. In addition 
there is a difference in category of emergence. The variation is very 
much on the borderline between the two categories, 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem needed 

Difference in category of emergence Coding (30) No but 
bordcrline 

Project Talk 178 GD 

- Yeah 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 

68. Technical explanation / development 
of product 

I Repeat 
I 

IS ., FCOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Agreement Emphasis? Or Repeat 

[Not clear on this] 

Comments researcher - Same problem as talk 174 in which a dif f erent 
definition of content is being used by the second coder. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Coder using different definition of content 
_ 

Methodological (22) No 

Project Talk 179 MD 

- That must be an aim anyway to limit the amount of changes to the current KC, then 
you can just take a KC out and slot one of these in OK so we sound aI ittle bit 
uncertain about the additional demonstrator the 13 k there -just how much it would 
involve Imaging in spending but what else have you got anything else there - 
timescales? -I heard we could not start until the move 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
69. Exploitation plan Emphasis 
70. Financial costs of development Emphasis 
71. Internal development of project 
(resources and timings) 

Emphasis 
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SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Further technology details Emphasis 
Timing of projects Repeat 

[Jill- see 179 MD above; Ifound this a bit confusing 'Imaging in spending'. Pin 
not sure whether tojust classify tit is as spending. Am I supposed to understand this 
phrase? ] 

Comments researcher - There is agreement on the timing of projects, 
although again a slight dif f erence in coding of the category of 
emergence, with the researcher counting repeats as having to be near 
exact copies of the previous meme, whereas the second coder is taking a 
more liberal view. There is a dif f erence in now the remainder of the talk 
has been coded. Because the words having been transcribed as spoken, 
the phrase 'Imaging in spending' is dif f icult to understand and should read 
'Imaging spending'. The researcher has coded the content in terms of 
financial costs and exploitation plan whereas the second coder has coded 
the content as technical. There is an argument for both. It can be argued 
that the second coder has not coded for the financial content of the talk 
and should have done because this is not included in her 'further 
technology details. Where the coding becomes more difficult is to 
dif f erentiate between Y urther technology detai Is' and where the content 
moves on to be more commercial and therefore becomes 'exploitation 
plan'. The researcher would argue that here the talk is not just technical 
so should be coded as exploitation. This is an example however of the 
most difficult side to the coding exercise. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding pr blem needed 

Division of content (second coder finds less Coding (3 1) No but 

memes than researcher) borderline 
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Intemal case 

Transcript 
Internal Talk 59 MD 
- Right I do take your point but I do think there is a balance to bc struck bctwccn 
formality and rigour and encouragement and therefore I think that with two and dirccs 
we insist whereas gate I's I would like to keep as we are. Actually what wc have 
spent a lot of time on today is reviews. I do not know what you think about the 
reviews whether we should have had all of those or whether we were happy with thcm 
coming in and going through it. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
72. Investment Process Emphasis 
73. Knowledge transfer between Repeat 
director, project managers and line 
managers 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 

Balance in formality needed in reviews New dimension 
Keep Gate 1s the same Emphasis 

Comment researcher - The second coder has coded the f irst memes but 
technically cannot do so as she does not know the content that came 
before. The dif f erence in coding of the memes once again lies in the level 
of detail. Other than that the memes have been coded the same as Gates 
ls are part of the Investment process and balance in formality of reviews 
is part of knowledge transfer. 

F-Nature of Difference Methodological or coding Correction needed 
problem 

NONE 

Internal Talk 60 GS 

- The nature of all three reviews in my humble opinion where they were about right in 
what we got i. e. we got it on the day. I mean the fuel cells was one that we wanted 
because we could see the potential for it. This committee as a body practically 
demanded that they report back in a month. And it really was a progress rcport that 
was required it was not the beginnings of a gate 2. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
74. Investment Process Emphasis 
75. Knowledge transfer between Emphasis 
director, project managers and line 
managers 
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q-prnvn r. OT)'P. R 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 

In agreement with three reviews mphasis 
Committee's timing requirement Extension 

Comments researcher - Again the differences here were purely a matter 
of level of detail with the second coder consistently coding at a higher 
level of detail. 'In agreement with the three reviews' is a matter of the 
'Investment process'and thetiming requirement'is a matter of 
'Knowledge transfer'. One of the categories of emergence is different 
however but only by one category of the continuum of added variance. 
With hindsight I think that the second coder is right that the knowledge 
transfer meme is sufficiently different to warrant an extension category 
rather than an emphasis category. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Difference in category of emergence Coding (32) Yes (9) 

Internal Talk 61 GW 
- No that was good. 
lQllr74ZPAI? (-MlPR 

First-order Memeplex Emergence category 

76. Knowledge transfer between Repeat 
director, project managers and line 
managers 

0 RiPMNY) CODER 
First-order memeplex Emergence category 
Agreement Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Once again, as in previous talks, this is a matter 
of how content is defined. Here because GW has agreed with content of 
previous talk, then the researcher has coded it as a repeat and hence the 
meme is the same as the previous talk. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding pr blem 

Correction 
needed 

Coder using different definition of content Methodological (23) No 
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Internal Talk 62 GS 
-I think with Project H in a funny way was a way of demonstrating that if cvcrything 
went wrong it went wrong. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 

77. Progress of presented projccts I New* 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Project H is pivotal?? New dimension (because it 

seems they are on to 
another subject now) 

Comments researcher - The same problem again with level of detail, but 
other than that complete consistency. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or coding Correction needed 
problem 

NONE 

Intemal Talk 63 DH 
If I was them I would have ducked that presentation. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 

78. Progress of presented projects Emphasis 
79. Knowledge transfer between Extension 
director, project managers and line 

managers 

SECOND CODER 0 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category_ 
Comment on presentation Emphasis 

I 

Comments researcher - This is a good example of an occasion where the 
problems identified throughout come together in one example of coding. 
There is the problem of detail in that the second coder is working at a 
higher level of detail. There is the issue of what is content. Here the 
researcher argues the content lies in the implications the comments has 

on the progress of that project, in that the poor presentation suggests 
that the project is not progressing as it should and on knowledge transfer 
between directors and managers in that given the lack or progress the 
project managers should have opted to duck the presentation. Lastly, the 
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coding is made problematic for the second coded having not been present 
in the meeting and sent that the presentation was bad and reflected lack 
of progress. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding pr blent 

Correction 
needed 

Researcher working at higher level of 
abstraction 

Methodological (24) No 

Coder using different definition of content Methodological (25) No 

Mis / lack of understanding of context (26m) (? c) No 

Internal Talk 64 GD 

- Absolutely and I think we should have probably found a way of doing that. We 
should just have had a note that just sort of said first test - did not work well for a 
variety of reasons. We still like to go on because there is potential. We have spent 
E2,000 so far we believe we can do something useful with E3,000 but we do not think 
it is worth troubling you with this, because that was the truth of it. 

DiUC! T7A'D('T-TlPP 

First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
80. Progress of presented projects Emphasis 
8 I. Knowledge transfer between Emphasis 
director, project managers and line 
managers 

--Prr)MT) rir)T)P. R 

First-order Memeplex Emergence category 

In agreement with above comment and 
further comment 

Emphasis 

Spending on project Extension 

Comments researcher - Here the second coder makes a valid point about 
the content of the talk containing financial material that the researcher 
has not reflected. With hindsight therefore the second meme should 
read financial development of projects rather than knowledge transfer, 
which is far less relevant. The category of emergence logically then 
becomes an extension rather than an emphasis, creating agreement 
between the second coder and the researcher. As regards 'in agreement 
with above comment and further comment' of the second coder, the 
researcher has coded this more in meaning terms i. e. as 'progress of 
presented projects' agreeing with the category of emergence. 
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Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problent needed 

Division of content (second coder finds more Coding (33) Yes (10) 
memes than researcher) 

Internal Talk 65 MD 
- Because it seemed to me that they had the conditions wrong, the matcrial wrong. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
82. Progress of presented projects Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 

Further comments on presentation I Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Same problem as in previous talk (65). There is a 
difference in the definition of content with the researcher abstracting 
upwards somewhat to create the code' progress of presented projects' 
rather than f urther comments. The category of emergence is the same. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

NONE 

Internal Talk 66 MarD 

- It was terrible 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
83. Progess of presented projects I Repeat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emer ence category 

Furthcr commcnts Rcpeat 
Comments researcher - Again as in talk 65 and 64 a problem of level of 
detai I for the description of the meme and what content is but not how 

many memes or their category of emergence. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

NONE 
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Intenzal Talk 67 GS 
-I mean the bone bonding one would has actually made some considerable progrcss 
in two months. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Alemeplex E-mer ence category HEX I 84. Progress of presented projects Extension ýE 
SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex ergence category 
Comment on bone bonding proj ct I Extcnsion 

I 

Comments researcher - Same problem as above, dif f erence in level of 
detail but agreement in number of memes and category of emergence 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Cor ection 
needed 

_NONE 

Internal Talk 68 SD 

- Again in answer to your original question David I would still like to have a few days 
in advance a final version. Because the reason I could add value to fuel cells and bone 
bonding was because I have been in the loop in the last month or two and I have been 
actively involved in them and therefore been able to shape and add value. Project G 
other than what comes of the cuff, the moment has gone, they have gone. Part of our 
role is to show how we are adding value that we are not just a team - let me get this 
right. It's not just about the perception of us as a Board and our interaction and belief 
in technology and our ability to advise and shape. And coming back after the event is 
- has minimal impact relative being able to add value. If these people going out of 
this meeting say wow - crikey they helped me - yeah -I never thought of that deal 
before or wow yeah I can talk to ....... Our credibility goes sky high and this whole 
perception of the culture and belief in the people changes. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergen e category 

_ 85. Knowledge transfer between Emphasis 
director, project managers and line 
managers 
86. People, workload and their Emphasis 
competencies 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergen e category 
Meeting information to be circulated New dimension 
prior to meeting so attendees can add 
value* 

I This is too late for Project GI Emphasis 
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Higher impact and value when Emphasis 
comments given 'before the event'* 
Points above improve Board's Extension 
credibility and the perception of the 

Ichanges* I 

Comments researcher - Here there is more substantial differences 
between the coders. The second coder has identified three memes 
relating to knowledge transfer and the researcher one, and has given the 
category of emergence as extension rather than emphasis. With 
hindsight the second coder is correct with regards to the category of 
emergence and perhaps there should be at least two memes of knowledge 
transfer ...... The researcher has added a more subtle category of people, 
their workload and competencies as there seems to be some implications 
implicit in the talk about these. It could be argued however that this is 
too subtle. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problem needed 

Division of content (second coder finds more Coding (34) Yes (11) 
memes, than researcher) 
Category of emergence Coding (35) Yes 
Implicit meaning not coded as a meme by (36c) (27m) No 
second coder 

Internal Talk 0 GS 

- Well I still feel - my own good feeling - if you do it that way to a certain extent 
when they have reached a certain maturity in what they are doing - well (if we took 
that stance) I can tell you now there would be nothing on the agenda next month. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
87. People, workload and their 
competencies 

Extension 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
Disagreement on above comment as 
result would be nothing on next agenda 

ý Emphasis 
I 

Comments researcher - Again there is a difference between the two 
coders on level of abstraction. The high level content / implication of GS 
disagreeing with the previous comment (as coded by the second coder) is 
that the people do not have the competencies to cope with the stance 
being proposed re the management of the agenda of the next meeting. 
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This is in ef f ect a problem of the second coder no having the same access 
to the context as the researcher. As regards the category of emergence, 
there is a level of difference between the two. I would stick with 
extension rather than emphasis cis this talk / meme does not just add 
detail but adds the related dimensions of competencies being insufficient 

Comments second coder - 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Difference in category of cmergcncc Coding (37) No 
Mis / lack of understanding of context Both (38c) (28m) No 
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Off Aizenda Case 

Transcript 
OffAgenda Talk 13 GD 
- The note I made was to come to your I 100 meeting session ncxt week (cd on I P) 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
88.1P meeting 

I 
New 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Meeting session New dimension 

Comments researcher - The wording of the memeplex is slightly different 
but other than that the coding identical 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

NONE 

OffAgenda Talk 14 GS 

- You are quite welcome there will be plenty of room the way things are going we 
could only get a third to a half of the cluster managers there. But I am inclined not to 
postpone it because it will be just the same problem again next time you do it. 

RESEARCHER 
[First-order Nlemeplex Emergence category 
F-89. IP_meeting Extension 

I 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Number of meeting attendees Emphasis 
Timing of meeting Extension 

Comments researcher - Here the second coder has found two memes 
rather than one, again a problem of level of abstraction but if that level 
is maintained then the researchers definition should stand as it better 
reflects the content. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problem needed 

Division of content (second coder finds more Coding (39) No 
memes than researcher) 
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OffAgenda Talk 15 GD 
- 
ioo much comes back to the same few people really (Eds rcfcrcncc to prcvious 

good presenter you became engaged on how organisation intcrnally deals with patcnts 
and making suggestions on what to change). It's one of the problems wc have in 
driving things forward as well as we might. 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
90. Reflexivity - scarcity of good project Extension 
champions / middle managers 
91. People side of transition to New New 
company I 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
Division of work leading to problems I New dimension 

Comments researcher - The second coder has seen a new dimension (is 
has the researcher. The wording is dif f erent because of the second 
coder not knowing this issue is part of the move towards becoming a new 
company'New company. ' The second coder has not seen the content of 
reflexivity but would need to know more about the context to identify 
that 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
codin problem 

Correction 
needed 

Mis lack of understanding of context Both (40c) (29m) No 
Mis lack of understanding of context Both (41c) (30m) No 

OffAgenda Talk 16 GD 

- 
§peaking of which, Jim you seem to have a fair bit on your plate 

RESEARCHER 
I First-order MemeDlex Emergence category 
I 92. People and their workload New 

SECOND CODER 
I First-order Nlemeplex Emergence category 
[-Workload Emphasis 

Comments researcher - The wording of the coding is nearly identical and 
same number of memes have been identified. There is a difference in the 
emergence category by one category. It's dif f icult to say who is 'right' 
Although the person says'speaking of'which I would still argue it's a new 
dimension. 

I Nature of Difference I Alethodolog ca-lo-r---TCorrection 
_ 
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II coding problent needed 
I Difference in category of emergence I Coding (42c) No 

OffAgenda Talk 17 IP 
- Just a bit yes 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
93. Pcople and thcir workload Repcat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Agreement Emphasis?? 

I 

Jill - as in Project Case, I'm not sure about above. 

Comments researcher - This, as the second coder recognises, is the same 
problem cis in the project case, whereby if a person is seen to voice 
agreement with a previous statement then the coding should be a repeat 
of the former both in terms of category and memeplex wording. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Coder using different definition of content Methodological (3 1) No 

OffAgenda Talk 18 Group 

- Laughter 

RESEARCHER 
ý First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 

94. People and their workload I Repeat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 

Comments researcher - The researcher has coded this humour as 
agreement with the previous statement as that is what the laughter can 
be said to mean. Hence the category of emergence is repeat and the 
memeplex the same as the previous talk. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Correction 
coding problem needed 

Humour not coded as content by second Methodological (32) No 
coder 
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OffAgenda Talk 19 GD 
- How many exploitation plans? 

RESEARCHER 
- How many exploitation plans? 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
95. People and their workload Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Exploitation plans Extension 

Comments researcher - Here the researcher has abstracted up and 
knowing the context (given the tone of voice the second coder was not 
privy to) has coded the content as a reference to workload and hence 
given previous references to the same has given the meme a category of 
emphasis. The second coder by coding at a higher level of detail has 
coded it more in a straight forward sense of content and given this 
rightly coded it as an extension. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Mis / lack of understanding of context Both (43c) (33m) No 

OffAgenda Talk 20IP 

- 16 

RESEARCHER 

Oemeplex Emergence category 
ind their workload Repeat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
No. of plans Emphasis 

Comments researcher - The same applies as in talk 19, showing how 
important context is. The difference in categories of emergence reflect 
this. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Mis / lack of understanding of context Both (44c) (34m) No 
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OffAgenda Talk 21 GD 
- Just the 16 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
97. People and their workload Repeat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
No. of plans Repeat 

I 

Comments researcher - Here the discrepancy lies only with the wording 
of the memeplex and not the category of emergence as the second coder 
has also now had a previous code for workload. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding proble 

Correction 
needed 

NONE 

OffAgenda Talk 22 IP 

- Just the 16 

RESEARCHER 
I First-order Memeplex Emergencecategory 
F-9 _8. P Repeat 

SECOND CODER 
I First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
I No. of plans Repeat 

Comments researcher - This difference lies in the explanation of talk 20 
where the second coder has not known and hence not coded this as a 
matter of talking about workload 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Mis / lack of understanding of context (35m) (? c) No 

OffAgenda Talk 23 Researcher 

- That's after 17.00 is it 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
99. People and the high workload 

-__I 
Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 
First-ordýr-rklemeplex Emergence category 
Timing Emphasis 
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Comments researcher - The some applies here cis in talk 22 and 20 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Mis / lack of understanding of context 
_ 

(36m) (? c) No 

OffAgenda Talk 24 GD 
- 
bnly gets interesting after 17.00 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
I OO. People and the high workload I Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Interest at meeting Emphasis 

Comments researcher - This refers to a sarcastic comment that the 
director is making about needing to work of ten of ter 17.00. The second 
coder given she knows the tone of voice that accompanied this talk has 
coded this dif f erently. 

Nature of Difference lethodological or 
coding problem 

Correctio 
needed 

Mis / lack of understanding of context 
_ 

(37m) (? c) No 

OffAgenda Talk 25 MarD 

- 
imean what is encouraging is the degree to which people are putting effort into 

these despite the huge amount of work they have to get through in the normal course 
of the day anyway. Some of these things are still being done at some cost I should 
think. You know, people are putting themselves out to do these and the question is 
what the payback will be.... 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
10 I. People and the high workload Emphasis 

102. People side of transition to New 

company 

New 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 
Effort of people despite heavy workload I Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Here the second coder and researcher are in 
agreement with respect to the workload meme but the researcher has 
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seen the more subtle reference to the transition to the new company as 
the increased workload is related to this. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or Corrcction 
coding problem needed 

Implicit meaning not coded as a meme by (38m) (? c) No 
second coder 

OffAgenda Talk 26 GD 
- 
Well you make a lot of progress against a sense of urgency 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex I Emergence category 

103. People side of transition to New 
company 

I Emphasis 

SECOND CODER 
Ei: rEst: -order Memeplex Emergence category 

Progress under pressure Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Here the second coder has, as before, recognised 
the same number of memes, given the same category of emergence and 
has through a better understanding of the context coded the memeplex 
with more similar language to the researcher than before as the 
connection with the transition to 'New company is more explicit. 

Nature of Difference Methodological or 
codinji problem 

Correction 
needed 

NONE 

OffAgenda Talk 27 MarD 

- 
iep, yep yep 

RESEARCHER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
104. People side of transition to New 
company 

Repeat 

SECOND CODER 
First-order Memeplex Emergence category 
Agreement Emphasis 

Comments researcher - Once again, the same problem related to 
definitions of content 
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Nature of Difference Methodological or 
coding problem 

Correction 
needed 

Coder using different definition of content Methodological (39) No 

Comments of second coder 

I did not f ind this an easy task but I did f ind it an interesting one. Many 
of the queries I faced whilst doing the coding became clear to me when 
we sat down and looked at the differences. For example one of the areas 
of coding that became much clearer was that 'agreement' and 'OK', 
whereby someone agreed with the person who had spoken before, had to 
be coded the same way. It was difficult sometimes to understand what 
was being said but again this was of ten made much clearer when it was 
explained to me much more when we sat down and looked at the 
differences. Most of the differences were easy to resolve as they were 
because I did not understand the details of the meeting, having not been 
there, and because sometimes I had not been given enough information (is 
to how certain things were to be coded. 

The most difficult part was dividing the transcripts and posts in to 
memes, deciding how many there were especially. The other problem was 
deciding on what type of level to describe them at. Jill was always more 
generalthan me. 
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